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INTRODUCTION 

Two years before Henri Barbusse died in Moscow in 1935, Anatoly Lunacharsky, the 

former People's Commissar for Public Instruction, wrote that the French writer had 

overcome his ' "deviation", son "roman" noble et chaleureux, mais inopportun avec 

Jesus de Nazareth. ' 1 What Barbusse would or should be remembered for he added 
' ' 

somewhat mindful, perhaps, both ofthe strength ofBarbusse's faith in Communism and 

of similar, bygone 'deviations' of his own, was the French writer's commitment to the 

Revolution. This has been the case, to such an extent that for many of those with but a 

passing interest in Barbusse's life and work, this was a writer who was a Communist 

long before he actually joined the PCF.2 Broadly speaking, Barbusse's religious 

preoccupations have been forgotten, ignored or subordinated to his interest in politics. 

One would do well to bear in mind, however, that it was not until he was within 

sight of his fiftieth birthday that Barbusse joined the Party, the first, and only political 

party of which he was a member. By way of contrast, the writer's engagement with 

religion can be traced back to the very outset of his literary career, disproving the notion 

that for Barbusse religion was a peripheral concern, a temporary aberration, or a 

'growing obsession'3 which emerged in his declining years, as long periods of ill health 

repeatedly forced him to confront the limits of his own mortality. As Picciola, chief 

editor of CHB, has stated: 

Le probleme religieux s'est empare de Barbusse, pratiquemment au sortir de 
!'adolescence [ ... ] il serait facile de reperer, d'reuvre en reuvre, sous des 
formes variees, la continuite, !'impregnation de Ia pensee de Barbusse par le 
drame religieux, considere comme le drame enorme de l'humanite.

4 

That nobody has explored this particular area of potential research some three-quarters 

of a century after Barbusse's death can be ascribed to the relative neglect from which this 

particular writer had suffered until recently. Academic interest - with regard to non

specialists in particular- has centred on Barbusse's involvement in the Great War; the 
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novel that this brought about, namely Le Feu (1916); and the author's 

subsequent/consequent political development. 

The few scholars who have carried out sustained research on Barbusse have 

likewise tended to focus on his non-literary activities - on the Clarte movement 
' 

Monde, and Barbusse's political development from 1914 to 1920, in the case of Brett, 

Normand and Muller, respectively.5 Baudorre's biography is a non-literary study, whic}\ 

like the doctoral theses of Weems and Michel, charts the transformation of Barbusse 

from bourgeois journalist and literary aesthete to Communist cultural figurehead, 

'rassembleur' and propagandist. 6 The doctoral thesis of Cimon is concerned with much 

the same process as reflected in six of Barbusse' s novels, covering the period from 1903 

to 1930.7 Relinger's 'doctorat d'Etat', in its examination of the whole of Barbusse's 

amvre, sets out to prove the theory that the writer's work represents a dialectical process 

combining literature and the concept of revolution. 8 As the works of the above

mentioned scholars and my own master's dissertation clearly show,9 Barbusse's political 

evolution was a long process that took the writer, only very gradually, from somewhere 

vaguely left of centre to the far left of the political spectrum. Tison-Braun's pithy 

statement is basically sound: 'Barbusse fut socialiste avant d' etre communiste, et 

humaniste avant de s'attacher a Ia politique. ' 10 

Broadly speaking, one can state without fear of contradiction that until he 

marched off to war in 1914, Henri Barbusse was a humanist who was vaguely left-wing 

in his political orientation. The time he spent in the trenches of the Western Front was 

the defining experience of his life. From the second half of the war onwards, his written 

and verbal discourse began to acquire a revolutionary dimension. However, this is not to 

be taken as evidence of a pro-Bolshevik stance on the part of this particular writer, for in 

the final days of 1917, some two months after the fall of Tsarism in Russia, Barbusse was 

describing the Bolshevik revolution as 'une scission meurtriere' .n Aligned with Jean 
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LongueC s minority faction in the fractious French Socialist Party, Barbusse fully and 

fulsomely endorsed the Fourteen Points of the American President Woodrow Wilson 

and, along with them, the democratic process. This remained the case until the latter half 

of 1919. Then, and only then, did a disillusioned Barbusse look eastwards for a more 

radical solution to the problems bedevilling contemporary society. There is still a certain 

amount of scope for personal interpretation as to the precise timing of, as well as the 

reasons behind Barbusse's abandonment of traditional forms of democracy in favour of 

Communist ideology but the writer's basic 'itineraire politique' has now been well and 

truly covered by reputable scholars. 

This makes the lack of research into Barbusse's treatment of religion all the more 

compelling a subject for sustained analysis. At the moment, the nearest equivalent to the 

studies of religion in the work of contemporaries such as Bemanos, Gide, Roger Martin 

du Gard, Peguy, and of the two literary figures Barbusse most admired, Zola and 

Hugo, 12 is the long chapter entitled 'Le messianisme social' in Relinger' s thesis. For all its 

merits, Relinger's analysis of Barbusse's use of biblical sources in relation to the 

portrayal of war in Les Enchainements (1925) is not extended backwards toLe Feu or 

Clarte (1919), in which the author's reworking of the Apocalypse and the Great Flood 

of the Book of Genesis is so conspicuous. Furthermore, Relinger notes the obvious 

affinities between the central character ofBarbusse's first novel, Les Suppliants (1903), 

and the eponymous narrator of Jesus, but he chooses not to illustrate them. Indeed, 

despite his apt remark that 'un etre humain garde toujours sa continuite, meme dans son 

evolution', 13 Relinger spends very little time on the youthful Barbusse, making light work 

of his poetry and devoting barely a dozen pages to Les Suppliants, as opposed to three 

entire chapters toLe Feu. More generally, notwithstanding the consensus that Barbusse 

saw himself as a secular prophet, a concept which is either mentioned or analysed to 
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varytng degrees by all Barbusse specialists, religion is to Barbusse studies what 

Barbusse's work as a whole is to French cultural studies- unjustly neglected. 

The general aim of this thesis, then, is to provide a thorough examination of 

religion generally and, in particular, of Christianity in its Roman Catholic form, as 

depicted in selected works spanning the whole ofBarbusse's career. Barbusse's quest for 

faith cannot be analysed any other way, given the circumstances. In their passage through 

Aumont in the fateful summer of 1940, the Nazis destroyed the overwhelming majority 

of Barbusse's literary estate. 14 There is good reason to suppose that a considerable 

number of the documents now lost forever would have been of relevance to this thesis. 

Those documents that have survived are limited and fragmentary; as a result, agreement 

between scholars is limited in scope and, at best, only general. There are various 

divergences on a number of important points .. 

According to research by Guille, peasants by the name of Barbusse farmed the 

land within sight of the Cevennes mountains, practising 'Ia religion reformee' three 

centuries and more before Barbusse's birth in 1873. In the 'Camisarde' revolt that 

followed the revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV in 1685, a number of 

Barbusse' s distant ancestors - at least two, possibly three15 
- were captured by the 

king's troops and died for their faith as galley-slaves on royal vessels.
16 

It was not until 

the promulgation of the Edict of Tolerance in 1787, Catholic royalists having failed to 

suppress the Protestant rebellion, that members of the Barbusse family and their co-

religionists were readmitted into public life, by which time rebellion and religion had been 

thoroughly commingled in the minds ofBarbusse's ancestors. 

Had Barbusse the theatre critic enjoyed, in the early stages of his career, the 

same degree of journalistic licence that was to be his after the remarkable success of Le 

Feu he would no doubt have commented directly on the religious persecution his family 
' 

had suffered when the opportunity first arose in 1898. In his review of Pierre Loti's 
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Judith Renaudin, however, he referred to the 'dragonnades' that marked the revocation 

of the Edict of Nantes only insofar as they related to the play's plot: 'Ne pouvant 

m'arreter sur toutes les reflexions que suggere cette piece emouvante par plus d'un 

point, je m'arreterai encore moins sur !'inutile polemique qu'elle a soulevee au sujet des 

persecutions protestantes' .17 

The precise role that religion played in the lives of Barbusse's more immediate 

relatives and the impact this had during his childhood and adolescence are no less 

uncertain. According to the late Pierre Paraf, friend ofBarbusse's widow, Helyonne, and 

long-serving President of the AAHB, Barbusse's paternal grandfather, Auguste (born 

1797), was a 'pasteur'. Paraf made the point on at least three separate occasions without 

ever substantiating it. 18 Barbusses biographer, Baudorre, and France's leading Barbusse

scholar, Relinger, both describe Auguste Barbusse, quite simply, as a 'marchand de 

vins'. 19 In the absence of conclusive evidence either way, the matter must remain 

unresolved, as must the motivation of his son, Adrien (born 1841), Henri's father, with 

regard to Adrien' s decision to go to Geneva around 1860 to study theology at Geneva 

University with a view to becoming a minister. 

Guille takes the view that Adrien was following the wishes of his ultra-pious 

father. 20 Baudorre categorically rejects this view, pointing out that Auguste Barbusse had 

died several years earlier. According to Baudorre, Adrien's mother had been left 'sans 

revenus' upon the death of her husband and was thus completely dependent upon their 

one surviving son: 'Pourquoi dans ces conditions partir pour Geneve? Par vocation? Cela 

parait bien improbable. '21 Improbable though a sense of vocation may seem on the part 

of a man who appears to have turned his back on Geneva an 'athee convaincu',
22 

it is 

hard to imagine why he would otherwise have left his mother in such straitened 

circumstances. 
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Suffice it to say that Adrien' s original intentions are open to speculation, likewise 

the degree of faith with which he began his theological training. He may well have 

baulked at the rigorous, pietistic Calvinism of the University of Geneva of the time, 

imbued as he will (in all probability) have been with 'Ia tradition populaire, tolerante et 

democratique des Camisards'.23 On the other hand, ifBaudorre is correct, the religious 

atmosphere in Geneva was not sufficiently oppressive to have prevented Adrien from 

completing his degree before moving to England to embark on a career in journalism and 

the arts. It was here that he met Annie Benson, the youngest child of a Lincolnshire 

brickmaker. 24 The couple married, moved to Montmartre and had three children - not 

baptized, it has been claimed 25
- during the delivery of the third of whom Annie died. 

While his father eked out a modest living as a playwright, novelist and critic for 

various Parisian newspapers, including the anticlerical daily Le Siecle, Henri Barbusse 

found himself in the loving care of Emilie Voirin, a friend of his deceased mother who 

became the family housekeeper. She also became Adrien's companion and years later, 

Adrien regularized their situation by making her his second wife. It was to his father and 

to the woman that he always referred to as his mother that the seven-year -old Henri 

Barbusse addressed a letter, happily preserved, on the occasion of New Year's Day, 

1881: 

Chers parents, 
J e suis heureux de pouvoir, au commencement de cette annee, vous souhaiter 
une bonne sante. Je demande a Dieu de vous conserver longtemps encore a 
mon amour. Je lui demande aussi qu'il eloigne de vous tout ce qui vous 
cause de la peine. [ ... ]26 

Precocious a child though the young Henri was, and the verse play that he wrote less 

than two years later suggests remarkable maturity in both artistic and intellectual terms, 
27 

this brief missive cannot be taken as conclusive evidence of a belief in God. The 

reference to God may well be merely formulaic, or a pointer to an unquestioning, 

childlike acceptance of an abstract concept. 
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On the other hand, it would appear that Adrien, the 'athee convaincu', had done 

nothing in Barbusse's formative years to persuade his young son that God did not exist, 

preferring, perhaps, to let him make the discovery for himself Albeit indirectly, he may 

even have fostered religious beliefs in his children that ran counter to his own. Relinger 

has stated that Adrien was apt to give his children evening readings from various sources 

of literature, including the Old Testament.28 The claim, once again, is not substantiated 

by hard evidence. Indeed, on more than one occasion in the extant archival material 
' 

Barbusse alludes to these literary 'soirees' and never mentions the Bible.29 Those familiar 

with Barbusse's fiction would not dispute that he had a profound knowledge of the Bible 

(the writings of the Hebrew prophets in particular) and would therefore feel disinclined 

to challenge Guille's assertion that only 'l'ancien eleve pasteur de Geneve a pu donner a 

Henri Barbusse le gout de Ia culture biblique qu'il a acquise par la suite. ' 30 That said, as 

with so much else in the life ofBarbusse, there can be no certainties. 

What does appear to be beyond doubt is that religion played no great part in 

Barbusse's schooling. After attending a primary shool in the rue Milton near the family 

home in Montmartre, Henri became an 'externe' at the College Rollin, now the Lycee 

Jacques-Decour, in Paris's ninth 'arrondissement'. Jansenist at the time of its foundation 

in 1690, the school developed, over the course of the following two centuries, a liberal 

tradition in religious matters. By the time that Barbusse was a pupil there (1883-1893), 

members of the clergy had gradually been replaced by the laity in all areas of teaching 

and administration. Religious instruction was provided by visiting representatives of 

various denominations, but only when requested by parents and at the latter's own 

expense.31 If Barbusse the schoolboy had any lingering religious beliefs, they will have 

been seriously challenged in this liberal environment. 

Seen from the historico-biographical point of view, then, all that can be said with 

any great sense of assurance about Henri Barbusse and religion is that he was born into a 
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family whose traditions had been both democratic and Protestant, or rather, democratic 

because Protestant, for centuries. He was, possibly, the grandson of a preacher; 

definitely, the son of a man who at least began theological training with the apparent aim 

ofbecoming a minister of God, a keeper of the faith. 32 As the subsequent chapters of this 

thesis will demonstrate, Henri Barbusse, a writer and intellectual who is often associated 

with Communism, had a profoundly religious culture which he drew on throughout his 

career in order to channel what he appears generally to have considered to be an innate 

religious impulse in human beings in particular, secular directions. 

It is perhaps fitting that the analysis contained in the following eight chapters of 

this thesis should be grounded primarily in Barbusse's work, which, unlike his personal 

history, remains intact and fully accessible. As Barbusse himself once declared, 'La voix 

basse de I' ecriture ne se tait jamais. ' 33 Initially, he aspired to be a poet in the Victor Hugo 

mould and it was as the author of a volume of verse entitled Pleureuses ( 1895) that 

Barbusse first made a name for himself Turning to prose for reasons that are not clear, 

he produced seven novels over the course of the following thirty-five years, a period that 

fully incorporates the three broad chronological phases in Barbusse's development as 

man, writer and political educand. The focus in this thesis, in Parts one to three, is on 

Barbusse's poetry and Les Suppliants, L 'Enfer (1908), Le Feu, Clarte, Les 

Enchainements and Jesus, the titles of almost all of which alone are highly suggestive of 

a spiritual odyssey on the part of the author. The writer's final novel, Elevation (1930), 

whose title can also be understood in religious terms, has been omitted, as it adds 

nothing new to Barbusse's critique of Christianity. The important Tower of Babel 

imagery in Elevation is anticipated in both Jesus and Les Enchainements; the criticism 

levelled at the Protestant Church, absent from Barbusse' s early work, first appears in 

various publications in the 1920s; and the Great Flood which enables the workers to 
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enter into the paradise of the USSR at the close of the narrative is, essentially, just a 

reworking of the ending of Le Feu. 

Analysis of the poetry and the six novels in question is underpinned throughout 

Parts one to three by frequent reference to relevant non-fictional documents. Despite the 

depredations of the Nazis, there remains a fairly substantial corpus of non-fictional 

writings composed of manuscript and other archival sources, including letters; 

Barbusse' s work as a journalist; and his socio-political studies, which predominated after 

1920. This approach makes it possible to lend weight to the point being made in the 

textual analysis, whilst obviating the potentially problematic question of the extent to 

which Barbusse the poet and author of works of fiction is to be identified with his 

various narrators: five out of six of the narratives in question are recounted by a first

person narrator; and of them, only Jesus and, to a lesser degree, Simon Paulin in Clarte, 

are highly developed characters who, generally, can be readily distinguished from their 

creator. 

Because of circumstances, as well as the nature of Barbusse' s career, use of the 

non-fictional material relating to the writer's thoughts on religious matters cannot be 

evenly applied throughout the thesis. There is a decent amount of good manuscript 

material for the poetry and Barbusse' s first novel, Les Suppliants, in particular; there is 

precious little by comparison for the rest of the novels. Barbusse was a prolific journalist 

throughout his career but most of his activity prior to the First World War consisted of 

reviews of books and plays, and of feature articles and short stories, the subject and 

orientation of which Barbusse generally had no control over. Much of this work is, 

therefore, not germane to this thesis. His works prior to the publication of Paroles in 

1920 were all literary in nature; from that point until his death in 193 5, Barbusse 

produced works of non-fiction and fiction at a ratio of roughly two to one. It is mainly 

for this reason that Part four of this thesis will draw largely on non-fictional material. 
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While there can be no consistency with regard to the form of the non-fictional source 

material alluded to, it is the content that counts. This thesis seeks to make use of 

Barbusse's unmediated thoughts on religious matters wherever direct access to them 

exists, in order to lend support to the conclusions arising from the analysis of the poetry 

and the fiction. 

If the general aim of this analysis is to highlight the importance of religion in 

Barbusse, s work, the more particular aim is to explore the concept of continuity and 

development in Barbusse,s critique of Christianity and the quest for faith as it emerges in 

this critique. Within the context of continuity and development, five main themes will 

receive sustained critical attention, these being Barbusse's atheism, his anticlericalism, his 

use of religious language and imagery, his fascination with Jesus, and his lifelong desire 

to play the part of secular prophet for the age in which he lived. While all of these themes 

will be covered fairly evenly in the thesis as a whole, they will not be analysed in any 

particular order. Not only is there a certain amount of overlap between them, their 

individual importance will also be seen to vary from chapter to chapter. It will be seen 

that while there is continuity in Barbusse's critique of Christianity, there is also a change 

of perspective arising from the writer's individual development under the impact of 

external events. 

In Part one of the thesis, close textual analysis ofBarbusse,s poetry (1890-1901), 

Les Suppliants, L 'Enjer, and relevant archival material will show that in the first phase of 

his career, Barbusse, a convinced atheist, undermined Christian doctrine and practices 

from a metaphysical, humanist, broadly left-wing perspective. It will be seen that he 

sought, quite consciously, by means of a paradoxical appropriation of Christian figures, 

language and imagery, to divinize the human as self-styled secular prophet. As he pointed 

out to his friend Gabriel Randon, with whom he planned to give a series of lectures to 

popular audiences in the late 1890s: 'J'ai des choses a precher.'
34 

The enormous, and 
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unexpected success of Le Feu gave Barbusse a readership, and, as public speaker, an 

audience far beyond the bounds ofParis's literary cognoscenti. 

It will be seen in Part two of the thesis, that although Barbusse' s next two novels, 

Le Feu and Clarte, are not attacks on religion as such, the author continued in them his 

critique of Christianity. Where once this had been largely metaphysical and humanist in 

inspiration, it was now largely politically motivated. The Church is attacked as the 

bulwark of the 'Union sacree' and as the main barrier to social reform generally. Analysis 

of the prophetic mode at work in Le Feu and Clarte, together with the apocalyptic 

features of the narratives, the author's portrayal of hell, the implications of Simon 

Paulin's 'conversion' and the appearance of Jesus (prefigured in the central characters of 

the earlier works of fiction) will show that Barbusse continued to undermine Christianity 

in his quest for an alternative form of faith, proposing a pseudo-religious cult of socialist 

republicanism as embodied by the American President Woodrow Wilson. 

Part three of the thesis will show how, in Les Enchainements and Jesus, Barbusse 

broadened his critique of Christianity by setting it in an historical context and comparing 

it with other world religions. A member of the nascent PCF from 1923 onwards, 

Barbusse had, by the mid-1920s, come to think of the Church as the Communists' main 

ideological opponent, to be combated as such, as energetically as possible. Analysis of 

the texts of Les Enchainements, Jesus, and other, non-fictional sources will emphasize 

this point. The continuity in Barbusse's religious thought will emerge from consideration 

of the parallels between Barbusse's Jesus and Maximilien Desanzac of Les Suppliants 

but the development in terms of perspective will also be stressed. Jesus's portrayal as a 

Communist revolutionary could not have been envisaged by any reader of Les Suppliants 

but it will be shown to have been clearly prefigured both by the depiction of the Christian 

proto-martyr Stephen as a Communist in Les Enchainements, and by the personal 

development of the author. 
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The parallelism between primitive Christianity and Communism which Barbusse 

establishes in Les Enchainements and Jesus will be shown, in Part four of the thesis, to 

have been pursued with vigour in numerous non-fictional works and newspaper articles 

from 1920 onwards. Barbusse's pseudo-religious cult of what was not just a secular, but 

a militantly atheist ideology, justified by Barbusse as faith deriving from reason, surprised 

many contemporaries, Communists and non-Communists alike. There is, however, an 

internal logic to the development, as the preceding analysis of Barbusse's literature and 

reader-response thereto will have made clear. In the absence of universally agreed 

definitions, it is impossible to give a categorical answer to the question asked in Part four 

(Henri Barbusse: Comrade or Christian?) but the pertinence of the question will become 

clear. Not without good reason, fellow Communists accused Barbusse of 'mysticizing' 

revolutionary politics, of clumsily endeavouring to fashion an ersatz religion. In the 

words of one contemporary: 'Quand il parle des Soviets, il est en etat de foi, non en etat 

d'esprit critique.'35 Barbusse's ignorance of Marxist theory and the Marxian canon 

appeared to lend weight to this accusation, just as his highly impressive familiarity with 

the Christian canon and exegetical works, his publicly declared love for Jesus, and his 

apparent religiosity lent weight to the view that Barbusse was a crypto-Christian. 

Long before he shot to fame, Barbusse once wrote to his wife, Helyonne, reflecting 

somewhat nostalgically on his childhood years: 'Mon enfance s'est embellie, divinisee un 

peu, oserai-je dire, d'une vague mais indomptable esperance vers quelque splendide 

avenir. La moindre chose m'emouvait et j'esperais, j'esperais, j'esperais. '
36 

Whatever it 

was, this Absolute that body and soul yearned for, this 'grand bien inconnu qui viendrait 

un jour', it was not God. Despite the subsequent assertions of numerous critics, there can 

be little doubt that at some indeterminate point after his New Year's letter to Adrien 

Barbusse and Emilie Voirin, Henri Barbusse, like his father before him, lost whatever 

belief he had once had in the transcendent God of Judaeo-Christianity. Weems is in no 
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doubt as to the implication of such statements: 'Barbusse felt the absence of God, of 

faith in God, as a personal loss. This sense of absence created a void which nothing else 

could fill. ' 37 Given the paucity of the documents available, it is highly questionable 

whether an historico-biographical approach can bear out this assertion. However, what a 

close analysis of Barbusse's work shows, quite incontrovertibly, is a lifelong 

preoccupation with, and subversion of religion in general, and of Christianity in 

particular, as well as a quest for faith that ultimately found fulfilment in the basic tenets 

of international Communism. 
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PART ONE 



CHAPTER ONE 
HENRI BARBUSSE, POET-PROPHET (1890-1901) 

In Situations, Jean-Paul Sartre reports how he had listened as a child to his Catholic 

grandmother and his Protestant grandfather poking fun at one another's religion. He 

might have been swayed one way or the other. In the end, however, he concluded that 

the two faiths were equally worthless. Thereafter religion ceased to be of importance, 

although Sartre adds that it was his transposition of religious needs into literary longings 

that made him a writer. 1 While Henri Barbusse never made such a claim for himself there 
' 

is more than a little evidence to suggest that it could justifiably be made on his behalf In 

contradistinction to Sartre's experience, however, religion never ceased to be of 

importance to Barbusse. Indeed, his life and virtually all of his work are informed by it at 

one level or another, despite an atheist stance which was initially adopted, in all 

probability, when he too was still a child, a stance which, like that of his more illustrious 

fellow writer, never wavered throughout the remainder of his life. For Barbusse, the 

discovery that God is a creation rather than the Creator marked the start of his 

engagement with religion, rather than the end. 

Although numerous commentators were later to identify Barbusse as a believer 

for reasons which further analysis of the texts and sources will make clear, there can be 

no doubting the depth and sincerity of Barbusse's atheism. In the early phase of his 

career, as is the case elsewhere, the examples abound. At the height of his courtship of 

Catulle Mendes's youngest daughter, Helyonne, who became his spouse in the spring of 

1898, he wrote in his diary, before their betrothal, that he wished that there were a God, 

naturally implying that he believed God did not exist: 'Je voudrais croire en Dieu pour lui 

demander que jamais mon amour pour elle ne devienne de !'habitude, ne s'eteigne, ne 

s'avilisse dans la familiarite, et qu'il soit toujours accompagne, virginise, pour ainsi dire, 

d'un immense respect tremblant. '
2 
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In a long letter to Helyonne written in the summer of 1897, in which Barbusse 

articulated his literary ambitions, aesthetic preferences and philosophical views, he left 

his fiancee in no doubt that she would be marrying a non-believer who subscribed to the 

immanentist theories of Immanuel Kant and Henri Bergson, the latter of whom taught 

philosophy for a brief period during Barbusse' s time at the College Rollin. Neither 

'spiritualiste' nor 'pantheiste' / unlike a number of the poets under consideration in the 

letter (Victor Hugo, Lamartine and Leconte de Lisle, ff 75-77), Barbusse stated that he 

refused to believe in 'Ia matiere distincte d'un systeme universe! en dehors de l'etre 

pensant' (f 81 ). In contradistinction to the concept of the transcendent God of Judaeo-

Christian thinking, Barbusse referred to what he called 'la pensee-centre du monde' 

(ibid) and he could not overstate its importance, for when one took human consciousness 

as one's point of departure, he argued, 'rhomme qui n'etait qu'un souftle, devient par 

lui-meme le createur, le voyant, la raison de tout, celui qui a edifie la terre et le ciel 

lorsqu'il est ne, et dont le sommeil couvre tout cela d'ombre' (ibid).4 

There was nothing comforting about such a thought, for it held out the prospect 

of nothingness upon death whilst precluding in life the possibility of human fellowship 

through union with God: 

Nous sommes seuls. nous sommes philosophiquement les promoteurs et les 
ma.t"tres: rien n' existe que par no us - consequences dans la vie; no us 
sommes separes les uns des autres et nous sommes a notre tour, avec toute 
notre sensibilite, a la merci de nos pensees. (ibid; author's emphasis i 

He went on to express his atheism more emphatically still, and in such a way as to 

suggest a difference between himself and Helyonne, 6 in what for Barbusse, quite 

obviously, was an issue of fundamental importance: 

Je ne crois pas en Dieu, je vous l'ai dit, et vous avez compris; je ne crois pas 
que le cri en avant de nos sentiment_s soit_ jamais e~t,endu par. ~n et~e 
superieur, mais qu'ils se trameront de en en _en d~s les steeles _des steele~; Je 
ne crois pas qu'il y aura pour toute cette smf, sotf du futur, soif du passe
une fontaine; qu'il y a un ciel ou la priere enfin, repos[e]. (f 83) 
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Presumably, its literary merits notwithstanding, it was for this reason that Barbusse had 

advised Cora, one of the two young American visitors to France he had been frequenting 

in the summer of 1896, not to read the Bible as much as she was; and he had committed 

himself to bringing her 'des livres interessants a lire.' 7 

Not surprisingly, Barbusse's atheism found ample expression in notes on, or early 

versions of, some of his poetical works. With regard to Prometheus, a Greek 

mythological figure whose appeal to Barbusse would have been considerable for obvious 

reasons, Barbusse scribbled a note which once again reveals his atheism, but also hints at 

an intention to use his creative writing, as opposed to publications of a philosophical 

nature, as a medium for combating belief in God and all that this entails: 'Dieu n'existe 

pas. Autrefois il me semblait que pour combattre [ ... ] Dieu, il [fallait?] faire des livres de 

metaphysique. Pas du tout. [ ... ] Dieu! il n'est [nulle?] [part?]. II ne voit pas, il n'agit pas 

ou ne le [montre?] pas. II n'est pas la!' 8 

A lengthy plan of his first book (Pleureuses), a plan containing many poems in 

various stages of progress very few of which appeared in the published version bears a 

relevant authorial observation at the foot of one of the pages: 'Grand sujet. Dieu. C'est 

le vide[ ... ] le Verbe, c'est notre gloire' .9 A little further on, the title of the second part of 

the bipartite structure he was considering, 'Revolution inutile mais glorieuse', is followed 

by the remark 'Dieu dans l'homme' (f 31; author's underlining), which indicates that the 

immanentist beliefs outlined in the letter to Helyonne in the summer of 1897 were 

already exercising Barbusse' s mind some time before the publication of Pleureuses in 

1895. In notes on Le Mystere d 'Adam, a verse play begun in 1895 and never completed, 

Barbusse ruminated on the existential challenges facing the human race, 'etant donnee 

}'absence de Dieu'; and pointed out that 'le malheur etait un indispensable element du 

bonheur [ ... ] quand bien meme Dieu existerait', implying, once again, that God, in 

Barbusse's opinion, did not exist. 10 
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Just as happiness cannot be conceived of without the notion of unhappiness, the 

profane cannot be understood independently of the religious; atheism makes no sense 

without the notion of the God that it rejects. The tension between the profane and the 

religious, atheism and belief in God, is a key feature of Pleureuses, Mystere and Le Nu 

au Salon, a collective book of verse to which Barbusse contributed ten poems. 11 

As has already been stated, Pleureuses was Barbusse's first book publication, 

aptly described as a work strongly influenced in its form by symbolist writing and a 'fin

de-siecle vogue for a rather effete aestheticism.' 12 Following the success of Le Feu, it 

was re-edited by Flammarion in 1920, with minor modifications. The original edition, 

long since a bibliographical rarity, contains fifty-nine poems, many of which were first 

written when Barbusse was still a teenager. 13 As Mendes rightly pointed out at the time, 

Pleureuses should be read as one long lament. 14 The work is divided into seven sections 

and there are obvious differences in form between individual items: variations in rhyme 

patterns, metre (alexandrines and octosyllables) and verse (triplets and quatrains) make 

for numerous permutations. Further variety is provided by changes of perspective, and of 

the identity of the addressee, who may be male or female, singular or plural, an object of 

contemplation with whom the poet is on either familiar or polite terms. 

Nevertheless, as Brett has expertly shown, the vocabulary Barbusse employs is 

severely restricted; the tone achieved generally sombre, introspective and pessimistic. 
15 

Thematically also, Pleureuses is a work of considerable homogeneity. The evanescent 

nature of life and the certainty of death, the impossibility of love and the solitude this 

entails, the consolation to be sought in nature are themes that run through all seven 

sections of the volume, and in Barbusse' s work more generally. Religious themes abound 

also. Curiously, however, as Relinger has noted, contemporary critics failed to identify 

these: 'il est frappant de constater avec quel ensemble ils mejugerent le recueil, passant a 

cote de son recit spirituel.' 16 
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As has already been demonstrated, Barbusse himself was incontestably an atheist, 

and one who felt compelled to combat religion, as represented by Christianity. A 

pugnacious, antireligious attitude on the part of the author makes itself felt in 'Le 

Prophete': 'Laissons les maladroits et les irresolus/Qui prechent d'oublier tout 

doucement, sans cause,/Et qui croient consoles ceux qui ne souffrent plus'. 17 In the same 

poem, pity is expressed for 'Ceux qui [ ... ] nomment le ciel ce qui manque ala vie'. In 

'Dans le soir', the poet puts it much more starkly: 'I' eglise a blaspheme'. As Brett has 

shown, in 'Les Saints' and 'La Procession', both of which were omitted from the 1920 

edition of Pleureuses, the poet's obsession with solitude and death cause him to seek an 

antidote in 'le mysticisme religieux'. 18 In 'Les Saints', he contemplates the statues of the 

saints in a church, only to realize, as in the religious procession described in 'La 

Procession', that there is no hope; that 'l'avenir dort dans le ciel/Comme un souvenir de 

souffiance' ('La Procession'). 

Religion is shown to offer no real solution to human woes but in the absence of a 

viable alternative, it is perhaps inevitable that suffering human beings should turn to it. 

Certainly, there is a considerable sub-structure of belief in Pleureuses, embodied, to a 

degree, by the poet himself 'Comme le Seigneur est timide', he declares, 'Dans son ciel, 

sa tranquillite!' ('Repos') God's 'timidite', his non-intervention in human affairs, casts 

doubt on his very existence, yet the referential nature of the language that the poet uses 

implies belief in this existence. In 'Le Prophete', the poet directly addresses God twice: 

'Comme 1' Autre, Seigneur, tu verras dans les rues/Les Hommes revenir en pleurs pour 

oublier,/Et les filles qui rient pour etre secourues!' He later cries: 'Seigneur, toi que I' on 

trompe et qui baisses la tete,/Tu sentiras, brule par le soir de longueur,/La faim qui erie 

en toi comme une grande rete.' 

The ambivalence brought about by the overarching atheism of the author and of 

the poet, generally speaking, on the one hand, and the particular instances of the poet's 
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apparent belief, on the other, are pointed up by 'Les Saints' and 'La Procession' which 
' 

are juxtaposed in the original edition. In the former, there is a marked division between 

the saints, believers who find succour in God's existence and presence, and 'nous', the 

non-believers: 'Heureux vous dont 1' arne est ravie,N ous qui tronez, vous qm 

voguez,/Mais nous, nous sommes fatigues,/Et nous n'irons plus dans la vie.' 

In 'La Procession', by contrast, the poet appears to be fully integrated into the 

religious rite in question, as indicated by the opening lines of the first and second stanzas 

-respectively, 'Nos ames ont des robes blanches' and 'On sort de l'eglise'. The poet 

seems to be a part of the community of believers, as opposed to that of the non-believers 

- a reversal of the perspective of the previous poem. The final stanza underscores this 

division with regard to faith: 'Et tandis que nous marcherons/Dans les chagrins et les 

vieillesses,/Nous verrons toutes les tristesses/Pencher vers nous leurs pauvres fronts.' 

However, the faith of the poet and his fellow believers lacks conviction because it lacks 

hope: 'Nous marcherons sans esperance'; 'Chantons avec indifference/L'hymne mystique 

et solennel./Et l'avenir dort dans le ciel/Comme un souvenir de souffiance.' In 'Silence', 

there is the same ambiguity: 'Le ciel ecoute les apotres ... /Le destin nous voit a genoux.' 

Here, as elsewhere in Pleureuses, the reader feels the tension arising from the clash 

between atheism and belief. 

The same combination of, and interpenetration between, the profane and the 

religious is in evidence in Mystere. As has already been indicated, this unfinished verse 

play written in alexandrines of varying rhyme patterns has as its raison d'etre the 

author's belief in the 'absence de Dieu' and the mutual constitutiveness of 'le malheur' 

and 'le bonheur'. In the same source, Barbusse succinctly explained the meaning of his 

work: 'Etant donnees ces idees, il m'a semble qu'elles seraient assez nettement illustrees 

par un poeme montrant Adam et Eve rentrant au paradis [ ... ] et constatant que le 

bonheur divin est egal a la mort' ( 16 February 1897). 
19 
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At about the same time, Barbusse expanded upon this statement in his diary. 

Given the importance ofthe Adam and Eve motif in the early phase ofBarbusse's career 

as a novelist, it is worth reproducing his thoughts in extenso, before proceeding to an 

analysis of the text: 

A une epoque vague du Moyen-age, un jeune homme va trouver une 
Pythonisse qui reve dans sa caveme, lui expose le malheur humain qui 
cherche toujours quelque chimere, qui tend sans cesse vers l'espoir 
inaccessible - sans jamais pouvoir s'arreter dans le repos et le bonheur; 
cette vaine agitation qui fait qu'on tombe toujours du sommet qu'on a gravi 
[ ... ] est le grand mal de l'humanite, sa grande pauvrete [ ... ], et le jeune 
suppliant vient demander s'il ne viendra pas[ ... ] un moment ou [elle?] pourra 
jouir d'un bonheur definitif sans se sentir precipitee de nouveau vers 
}'insatiable et vaine esperance. Pour toute reponse, Ia Pyth[onisse] fait un 
signe; le fond de Ia caverne s' ouvre et 1' on voit une lumineuse apparition: 
Adam et Eve qui reviennent au paradis loin duquel ils ont vecu pendant leur 
vie expiatoire. D'abord heureux a la pensee de la realisation d'un si long 
espoir des felicites durables, ils se sentent bientot inquiets, troubles, au seuil 
du paradis divin. Puis leur inquietude se change en angoisse et immensement, 
harmonieusement, ils regrettent peu a peu Ia misere de !'existence humaine. 
Tis comprennent avec des pleurs, puis des cris et des sanglots, que le bonheur 
est precisement Ia priere inassouvi[ e] qui bouleverse lamentablement Ia 
creature, qu 'un repos ou 1' on aurait oublie tout est un vain mot, ou plutot est 
Ia mort, car si 1 'on rejette son existence ancienne so us pretexte que le passe 
est triste, que reste-t-il? ... C'est done une epouvante qui les assaille et ou ils 

d 'b I' . . 2o se e attent ... appant10n cesse. 

In Barbusse' s long letter to Helyonne in the summer of 1897, he referred once again to 

Mystere but in such a way as to suggest that by this time, after approximately two years' 

work, he had abandoned the project for good. 21 Although it is not possible, therefore, to 

say how the play would have developed, the above comments constitute a good 

elucidation of both the broad content and meaning of the work that Barbusse did 

manage. In Barbusse's allusions to the Pythia and Adam and Eve in particular, he also 

draws attention to the more obvious religious elements. 22 However, the tension between 

the profane and the religious, between atheism and belief, is far more conspicuous in the 

text itself 

It is clear, for example, and not only from the title, that the two characters whose 

presence is conjured up by the priestess of the cave are the Adam and Eve of Judaeo-
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Christian mythology. They are referred to directly as such in the stage directions: 'Le 

fonds de Ia caveme s' ouvre: On apen;oit Adam et Eve. ' 23 Indirectly, their identity is 

revealed in a number of ways. Before they appear, they are introduced to the yo11ng 

supplicant and his silent female companion as 'Vos deux premiers aleux, un soir, las, 

exauces/Revinrent au jardin dont ils filfent chasses' (5.19-20). Subsequent Eden-esque 

allusions are made by the characters themselves (16.14, 22.3, 25.1) and in despair Eve 

cries: 'Oh! je regrette tout, l'ombre le mal, la honte/Tout, la chute et son cri qui resiste et 

qui monte!' (25.8-9) She goes on to refer to the 'long coup de poignard que Cam m'a 

donne' (26.10), the horror of which Adam echoes shortly thereafter: 'J'ai vu, j'ai vu jadis 

un de mes fils vainqueur' (27.8). 

Paradoxically, however, Adam and Eve are cast not as Adam and Eve in the 

dramatis personae, but as 'L'Homme' and 'La Femme'; and every intervention they 

make in the three scenes that Barbusse completed are headed accordingly. Similarly, they 

themselves are not - and by definition could not be - atheists: they have known God in 

Paradise and thus could hardly deny God's existence. It is due to God's benevolence that 

they are allowed to rejoin him: 'Ils sentirent, levant leurs tetes derivees,/Un timide 

pardon de Dieu dans les nuees ... lEt Ia bonte leur dit: "Allez!" et se levant,/Ils regagnent 

obscurs, le paradis d'avant' (6.7-10). They acknowledge God's existence/presence on 

numerous occasions (7.3, 16.14, 24.21, 27.5, 29.1) and bow to his superiority by use of 

the rather more deferential term 'Seigneur' (9.15, 21.7, 21.8, 26.22). 

Yet, on the threshold of Paradise, they come to realize that true paradise is the 

life 'ici-bas' (one of Barbusse's favourite adverbials throughout his career) that they are 

about to leave. Intra-temporal existence in human form means pain and suffering (21.15), 

ageing (24.4, 24.7) and, ultimately, death (24.14); but for as long as they live there is a 

future - somehow an appealing concept when considered against the prospect of 

eternity - and thus hope (22.4, 24.13), 'seule blancheur que l'homme arrache au 
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monde' (27.17). On earth, there is 'malheur' aplenty but, states Adam, 'nous fUmes 

heureux dans le soir decevant,/Et je dis qu'il n'est pas d'autre vivant' (27.3-4). 

Ironically, Adam and Eve reconcile themselves to a second expulsion from Paradise and 

a journey which now takes them in the opposite direction from the one in which they 

moved at the dawn of time. 

As will be seen, Barbusse often returned to the Adam and Eve myth in his novels; 

he employed it one final time in verse form in a piece entitled 'Le Paradis perdu' - one 

of the ten poems by Barbusse published in the collective work, Le Nu. 24 Every poem in 

the collection is accompanied by a photograph, print or painting of the same title. 'Le 

Paradis perdu' is dedicated to the artist (L. Beroud) of the painting that features 

alongside it. In this case, as with Mystere, the title of the poem/painting is helpful, since 

the poet provides no names in his poem. The poem is addressed to 'l'homme', who is 

spoken to in the second person in the opening stanza: 'Homme, ne pleure pas 1' azur, pale 

mystere,/Ni I' aurore sans fin noyant le paradis.' 

Beroud's painting shows God in a burst of light in the top third of the canvas, 

expelling Adam and Eve from the garden of Eden. Adam is in the foreground of the 

painting, head bowed in shadow, both hands in front of his body, as though chained. Eve 

stands closer to God and is bathed in celestial light, her head thrown back in despair, 

right hand over her eyes, left hand behind her head. Both figures have their back to God, 

descending the path that leads to earth. Barbusse's poem generally lacks the coherence 

ofBeroud's painting and it makes no direct reference to God. However, juxtaposed with 

the painting and read in conjunction with Mystere, the meaning of 'Le Paradis perdu' is 

clear: 'l'apre fatigue', 'la fange', 'Ia douleur', '!'ignorance', all of the painful phenomena 

that make life what it is have to be embraced, 'Pour que Ia volupte puisse vous meier 

bien/Pour que votre tendresse existe comme un ange'; 'Pour sentir un frisson inoul 

t' emouvoir'. Paradise is not the celestial place from which Adam and Eve were banished 
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as in Beroud's painting, but 'le paradis perdu du soir', which, to judge by Barbusse's 

thoughts as expressed through Adam (27.3-4), is a rather opaque way of saying the one 

life that is certain - terrestrial existence. 

It is not difficult to sympathize with those contemporaries of Barbusse who 

struggled to make sense of his poetry25 and it is perfectly understandable that various 

readers have construed the religious elements that permeate his work as a whole as 

symptoms of a quest for faith in God. This view is not sustainable, however, given 

Barbusse's atheism, which was the cornerstone of his being. What the evidence suggests, 

rather, as the foregoing has, to some extent, already demonstrated, is that Barbusse 

understood the religious impulse; and, unable to make the leap of faith required of him 

once his mind had outgrown childhood acceptance of the supernatural basis of 

Christianity and other religions, he sought to channel this religious impulse away from 

traditional religious beliefs and practices, towards a different kind of response. 

Barbusse was aware of the progress made by rationalist religious historians 

throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As he saw it, their work had 

exploded the myths on which religion was built, yet the need to believe persisted. In a 

review of Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac and L 'Aiglon in October 1900, Barbusse 

wrote: 

A un moment ou le libre esprit d' exam en depouille les prejuges, et met 
partout du vertige, voila, ala scene, !'incarnation patente et saignante d'une 
grande inquietude que chacun retrouve au fond de soi, plus ou moins 
obscure, plus ou moins vague, plus ou moins religieuse. Et 1' emotion de 
ressentir, meme de loin, !'immense frisson sacre de cette question de 
destinee, touche meme les foules pa1ennes et profanes d'aujourd'hui?

6 

He had made much the same point in a long and important article written on the 

occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the death of Chateaubriand. Barbusse felt that there 

were parallels between Chateaubriand' s age and his own and thus careful consideration 

of Chateaubriand's contribution to life and letters was fully justified: 'Des caracteres 

moraux et communs a son epoque et a la notre, a sa conception et a Ia notre, nous Y 
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sollicitent plus purement. '
27 

Whatever the origins of Chateaubriand's religious faith, 

remarked Barbusse, the author of Le Genie du christianisme and Les Martyrl8 'batit 

son livre ala glorification du christianisme' (p. 706). This faith provided him with a sense 

of meaning and purpose in life. Modem man was in even greater need of such a sense 

('les spasmes d'angoisse qui ont agite Rene, nous agitent bien plus encore', p. 708) but 

he could take no comfort from religion: 'la foi defaille et ne guerit plus avec ses 

commandements d'oubli' (p. 707). 

This discrepancy between the challenges set by the human condition and the 

means to respond to them represented '[le] plus grand caractere de dissemblance entre 

notre epoque et celle de Chateaubriand au point de vue spirituel' (p. 709). Chateaubriand 

had faith to sustain him and, by definition, a true believer cannot despair. Since Barbusse 

thought that there was no longer any basis for such a faith, he was of the opinion that 

progress had been made. Nonetheless, the erosion of religion had left a spiritual void, in 

contemplation of which '!'esprit modeme' experienced an overwhelming feeling of 

alienation: 

La religion a bien deserte les esprits et les choses. La science a amene avec 
elle quelque materialisme et, aut our d' elle, un esprit de critique et d' examen 
fort contraire au symbolisme que veulent imposer les religions. [ ... ] Cet 
ebranlement subi par les idees religieuses et meme par les idees divines, ce 
solennel changement, entra.lnent, cela va sans dire, d'innombrables 
consequences. La divinite est un monde dont une parcelle faisait 
vertigineusement dans l'infini, equilibre au notre. Si on l'ebranle ou si l'on en 
neglige Ia croyance, un bouleversement absolu se produit dans les milieux 
sublimes de Ia conception humaine. (pp. 709-10) 

According to Barbusse, the foremost consequence, from which all others followed, was 

that 'l'homme est rejete plus au centre des choses' (p. 710) - an echo of the 

immanentist beliefs that Barbusse had made manifest the previous year in his letter to 

Helyonne. Chateaubriand's greatest literary creation, Rene, had taken a step on this 

particular path, then stopped short: 'Rene se baillonne lui-meme, [ ... ] il traine une 

consolation cramponnee a jamais a lui. Dans ces conditions, il ne saurait etre qu'un 
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precurseur, non un prophete' (p. 711 ). The final word here is the operative one, for it 

was in the role of the prophet of his Godless generation that Henri Barbusse cast himself 

during his literary apprenticeship. 

Writing in the spring of 1896, Barbusse noted in his diary his dissatisfaction with 

Pleureuses, which he considered to be 'bien peu de chose: de ce cote-la je suis encore 

perdu dans Ie vague avenir'. 29 He felt unworthy of the prestige it had bestowed upon him 

in the eyes of Mendes and his young daughters. There was a disparity, he could not help 

but think, between his achievements and his ambitions: 'Je ne suis presque qu'une 

emotion, qu'un cri, comme un prophete qui ne vivrait que pour convaincre et dominer.' 

Having successfully courted Helyonne (and persuaded her difficult father to give her 

hand to a near indigent poet such as himself), he later expressed private irritation at her 

cult of 'le Beau', which did not correspond with the image he had of himself 

Je ne veux pas etre joli, je veux etre et par dessus tout avoir l'air intelligent, 
profond. [ ... ] Je voudrais ressembler, si on me donnait le choix, non a 
Apollon, mais a un prophete, maigre, presque decharne, enflamme, opiniatre, 
et doux avec les autres, plein dans 1 'allure et les traits de cette espece de 
sublime pauvrete qui est a mon avis Ia divinite humaine. 30 

In this statement, which is all the more revealing for its having been written in a personal 

notebook (at some point between December 1896 and April 1897) and thus never 

intended for public consumption, Barbusse stated his role in life as he saw it. 

Furthermore, he provided an insight into the positive message that was his to impart, 'Ia 

divinite humaine', its negative corollary being the bankruptcy of traditional forms of 

religion, numerous expressions of which have already been considered. 

In the letter that he sent to Helyonne in the summer of 1897, he put in writing his 

desire to be 'non un poete mediocre, mais un tres grand poete' .
31 

So strong was this 

desire, he noted, intriguingly in the light of what was to happen to him following the 

great success of Le Feu twenty years later, 'je ne puis presque pas m'imaginer que 

l'avenir ne me reserve pas de recompenses revees et adorees' (f 73). To enjoy the 
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success to which he aspired, he would have to reach the masses, like the two greatest 

prophets of all: 'II faut etre compris par le plus grand nombre possible. Les vrais poetes 

sont des Christs et des Mahomets, ils viennent pour enseigner des amis, des apotres ou 

des masses, leur precher I' idee qu'ils ont senti[e] miraculeusement' (ibid). 

Barbusse's critique of the leading poets of the latter half of the nineteenth century 

led him to the conclusion that originality was the fundamental pre-requisite, originality in 

terms of language: 'bien ecrire, etre eloquent, persuasif, savoir convertir, [ ... ] avoir Ia 

force et Ia delicatesse de disloquer assez infinitesimalement Ia langue pour pouvoir 

!'adapter precisement, c'est-a-dire magnifiquement ala pensee qu'on developpe' (f 77; 

my italics). Originality of language was of itself insufficient, however, for the great poet 

by definition brought into the world an 'idee' (ff 73, 77, 83) that was his and his alone. 

Barbusse's big idea, having declared his atheism in the clearest possible terms, he spelt 

out thus: 'adorer le neant comme si c'etait un dieu' (f 83). He himself experienced what 

he called 'Ia religion de la verite'; for him, the divine was not to be found in the realms of 

the transcendent, but in 'Ia divinite humaine du frisson' (ibid), or human aspirations. 

Despite his dissatisfaction with Pleureuses and the fact that his letter to Helyonne 

postdates the publication of the volume of poetry by some two years (and its gestation 

period by even longer), there can be little doubt that Pleureuses represents Barbusse's 

first attempt to address the French reading public in the guise of poet-prophet. The 

prophetic qualities of the published version of Pleureuses have been noted by several 

critics. Of his contemporaries, Mendes, Pottecher and Canivet fully expected the young 

Barbusse to become one of the leading voices of his generation. 
32 

Amongst modern 

readers, Decaudin refers to the 'accent prophetique' of the collection;
33 

Relinger to the 

'vers etonnament prophetiques' with which it closes. 34 In the words of the latter, for 

Barbusse, 'l'homme est condamne ala souffrance, Ia seule consolation est dele crier, et 

le poete espere etre celui qui consolera. '
35 
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If Barbusse had delivered to the publisher the volume of poetry that he initially 

envisaged, his vocation as a prophet and his self-appointed mission to divinize the human 

would have been glaringly obvious to every reader, professional or otherwise. The 

lengthy plan referred to earlier shows that Pleureuses was originally to have been entitled 

'Le Livre du Prophete'
36 

and sub-titled 'La Divinite humaine' (f 26). At this early stage, 

to judge by the provisional titles, the content of the collection was to have been 

conspicuously religious in character. According to the table of contents, there would be 

individual poems entitled 'L' Ange' and 'La Prophetesse' (f 14); part one of the bipartite 

structure would go under the heading of 'L'Enfer' (f 26), the title ofBarbusse's second 

novel, and as an alternative to 'Revolution inutile mais glorieuse', part two would be 

called 'Paradis' (including the poem 'La Religion'; ibid) - an obvious nod in the 

direction ofDante'sDivine Comedy. 

The plan contains many poems in various stages of progress. The most telling as 

far as this thesis is concerned is the one entitled 'Le Poeme de l'escalier (La divinite 

humaine). De profundis clamavi'. 37 This is the longest poem in the plan, a tripartite 

structure containing between nineteen and twenty-four stanzas (quatrains) in the three 

versions of the poem that Barbusse produced. The final stanza of the second part of the 

second version is evocative of Prometheus, that mythological figure who had the 

audacity to put himself on a par with the gods of Antiquity: 'C'est parce que se ferment 

mes yeux/C'est parce que debout dans l'histoire/Un remords se mele a rna gloire/Je sais 

que j'ai vole les cieux!' (f 19) So much of the poem is illegible that one has to be 

circumspect in interpreting the little that is not. Nevertheless, the title of the poem and 

the indirect reference to Prometheus suggest human aggrandizement, empowerment and 

divine status. The point is reiterated in a later, untitled poem nine stanzas in length. The 

sixth adumbrates God's non-existence and a new religion: 'Rempli d'une nouvelle 

Bible/Fratemel, je leve les yeux!Vers les lumieres impossibles/Qui sont dans Ia splendeur 
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des cieux' (f 90). The eighth stanza stipulates the poet's divinity, the 'rationale' for 

which appears to be his all too human qualities: 'C'est le malheur sans cause/Et l'attente 

qui reve en vain .. ./Je suis le seul ami des choses,/Pauvre du soir, tremblant, divin' (ibid). 

Quite why Barbusse chose ultimately to omit the embryonic poems and other 

features considered above, as well as further dilute the religious import of his first book 

publication by entitling it not 'Le Livre du Prophete' but Pleureuses, which gave the 

work a different connotation altogether, his divinization of the human remains a 

conspicuous feature. It also acts as a partial counterweight to the poet's negative fixation 

with the transient nature of life and love. Human beings are regularly versified into the 

celestial creatures that are angels: 'Oh! quel destin sacre te pousse,/Petit ange qui m'est 

venu' ('La Consolatrice qui ne savait pas');38 'J'ai beni l'etrangere, l'autre,/L'ange furtif 

qui ne sut rien' ('La Ressemblante'); 'Je t'ai trouve jadis par une nuit tres noire,/Pauvre 

ange de faiblesses avec ton front lasse' ('Helas! viens avec moi ... '). 39 Saints and 

sainthood are also much in evidence: 'La sainte qui le soir, si triste et si jolieN enait dans 

Ia clairiere' ('Tableaux'); 'Je te voyais passer, sainte, silencieuse' ('Pendant la priere'); 

'Que t'importe a present l'espoir crepusculaire,/Assise avec le soir, douce sainte 

d'amour' ('Nous nous sommes revus ... '); 'Mes yeux, lasses du jour qui ment/0 rna 

sainte, seule en novembre' (' Apotheose').40 

Human divinity is suggested much more directly in a number of poems. It is 

anticipated in 'La Procession': 'Nous ressemblerons a des dieux.' In 'Laissons l'apre 

reflux ... ', the poet expects to encounter gods and goddesses on an excursion into the 

countryside: 'Nous verrons des dieux forts et des deesses nues/Troubler dans les 

bosquets sombres des grands lauriers.' Laughter, joy and farewells arouse his pity:' A 

l'heure ou I' on est vrai dieu,/Ou l'on ne voit que des martyrs' ('Vous'). Similar thematics 

are at work in 'L'Absent', in which the poet bemoans the 'depart qui t'a fait vrai dieu'; in 

'La Terre', he addresses 'Toi qui veux l'amour sans adieu,/La coupe etemellement 
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pleine,/Ton creur est grand comme ta peine,/Tu seras triste comme un dieu.' In 'Secref , 

the poet explains why human beings are divine: 'Salut, 6 misere, 6 silence,/Pauvres aubes 

de tous les cieux ... /Nous sommes des dieux d,ignorance,/C, est pourquoi nous sommes 

des dieux., In 'La Colere, it is anger that is next to Godliness: 'Comme un dieu tu vas 

n'importe oU/Avec ta colere etta joie.' Divinity is stated baldly in 'La Chanson du soir': 

'Notre divinite tranquille/C'est Ia longueur de tousles jours.' A more subtle approach is 

adopted in 'Dans le soir', in which the addressee is called upon to make use of her divine 

powers: 'Divinise de joie un passant sur la route,/Et sois persuadee que le pauvre a 

besoin ... '. In 'La Chanson du soir', her hair is not that of a mere mortal ('tes cheveux 

divins'). Finally, the poet makes direct comparisons with God in 'Sainte Madeleine 

Inutile': 'Tu regardes, toujours la meme/Tu souris, comme ton ciel bleu,/Et quand on 

erie ou qu'on blaspheme,/Tu laisses dire, comme Dieu.' In 'Apotheose', he does likewise 

with regard to the mother of the Son of God: 'A force de tranquillite,N ous brillez 

comme aupres d'un cierge,/Dans le soir de realite/Ou vous etes un peu la Vierge.' 

InMystere, Barbusse's divinization of the two central figures is a more complex, 

and paradoxical affair. In the guise of Adam and Eve before the Fall, they are at one with 

God and divine by nature. After the Fall, they are referred to, and refer to one another, as 

'L'Homme' and 'La Femme', the capital letters denoting generic, archetypal qualities; 

they are portrayed as representatives of the human race, offset by the young boy and girl 

who come to the Pythia, the priestess of the cave, in an act of supplication.41 Mere 

mortals on earth all of the trials of the human condition are visited upon them - the 
' 

ageing process, suffering, death in the form of the murder of one of their two sons and so 

on. As with the poet in the untitled manuscript poem considered above (see pp. 31-32), 

these two beings are divine not because of their former close association with God and 

the di~ne status that this automatically conferred upon them but because of their very 
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mortality, the most fundamental human characteristic of all. This is the lesson that the 

Pythia teaches her two young visitors at the close of the first act 

Oh! c'est Ia Ia grandeur de l'homme et Ia sa gloire 
D' a voir des yeux sans borne et d' etre le creur fou 
Et de porter tout seull'univers illusoire 

Et le neant de tout! 

Quand le soleil couchant fait comme un incendie 
Lorsque le jour s'incline, ainsi que lui mortel, 
TI va, vermeil, divin de tout ce qu' il men die 

Beant de toutle ciel! (30.15-31.2) 

As with much of Barbusse' s poetry, and prose fiction, Mystere is replete with 

language that has obvious religious connotations. To some extent, this can be ascribed to 

Barbusse' s background and to the strong romantic impulses from which his Muses drew 

their sustenance. However, just as there can be little doubt that Barbusse quite 

consciously made use of the Adam and Eve myth and other Biblical figures, symbols and 

imagery to a very particular end, it would be stretching the imagination beyond the 

bounds of feasibility to contend that his abundant use of language more commonly 

associated with the realm of devotional experience was entirely a product of his 

subconscious mind. Whatever the case may be - and there can be no certainties given 

the nature of the debate - the effect on the reader is somewhat incantatory. Repeated 

time and again, words such as 'ciel' (4.11, 5.15, 6.6, 8.4, 9.16),42 'enfer' (5.15), 'priere' 

(8.6, 12.12, 16.5, 26.12, 30. 7), 'l'hymne' (10.2), 'suppliants' (12.1), 'clemence' (12.4), 

'grace' (13.10), 'aureole' (19.3), 'oftfande' (20.5), 'expiatoire' (21.8), 'blaspheme' 

(22.6, 24.15), 'martyr' (23.10), 'arne' (10.14, 29.5), 'apotheose' (30.11), 'exaucer' 

(5.19, 7.2, 8.7, 16.12, 30.11), to name but a few, provide a pseudo-religious 'culture' in 

which Barbusse' s divinization of the human appears to be a natural growth. 

One poem that is particularly deserving of attention in this context ts 

'L'Ouvriere', which can be seen as an indicator of Barbusse's incipient left-wing 

sympathies. It is also a prime example of the strong religious bent of Barbusse's mind 
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and, more particularly, of his preoccupation and identification with Jesus - the most 

significant figure in his novels. The poet sees 'L'Ouvriere' at work in her home late at 

night, labouring 'A quelque tache un peu divine.' He sees in her a 'Pauvre enfant qui n'a 

pas regne,/Pauvre femme, pauvre princesse ... Noici qu'en ce soir de caresse/Ton creur 

trop paisible a saigne.' This allusion, quite obviously to the sacred heart of Jesus, is 

reinforced when the poet registers the woman's surprise at being a 'Martyre'. In the 

penultimate stanza of the poem, the poet blesses the object of his contemplation, and 

others: 'Beni, celui qui vit ses yeuxJEblouis par un bon mystere,/Benis, ceux qui trouvent 

sur terre/Le vague salut d'etre heureux! ... '. In doing so, he is echoing Jesus's 

declarations ofblessedness, as reported in Matthew 5.3-11.43 

As a convinced atheist, there was of course nothing remotely religious about 

Barbusse' s admiration for Jesus. At this stage of his career and intellectual development, 

it would seem that it was in his vocation as a self-styled prophet that Barbusse felt an 

affinity with Jesus. Yet in May 1891, at the tender age of eighteen and still a schoolboy, 

Barbusse dramatically began a poem entitled 'Lassitude' with the words '0 dieu 

mysterieux superbement mitre,/Entre tes douces mains j 'abandonne mon etre .. ./Tu 

veilleras pendant queje me reposerai', in obvious imitation of Jesus's final words in Luke 

23.46 ('Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit.').44 

As shown earlier in this chapter, Barbusse expressed in his letter to Helyonne a 

compulsion to prophesy in the manner of Jesus and Mohammed, the likes of whom come 

into this world 'pour enseigner des amis, des apotres ou des masses, leur precher l'idee 

qu'ils ont senti[e] miraculeusement'. 45 Of course, Barbusse's 'idee' was diametrically 

opposed to that of the biblical Jesus with regard to the object of human worship - an 

important distinction, which those critics who have characterized Pleureuses as a 

prophetic work have neglected to point out. As Lindblom makes clear, prophets are to 

be found 'in many provinces of world religion'. 46 The term, tends, however, to be 
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associated with the Hebrew prophets of ancient Israel and while Barbusse's use of the 

Pythia in Mystere shows that he did not see prophecy as a purely Hebrew phenomenon, 

it was to the work of the so-called 'writing prophets' of the Old Testament that he 

turned most often in his literary career. It is with this group of prophets as a whole, and 

with Jesus in particular that he most strongly identified. 

This identification is somewhat curious. In the preface to the section of the 

Hebrew prophets in La Bible de Jerusalem, the 'prophet', derived from the Hebrew 

word nabi,
47 

meaning 'to call' or 'to announce', is defined as 'Un homme qui a une 

experience immediate de Dieu, qui a re<;u Ia revelation de sa saintete et de ses volontes'. 

He is a man who passes judgement on the present and the future 'a Ia lumiere de Dieu et 

qui est envoye par Dieu pour rappeler aux hommes ses exigences et les ramener dans Ia 

voie de son obeissance et de son amour. ' 48 The experts are in agreement. For Cornill, the 

prophet is 'the messenger of God to Israel'. 49 'The feature common to all prophets in the 

ancient world', writes Heaton, 'is that they claimed to speak with the authority of their 

god. ' 5° Chaine describes the prophet as 'celui qui parle au nom d'Iahve et preche sa 

doctrine. ' 51 Since the prophet is by definition a messenger and interpreter of the word of 

a God in whom Barbusse clearly did not believe, the writer can be thought of as a 

prophet only in the somewhat loose sense that he was 'a man of the public word [ ... ] a 

speaker and a preacher. ' 52 

Unlike Jesus, then, Barbusse did not seek to preach the word of God but to 

preach the word of man, at God's expense. If the aim were to proselytize, however, 

there was no greater example to follow. In his monthly rubric for La Revue du Palais, 

Barbusse gave a review of Rostand's La Samaritaine, which he had seen during Holy 

Week. His comments provide a tantalizing insight into Barbusse's perception of Jesus 

some thirty years before his Jesus trilogy. Barbusse described Jesus as 'une des voix les 
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plus religieusement vivantes qui aient jamais parle a Ia foule' and praised Rostand's 

artistic originality in examining Jesus and 'Ia Femme' .53 

Rostand's play, which Barbusse quite obviously appreciated, may well have been 

the inspiration behind his poem, 'Madeleine', published in Le Nu. Unlike his long poem 

in Pleureuses, 'Sainte Madeleine Inutile', 'Madeleine' contains a reference to Jesus and 

his boundless capacity to forgive: 54 

Quand tout espoir est mort et toute etoile obscure 
' Que Ia femme est mourante au fond du jour mortel, 

Un rayon de douceurs regne sur sa figure, 
Aussi beau qu 'un reflet du ciel. 

Pourtant, elle est maudite et seule dans 1' abime 
' Et Dieu ne touche pas son front brouille de nuit, 

Et si dans ses yeux passe une lueur sublime, 
C'est d'etre seule est sans appui; 

De souffiir a jamais, de pleurer tout entiere 
D'etre l'espoir sans borne et l'insondable effroi, 
Et de crier vers tout une immense priere 
Aussi divine que Ia Foi. 

Et qu'ajoute a son creur au moment qu'elle expie 
Le sourire indulgent dont Jesus lui fit don! ... 
Elle est, meme coupable et sombre, meme impie, 
Aussi grande que le pardon. 

There is an apparent sense of opposition between the first two persons of the Trinity 

here, in that Jesus forgives Mary Magdalen her sins with a smile, whereas God leaves her 

'maudite et seule dans 1 'abime [ ... ] seule et sans appui'. The pious would contend, 

however, that the first two persons of the Trinity are one in the Incarnation: through 

Jesus it is God himself that forgives this sinner. Far more suggestive of antagonism 

between Father and Son is the title of a poem that Barbusse appears not to have written, 

'Dieu l'antechrist', which Barbusse included in his plan of Pleureuses. 55 Unfortunately, 

one can only speculate as to what this poem would have amounted to; and wonder 

whether the play he wrote over thirty years later, the unpublished Jesus contre Dieu, 

represents its converse. 
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In Barbusse' s maJor publication of the period pnor to Les Suppliants, 

Pleureuses, Jesus is referred to only by association, namely with the ultimate Christian 

symbol, the cross. Recalling his 'douleurs d'autrefois', the poet speaks of those 'Pauvres 

ames [ ... ] qui pleurent d'extase au pied des grandes croix' ('Pendant Ia priere'). 'Une 

croix se dresse sur eux', he states ofhis memories, in 'Repos'. Addressing his lost love in 

'Les Larmes', the poet senses that she is taking refuge in Jesus's redemptive death: 

'Quelque chose dore ta voix/Dans une confuse harmonie ... ITa douleur est presque 

benie,/Enfant, tu penses a Ia croix'. Similarly, in 'L' Attente', solace is being sought in a 

church by the female addressee but this institution and those who run it would not be, 

'Sans I' eblouissement de Ia croix ... ', which is the sub-title of the poem. 

A second, and related means of association is provided by the Passion more 

generally. The saints in the poem of that title 'ont tout oublie, chemins,/Calvaire, amour, 

gloires brillantes,/Et les bourreaux aux mains sanglantes,/Et les meres aux douces mains.' 

The last line of this stanza may be an evocation of the Pi eta, to which there may be an 

even more oblique reference in 'Le Prophete'. After two references to 'Seigneur', in the 

section of the poem entitled 'Priere', the poet does not offer up a prayer so much as 

articulate his thoughts: 'Moi qui ne sais pas de priere,/Toi, si bon au-dessus de nous,/Je 

voudrais sourire a la mere/Qui t'a tenu sur les genoux.' In reference to 'Dans le passe', 

Relinger remarks that the poet 'cherche en lui-meme Ia voie de Ia redemption.' In a 

general observation of the work as a whole, he contends that Barbusse, like Jesus, 'qu'il 

invoque sans le nommer, ( ... ] sait que la premiere offrande est celle d'etre ici, attentif De 

d d ' ' '" il ' ' ' 56 B tt k la a se vouloir le "pretre" de ce "mon e esespere , n y a qu un pas. re rna es 

much the same point in his reading of 'La Procession': 'Deja, le poete des Pleureuses 

entrevoit, d 'une maniere mystique, sa vocation de "pretre' dans ce monde desespere, 

" h "1 fr t " '57 
pretre chez qui "toutes les tristesses penc eront eurs pauvres on s . 
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Whether a 'prophet' inspired by the example of Jesus or a 'priest' of a secular, 

humanist faith, the young Barbusse, in adopting such a role, obviously put himself at 

loggerheads with the Church and its human representatives, the clergy. The conflict 

would become fierce and increasingly politicized after Barbusse's experience of the First 

World War. At this stage of his career, however, Barbusse was content simply to note 

his opposition to Catholicism and its priests, as an atheist. In his diary in May 1897, he 

pondered the state of mind of one Lynda Coates, a former schoolfiiend of his fiancee, 

Helyonne. Something appeared to be troubling her deeply and she was showing an 

inclination to tum to religion as a means of dealing with her problems. Barbusse 

ruminated on the situation as follows: 

J' ai sou vent trouve haissables et criminelles les interrogations minutieuses de 
la confession et ri de la sophistique des pretres qui veulent obliger a avouer 
tout, tout. Et pourtant ce n'est pas insense de leur part, et si l'on croit a leur 
mission divine, 1' aveu absolument complet est le seul qui soulage et puisse 

, • 58 guenr ... 

In his letter to Helyonne, he staked out his area of interest, which he called 'les verites du 

creur', leaving to others the 'domaine de metaphysique, un systeme de croyances [ ... ]qui 

ne s'imposent qu'en vertu d'un principe d'autorite qui ne veut meme pas etre discute; 

c'est aux pretres a s'occuper des revelations supra-naturelles' (f 73):
9 

Barbusse's mild hostility towards the clergy found expression in his earliest 

poems. One written in April 1891, entitled 'XXX', boldly predicts the clergy's demise: 

lis sont morts! lis sont morts! les chefs, les Zoroastres, 
Pretres hallucines d'un gigantesque espoir, 
Qui venaient sur les monts ou s' epandait le soir 
Baigner leur arne au fleur resplendissant des astres. 

Et ceux qui poursuivaient l'ideal radieux, 
lis sont morts, il est mort, le mysticisme pale! 
Les pontifes frappes peuplent d'un dernier rale 
Les sanctuaires d'or rougis du sang des dieux.

60 

'Discussion politique', written the following month, is altogether more irreverent. 

Having dismissed 'Les deputes qu'est tou' des vaches!' and 'Les senateurs qu'a presque 
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pus d'corps', the poet continues: 'Les cures, des bruts! des plats d'graine/Qui ont 

[ ... ]/Les bouches comme des trous du cul!'61 

In a sense, Pleureuses as a whole (and Mystere) can be read as an anticlerical 

work in its subversion of traditional forms of religious belief and practices and, by 

extension, of those who minister them. The most obvious expression of anti clericalism in 

any one poem is to be found in 'L' Attente', sub-titled 'Sans l'eblouissement de Ia croix 

... '. As pointed out above, the poet is mindful that without the cross of Jesus, the Church 

and the clergy would have no raison d'etre, which they do not have anyway if Jesus is 

not the son of God- clearly the poet's view. 'Dans cette eglise d'ombre ou s'incline 

son cou', the woman to whom he speaks is wasting her time ('C'est l'ame qui pleure et 

c'est le temps qui passe'). The poet refers to her as 'un grand dieu sans pretre' and 

suggests that they, like Adam and Eve in Barbusse's poetry, should place their faith in 

the material world, despite its many shortcomings: 'Laissons les pretres fous et les 

amants ferventsN enir beatement baigner leur tempes vides/Dans ce brumeux chante par 

les grands vents!' 

In the above analysis of religion in the early, poetical works of Henri Barbusse, it has 

been shown that the initial belief in the notion of God that the writer may once have had 

soon gave way to an oft-stated and intractable atheism. Whether this was due to his 

father's own atheism, his study of philosophy at the College Rollin, or the antireligious 

spirit that animated many at the time, it is not possible to say. In all likelihood, all three 

phenomena were contributory factors. What can be said for certain is that Henri 

Barbusse the atheist was anything but areligious. Indeed, the young man's realization 

that God did not exist signalled only the end of the beginning of what was to prove to be 

a lifelong engagement with religion. 
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As a young man embarking on his long literary career, Barbusse quietly declared 

his own war on traditional forms of religious belief and practices in general, and on 

Christianity in its Roman Catholic form in particular, in the name of a secular, solipsistic, 

humanist faith. He saw himself as a prophet, drawing inspiration from the example of 

Jesus, and using his poetry, as opposed to his writings as a journalist (which eventually 

provided him with a steady, if unspectacular income), as a means of propagating his 

message. That this message was inimical to traditional forms of religion is paradoxical: as 

the brief survey of the concept of the prophet has made clear, a prophet is, by definition, 

a messenger of God, a medium through whom a divine entity communicates with the 

human race. Barbusse did not believe that God existed but used a religious concept to 

make his point. At the same time, because of the concept's very association with the 

divine, Barbusse's use of it served to transfer divinity from the religious to the secular. 

Analysis of his poetry has revealed that Barbusse employed religious language, 

symbols, imagery and the mythological figures Adam and Eve with the same paradoxical 

dual aim of subverting established, institutionalized religion, on the one hand, and 

cultivating a pseudo-religious worship of the human, on the other. By its very nature, this 

strategy was fraught with risk and could be easily misconstrued. 

Barbusse was not seeking God, however; in his quest for faith, he was seeking to 

replace God as a viable object of human worship. 'En assistant a ce drame', he wrote in 

April 1901 in his review of Au-de/a des forces humaines by the Scandinavian playwright 

and soon-to-be Nobel laureate Bjomstjerne-Bjomson, 'on assiste pour ainsi dire a 

1' envergure de Ia creature humaine qui va sans cesse en poursuivant, comme des 

fantomes, le bonheur et le Dieu qu'elle voudrait'. 62 But belief in an after-life was 

universal, 'le plus fondamental et, partant, le plus realiste des sentiments. '
63 

Barbusse 

expressed the view that French playwrights were, by comparison, excessively interested 

in matters relating to mere manners and social polemics, yet 'L'aventure de la priere', he 
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averred, 'est a Ia fois le plus brutal et le plus parfait des drames. ' 64 He himself had 

addressed spiritual matters in his divinization of the human in his poetry. He was to 

continue to do so in both of his first two novels. 
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Notes 

1 See Sartre, Situations IX, pp. 32-33. 

2 FHB, Naf 16509, f 71. 

3 
FHB, Naf 16530, f 81. Subsequent references are given in parenthesis in the text. This 

letter has recently been published in its entirety. See 'Une lettre inedite d'Henri 

Barbusse'. 

4 
Barbusse made much the same point in his long and important essay on Chateaubriand. 

See 'Chateaubriand et l'esprit moderne', p. 710. 

5 
With regard to existential thought, Barbusse has been seen as something of a precursor 

to more illustrious names in modem French literature. In his thesis, Relinger compares 

Barbusse with Camus. See 'Le Role et l'reuvre d'Henri Barbusse', p. 455 ff For a brief 

comparative study ofBarbusse and Sartre, see Salvan, 'L 'Enfer et La Nausee'. 

6 Helyonne may well have been a churchgoer before she married Barbusse. During the 

period when they were banned from seeing one another by Catulle Mendes, an 

intermediary wrote to Barbusse: 'Que de moyens avons-nous cherche pour que vous 

vous rencontriez, en promenades de ou a l'eglise!' See Naf 16509, f 37. Furthermore, 

Naf 16530 contains watercolours, by Helyonne (a talented artist), of the imagined decor 

of their first flat in Paris. A number of these paintings have a religious theme. See ff 22 7, 

229 and 231. Cosse has claimed that Mendes had all of his daughters convent-educated. 

'De Ia poesie au communisme', p. 26. 

7 FHB, Naf16501, f 30. 

8 FHB, Naf 16523, f 10. Barbusse had notoriously small handwriting and his 

manuscripts are also, often, extremely untidy. Doubt in deciphering individual words will 

be indicated in the text by means of a question mark in square brackets. 

9 FHB, Naf 16475, f 26; author's emphasis. Subsequent references are gtven m 

parenthesis in the text. 
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1° FHB, Naf 16499, f. 1. 

11 For the other co-authors, see the bibliography. 

12 Flower, Literature and the Left in France, p. 30. 

13 
Some of them are to be found in the 'Cahier de vers' of the literary circle run by 

Barbusse and his close friend (later brother-in-law) Jean Weber, at the College Rollin. 

See FHB, Naf 16471, and Naf 16472. 

14 See Mendes, 'Henri Barbusse', p. 1. 

15 See Brett, Henri Barbusse, pp. 14-35. 

16 Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 19. Edouard Petit ('Semaine litteraire') and Stephane 

('Les Jeunes - Henri Barbusse') were exceptions. The latter wrote of Barbusse's 

tendency to sanctifY his visions. The former likened Barbusse's poetry to that of another 

poet: 'Elle me rappelle, dans toutle creur du volume, cette exquise piece, si pleine d'au

dela et de mystere, Les Limbes, que naguere sur un ton tres doux et tres lent, composa 

Casimir Delavigne.' 

17 Barbusse, Pleureuses (Charpentier, 1895). Unless otherwise stated, all of the poems 

cited are taken from this edition. The title of the poem in question is provided in the text, 

in parenthesis or otherwise, as the case may be. 

18 Brett, Henri Barbusse, p. 29. 

19 See note 10. The destruction of Barbusse's library by the Nazis in 1940 leaves the 

student of Barbusse at something of a loss as to what he read. Although there is no 

documentary evidence to support the claim, it is hard to imagine that he was not familiar 

with the twelfth-century Anglo-Norman mystery play entitled Le Mystere d'Adam (in 

modem French). See Le Mystere d'Adam, ed. by Studer; and 'The Service for 

Representing Adam', ed. by Bevington. For a lively, and accessible discussion of Judaeo

Christian interpretations of the Adam and Eve myth, see Pagels, Adam, Eve, and the 

Serpent. 
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20 Naf I6509, ff 45-46. 

21 Naf16530, f 8I. 

22 
In Greek mythology, the Pythia ('Pythonisse') is the priestess of the Delphic Oracle, 

the oracular shrine of Apollo on Mount Pamassus. According to Harvey, the Pythia, 

'seated on a tripod over a fissure in the rock, uttered in a divine ecstasy incoherent words 

in reply to the questions of the supplicants. [ ... ] The Delphic Oracle was primarily 

concerned with questions of religion'. The Oxford Companion to Classical Literature, p. 

138. See also Cornell, The Prophets of Israel, p. 11. 

23 
Barbusse, Mystere, p. 6. The document referred to is a thirty-nine-page fair copy, 

apparently in Barbusse's hand, a photocopy of which the AAHB very kindly provided. 

For ease of subsequent reference, page and line numbers (of the interventions of the 

characters only) are given in parenthesis in the text. 

24 See note I I. The volume is not paginated. 

25 Garcia-Ramon was most impressed with Barbusse's technical abilities but added, 

ironically, 'the day he deigns to allow himself to be understood, there is no doubt that we 

will indeed be obliged to admire him.' FHB, Naf I6525, f 9; my translation. 

26 Barbusse, 'Premieres representations et reprises', October (1900), p. v. It should be 

noted that there is an error in the pagination of the supplement to this particular issue of 

the journal. 

27 'Chateaubriand et }'esprit modeme', p. 701. Subsequent references are given in 

parenthesis in the text. 

28 Les Martyrs features in the list of 'Grands livres' that Barbusse drew up in his 'Camet 

de guerre'. The list is to be found in the Flammarion-Livre de Poche edition of Le Feu, 

pp. 460-61. Other books with a conspicuous religious dimension which Barbusse 

included are Les Pensees (Pascal), La Vie de Jesus (Renan) and Le Saint (Fogazzaro ). 

29 FHB, Naf I6508, f 8. 
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30 Na/16509, f 70. 

31 
Naf 16530, f 73. Subsequent references are given in parenthesis in the text. 

32 
See note 14; Pottecher, 'Chronique litteraire'; and Canivet ( Naj 16525, f 9 for both 

cuttings). 

33 Decaudin, 'Le Poete des Pleureuses', pp. 24-25. 

34 Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 19. 

35 Ibid, p. 28. 

36 
Naj 16475, ff 13, 26, 29b, 31, 39. Subsequent references are given in parenthesis in 

the text. 

37 As will be seen, the 'De profundis' motif features prominently in both L 'Enjer and 

Clarte. 

38 Published in the 1920 Flammarion edition. It warrants a place in this analysis, however, 

since it was included in the pre-1895 plan. See Naj 16475, f 135. The same can be said 

of 'La Romance' and 'La Ressemblante'. See ff 136 and 137, respectively. 

39 For further examples, see 'La Romance', 'Le Sommeil', 'A une amie', 'La Fatigue' 

and 'Pendant la priere'. 

4° For further examples, see 'Vous', 'La Romance' and 'Frisson du reel'. The third of 

these poems, included in the 1920 edition, was not a part of the volume in 1895. 

However, it did feature in Barbusse' s letter to Helyonne in the summer of 1897. See Naf 

16530, f 79. 

41 A similar configuration is in evidence in L 'Enfer, in which Aimee and the poet (Adam 

and Eve) are portrayed as the child-lovers, Jean and Helene, grown old. 

42 For further examples, see 10.3, 11.6, 12.14, 12.16, 13.9, 19.5, 21.4, 28.10, 28.14 and 

31.2. 

43 Maximilien Desanzac, the pseudo-Messiah, utters beatitudes in Les Suppliants, as, 

naturally, does Jesus the non-Messiah, in Jesus. 
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44 
Naf 164 71, ff. 14- I 5. The poem was published in Le Banquet under the title of 

'Evocation'. It is reproduced in Brett, Henri Barbusse, pp. 333-34, together with a 

number of Barbusse's other poems. In Brett's opinion, 'Evocation' is a poem 'plein de 

[ ... ] mysticisme sentimental et melancolique' (p. 25). 

45 Naf 16530, f 73. 

46 Lindblom, Prophecy in Israel, p. 1. 

47 
For a discussion of the etymology of the term, see Cornill, The Prophets of Israel, pp. 

1-15. 

48 La Bible de Jerusalem, p. 1208. 

49 Cornill, The Prophets of Israel, p. 11. 

50 Heaton, The Old Testament Prophets, p. 34. 

51 Chaine, Introduction a Ia lecture des prophetes, p. 11. 

52 Lindblom, Prophecy in Israel, p. 2. 

53 Barbusse, 'Premieres representations et reprises', March-May (I 897), pp. XI-xu. 

Barbusse also gave an enthusiastic review of Jean Richepin's La Martyre, in which a 

Roman princess, Flammeola, converts to Christianity having fallen in love with an 

apostle: 'Les deux creurs peu a peu se rapprochent, se rassemblent, montent enfin dans le 

ciel, dans le baiser supreme que donne le sang de Jesus crucifie en tombant sur 

Flammeola mourante, prosternee, convertie.' See the same rubric, April-June (1898), p. 

1. 

54 The poem appears alongside a photograph of a female nude by Sezille des Essarts. 

55 SeeNaf16475, f 2. 

56 Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 18. 

57 See note 18. 

58 Naf 16509, f 72. The nuanced nature of this criticism is worth noting. As analysis of 

the novels will show, Barbusse admired those who acted on the courage of their 
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convictions, and in particular individual priests, whom he generally distinguished from 

the clergy as a whole and the institution they represented. 

59 See note 45. 

60 Nqf 16471, f 5. 

61 Ibid, ff. 18-19. 

62 Barbusse, 'Premieres representations et reprises', January-April (1901), p. 247. 

63 1bid, p. 249. 

64 1bid. 
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, CHAPTER TWO 
'LONGUE MEDITATION SUR L'IDEE DE DIEU': LES SUPPLIANTS (1903) 

Les Suppliants was a long time in the writing- some six years (1896-1902) according 

to Baudorre~ during the greater part of which Barbusse worked as a clerk, first in the 

Ministry of the Interior, then the Ministry of Agriculture. 1 He had been collaborating 

with various journals and newspapers throughout this time and in June 1902 he left the 

Ministry of Agriculture to take up a full-time position as an editor for Pierre Lafitte 

publications. 

Barbusse's first novel tells the story of his fictional alter ego Maximilien 

Desanzac, from childhood to adolescence, and some indeterminate point beyond. The 

setting is the Montmartre of Barbusse, s youth; the school described in it is, in all but 

name, the College Rollin at which Barbusse had been a pupil. Like Barbusse, Maximilien 

loses his mother in early childhood; Desanzac pere, nanny Leonore, and schoolboy friend 

Jacques Hellin are fictional transpositions of Adrien Barbusse, Emilie Voirin and Julien 

Weber, respectively.2 The action of the novel, such as it is, consists largely of exchanges 

between the various secondary characters and the main protagonist, whose views hold 

sway over those views held around him. They all speak an emotionally charged, highly 

lyrical French. Barbusse later described Les Suppliants as 'une etude psychologique et un 

peu romantique de l'etat d'ame desjeunes gens demon epoque'.3 

Given that Barbusse' s first novel had such a long gestation and was written, for 

the most part~ at the time when he was producing his poetry, it is hardly surprising that 

the engagement with religion of Barbusse the novelist has many similarities with that of 

Barbusse the poet, in terms both of the degree and the nature of this engagement. In 

other words~ in Les Suppliants, as in the poetry, religion is of central importance with 

regard to the aims and thematics of the work, and the writer once again mounts his 

critique from a largely apolitical and metaphysical perspective at the level of the text. 
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Outside the text, as it were, Barbusse, as author, did see himself playing a 

vicarious role in the socio-political sphere, on the side of the forces of the Left. Sending 

his socialist former colleague at the Ministry of Agriculture, Andre Spire, a copy of the 

novel, Barbusse wrote in a letter: 

Je viens vous demander a son sujet deux services: d'abord le lire et m'en dire 
votre opinion, ensuite m'aider, par vos indications, vos conseils votre 
influence a le repandre le plus possible dans les milieux socialistes. ia these 
qu'il defend: absurdite et inutilite du principe religieux dans Ia vie 
sentimentale et morale, attaques contre 1 'existence et la necessite de la 
divinite, me parait de celles qu'il serait bon de mettre hardiment en avant 
dans les partis antitraditionnels. Sur ce point les militants de 1' opinion 
avancee devraient soutenir et defendre les intellectuels qui leur montrent les 
voies d'une complete et absolue liberation.4 

It is perfectly clear from this statement that Barbusse hoped to see Les Suppliants make 

an impact in left-wing circles. To his way of thinking, 'militants de !'opinion avancee' 

and 'intellectuels' could be of mutual assistance in the political fight against religion. It is 

to be borne in mind that Les Suppliants was published at the height of the anticlerical 

campaign led by the then prime minister Emile Combes. Within two years, the legislation 

separating Church and State in France came into effect and diplomatic relations with the 

Holy See were severed, not to be renewed until 1921. Les Suppliants has to be read 

within its immediate socio-political context. 5 

The significance of Barbusse' s letter to Spire is that for Barbusse the point of 

contact between his novel and himself as author, on the one hand, and those moving in 

socialist circles, on the other, is the novel's thesis, which has nothing to do with 

capitalism and the class war, and everything to do with religion. The thesis his novel sets 

out to defend Barbusse sums up as the 'absurdite et inutilite du principe religieux dans la 

vie sentimentale et morale, attaques contre I' existence et necessite de Ia divinite' .
6 

It is 

the religion that drives the politics rather than the converse. Barbusse's letter to Spire is 

to be understood as a combination of opportunism and self-advertisement, to which 

Barbusse was prone in his youth; 7 he wrote this novel primarily in order to express 
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metaphysical concerns, 
8 

and preach to the masses. Realizing that because of its ultra

radical attitude towards the concept of God and organized religion, it would be a useful 

weapon for those determined to drive a wedge between Church and State in a country 

thought of as 'la fille ainee de l'Eglise', he sent a copy of the novel to Spire.9 That this 

gesture was not motivated by any particular political affiliations is made clear by the 

recipient of the letter in question, the socialist Andre Spire: 'lorsque nous etions 

ensemble au Cabinet de I' Agriculture, Barbusse n'etait qu'un reveur, une sorte de paten 

mystique et individualiste et n' avait pas encore renonce a gravir les hautains degres de la 

Tour d'Ivoire' .10 

The same point is made by Barbusse himself In Judas, Barbusse points out that 

his portrayal of Jesus in his recent novel cannot be ascribed simply to a desire on his part 

to defend and propagate revolutionary ideas deriving from his adoption of Communism: 

Certains traits essentiels de cette meme image de Jesus etaient deja indiques 
dans mon premier roman Les Suppliants, longue meditation sur l'idee de 
Dieu, ecrite il y a quelques vingt ans, a une periode de rna vie oit je ne 
songeais guere a prendre une part militante dans les luttes sociales. 11 

The indication is that Barbusse's first novel, published in 1903, is long on the religious 

and short on the political, and that the main characteristics of his Jesus of 1927 are to be 

found in his portrayal ofMaximilien Desanzac some twenty-four years earlier. 

Barbusse reiterated this point in an interview given on 4 August 1927. In 

reference, once again, to his first novel, he stated: 'II constitue une attaque tres 

vigoureuse contre toutes les doctrines et toutes les tendances religieuses, y compris 

l'idee de Dieu qui en est !'element central. ' 12 Even the most cursory of readings reveals 

that Les Suppliants is a novel of ideas in which the author constructs, first and foremost, 

a critique of religion from an apolitical perspective. There are workers in the novel but 

their presence is shadowy. Numerous beggars appear but this is a narrative in which all 

of the characters are cast as metaphorical beggars, the words 'mendiants' and 
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'suppliants' being virtually synonymous within the context of the nove1. 13 Thus there is 

no attempt to account for the causes of their destitution in socio-economic terms. 

The workers and the socially disenfranchised, though present, are relevant only 

insofar as they are thought to face at an individual level the same metaphysical concerns 

that Maximilien (and Barbusse) have to face. 14 No material, socio-political remedy is 

propounded and statements such as 'II faut penser aux sources de misere pour les tarir' 15 

are not intended to quicken the pulse of the socialist reader, still less that of the 

revolutionary. 
16 

The remedy for (and the cause of) destitution in this novel is seen to be 

the heart, a synecdoche for the human being at an individual level. The primacy of the 

self over the collectivity, and the preoccupation with revolt in a metaphysical rather than 

a socio-political sense are best illustrated in the narrative on the day when Maximilien's 

father is buried. Seeing a crowd gathered in a demonstration at the gates to the cemetery, 

Maximilien reflects on 'la grandeur de l'homme et la petitesse de la foule' (p. 234). 

Such an observation is in keeping with the rest of the narrative. Thus Maximilien 

tells the shoemaker Thierry and his wife, who are broken by the fatigues of the working 

day and the recent loss of their baby son (p. 263), that they would do well not to envy 

the rich, the strong, and the powerful - in Marxist language, the owners of the means of 

production: 'Ils ne valent que par des biens, des actions ou des reuvres terrestres, et tout 

cela est noye dans la grande demande irrfinie du creur' (p. 272). As with Barbusse's 

poetry, so with his first novel: there is virtually nothing in the text to indicate that 

Barbusse would eventually join the PCF. 

Barbusse's hostility towards Christianity and his political anticlericalism, which 

might be defined as opposition to the Church at an institutional level, and to its human 

representatives, the clergy, are manifest in his letter to Spire, as has been made clear. At 

the level of the text, Maximilen' s irreligion constitutes the major theme of the novel but 

as he is an apolitical character, his anticlericalism cannot be defined in the same terms as 
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can that of the author. At most, he is anticlerical implicitly, as a logical extension of his 

hostility towards the concept of God and all that this entails. He is anticlerical in his 

opposition to the priest in the novel, Ursleur, but this opposition is at the level of the 

individual and pits an immanentist philosophy against a transcendentalist philosophy. 

Furthermore, not only is there no reference to the Church as an institution 
' 

Ursleur too is in a sense an apolitical character, in that he is a lay priest concerned only 

with the task of ministering to the poor and needy: 'II n'exer~ait pas le sacerdoce. n 

passait sa vie a faire Ia charite. On ne le voyait que lorsqu'il avait besoin d'une aum6ne 

pour d'autres'(p. 168). He is thus the somewhat ironical pendant to Maximilien: Ursleur 

provides material help, animated by belief in an external divinity that has created the self; 

Maximilien, paradoxically, provides what might be called 'spiritual' help, animated by 

belief in an internal divinity that is the self Unlike the Roman Catholic priest in L 'Enfer, 

Ursleur is not cast as a stereotypical, doctrinaire man of the cloth, which further nuances 

the anticlericalism evident in the text of Les Suppliants. Both phonetically and in terms of 

his treatment by the author, he calls to mind the abbe Horteur in Zola's LaJoie de 

vivre .11 Suffice it to say for the time being that it is in the two long episodes in which 

Maximilien and Ursleur endeavour to have their respective world-views prevail, the 

second of which brings the narrative to a close, that the main interest of the novel 

resides. 

Maximilien's world-view is not arrived at as a result of his interaction with the 

priest or any other representative of the Church during his formative years. His father, 

'tres libre-penseur' (p. 54), guards against the religious indoctrination of his son (p. 7), 

and Leonore's religiosity (p. 5) does not rub off on him (p. 17). Deprived of contact 

with others as a child, Maximilien develops a sensitivity and introspection which his 

father finds increasingly worrying. In an effort to draw his son out of himself and to put 

an end to what is described as a 'crise d'individualisme trop pur qui debauchait son fils a 
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l'ecart' (p. 27), Desanzac pere delivers a well-meaning lecture, during the course of 

which it becomes apparent that whereas he believes that the Absolute (the infinite, the 

eternal etc.) exists outside the self, for Maximilien it is the self that conceives of, creates 

the Absolute. Although Desanzac himself does not use religious terminology and appears 

not to be a believer in the way that Leonore is, his downgrading of the human being and 

his calling upon his son to place his faith in the eternal rather than the ephemeral (p. 28), 

combined with his 'evocations de lois universelles, de choses extra-humaines' (p. 29), do 

not suggest an obvious non-religious world-view by which his son might live his life. 

Indeed, there is no discernible difference between these remarks and Ursleur' s later 

observation that 'l'homme est condamne au malheur, s'il pretend rester seul avec lui

meme' (p. 151 ). The step from the rejection of man to the acceptance of God is but a 

short one. 18 

By the tender age of twelve, Maximilien has already reached the conclusion that 

the only creator is the human consciousness, and all concepts stem from it - infinity, 

eternity, time, space, and love. Nothing exists without a human consciousness to 

perceive it: 'il faut un regard pour deployer I 'horizon et pour verser 1 'espace [ ... ] 1' espace 

le plus grand a pour espace Ia pensee, et [ ... ] le temps a Ia pensee pour eternite' (p. 75). 

Like Maximilien's father, Jacques is inclined to think in terms of an Absolute outside the 

self, with the difference that Jacques explicitly associates the Absolute with the God of 

Christianity. In the early stages of their friendship, Maximilien tells him, that he, Jacques, 

is time and space: 'Ne croyons qu'a Ia pensee qui donne; restons dans l'absolu de nous

memes' (p. 75). 

Strictly, speaking, then, Maximilien cannot be anything but an atheist in the 

Christian sense. Maximilien's father sees this early and realizes that there is not likely to 

be much of an evolution in this respect: 'Et le pere se martyrisait les regards a constater 

que son enfant serait exclusivement, jalousement, surhumainement humain' (pp. 24-
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25).
19 

After his personal interventions and his having sent his son to school, finally, at the 

age of twelve have failed to make any impression on Maximilien' s introspective 

solipsism, he arranges for three acquaintances of his, 'un professeur, un ecrivain, et une 

autre personne que Maximilien n'etait pas bien sur de connat"tre' (pp. 53-54), to pay 

them a visit. 

On the strength of the briefest of visual examinations only, a diagnosis is reached: 

'II a l'ame religieuse' (p. 54)- a diagnosis with which his father agrees, disappointed. 

The 'professeur' is more specific: 'II [Maximilien] s'approche de Dieu', who is 

subsequently associated with 'l'eternite', 'les principes infinis', 'Ia verite vraie' (p. 55). 

Asked the direct question: 'Crois-tu en Dieu, mon petit?', Maximilien answers 

laconically, 'Non'- the only word he speaks in the entire episode. Whether or not they 

themselves believe in God is a moot point but there does seem to be a consensus 

amongst these three wise men20 that the concept of God is reassuring, if nothing else: 'Si 

Dieu n'est pas, il n'y a que nous qui soyons vivants, il n'y a que nous, et Ia mort' (p. 56). 

For the first time, Maximilien is made to feel the full implications of a belief in the human 

that precludes the possibility of a theistic God and he realizes, not without a considerable 

degree of angst, that it is precisely because of a human desire that there be a God that 

the concept was created: 

Dieu, ne serait-ce pas tout de suite, dans cette chambre, l'aumone meme, Ia 
guerison de Ia pauvrete, la maternite toujours miraculeusement ric he? [ ... ] il 
eut l'inexprimable regret, le remords de n'avoir jamais et nulle part vu Dieu. 
[ ... ] On ne voit de Dieu que laplace vide, on n'en voit que le ciel, on entend 
que le nom [sic]; on n' en ressent que le besoin beant. (p. 57i

1 

He questions his fellow pupils about their beliefs regarding the existence or otherwise of 

God and receives a variety of responses- agnostic, atheist, fideist (pp. 58-59). He alone 

seems to appreciate the importance of the question, however; he alone seems to suffer 

and feel the need to find an alternative to the equally unpalatable options of belief in God 

or belief in the void and contingency: 'Maximilien, delaissait, se mettait a eprouver 
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cruellement le neant. Son creur, ou tout s'engloutissait, allait pourtant en quete de 

quelque chose. [ ... ]II appelait au secours du fond de ses profondeurs' (p. 59). Asked by 

Jacques whether he believes in God, Maximilien repeats the reply given earlier in the 

narrative to the same question, this time far more expansively, explaining that: 

Dieu n'etait qu'un mot quand on le comparait ala puissance et a l'intensite 
de notre creur. C'est ce qu'il faudrait et non ce qui est. C'est la formule 
theorique du bonheur et de Ia paix ... Dieu, c'est un mot, un cri; Dieu, c'est 
laplace de Dieu; Dieu, c'est une negation ... (p. 66) 

It is important to note here that Maximilien's God-denial is offset against the human 

heart, which has been alluded to so often by this point in the narrative that it has assumed 

for Maximilien near cultic status. The negative (God) is counterbalanced by a positive 

(the heart and, by extension, the human), the latter of which provides an alternative 

source of faith. Maximilien feels the need to believe in something and it is in the human 

heart and mind that he chooses to believe. 

This is evident in his dialogue with Marguerite Ternisier, the friend of Jeanne 

Roger. Left to themselves when Jacques makes another unsuccessful attempt to court 

Jeanne at her home in Rueil, they discuss the concept of happiness. Marguerite ventures 

the thought that human beings are condemned to be unhappy on earth and calls upon 

Ursleur to echo this thought. The priest's intervention is bound to alienate Maximilien: 

'Nous ne sommes pas par nous-memes capables d'etre heureux. Oui, l'homme est 

condamne au malheur, s'il pretend rester seul avec lui-meme' (p. 151). Making the 

obvious inference, Marguerite asks Maximilien whether he shares Ursleur's view: 'Non', 

he replies. 'Je ne crois pas en Dieu' (p. 151). This leads to an allusion to Aristotle, 

Descartes and Kant, whose systems are held to militate against the concept of God. 

Asked to state what he does believe in, he says, with 'un accent de fierte': 'Je ne crois 

qu'au creur humain' (p. 152). 

The same reflex is in evidence in Maximilien's lengthy exchange with Thierry and 

his wife, who had been good friends of his father (p. 262) and have just lost their baby 
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son. The importance of this encounter is evident from a manuscript fragment on which 

Barbusse wrote: 'Rien n'est plus grave que Ia scene ou le heros du livre apporte une 

lueur de joie aux humbles parents dont l'enfant est mort, en leur expliquant "qu'il n'y a 

pas de Dieu. "'
22 

When Maximilien goes to see the grieving couple and tells them that, in 

spite of their suffering, there is a consolation (p. 265), Thierry's wife, sensing that the 

consolation is of a religious nature, hurriedly confesses to being somewhat lax in this 

respect and to not having had their son baptized. 'Croyez-vous que le bon Dieu voudra 

que nous soyons heureux?', she asks (p. 266). Maximilien makes his by now customary 

response to a question about or presupposing the existence of God. To the follow-up 

question, 'II n'y a pas de Dieu ... Alors quoi?' (p. 267), he replies: 'Alors ... II n'y a que 

no us', then proceeds to teach them about the workings of the human heart. At the end of 

it all, the heavens open and 'les deux etres reprenaient aDieu ce qu'ils lui avaient donne, 

reprenaient Dieu' (p. 276). They had imagined that Maximilien would attempt to console 

them with comforting words about God's benevolence and mysterious ways. Instead, he 

makes them confront their suffering by uttering what for orthodox believers would be the 

ultimate heresy: 'tout ce qui est en dehors de nous est apparence, petitesse; s'en occuper, 

c' est illusion; y croire, c' est idolatrie' (p. 277). 

Reflecting shortly afterwards, Maximilien arnves at the following, emphatic 

conclusion: 

Ce n' est pas assez de dire: adorez non Ia religion, mais Dieu, source de la 
religion. II reste a dire: adorez non pas Dieu, mais le creur humain, source de 
Dieu. [ ... ] II n'y a que le creur humain, et ceux qui voient ce supreme 
commencement sont, ou qu'ils soient et quels qu'ils soient, dans la cite de Ia 
lumiere, et regnent en meme temps que Ia verite. (pp. 280-81) 

As a solipsist imbued with the philosophy of the three great thinkers mentioned in the 

narrative, Maximilien comes to believe that if God exists, it is as a figment of the human 

imagination. The various strands in the thought of the 'mature' Maximilien Desanzac

the denial of the existence of the Christian God; the aggrandizement of the human, 
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creator of God and all things besides; the implicit, apolitical anticlericalism, and hostility 

towards traditional religious belief and practice - are all on display in Maximilien' s two 

lengthy altercations with Ursleur. 

The first occurs as a result of Jacques's despair at his failure to win the heart of 

Jeanne Roger. In the early stages of their friendship, Jacques is seen to differ from 

Maximilien in his quasi-religious conception of an external Absolute. As is often the case 

with a young mind exposed to the deeply held convictions of a friend with a much 

stronger personality, Jacques finds himself adopting Maximilien's views shortly after they 

become acquainted at school. He becomes less diligent and takes to lingering at 

windows, 'a lever les yeux, a eprouver que l'absolu n'etait pas au ciel' (p. 76). Reflecting 

on the nature and origin of perspective, he realizes that his belief in God had always 

lacked substance. Jacques and Maximilien become the firmest of friends, experiencing 

the traumas of early adolescence together. The latter returns from a post-baccalaureat 

summer holiday in Auvergne at the home of M. Lise, a former teacher friend of his 

father. An unconsummated affair with a mysterious married foreign lady has reinforced 

his basic outlook rather than altered it. On his return, however, he finds Jacques changed, 

distant and dependent upon Jeanne Roger, who toys with his emotions. 

Having had a near mystic experience whilst observing Jeanne crymg at an 

unguarded moment in her salon, Jacques tells his friend and confidant: 'Elle me dirait de 

croire en Dieu que fy croirais sincerement, a cause du miracle d'elle!' (p. 147) He pins 

his entire hopes for happiness on winning Jeanne's hand and when he loses it to a man of 

whose existence he had been completely unaware, his reaction is one of utter despair. 

Maximilien is mindful of Ursleur's words to him about happiness: 'Pour se consoler, il 

faut croire a autre chose. [ ... ] Unjour ou vous n'aurez plus besoin que d'entendre redire 

ces choses pour les croire, vous viendrez me trouver' (p. 155; author's italics). He 

suggests that he and Jacques pay Ursleur a visit. 
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Although it is Jacques's desperate unhappiness and his all-consuming need to 

believe in something other than himself that has prompted the visit (p. 164), once in 

Ursleur's abode it is Maximilien that does most of the talking, and the scene quickly 

develops into a clash between diametrically opposed world-views. Informed that they are 

not happy, Ursleur restates the position articulated earlier at Rueil: 'Pour etre heureux, il 

faut croire a quelque chose de fort et d'eternel, et situe en dehors de nous. Croyez-vous 

en cela?' (p. 169) Maximilien, speaking more, one suspects, for himself than for Jacques, 

replies true to type and the lines for battle are drawn. 

Careful to leave religion out of his account, Ursleur relates how he has found a 

cause worth believing in (p. 170) and thereby a sense of purpose and fulfilment in doing 

good, dispensing charity and justice: 'en servant le bien, quoique nous soyons petits, 

nous sommes grands' (p. 172). Despite the absence of an appeal from the perspective of 

religion in Ursleur's long monologue (pp. 171-74), Maximilien realizes that everything 

the priest says is underpinned by an unhesitating spiritual acceptance of that which he 

himself cannot allow; that, once again, he is being asked to subscribe to the belief that 

salvation lies in adopting a transcendentalist philosophy. Maximilien is as unimpressed 

with Ursleur as he has been with everybody else who has taken this line: 'Cet homme 

etait un hallucine, comme tous ceux qui lui avaient parle dans la vie: il designait au dela 

de lui-meme Ia chose du salut, alors qu'au dela de nous, il n'y a rien' (p. 174). He insists 

that the truth, what Ursleur terms 'Ia sainte loi du Bien' (p. 175), is entirely self

referential, at which point a more doctrinaire approach by the priest begins to emerge: 

'Mais nous n'avons rien en nous de plus reel que Ia revelation du Bien et du Ma1!'
23 

Prompted by the life story told by an adult beggar, one of his regular visitors, Ursleur 

declares that it is 'le Bien et le Bonheur' that count (p. 189). 

Maximilien launches into a counter-monologue (pp. 190-95), culminating in the 

following statement, which nobody cares to contradict: 
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La conscience n'est rien a cote de notre creur. Notre souffle profond 
l'aneantit ... Et comme le Bien et le Mal n'ont pour preuve que Ia conscience 
je dis qu'il n'y a, dans la verite, ni Bien, ni Mal. Si Ia conscience, [sic] 
prouvait le Bien, elle le prouverait a tous [ ... ].(p. 195) 

Ursleur protests that his conscience attests to the existence of Good (and Evil); 

Maximilien promptly points out that he, Ursleur, believes in this concept because he 

loves the concept. Now very much on the defensive, Ursleur rises to the challenge set by 

Maximilien's use of the word 'Dieu' by pointing out that he had consciously avoided 

basing their discussion on it: 'Mais a quoi bon? On croit ou on ne croit pas. On est jete 

sur cette croyance terriblement, au hasard comme un naufrage sur une epave, au milieu 

de toute Ia mer' (p. 196). Maximilien is quick to show that the moment God is allowed 

to exist as an external reality the proof of the existence of Good (and Evil), Charity and 

so on, the whole question of the source of morality, are per force automatically 

arrogated to God: 'Vous voyez que j 'avais raison de dire que Ia conscience n' est pas 

sincere, puisqu'elle dit qu'elle n'a besoin de rien et qu'en realite elle a besoin de Dieu. Si 

Dieu existe, le Bien existe [ ... ] et vous avez raison'. But, states, Maximilien, 'Dieu n'est 

que le desir et le besoin de Dieu! Et dire: Dieu existe est aussi absurde que de dire: 11 faut 

etre heureux' (p. 197). 

Nothing more to say, Maximilien and Jacques take their leave of Ursleur at a 

crossroads, at which three separate paths symbolically diverge. The priest confidently 

predicts a return visit (using the numerically ambiguous 'Vous' form of address), 'car je 

crois que tous croiront' (p. 198). However, his atheism reaffirmed by his friend's 

conclusive words, Jacques receives, immediately thereafter, a letter from Jeanne and their 

engagement is not long in following. His friendship with Maximilien is at an end and he 

drops out of the narrative, leaving the stage clear for a final, 'climactic' encounter 

between Maximilien and Ursleur - an encounter that is brought into sharper relief by 

the absence of peripheral figures. 
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It is after his exchange with Thierry and his wife that Maximilien comes across 

Ursleur for the final time?
4 

Significantly, Maximilien is making his way out of a church. 

The reader is made to feel that Maximilien would never have sought out the priest again. 

'Vous me cherchiez?', asks Ursleur. 'Non', replies Maximilien, 'je me cherchais moi

meme' (p. 284). They leave the church together, and take to the streets of Paris. There 

follows a restatement of their positions, Ursleur locating the Absolute outside the self; 

Maximilien repeatedly and insistently locating it within (p. 289). 

Unlike in their previous encounter, which is a juxtaposition of monologues, a 

Chekhovian dialogue of the deaf rather than a Camusian meeting of minds, there is now 

some movement, and it is, of course, Barbusse s intention that it should be Ursleur that is 

prepared to concede ground. Ursleur objects to Maximilien's insistence that the first 

cause of everything is human in origin by stating that despite everything his interlocutor 

has said, human beings have a spiritual need to believe; they need ' [ une] croyance a une 

cause' (p. 289). His reasoning is refuted once again: 'C'est une croyance, ce n'est pas 

une cause. C'est une croyance, c'est nous' (p. 289), at which point, like everybody else 

whose path has crossed that of Maximilien hitherto, Ursleur finds himself beginning to 

see things differently: 'Le pretre se tut en un coup d'effarement. Ce que faisait son 

interlocuteur, ce vaste et vague arrachement des preuves de Dieu, - o folie! - ne lui 

semblait plus si fou' (pp. 289-90). 

Dominated verbally and intellectually by Maximilien, Ursleur is reduced this time 

from the earlier parity to a series of muted, ineffectual responses. Along with all those 

who share his religion, he is accused of idolatry, of making, then worshipping the image 

rather than the God (pp. 290, 292): 'Tout ce que vous voudriez, vous appelez cela Dieu, 

pour que cela soit. Vous faites une idole, non a l'image de votre argile, mais a l'image de 

vos prieres' (p. 294). Maximilien adds that he himself would be able to believe in the 

Christian God only if he were mad. He asks Ursleur to prove the existence of his God. 
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The priest is unable to say anything beyond his earlier observation about belief (p. 196) 

and thus does not interject when Maximilien proceeds to equate God with 'le neant', 

defining the concept as '[un] chaos de reponses impossibles' (p. 295). In short: 'Celui 

qui a cree Dieu. Celui dont Dieu est le verbe: l'homme [ ... ] il n'y a de Dieu que l'homme; 

Dieu c' est le mot humain; c' est un adjectif (p. 296). 

Although he has by now lost the battle, Ursleur has still not surrendered. In a 

reversal of their received roles, Maximilien implores Ursleur to acknowledge, finally, that 

the humanist rather than the theistic world-view is the one true path to salvation. 

Speaking to him, 'avec une immense douceur', sensing the bonds of fraternity between 

them (p. 298), Maximilien urges Ursleur to try and believe, for the latter's own benefit: 

'Essayez, essayez de croire' (p. 299). The narrative ends with the priest striving to do so: 

L'absolu est-il dans l'universel, rabsolu est-il dans l'individu? Le monde est
il en nous? Les uns ont dit oui, les autres ont dit non. Dans cette melee pour 
la verite et Ia simplicite, quels sont les vainqueurs, quels sont les vaincus? ... 
[ ... ] Et Ia verite elle-meme, a travers lui, repondait avec tout son silence. 
(p. 302) 

The novel is brought to an equivocal close with what appears to be a statement of 

agnosticism by the priest. The dramatic space separating his final position from that of 

Maximilien has narrowed, due entirely to concessions made on the part of the priest. The 

reader is left with the feeling that while Maximilien will never endorse Ursleur's initial 

views, Ursleur is no longer too far away from fully endorsing Maximilien's views, which 

have remained consistently inimical to Christianity throughout the narrative. 

Not only is this and, by extension, all religions implicitly undermined in this novel 

from first to last, they are also explicitly and very directly attacked at various junctures in 

the narrative. In her second tete-a-tete with Maximilien, this one after Jacques has won 

Jeanne's hand by default, Marguerite reveals that in her unhappiness she has recently 

sought solace in religion, only to be told by a priest to pray and trust in God, secure in 

the knowledge that she would one day be happy in paradise. She was not convinced: 'je 
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n'ai pas besoin, moi, d'etre heureuse au ciel. Mon chagrin de la terre a besoin d'une 

consolation de Ia terre' (p. 203). On his deathbed, Maximilien's father dismisses religion 

as a 'blaspheme' (p. 226); his final words ('Je ne crois pas en Dieu') are delivered with 

'un sourire de gloire' (p. 228). His father's death provides Maximilien with two further 

occasions on which to see for himself that even those who notionally derive religious 

consolation from the sufferings of this world in practice experience no such thing. 

Leonore, shaken to the core by the death of her long-standing employer, knows not what 

to pray for: 'Le paradis? [ ... ] Oh! quel que soit le paradis, Dieu lui-meme doit pleurer 

lorsqu'il voit mourir ceux qu'il aime' (pp. 229-30). Speaking from Maximilien's 

perspective (as ever), the narrator remarks: 'Jamais une bouche n'avait si parfaitement 

condamne toutes les consolations des religions' (p. 230). 

The same point is heavily underscored on the day of the funeral when Desanzac 

pere's oldest friend, 'homme [ ... ] tres religieux, tres pratiquant', arrives, 'Ia figure 

defaite' (p. 234): 

Meme les croyants ne croient pas. Car il n'existe pas d'etre humain qui [ ... ] 
se rejouisse de la mort des siens. Dans le grand moment de la mort, on sent 
bien que le creur se devoile, on sent bien que le creur est plus vrai que Dieu. 
(p. 234) 

The implication here is that if paradise is a 'reality' and not a grand illusion designed to 

conquer the hearts and minds of the faithful, far from suffering, those believers left 

behind should celebrate the death of loved ones who have finally passed from this life to 

the bliss of the life eternal. That this is manifestly not the case, that the human heart with 

all its suffering is seen to be 'plus vrai que Dieu', particularly when confronted with the 

unpleasant, stark reality of death, explains why Maximilien seeks to console (and 

succeeds in consoling) Thierry and his wife, not by offering them the expected religious 

response to the death of their son but, on the contrary, by dismissing religion without the 

slightest reservation: 'Ah! comme Ia religion et Ia verite soot l'une contre l'autre, comme 

la religion est un blaspheme a Ia verite!' (p. 275). It is by telling them that there is no 
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Christian God to help them, that they must look to their own hearts for a way out of 

their misery that Maximilien brings comfort to this couple. 

Given this insistently anti-theistic message and the comprehensive way in which 

Maximilien destroys the God ofUrsleur in their second encounter in particular ('jamais je 

n'ai entendu nier Dieu si totalement', says Ursleur, p. 297), one would have a strong 

case for arguing that Maximilien Desanzac is the very (fictional) embodiment of 

irreligion. There might appear to be something incongruous, contradictory even, about 

his reaction to Ursleur's description of him as Tange des tenebres': 'Je ne suis pas un 

negateur [ ... ]. J' ai le creur plein de prieres . . . J e crois que notre desir ne peut rien creer 

que sa propre immensite, mais comme je suis religieux' (pp. 297-98), a self-description 

which echoes the words of the author in his preface to the novel (pp. v-vi). 

There is, however, plenty of evidence in the text to support such a claim. For 

example, it is to a church that Maximilien's feet take him, as if of their own accord, after 

he has opened the eyes of Thierry and his wife, and before his final encounter with 

Ursleur. Juxtaposed with his imputed thought that religions are 'tombeaux des mondes' 

is the statement of fact that 'II admira les religions, il admira le cri humain qui s'evade 

avec son besoin, son acharnement d'infini et d'absolu, et le passage immense de ce cri 

dans le neant' (pp. 282-83). The smell of incense, the sound of hymns and the sight of 

Jesus on his cross evoke in his mind 'une immense veneration pour le creur humain' (p. 

283). Pursuing his thoughts a stage further, he realizes that there is 'un culte plus haut 

que Ia vertu et que Ia religion' (p. 283). It would appear that he considers himself to be 

intrinsically no different from the men and women 'venus dans cette eglise pour supplier, 

appeler au bord d'eux-memes'. He is just 'plus loin', presumably in the sense that his is a 

tangible object of worship worthy of reverence. He himself constitutes living, sentient 
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Only the most inattentive of readers will have failed to notice in the narrative a 

transposition of the divine from God to man long before Maximilien declares to Ursleur 

on the verge of its climax 'II n'y a de Dieu que l'homme' (p. 296), going on to add: 

Des theologiens ont essaye de prouver Dieu en disant que 1' existence, etant 
un element necessaire de la perfection, Dieu existe puisqu'il est parfait par 
definition. Ce qui est un sophisme abstrait sur une conception abstraite, 
s'ancre et prend vie si l'on pose la question dans l'autre sens et par rapport a 
nous, si on la plonge dans la seule realite: Nous avons toute la verite, done 
toute Ia divinite. (p. 297; my italicsi6 

Much earlier, observing Jacques and Jeanne together before she becomes betrothed for 

the first time Maximilien, unimpressed by Jeanne herself but overwhelmed at the 

impression she has made on his friend, 'avait presque les mains jointes devant le creur des 

hommes, qui contient toute la divinite des idoles!' (p. 141) The same attitude of worship 

is in evidence after the death of his father when Maximilien discovers clothes belonging 

to his mother, who died during his very early childhood: 'll tomba a genom{, courbant le 

front devant ces lambeaux purs, mille fois plus sacres que toutes les reliques des eglises, 

et qui toucherent la nudite divine de la femme dont il etait sorti' (p. 238). Maximilien's 

encounter with Marguerite in Paris, after she has followed Jeanne's lead and married a 

man she does not love, is similarly couched in language that one would normally expect 

to find in a religious context. 

Their relationship is altogether curious. From their various conversations at 

Rueil, Maximilien is persuaded that Marguerite has fallen in love with him (pp. 154, 201-

202). After she reveals that she has tried religion for a reason that she does not specifY, 

she reveals also that she loved Jacques (p. 205) and that her friend's volte-face has 

dashed her own hopes of happiness. Maximilien wishes her 'un celeste bonheur' on the 

day of the departure of Jacques and Jeanne, adding that, 'Peut-etre, sur vos pas aurez

vous le paradis ... ' (p. 205). She reminds him of these words after she begs him to come 

and see her in Paris later in the narrative ('Vous m'avez promis le ciel, un soir, sur le pas 
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d'une porte', p. 248). Sexually frustrated in a passionless marriage (p. 247), she seems to 

have hoped that paradise might be attained by means of the physical (p. 248). 

The use of religious language to describe their lovemaking can be explained, to 

some extent, as a reflection of Marguerite's psyche but given its abundance elsewhere 

(both in this novel and in Barbusse's poetry), as well as the fact that the narrative is 

relayed almost entirely from Maximilien' s perspective, there can be little doubt that it 

reflects the author's broad intention to transfer divinity from God to man; and to 

contrive a pseudo-religious cult of the human. In the episode at Marguerite's residence in 

Paris, as in the novel as a whole, the human is divinized at the expense of traditional 

notions of divinity, and human practices are associated with religious practices. It is 'au 

fond des tenebres sacrees de ses vetements' that Maximilien begins to search for 'la 

revelation d'elle' (p. 249). Marguerite tells him, 'avec une simplicite d'ange', to look at 

her, 'faisant de tout ce qui Ia cachait un divin desordre' (p. 250). Their joint cries, after 

penetration, are described as 'un double cantique d'actions et de grace'. Afterwards, 

Marguerite approaches Maximilien 'les mains en croix soutenant ses voiles' (p. 252). It 

is with 'un begaiement d'horreur religieuse' that he talks about the immensity of the 

heart and its need to be poor (p. 255). Once Maximilien has pointed out that the heart is 

great because it never has that which it desires and ever desires that which it has not, he 

notices 'un peu de lumiere d'or sur les cheveux, de lumiere d'argent sur son front', as 

well as one of her breasts: 'Et il Ia prit dans ses bras avec des precautions religieuses, 

heureux qu'elle rut nue' (p. 257). Tison-Braun is perfectly justified in observing that 

'c'est dans l'homme seulement qu'il [Barbusse] decouvre des traces du divin', just as 

Weems is justified in her assertion that the novel is characterized by 'the search for pure 

values and faith'. 27 

The author's intention to divinize the human and subvert the Christian paradigm 

by a paradoxical appropriation of the latter's language and imagery is apparent in his 
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likening Maximilien and Marguerite to the Adam and Eve of Judaeo-Christian 

mythology: 

II Ia contemplait, tandis qu'emue et heureuse [ ... ], comme Eve dans Ie 
premier eclairement de Ia terre, lorsque Ia separation et Ia faiblesse eurent fait 
naltre I' amour, elle apparaissait vaste de toutle pauvre effort demesure des 
etres, belle de toutes les etoiles qui sont dans ses yeux, sainte de tout le 
paradis reve, plus sainte encore de toutle paradis perdu. (pp. 257-58) 

Such an ending to this particular episode is anticipated by the earlier references to 

'paradis' (pp. 205, 248), 'chair' (pp. 249, 251, 252), and 'chute' (p. 250). When 

Maximilien states that 'II n'y a pas de repos, et il n'y a pas de paradis' (p. 254) what he 

means is that paradise as it is understood in Christian terms does not exist; rather, as with 

all other concepts, it exists as a figment of the human imagination. 28 

The Christian paradigm is further subverted in the following episode, which 

brings together Maximilien, and Thierry and his wife, whose vague religiosity has already 

been noted. First he persuades them (without too much difficulty) that the God of 

Christianity does not exist (pp. 266-67), then he instructs them on the primacy of the 

human heart and its unfulfillable nature (pp. 268-71). Thierry's wife is made to see that 

even if her dead son were restored to her, she would still not be entirely satisfied, since 

entire satisfaction is not attainable. It is at this point that Maximilien judges his 

interlocutors to be ready for the ultimate revelation: 'C'est pourquoi nous sommes 

divins'. 29 While they have readily acknowledged that there is no God other than the God 

of human invention, they are taken aback at the notion that they, as human beings, are 

divine. On the wall hangs 'une image religieuse [ ... ] une chromo d'apres un grand 

peintre, La Vierge et L 'Enfant' (p. 271). Thierry suggests that, she, the Virgin Mary, is 

divine. His wife, who has shown herself to be more alert to Maximilien' s teaching from 

the beginning, corrects him by using a hypothesizing conditional: 'C'est elle qui serait 

divine!' Maximilien duly explains that Mary's real divinity resides, paradoxically, in her 

very humanness: 
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Si elle est sainte, cette image de sainte supreme, si elle est grande, si elle est 
belle et rayonnante, c' est que cette image est aussi, en somme, un portrait de 
femme. Si vous l'epiez a travers la religiosite abstraite dont elle est fardee 
[ ... ] vous Ia verrez etre pauvre et Iuire! (p. 275) ' 

If they discard the distorting lens of two millennia of Catholic doctrine, they will see 

Mary's 'levres humaines', her 'yeux humains', her 'mains humaines [ .. .]. Et alors, malgre 

l'azur immacule et le nimbe, cercle exact et dore, et l'ovale geometriquement parfait de 

son visage, elle se divinise, comme vous' (pp. 275-76; my italics). It is in the light ofthis 

inversion of conventional notions of the divine and the secular that Maximilien's cry, 

'comme Ia religion et Ia verite sont 1 'une contre 1' autre, comme Ia religion est un 

blaspheme a Ia verite!' (p. 275), is to be considered. 

It will have become evident from much of the preceding analysis that Maximilien 

Desanzac is far more than just a practitioner of a pseudo-religious cult of the human. He 

can also be seen as its missionary; the action of the novel as a series of conversions. By 

the end of the narrative, Maximilien' s faith has fundamentally altered the perceptions of 

Jacques (p. 198); his father (p. 225); Marguerite (p. 257); and, in all likelihood, in the 

ultimate inversion, the priest Ursleur (p. 299). However, Maximilien is much more than a 

mere missionary. As Barbusse indicates in Judas, many of the main characteristics of the 

image of Jesus that he portrays in Jesus are to be found in his first novel, which he had 

begun work on some thirty years earlier.30 Barbusse's intentions could not be clearer in 

the manuscript material. In his notes for the novel, he wrote, of the central character: 

'Lui -Ie Christ. [ ... ] C'est un Christ qui n'a pas d'aureole, de creur dore, des plaies qui se 

ressemblent a des clous. [ ... ] Le Christ rencontre des ses premiers pas l'ami qui sera le 

verbe.'31 

In the text, the parallel between Maximilien and Jesus is established and deepened 

in the narrative long before the former consciously identifies himself with the Messiah of 

Christianity after his preaching to Thierry and his wife. He has a singularity and a 
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' 

gradually emergent sense of mission that make him stand out from those around him. He 

rebels against the authority imposed on him at school. He must be his own master his 
' 

own saviour: 'Ses reves d'espoir l'appelaient reellement comme un sauveur. Que faire?' 

(p. 40) The three wise men, like the Magi of Christian tradition, confirm his father's 

suspicions, immediately recognizing Maximilien for what he is: 'II fut reconnu 

confusement, lui si meconnu. N'avait-il pas I' aspect libere, detache de ceux qui viennent 

modifier les choses acquises' (p. 54; author's italics).32 Asked what he is thinking about 

when they meet for the first time as boys, Maximilien tells Jacques that he is thinking 

about what he will do in life and, darkly, he informs him that he is not like others (p. 63). 

In their first exchange, Marguerite tells Maximilien that she has dreamed of 'un sauveur' 

(p. 154) but when Ursleur overhears their conversation and states that consolation is to 

be had only by believing in 'autre chose' (p. 155; author's italics), Maximilien, evidently 

not quite ready to begin his 'public ministry', is at a loss for words: 

Ilia [Marguerite] detoumait de la croyance, et pourtant il ne sut quoi lui dire. 
Mais il revait deja que la verite de la simplicite, que la verite vraie portait 
dans son sein plus de consolation que l'erreur, et qu'un jour viendrait peut
etre ou sa bouche, a lui, saurait repondre a la souffrance, a ce grand cri qui 
s'exhale hors de toutes les homes, cherchant une reponse. (p. 155) 

Although the time when he will start preaching 'la religion de verite' (p. 155i3 is not yet 

come, Maximilien is the saviour that Marguerite eventually calls upon after conventional 

religious practice has done nothing to help her. In their second encounter, she predicts 

that he will console the poor and needy (' Ah! il me semble que vous consolerez les 

malheureux', p. 205). In their third and final encounter it is her that he consoles, in a 

manner that identifies him with both the first man, Adam (given the immediate context), 

and the last man, Jesus: 

Ill'absolvait et il s'absolvait d'elle, et il etait pres d'elle comme l'apotre pres 
de Ia femme'coupable, mais plus sacree que l'apotre, parce que lui aussi avait 
peche, que lui aussi etait prosteme, et qu 'il avait mis son pro pre creur dans 
les cheveux epars de la pecheresse. (p. 257) 
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Having worked his own version of the raising ofLazarus, namely, the 'raising, of Henri 

Thierry; and converted his parents from a half-hearted Christian religiosity to his pseudo

religious cult of the human, Maximilien delivers his own version of the Sermon on the 

Mount, complete with beatitudes ('Heureux ceux qui pleurent, car ceux-la voient rinfini 

humain en esprit et en verite', p. 277),34 commands ('Soyez simple d'esprit pour 

accomplir cette reuvre de gloire', p. 277) and the famous inversions relative to the 

kingdom of God ('Ceux qui s'elevent seront abaisses; [ ... ] ceux qui s'abaissent seront 

eleves', p. 278).
35 

Thierry's wife says that Maximilien has dissipated the obfuscations that 

cloak the truth: 'Vous faites qu'on ouvre les yeux. Vous etes comme le sauveur de tout 

ce qui est Ia, et qu'on ne voit pas' (p. 278). She then mistakes the idol for the man 

('Alors ... c'est vous?', p. 279; author's italics), however, and Maximilien promptly 

leaves her to her imaginings, recalling the Marean gospel of 'secret epiphanies'. 

Outside, he feels himself to be in 'quelque Jerusalem crepusculaire'; and Jesus, 

'venu pour simplifier les hommes', enters his consciousness, 'car il se sentait proche de 

lui' (p. 280). He 'hears' Jesus state that 'Dieu [ ... ] n'est pas un etranger. C'est une 

personne avec laquelle on est en contact des qu 'on se recueille, et qu' on sert des qu 'on 

fait le bien' (p. 280). This is felt to be the kernel of Jesus's message and the thought 

occurs to Maximilien that he must now consciously - he has already been doing it 

unconsciously for years- preach Jesus's doctrine, taking it, however, one crucial stage 

further, and stripping it of the transcendental God of Judaeo-Christianity: 'II n'y a que le 

creur humain; tout vient du creur humain, et ceux qui voient ce supreme commencement 

sont [ ... ] dans la cite de lumiere, et regnent en meme temps que Ia verite' (p. 281 ). 

He wanders into a church and notices the Stations of the Cross. At the back of 

the nave, he beholds a large crucifix: 

Le torse criait en silence, distendu par la pesanteur terrestre, dechire par lui
meme, martyrise d'humanite. Nous sommes martyrises d'humanite. Chacun 
de nous ouvre eperdument les bras pour embrasser toute chose, et ne peut 
pas, et ne peut pas refermer les bras. L 'ho~e. est un _crucifie. plus ~imple, 
c' est un crucifie sans clous. La couronne d epmes qm le fomlle, c est sa 
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pensee pleine de desirs aigus. II [Maximilien] se leva de nouveau desireux de 
la gloire de cette couronne. (p. 282) ' 

Unlike the Jesus of Jesus, there is nothing political about this particular Messiah, nor is 

there any obvious trace of the atheism that is such an essential characteristic of the later 

literary incarnation. For Maximilien and his creator, this Jesus is, and will until Les 

Enchainements remain, a symbol of human suffering - not the Jesus of Christian 

doctrine, the Redeemer, the Lamb of God whose death takes away the sins of the world; 

but a fellow human being who lived and died and, in between, opened wide his arms in a 

gesture of supplication. Jesus, and all members of the human race are 'martyrises 

d'humanite'. The attitude in which Jesus died is a symbol of human supplication; his 

crown of thorns is a symbol of unfulfillable human desires; the road that led to Calvary is 

a symbol of life itself36 

In a sense, then, Jesus, as Christ, the most unique, the most venerated figure in 

human history, is Everyman; and every man is seen as being at one with Christ in a way 

not anticipated by conventional Christianity. Thus, but seconds away from his death (due 

to heart failure), Maximilien's father is associated in his mortal agony with the mortal 

agony depicted on the Cross: 'Le crucifix d'ivoire de Mme Desanzac etait fixe au mur. 

L'homme etendu, immobile, supplicie et muet etait comme un grand Christ a cote d'un 

petit' (p. 228). Reflecting on the question of divinity in relation to La Vierge et L 'Enfant, 

Thierry's wife points out that according to Christian orthodoxy, although divine, both 

Mary and Jesus suffered as mortals. Rejecting the traditional concept of the dual nature, 

as his philosophy dictates, Maximilien states: 'On a derobe un peu d 'humanite [ ... ] pour 

en omer les dieux. [ ... ] Mais on s' est attache la a une union impossible qui se detroit lui-

meme. n n'y a d'humain que l'homme' (pp. 274-75). In other words, if Jesus suffered, he 

cannot have been divine in the conventional sense, as Maximilien sees it. Jesus was divine 

not because he was God made flesh who suffered in the flesh but, quite the contrary, 
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because he was a mortal man who suffered as a mortal man. It is as such that he should 

be glorified. 

The final sentence of the above block quotation is noteworthy, suggesting as it 

does that Maximilien is now ready consciously to fulfil a mission reminiscent of the 

Messiah's: 'c'est plutot une bonne nouvelle que je vous ai porte', he tells Thierry and his 

wife (p. 277). 
37 

This mission, the preaching of the gospel of immanentist humanism and 

human divinity
38 

is made clear in Maximilien's final encounter with Ursleur which long 
' ' 

before the end, develops into a sermon. In his usurpation of the priest, his self-

identification with the Messiah, and his forthright rejection of its dogma, Maximilien's 

subversion of Christianity is complete. 

Sui generis though it may be in its pseudo-gospel, chapter-verse narrative form, Jesus is 

clearly anticipated in Barbusse's first novel, which was originally going to be entitled 'Le 

Prophete'. 
39 

Like the original title of Pleureuses, this would clearly have signalled 

Barbusse's intent to act as a secular prophet for his generation. At that time at least, 

Barbusse considered the publication of the novel to be 'une chose importante, dont 

l'originalite est d'etre biblique, c'est-a-dire non de depeindre mais de precher une verite. 

ll faudrait rendre cette verite, decouvrir le sens du cri'. 40 Unfortunately for Barbusse, the 

message of Les Suppliants went the same way as that of his poetry, failing to reach the 

masses beyond Paris's literary cognoscenti.41 

Inevitably interpreting Les Suppliants in the light of what Barbusse was to 

become following the phenomenal success of Le Feu, modern scholars have pointed up 

(somewhat cursorily, it must be said) the prophetic qualities of the earlier work. Relinger 

states that in the quest for an absolute as conveyed inPleureuses, 'a l'appel de l'objet qui 

remplira le vide de son arne, le poete a trouve reponse': 'precher la verite au monde. Et 

c' est le but du livre. ' 42 In a similar vein, Baudorre writes: 'De "queteur" il [Maximilien-

Barbusse] devient alors "crieur". ' 43 According to Flower, Barbusse, in preaching the 
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truth as he saw it, 'already gave some indication of his future preoccupations'. 44 Weems 

describes Maximilien( -Barbusse) as 'a prophet revealing the truth that it was man that 

was God'.45 

Contemporary reviewers of the novel interpreted Les Suppliants, its central 

character, and author in much the same way. One reviewer pointed out that Maximilen 

becomes 'avec l'energie de l'apotre, le prophete de cette verite: Le monde est en nous!'46 

Delaunay noted that the novel was underpinned by 'une conviction ardente d'apotre' (f 

27). Deprived of the benefit of hindsight, however, the reviewers ofBarbusse's day went 

beyond the theme of the prophetic and pondered, quite rightly, the author's attitude 

towards religion: 'L'auteur [ ... ] ne croit pas a un Dieu' (f 12); 'ce livre est athee, et ce 

n' est pas un mince merite que d 'avoir ose proclamer 1 'incroyance comme Ia source de 

toute securite, de toute indulgence, de tout altruisme' (f 7). 

The more perspicacious commentators drew their readers' attention to the 

ambivalence arising from Barbusse's rejection of traditional forms of religion, on the one 

hand, and his quest for a secular form of faith, what Brett has called 'la religion "du creur 

humain'", 47 on the other. Rachilde described Les Suppliants as an '<Euvre de negation, 

mais de negation probe, emue, simple, sensible et, en quelque sorte religieuse'. 48 

Chevalier echoed this view: 'reuvre de negation- qui est en meme temps l'reuvre d'un 

croyant. Car, ne vous y trompez pas: seul un esprit essentiellement religieux a pu 

concevoir un livre comme Suppliants' (f 4). For Ary-Leblond, the novel was a 'poetique 

sermon sur Ia vie', the inspiration of 'une arne religieuse' (f 17). The novel's publisher 

summed up the tension in the novel between atheism and belief, the profane and the 

religious, with admirable brevity: 'Ce poeme, tout religieux, a chacune de ses lignes 

. ' . ' (f 22) 49 chante: Dteu n extste pas . . 

The above examination of Les Suppliants has shown that Henri Barbusse, s overriding 

aim in his first novel was to undermine the concept of God and thus erode belief in 
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Christianity in its Roman Catholic form in particular. Given that much of this highly 

lyrical novel was written at the time when Barbusse was producing his poetry, it is hardly 

surprising that his treatment of religion in the novel replicates that of the earlier, poetical 

works. Barbusse subverts Christianity by plundering its language, imagery, symbols, and 

figures, foremost amongst whom stands no less a personage than Jesus Christ himself 

By adopting this strategy, Barbusse not only undermines the Christian concept of 

divinity; paradoxically, he also divinizes the human, and, in his quest for faith, contrives a 

secular, immanentist, pseudo-religious cult of the human, 'Ia religion de verite', or 'Ia 

religion "du creur humain"' to borrow from Brett. Whether the concept of religion is 

elastic enough to allow such a contrivance is debatable but there can be little doubt that it 

is this secular form of religion that is practised and preached by the pseudo-prophet, 

missionary, and Messiah, Maximilien Desanzac. 

There can be little doubt, also, that Maximilien's attitude towards religion 

faithfully reflects that of the author, Barbusse. Central character and author are both 

convinced atheists in the Christian sense. Maximilen's preaching in the narrative is 

Barbusse's preaching by means of the narrative. The anticlericalism detectable in Les 

Suppliants, as in the poetry, is largely implicit, a logical extension of a negative view of 

the God of Christianity and its doctrines. The Church as an institution is nowhere 

referred to, let alone directly attacked, and the novelist's portrayal of the clergy as 

represented by Ursleur, the non-practising priest, is far from categorical in its 

condemnation. Offsetting this implicit anticlericalism, which is undertaken from an 

apolitical, metaphysical perspective, there is an extratextual and very explicit 

anticlericalism as expressed in Barbusse's letter to Spire. This, along with the 

conspicuous preoccupation with Jesus, constitutes the only significant development from 

the poetry to Barbusse's first novel. His second novel, L 'Enfer, was likewise to be a 

question more of continuity than development in the writer's treatment of religion. 
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Notes 

1 
See Baudorre, Barbusse, p. 77. 

2 
For more on the autobiographical nature of the novel, see Baudorre, Barbusse, pp. 78-

80; Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 23; and Brett, Henri Barbusse, p. 48. 

3 
Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 47. 

4 
Barbusse, quoted in Spire, Souvenirs a batons rompus, p. 90. 

5 
For selected items consulted from a considerable corpus, see section 3.2 of the 

bibliography. Another context within which Les Suppliants has to be read is that of the 

so-called 'Catholic literary revival', which acted as a counterweight to the anticlerical 

work of writers such as Barbusse and Zola. In a manuscript document in which Barbusse 

writes what appears to be his own review of Les Suppliants, he describes the time when 

the novel was published as an 'epoque ou les vrais intellectuels, dans un magnifique 

accord de plus en plus etroit, se rapprochent de Dieu et de Ia religion'. FHB, Na/16517, 

f 173. 

6 In the above-mentioned 'self-review', Barbusse defends himself against those who have 

criticized him for propounding 'une insoutenable these, a edifier une sorte d 'universe} 

blaspheme, a glorifier la negation et 1' atheisme.' Naf 16517, f 173. See also FHB, Naf 

164 78, f 46, where the last four of thirteen, apparently thematic items to be explored in 

the novel, read 'Ia croyance Ia negation la theologie la metaphysique de Dieu'. 

7 See Picciola, 'Les debuts litteraires d'Henri Barbusse'. 

8 See Naf 16478 (2), f 46, and, more particularly, f 127, where Barbusse describes Les 

Suppliants as 'un livre de solide et penetrante metaphysique.' 

9 For a good introduction to the changing status of the Catholic Church from the start of 

the nineteenth century onwards, see Loisy, L 'Eglise et Ia France. 

10 Spire, Souvenirs, p. 89. 
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11 
Barbusse, Judas, pp. 119-20; my italics. 

12 
Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 47. Relinger is well aware of the 

importance of religion in this novel (and in Barbusse's work as a whole). See 'Le Role et 

l'reuvre d'Henri Barbusse', p. 73. Baudorre provides a brief analysis in the section of his 

biography entitled 'La quete spirituelle'. See Barbusse, pp. 77-80. 

13 
Twenty-two years after the publication of Les Suppliants, Barbusse wrote, in reply to 

Morhange's survey on the meaning of the concept of God: 'Dieu repond a un besoin, a 

un appel du creur humain, a un ideal; mais rien ne nous autorise a considerer cet ideal 

independamment du raisonneur ou du suppliant qui le cree et a en faire une realite 

separee qui devient de la sorte 1' exemple integral de l'idole.' Barbusse, 'Meditations 

[sur] Dieu', p. 607. 

14 See note 8. 

15 Barbusse, Les Suppliants (Fasquelle, 1903), p. 49. All subsequent references to the 

text, given in parenthesis, are to this, the only edition of the novel. 

16 As Barbusse himself points out, 'la venue vers l'atheisme de cette creature eminement 

revolutionnaire est etroitement melee a sa vie simple et paisible, a ses amours, a ses 

desirs'. Maximilien is a revolutionary not in political, but in metaphysical terms. Naf 

16517, f I 73. 

17 Barbusse's admiration for Zola is evident in the biography which he published in 1932. 

18 The ambivalence shown by Maximilien's father may well be based on that of 

Barbusse's own father (see pp. 5-7). 

19 This sense of anguish is a little puzzling in the light of his decision to give his son a 

secular upbringing. See the previous note. 

20 In a list of twenty chapter titles/headings/themes, Barbusse includes: 'AU MILIEU 

DES SAVANTS (il est l'orphelin de Dieu)/ORPHELINAT (ll pense beaucoup a un Dieu 

qu'il n'a pas)'. Naf 16478 (2), f 57. 
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21 
Clearly Barbusse's own view. In FHB~ Naf 16520, f. 3, he states, bluntly: 'Faits: 11 n'y 

a pas de Dieu dans le ciel'. 

22 Barbusse, Naf 16478 (2), f. 127. 

23 
The story of Good and Evil as related in the Fall of Adam and Eve in the Book of 

Genesis was clearly of considerable importance to Barbusse, to judge by the extensive 

use that he made of it in his poetry and early novels. He comments directly on it in Judas, 

pp. 144-45 and 194-95. 

24 
The importance of this encounter is highlighted in Naf 16520, f 8~ where Barbusse 

writes 'grande conversation avec le pretre: expose de la religion arrachee de no us'. 

25 For an introduction to pseudo-religious belief in the French context~ see Charlton~ 

Secular Religions in France 1815-1870. 

26 This is a reference to Saint Anselm's ontological argument for the existence of God, 

which Barbusse refuted in his own voice, as it were, in 'Meditations [sur] Dieu', p. 606. 

27 Weems, 'The Intellectual Odyssey of Henri Barbusse', p. 88; Tison-Braun, La Crise 

de l'humanisme, IT, p. 248. Tison-Braun's conclusion is all the more admirable for her 

not having seen the manuscript material. Notes dating back to not long after the 

inception of the novel indicate that Les Suppliants was originally going to be entitled 'Le 

Conquerant' and subtitled 'La divinite humaine'. FHB, Naf 16474, f 26. See also Naf 

16517, f. 34, where, amongst the ten chapter titles/headings/themes, one finds 'LA 

DIVINITE HUMAINE'; and Naf 16478, f 60, which records Barbusse's observation: 

'Dieu ... l'homme est divin puisqu'il a cree Dieu'. 

28 The same point is made inNaf16520, f 8: '11 y a un autre ciel [ ... ] Deo ignoto'. The 

dedication with which Barbusse begins his collection of short stories grouped under the 

title Faits divers is entitled 'Deo Ignoto'. On p. x, he writes: 'Les anciens dediaient des 

reuvres ou des actes Deo Jgnoto, au Dieu Inconnu. Je ne crois pas au dieu, mais je crois, 

helas, a l'inconnu.' 
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29 
Something of a non-sequitur, coming where it does on p. 27I. It is separated from the 

preceding piece of dialogue- 'Simon enfant revenait, je ne serais done point satisfaite 

a jamais' - by a page of narration. The dislocation of the dialogue at this point serves to 

make Maximilien's contention even more striking. 

30 See note I I . 

31 
Barbusse, Nafi6520, f. 7; author's emphasis. See also f. IO ('Le Christ, souffrance.'). 

32 
The point is made also in the manuscript material: 'Lui - le Christ. Son allure ... 

hommages- de temps en temps on le reconna'it'. Naf I6520, f. 7. 

33 
This is juxtaposed, and contrasted in the text with U rsleur' s religion. In Naf I 65 I 7, f. 

34, Barbusse remarks, somewhat cryptically: 'rien, rien que Ia verite, rien que Ia notion 

de Ia verite. C'est Ia seule religion vraie absolue'. 

34 
Much earlier in the narrative, with regard to time and space, Maximilien tells Jacques: 

'Benis ceux qui ont !'immense sincerite de ne pas croire au temps eta l'espace' (p. 75). 

35 Such an approach is clearly in keeping with the author's plans: '11 preche, repete les 

mots, par une simplicite admirable et comme faisait le Christ qui avait toujours les memes 

mots dans Ia bouche. [ ... ] 11 parle par paraboles.' Nafi6520, f. 7. 

36 Camus has his narrator Jean-Baptiste Clamence make much the same points in La 

Chute (1956). In terms of their attitude towards religion in general and Christianity in 

particular, there are many similarities between Camus and Barbusse. 

37 'Son histoire. Evangile', notes Barbusse in the manuscript material. Nafi6520, f. 7. 

38 Once again, the manuscript material puts the author's intentions beyond doubt: 

'(Christ: jamais de Dieu autre que celui qui est en nous.) C'est l'idee qui obsede le 

Christ/L'EGLISE/LA DIVINITE HUMAINE'. Naf 16517, f. 34. 

39 See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 45. Baudorre suggests otherwise, giving 'Sublime 

Pauvrete' as the original title (see Barbusse, p. 78). Neither Vidal nor Baudorre 

provides sources. As noted above (see note 27), the title of the novel at the very outset 
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of the project was to be 'Le Conquerant'. Barbusse loads this word with religious 

meaning in his review of his own novel when he describes Maximilien' s individualism as 

'un individualisme feroce et devastateur qui veut s' emparer de toute chose et s'imagine 

conquerir le ciel.' Naf 1651 7, f 173. 

40 
Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 45; Barbusse's italics. 

41 
According to Hertz, the novel was already a bibliographical rarity at the height of 

Barbusse's fame in 1920. Barbusse never authorized a re-edition of this novel, in 

contradistinction to both Pleureuses and L 'Enfer. See Henri Barbusse, p. 63 

42 Relinger 'Le Role et l'reuvre', p. 68. 

43 Baudorre, Barbusse, pp. 78-79. 

44 Flower, 'Henri Barbusse', p. 16. 

45 Weems, 'The Intellectual Odyssey of Henri Barbusse', p. 91. 

46 Quoted in Naf 16526, f 11. Subsequent references are given in the text in parenthesis. 

Full bibliographical details, where these are provided in the dossier, are to be found in 

section 2.5 of the bibliography. 

47 Brett, Henri Barbusse, p. 51. 

48 Rachilde, 'Revue du mois- Les Romans', p. 738. 

49 For two further examples, see Reboux, f 9; and Ballot, 'La vie litteraire'. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
'DE PROFUNDIS CLAMAVI AD TE, DOMINE': L'ENFER (1908)1 

Henri Barbusse' s second novel, L 'Enfer, first published in 1908, has received scant 

attention from scholars who have taken a critical interest in the author, which is 

somewhat surprising, given that, along with Le Feu, it is the only one of Barbusse's 

works still in print. Furthermore, Barbusse later made substantial claims for L 'Enfer vis

a-vis his socio-political development and the evolution of his understanding of the role of 

the writer in contemporary society: 

Je me suis dans ce livre efforce de Iutter contre l'idee de divinite queUe 
qu'elle ffit et contre l'idee de patrie. Je m'efforyais de pousser ces idees 
jusqu' a leurs dernieres consequences non seulement par mes idees mais par 
un besoin de realisme integral et un sens aigu du devoir social de 1' ecrivain. 
J' etais ainsi pousse vers le socialism e. 2 

The extent to which this statement squares with a reading of the novel is debatable. 

Writing shortly after L 'Enfer was re-edited following the success of Le Feu, Hertz 

declared that, in the earlier work, 'il n'y a pas un seul indice de ce que deviendra Henri 

Barbusse plus tard' .3 On the other hand, Jules Delahaye, a right-wing politician, speaking 

in the Chamber of Deputies in July 1917, roundly denounced the scabrous socio-political 

content of L 'Enfer, thinking that the passages he was reading were from a work that had 

succeeded Le Feu in more senses than one.4 

Be this as it may - and his later claims notwithstanding - there is no 

compelling evidence to suggest that Barbusse ever seriously saw himself as a socio-

political polemicist at any time before his transformative experience in the trenches of the 

Western Front. Aside from the twenty-page dialogue between two doctors touching on 

the causes of nationalism, war and social injustice, there is little in L 'Enfer that is overtly 

socio-political in its orientation. 5 As Michel has rightly pointed out, at this stage in his 

career 'Barbusse reste enferme dans une conception toute metaphysique du monde. '
6 

' 

'Ce qui est au centre de L 'Enfer', she later adds, 'ce n' est pas Ia question sociale, mais la 

quete metaphysique du heros.' 7 It must be remembered that only five years separate 
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L 'Enfer from Les Suppliants, Barbusse's 'longue meditation sur I'idee de Dieu ecrite 
' 

[ ... ] a une peri ode de rna vie ou je ne songeais guere a prendre une part militante dans Ies 

luttes sociales'. 8 

Furthermore, the archive material, such as it is, supports the view that Barbusse's 

principal target in L 'Enjer, as in Les Suppliants, was not so much 'l'idee de patrie' as 

'l'idee de divinite', or rather, the Christian concept of divinity and all that this implies. 

The continuity in terms of the thematics of his work at this time can be seen in a poem 

Barbusse penned on a manuscript folio of L 'Enfer: 

Seigneur, fais nous mourir pas de pitie Pitie [sic] 
Si souvent ici-bas nous t 'avons supplie 
Si souvent malgre tout, pleins d'un pardon immense 
Nous Ievames nos yeux sacn.~s vers la clemence. [ ... ] 
Helas le ciel profond n'accueillait pas nos larmes 
Nos prieres sur nous tombaient comme des armes 
Et rien ne soutenait le triste et mome appel 
De nos bras enchaines vers l'essor fou du ciel.9 

The imagery of the supplicant with outstretched arms calling here upon a non-existent 

deity to put an end to human despair at the spiritual void is precisely the same imagery 

that gave Barbusse' s earlier novel its title. 

In a letter written years later to a woman working on a stage adaptation of 

L 'Enfer, Barbusse stipulated that if the play were to be framed by references to Dante's 

Divine Comedy, it should be done with the utmost care, because, unlike Dante's 

masterpiece: 

L 'Enfer, comme tous mes autres livres, est une entreprise litteraire de 
demolition de toutes les soi-disant realites etrangeres a l'homme. Et il a pour 
but de mettre l'homme a sa vraie place, c'est-a-dire au centre du monde et de 
montrer que tout emane de lui, qu'il n'est tributaire d'aucun apport etranger, 
cet apport ffit-il une pratique, une idole, une superstition, une religion. 10 

The evidence from the text of the novel itself, taken in conjunction with the above, lends 

considerable weight to Baudorre' s view that the message of L 'Enfer is the same radical, 

metaphysical message as that of Les Suppliants: 'il est illusoire de chercher des certitudes 

en dehors de nous-memes, dans des valeurs religieuses, philosophiques ou simplement 
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morales. II n'y a pas de transcendance.' 11 In short, as the following textual analysis will 

make clear, Henri Barbusse's second novel constitutes both another critique of religion 

from a largely metaphysical perspective and a quest for faith very much in keeping with 

Les Suppliants and Barbusse's poetry. 

L 'Enfer is a first-person, eyewitness account of the goings-on in a Parisian hotel room, 

as observed by a narrator who has arrived from the provinces to take up a position as a 

bank clerk. The tone of the novel and its human interest are established in the opening 

chapter. Like everybody else belonging to the common run of humanity, the narrator 

expects little from life other than the routine awaiting him in his new capacity (p. 21). In 

Chapter two, however, he discovers a crack in the wall that separates his room at the 

Pension Lemercier from the room adjacent. It serves as a spyhole for an indeterminate 

period which ends when the narrator's money runs out and the bank terminates his 

employment, without ever having seen him. He witnesses the defining experiences of 

human existence - childbirth, death, the loss of innocence, sexual activity, love, 

marriage and so on - and is thus given a privileged insight into the nature of the human 

condition. He makes it his mission to observe human activity; and report what he 

witnesses without what he would consider to be embellishment. 12 

At the outset of the novel the narrator informs the reader that he believes 

'confusement a beaucoup de choses; par -dessus tout a 1' existence de Dieu' (p. 17). If he 

understands God to be the God of Christianity, which the use of the capitalized word 

'Dieu', the sociological context of the narrative, and Barbusse's previous work would all 

tend to suggest, then it is fair to say that he, unlike Maximilien Desanzac, moves 

throughout the course of the novel from a confused belief: or residual belief: in the 

existence of God to a categorical rejection of such an existence. 
13 

The language the narrator uses and the antireligious stance he quickly adopts 

indicate a belief in God in need of urgent redefinition now that it has been stripped of its 
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doctrinal framework. The narrator hankers after 'une espece de paradis perdu' (p. 20). 

Although he has nothing and feels he deserves nothing, he would like, 'malgre tout, une 

sorte de recompense ... ' (p. 21 ). The first chapter closes with the realization that since he 

covets that which he has not, he cannot consider himself a contented man. 'Mon Dieu, je 

suis perdu', he cries. 'Ayez pitie de moil' (p. 22). Once again, as in Les Suppliants and 

Barbusse' s poetry, the reader is confronted with a tension between religious belief and 

atheism. In L 'Enfer, this tension is not sustained throughout the narrative. Indeed, it is 

rather short-lived. What the narrator witnesses soon convinces him that there is no God 

in the accepted sense. 

He describes the frantic lovemaking of the first encounter between two of the 

main characters, Aimee and the Poet, as 'un mouvement si emporte, si furieux et si fatal, 

que je reconnus que Dieu ne pourrait pas, a moins de tuer les etres, arreter ce qui 

s'accomplit. Rienne le pourrait', he adds, 'et cela fait douter de Ia puissance et meme de 

}'existence d'un Dieu' (p. 76). In language strongly reminiscent of that of Les 

Suppliants, the narrator comes to realize that 'pour les croyants comme pour les 

negateurs, Ia grande forme de Dieu est de se laisser supplier' (p. 153); that 'Dieu n' est 

qu'une reponse toute faite au mystere eta }'esperance, et il n'y a pas d'autre raison ala 

realite de Dieu, que le desir que nous en avons' (p. 241). In his closing remarks, he 

supposes that men and women will continue to love life and fear death, looking for, 'ici

bas une union parfaite entre les creurs, la-haut une duree parmi les mirages et un Dieu 

dans les nuages' (p. 284). What the narrator learns as a result of observing humanity 

through his spyhole is that God exists only in the desire that there be a God, for the 

thought of a Godless universe into which human beings are born to suffer and die 

without the recompense of an eternal paradise in the great hereafter is simply unbearable. 

As in his earlier works, however, Barbusse is not content simply to demolish the 

old certainties. He seeks once again to divinize the human, although in this particular 
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work, rather than simply state human divinity, he uses more subtle literary techniques to 

make his point. There can be little doubt that the narrator of L 'Enfer is quite deliberately 
) 

portrayed as a God-like figure, despite his insistence on his own humanness and 

ordinariness. 
14 

His elevated status is suggested in a number of ways. 

Firstly, he draws parallels between himself and the God of western tradition. 

Having observed sexual intercourse, it dawns on the narrator that lovers are never 

further apart than when, physically, they are at their most intimate. This prompts an 

expostulation aimed at those who believe in God: 'Ouest done Dieu, ouest done Dieu? 

Pourquoi n'intervient-il pas dans Ia crise affreuse et reguliere?' (p. 80). Moved to pity, 

he asks, rhetorically, who it will be that will tell the world of the grandeur of human 

solitude, before pointing out that in order to do so, 'il faut etre pose comme moi au-

dessus de l'humanite, il faut etre a Ia fois parmi les etres et disjoint d'eux' (p. 80). 

Immediately after the existence of God has been called into question, the narrator 

elevates himself to lofty heights. Although a man amongst men, he is both apart from 

them ('disjoint d'eux') and somehow superior ('au-dessus de l'humanite'). In telling the 

truth about life as he sees it, he is usurping God, who could prove his existence by 

making the human condition other than it is. 

Shortly after this, the narrator's first self-conscious statement of the privileged, 

God-like status he has acquired, he leaves the hotel for the first time since his arrival, 

'attire par l'humanite' (p. 82). The reader may well be tempted to see this as indicative 

of a growing sense of solidarity with autrui but it is rather a growing sense of alterity and 

dislocation that is accentuated. Though pleasing in its appearance, the bright lights of a 

cafe disorientate the narrator (p. 82). Rather than socialize, he continues observing those 

around him. He takes evasive action when he thinks he recognizes a fellow guest of the 

hotel then sits in such a way as to obscure his face (p. 83). It is the enlarging experience 
' 

of the hotel room that has distanced him further from his own kind. 15 His face, similar to 
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that of others, is felt also to be different: 'La mienne doit etre plus impressionnante que 

celle des autres: elle doit etre plus ravagee par l' orgueil d' avoir vu, et par le besoin de 

voir encore' (p. 83). Eventually, he returns to the hotel, intent on more close scrutiny of 

the race which he now feels himself to be both of, yet somehow beyond: 'il faut que je 

continue a contempler. Je perds mon temps dans l'espace de toutle monde. Je reviens 

vers Ia chambre' (p. 8 7). 

Faced in Chapter fourteen with the eternity ushered in by death, on the one hand, 

and the infinite enormity and minuteness of creation, on the other, the narrator ruminates 

on his identity in relation to his recent experiences and likens himself to God. So 

numerous are the memories 'captives' since his arrival at the hotel that: 

Je suis devenu pour moi-meme un etranger et [ ... ] je n'ai presque plus de 
nom; je les ecoute. Je m' evoque moi-meme, tendu sur le spectacle des 
autres, et m'en emplissant comme Dieu, helas - et dans une attention 
supreme, j'essaye de voir et d'entendre ce que je suis. Ce serait si beau de 
savoir qui je suis! (p. 228) 

The narrator has stated repeatedly that he is a man, like many another, yet here he is at 

an anguished loss. He could establish a sense of identity by drawing on any number of 

relations; he could describe himself as Josette's lover, bank employee to be, hotel guest, 

Frenchman and so on. As he has become a stranger to himself, he must once have had 

some notion of self-identity. Now he feels that God is his only point of comparison. Like 

the deity of human conception, he is a being that fills himself with the sights, sounds, and 

sufferings of others, and, God-like, does nothing. 

The impression created by the foregoing passages, namely that in his own mind 

there are parallels to be drawn between himself and God, is further reinforced, both for 

the reader and, one would assume, for the narrator himself, when characters under 

observation cry to God from the depths of their despair. The narrator later defines 'Le de 

profundis' as, 'I' effort pour ne pas mourir, la chute du desir avec son cri qui monte' (p. 

246), making no allusion to psalm 130, which in the Latin translation begins 'De 
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profundis clamavi ad te, Domine' .16 It is one of the so-called 'Penitential Psalms' and has 

its place in the Liturgy in the Evensong service conducted on Ash Wednesday. 17 It struck 

a particularly deep chord with Christian theologians of the stature of Augustine and 

Martin Luther. 18 

Expert interpretation as to the meaning ofthe psalm varies. For Jacquet, the cry 

voiced is 'pousse comme d'instinct devant un danger ineluctable et mortel, comme pour 

"forcer" a "se faire attentif'.' 19 Barnes, Rhodes and Oesterley all take the view that the 

psalm is concerned primarily with sin at the individual/national level. 20 This view is 

categorically rejected by Maillot and Lelievre, for whom the cry from depths 'ou 

l'homme ne peut plus qu'une seul chose: prier et meme crier' is 'plus une confession de 

foi qu'une confession des peches.'21 Kidner, and Rogerson and McKay provide similar 

interpretations to this one: 'It is the Lord himself, not simply escape from punishment, 

that the writer longs for', states the former;22 'God alone can deliver Israel', suggest the 

latter two. 23 Presupposed in all of these varying interpretations is what Oesterley calls 

'the intense spirituality' of the psalmist24 and an absolute faith in the existence of the God 

of Israel. Naturally, Barbusse rejects the existence of this God, who was later absorbed 

into Christian theology, and so his frequent allusions to psalm 130, both in L 'Enfer and 

in his work more generally, can only be subversive. 

In the first encounter between Aimee and the Poet (Chapter five}, Aimee's 

necrophobia is very much in evidence. She talks of the void that had existed in her life 

before she had met the Poet and how she had hoped that her love for him would give her 

life some meaning. They make love and, as has already been seen, the unstoppability of 

their actions causes the narrator to doubt the existence of God. On the basis of what they 

have revealed about themselves, both Aimee and the Poet are atheists in the Christian 

sense. Thus, when the narrator points out that Aimee appears to be speaking directly to 

him and she cries out, 'De profundis', 'Que Dieu benisse le peu de plaisir qu'on a!' ( p. 
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77), the implication is that God will have heard Aimee only if God exists, yet Aimee does 

not believe in such an existence. Likewise the narrator, who has heard this voice crying 

out of the depths - 'premier signal d'une haute chute, priere blasphematoire, mais 

divinement, priere!' (p. 77). It is at the end of this chapter that the narrator describes 

himself as being 'au-dessus de l'humanite' (p. 80), though flesh and blood. 

In the following chapter, having stated that he is wasting his time 'dans l'espace 

de tout le monde' (p. 87), the narrator returns to his observations within the walls of the 

Pension Lemercier and bears witness to an encounter between two lesbian lovers. He is 

drawn to his spyhole at a time when the hour is late and he has great difficulty in making 

out anything in the darkness. Eventually, he realizes, 'les mains jointes', that it is two 

women: 

J' interroge les no irs amants qui sont tombes Ia, dans le lit de I' ombre ... 
Je sens qu'une fremissante apotheose les a saisis: 
- Dieu nous voit! Dieu nous voit! balbutie une des bouches. 
Eux aussi ont besoin que Dieu les voie, pour s' en embellir; comme les 
desoles, ils l'appellent a leur aide! (p. 91) 

This is another cry 'De profundis' but it is different from Aimee's in that these two 

lovers are not necessarily atheists and may well see the non-intervention of a God in 

whom they believe as an endorsement of their love, however socially unacceptable it 

might be considered. It is similar in that, again, the narrator is on hand to bear witness to 

it. After the lovemaking the dialogue recommences: 

Etj'entends comme si on s'adressait a moi. [ ... ] 
- Mon Dieu! dit I' autre avec un frisson d'espoir. 
J'ai deja entendu une plainte identique; c'est Ia meme, comme s'il y avait peu 
de sujets de plaintes sur terre. (pp. 93-94) 

Like the two child lovers, Jean and Helene (Chapter four), and the two adulterers, Aimee 

and the Poet, the two who share a love that dares not speak its name lament the secrecy 

of their affair, their having to hide their love in louche hotel rooms. Then, anew, they call 

upon God in their despair: 'Puis ils dirent a nouveau que Dieu les voyait. Ce groupe de 
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tenebres, sculpte dans les tenebres, reva que Dieu les decouvrait comme une 

illumination' (p. 95). 

The chapter ends with another identity crisis, in reference to which the 'De 

profundis' motif is explicitly articulated: 'Je m'accoude, j'epelle des prieres; j'ai begaye: 

De projundis. De profundis ... Pourquoi ce cri d'espoir terrible, ce cri de misere, de 

supplice et de terreur monte-t-il cette nuit de mes entrailles a mes levres? ... ' (pp. 96-

97).25 The narrator concludes that he is voicing the confession of human beings, a cry of 

despair that is identical, whatever the words used or the circumstances in which it is 

expressed. In essence, this is what he has been listening to since the discovery of the 

spyhole. Its effects are disconcerting in the extreme: 'Hante par l'humanite, j'en suis tout 

sonore. Moi, je ne sais pas ce que je suis, ou je vais, ce que je fais, mais, moi aussi, j'ai 

erie, du fond demon ablme vers un peu de lumiere' (p. 97).26 

Once again, the language invites an ontological interpretation, the narrator not 

knowing not only who, but also what he is. He has found himself in the privileged 

position of God and heard what is at bottom the same supplication. The cries that are 

sounded many times throughout the novel are heard, to the narrator's and the reader's 

knowledge, by the narrator only and he himself can but echo them. Unless he, too, is 

being watched by human eyes and listened to by human ears, he alone will bear witness 

to his own supplication; he is, in a sense, the only God in residence at the Pension 

Lemercier. 27 As for the author, in his subversive use of the 'De profundis' motif, as in his 

use of the concept of the prophetic and the Adam and Eve myth, Barbusse once again 

gives a pardoxical literary expression to his atheism, and seeks to transfer divinity from 

God to man. 

For the reader, the deification of the narrator of L 'Enfer is reinforced by what 

might paradoxically be described as his circumscribed omnipresence and omniscience. 

This is to say that the room adjacent to his can be seen as a microcosm of human society. 
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Given that the narrative is related in the first person and it is almost entirely an account 

of the events that take place in the hotel room, there is a sense in which the narrator is to 

the room what God is in the universe: everywhere present but nowhere visible. The 

parallel is established as soon as the spyhole is discovered: 

Je domine et je possede cette chambre ... Mon regard y entre: J'y suis 
present. Tous ceux qui y seront, y seront sans le savoir, avec moi. Je les 
verrai, je les entendrai, j 'assisterai pleinement a eux comme si Ia porte etait 
ouverte. (p. 25) 

Because those the narrator will observe will not be aware that he is observing them, he 

will be given a privileged insight into human behaviour: free from social constraints, 

uninhibited, self-indulgent. In short, the narrator will be presented with the sort of 

spectacle usually reserved for God, with the difference that within the fiction of the 

novel, he exists in a tangible, physical sense, whereas God exists merely as a 

metaphysical concept and, as such, only in the mind of the believer. 

The impression of circumscribed omniscience is created by the contrast the 

author contrives between the narrator's typically human inability to penetrate the public 

mask behind which men and women hide their innermost thoughts and feelings, on the 

one hand, and, on the other, the heightened, quasi-divine perspicacity he shows when at 

his spyhole. 28 Shortly after its discovery and his observation of the maid, 'comme 

personne de vivant ne l'a fait' (p. 27), the narrator descends to dine with the other 

guests. Again, the movement suggested is one from above to below and the dominant 

feeling related is the narrator's sense of isolation and dislocation (pp. 28-30). 

Here also, however, the superficiality of the occasion and the impenetrability of 

those present receive comment: 'Je ne sais pas ce que pensent ces gens; je ne sais pas ce 

qu'ils sont; ils se cachent les uns aux autres et se gardent' (p. 29). A young girl blushes, 

under the impulse of 'une pensee indevinable' (p. 30). One of the guests tells an after-

dinner story about the rape and murder of a girl whose screams the murderer drowned 

out by singing at the top of his voice. Far from shocking the listeners, the story interests 
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all and even excites a few, the men in particular. The significance of the incident is not 

lost on the narrator: 'Ainsi, pendant un instant, ils n'ont pas menti. lls se sont presque 

avoues, sans le savoir peut-etre, et meme sans savoir ce qu'ils s'avouaient. lls ont 

presque ete eux-memes' (p. 32). He hastens back to his room, 'pousse par Ia hate de voir 

Ia sincerite des hommes et des femmes se devoiler a mes yeux'. It is because people have 

'une voix pour mentir et une figure pour se cacher' in public that the narrator is 

determined to make the most of this unexpected opportunity to see them as they really 

are; to see them as would their heavenly creator. 

Even when they do not reveal themselves by what they say or do, the narrator's 

penetrative intelligence cuts to the heart of the matter: 'Et brusquement, les voiles se 

dechirerent a mes yeux, Ia realite se denuda devant moi', he remarks of the fundamental 

difference between Aimee and the Poet (p. 66). 'Je ne les distinguais pas l'un de l'autre, 

mais il semblait que je les voyais de mieux en mieux, car j 'apercevais le grand mobile de 

leur accouplement', he says of their lovemaking (p. 74). 'Meme loyal et chaste, sans 

arriere-pensee, le sacrifice porte un orgueil glorificateur que je vois, moi qui vois tout', is 

his comment on a gesture made by Anna for the benefit of the dying Philippe (p. 156). 

The reader is unlikely to dismiss such assertions as idle conceits after the scene in the 

hotel dining room in which the narrator, after another meal, finds himself in conversation 

with Aimee. He is not quite sure what to say to a woman he knows far more intimately 

than she could ever imagine: 'Elle doit supposer qu'elle ne m'interesse pas, - cette 

femme dont je vois le creur, et dont je connais le destin aussi bien que Dieu pourrait le 

connaitre' (p. 105). The implication is that having observed Aimee unmasked, the 

narrator knows her as well as God would, if God existed. However, God does not exist 

and the narrator does. 
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The portrayal of the narrator as a thoroughly human, though God-like figure, a figure 

who is divine because human, constitutes the main thrust of Barbusse' s subversion of 

Christianity in L 'Enfer. That the narrator is also portrayed as a Christ-figure might at 

first seem problematic. Aimee provides a pointer to a tenable explanation for this 

apparent contradiction when she speaks of the cross that human beings have to bear: 

'Nous sommes crucifies; pas comme le bon Dieu qui l'a ete charnellement sur une croix; 

[ ... ] nous sommes crucifies sur le temps et l'espace' (p. 124). As Aimee is an atheist, her 

reference to Jesus as 'le bon Dieu' is a mere figure of speech. However, the 

consubstantiality of Father, Son and Holy Ghost has been a part of official Catholic 

doctrine since the Council of Nicaea in the early part of the fourth century. The precise 

nature of the Godhead and the nature of the relationship between its constituent parts has 

been the subject of fierce, often highly partisan, not to say violent and even murderous 

debate amongst Christian theologians. It lay at the heart of the Arian controversy and, to 

a certain extent, it contributed to the schism between East and West that led to the 

establishment of the Christian Orthodox Church in the eleventh century. 29 

As far as Barbusse was concerned, abstract theorizing about the number of 

hypostases (entities existent in their own right) in the Godhead, and whether in reference 

to Father and Son it is appropriate to talk of homoousios (identity of essence) or 

homoiousios (likeness of essence) was absurd obfuscation. 30 In short, there is no God 

other than the God of human invention. Furthermore, as analysis of his perception of 

Jesus as reflected in his poetry and his first novel has shown, Jesus was, for Barbusse, a 

mortal, and divine as such, rather than divine as the God incarnate of Christian doctrine. 

Thus, the portrayal of the narrator of L 'Enfer both as God the Father and Christ the Son 

is not so much a contradiction as a further means by which Barbusse as author 

underscores his central thesis. Jesus and the narrator are divine by virtue of their very 

humanity, likewise, by extension, the whole of humankind. 
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The parallel between Christ and the narrator is generally achieved by the use of 

imagery that is suggestive of the final stage of the Passion.31 There are numerous 

examples of this, the most explicit of which is given during the first encounter between 

Aimee and the Poet. The narrator states: 'Mon immobilite prolongee me broyait Ies 

muscles des reins et des epaules, mais je m'aplatissais contre Ie mur collant mes yeux au 

trou;je me cruci.ftais pour jouir du cruel et solennel spectacle' (p. 76; my italics). The 

wall is to the narrator what the cross was to Christ. At no point does the narrator 

elucidate upon his crucifixion in terms of the physical position he has to adopt in order to 

make his observations. The crack in the wall he discovers in Chapter two is above his 

bed, which he has to stand on, 'les mains au mur' (p. 24). It is difficult to see how he 

could support himself for hours at a time, his face flush to the wall and his arms 

outstretched, standing on his bed. The less realistic such a suggestion, the more heavily 

symbolic it becomes, and the more obvious the author's intentions appear to be -

particularly when the narrator is compared to Maximilien Desanzac, the pseudo-Messiah 

of Les Suppliants. He is 'pose sur lemur dans le geste de l'embrasser' (p. 32); 'etendu 

sur lemur devant cette femme' (p. 42); 'un frisson me cloua ouj'etais' (p. 44); 'la verite 

ecartelait mon corps sur le mur' (p. 59). Like the Redeemer of Christian doctrine, the 

narrator willingly takes the great burden of this form of suffering upon himself, as the use 

of reflexive verbs is meant to indicate: 'je me crucifiais pour jouir du cruel et solennel 

spectacle' (p. 76); 'Puis de nouveau, avec un effort, je m'attache au mur' (p. 186); 'le 

dernier jour. Je me tends pour regarder' (p. 283; my italics). 

Although he is the most obvious victim of metaphorical crucifixion and both 

physical and spiritual suffering, the narrator is not alone in this. Aimee seems to him to 

be 'crucifiee dans les deux sens de sa priere [sur le temps et 1' espace] et portant au creur 

les stigmates saignants du grand supplice de vivre' (p. 124). The dead Philippe, placed 

on the bed, is, like Maximilien's father in Les Suppliants, described as 'immobile, comme 
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l'idole crucifiee qui est attachee dans les temples' (p. 224). Michel recalls his period of 

separation from Anna as 'mes nuits d'insomnie et de desir, etendu, les bras grands 

ouverts devant ton image, comme rna solitude etait crucifiee!' (p. 251) The Poet realizes 

that without suffering and death, joy and life have no meaning: 'Le bonheur a besoin du 

malheur; Ia joie se fait en partie avec de la tristesse; c' est grace a notre crucifixion sur le 

temps et l'espace, que notre creur, au milieu, palpite' (pp. 142-43). Whether nailed to a 

tree, then, laid to rest, or distanced from an absent loved one, human beings are all 

metaphorically martyred by life. 

They become Messiahs, however, only when they are seen to suffer for a great 

cause; and disseminate its 'good news'. Another pseudo-Messiah, the narrator 

acknowledges Jesus's teaching and states his belief that, dressed up as the teaching of 

Christ, it has been made to do proselytizing work for which it was never intended. 

Nevertheless - and even had this corruption never occurred - throughout the last two 

thousand years, 'les hommes sont toujours a rassurer eta consoler [ ... ] je suis toujours a 

delivrer' (p. 229). In a later passage in which he compares Kant and Christ, he observes 

that the words of the latter, 'faites pour regenter Ia societe selon de nobles lignes, 

apparaissent, a cote, superficielles et utilitaires' (p. 245). He describes the book of the 

former, almost certainly his Critique of Pure Reason,32 as 'l'reuvre qui se rapproche le 

plus de la vraie bible'. The one certainty is that he exists and cannot exist differently. 

Everything - time, space, reason - are but ways of imagining reality which begin and 

end with each individual. The Christian Bible is but a collection of 'de piteux livres saints 

qui ne s' ajustent qu' au devoir moral, et qui ne seraient pas compris si leur dogme ne 

s'imposait a quelques-uns pour des raisons sumaturelles' (p. 184). 

The reader is alerted to a longing for a Messiah-figure, a Saviour to deliver 

humankind from its woes: 'Ah! viendra-t-il avant que nous ne mourions, celui qui guerira 

Ia decheance', asks the older of the two doctors that tend to Philippe (p. 178). The 
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Poet's second poem conjures up a new-born babe in whom great hopes are invested: 'il 

grandira, confus sauveur' (p. 278). The meaning of the poem, according to the Poet, is 

that 'Nous sommes seuls, divinement, le ciel est tombe sur nos tetes' (p. 280). The 

narrator himself is waiting for 'le grand poete qui delimitera et eternisera Ia croyance' (p. 

229). The book he has written on the basis of his experiences observing human beings is 

an 'reuvre sublime [ ... ] qui montrerait les lignes essentielles de Ia vie et raconterait le 

drame des drames' (p. 229). It is the answer to the rhetorical question he asks in his 

summing up. He it is that has seen all and told the whole truth and his report is a 'pagan' 

bible- 'Ia bible du desir humain, Ia bible terrible et simple' (p. 285). Although he never 

quite articulates the thought in the way that he consciously draws parallels between 

himself and God, he is like the Jesus of history in his physical suffering; he is like the 

Christ of Christian doctrine in his Messiahship. Unlike either, he has written his own 

gospel: 'A travers moi est passe, sans m' arreter, la parole, le verbe qui ne ment pas et 

qui, redit, rassasiera' (p. 286). The allusion to the Johannine gospel is self-evident; its 

implications add yet another dimension to the provocative challenge to traditional forms 

of religion in general and to the Roman Catholic form of Christianity in particular that 

L 'Enfer represents. 

The antireligious tone of the narrative is set early when, in his cursory self

description, the narrator tells us that he believes 'confusement [ ... ] a I' existence de Dieu, 

sinon aux dogmes de Ia religion; celle-ci presente cependant des avantages pour les 

humbles et les femmes qui ont un cerveau moindre que celui des hommes' (p. 17). In line 

with this quotation, the one main lay character in the novel who seems to accept 

organized religion is a woman, Anna, who defines Christianity as an institutionalized 

form oflove: 'Son element fondamental, c'est I' amour. [ ... ] C'est de Ia vie, c'est presque 

une reuvre, c'est presque quelqu'un' (p. 189). Philippe replies that this is not a definition 

of Christianity so much as a definition of Anna herself (p. 190). 
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Given Barbusse' s deepest convictions, it is hardly surprising that an inability to 

believe, the absence of religious faith in the Christian sense, is the general rule. Aimee 

rejects religion as the answer to her metaphysical anguish: 'Que faire? Prier? Non; 

l'eternel dialogue ou l'on est toujours seul est ecrasant' (p. 119). As has already been 

shown, the Poet's belief that we are alone, 'divinement' (p. 280), is seen as a fact the 

acknowledgement of which need not be the cause of despair. On the contrary, it should 

be viewed positively. Freed from superstitious beliefs and practices, human beings 

become grander creatures because answerable only unto themselves. Within the 

framework of such a world-view, there is no place for a revealed religion like 

Christianity. The suggestion is that those of a certain stamp, men and women for whom 

reason is the guiding principle in life, need to be convinced intellectually, by the rational 

and the empirical, before they can believe. However, religious faith as seen by Barbusse 

is a terminus a quo, not a terminus ad quem. It is Pascal's famous paradox: 'Tu ne 

m'aurais pas cherche, situ ne m'avais deja trouve.' 

For the two doctors who do the little they can for Philippe, it is the evidence of 

the material world around them and of which they themselves are a part that precludes 

belief in God. They appear before the narrator in a futile attempt to save a man stricken 

with cancer (p. 159). There follows a lengthy joint disquisition on the causes of cancer, 

leading to an exchange on the inescapability of death (p. 163), be it preceded by disease 

(as is the case with Philippe, and, possibly, the younger doctor) or the gradual decay of 

the body (as is the case with the prestigious older doctor). They leave to inform Anna of 

the imminence of Philippe's death: ' "Condamne par Ia science", queUe expression 

stupide!' remarks the older doctor. 'Ceux qui croient en Dieu devraient bien faire 

remonter Ia responsabilite plus haut', replies his colleague (p. 179). Insidious diseases 

like cancer and the considerable suffering they occasion argue against the existence of a 
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benevolent, personal God of revealed religion. 33 It is surely significant that the older 

doctor's hypothetical Saviour is defined as 'celui qui guerira la decheance' (p. 178). 

The two barriers to the acceptance of revealed religion, namely a cast of mind 

that insists on the primacy of reason, and the existence of evil in the form of suffering 

and death, are combined in the person of Philippe, whose encounter with the Roman 

Catholic priest is a throwback to Maximilien's exchanges with Ursleur in Les Suppliants. 

Philippe, a lapsed Orthodox Christian, asks for a priest to come to his room to administer 

extreme unction when he realizes his death is imminent. Somewhat surprisingly, both for 

the reader and the priest, the latter finds not a repentant sinner, but a broadminded man 

of reason who puts up obdurate resistance. Having failed to convert Philippe and have 

him confess his sins by dint of Christian theological reasoning vis-a-vis original sin, the 

priest turns their argument on its head. He believes what he believes because of his faith, 

not his intellect, for faith has a logic all of its own: 

Persuade ou non, croyez. 11 ne s'agit pas d'evidence, il s'agit de croyance. 11 
faut croire d' abord, sin on on risque de ne croire jamais. Dieu ne daigne pas 
convaincre lui-meme les incredules. [ ... ] Dites simplement "Je crois", et je 
vous tiendrai quitte. "Je crois": tout est Ia. Le reste m' est indifferent. (pp. 
206-207) 

Belief precedes understanding. Indeed, one cannot understand if one does not already 

believe. One does not turn to God unless one already has faith. Philippe cannot make the 

leap of faith asked of him. Like Barbusse, he cannot reconcile the existence of a 

benevolent God with the existence of evil: 'Mais le bonheur gagne a force de douleur, 

c'est l'universelle destinee, Ia loi commune', observes the priest. 'C'est parce qu'elle est 

Ia loi commune qu'elle fait douter de Dieu' (p. 204), replies Philippe, whose love for the 

beautiful Anna is reason alone for him to want to live on. 

This the latest clash in Barbusse' s literature between diametrically opposed 
' 

world-views, the one religious, the other secular, ends in stalemate; but the reader who 

has not forgotten Anna's generous adumbration of Christianity a little earlier in the 
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narrative will see the author's point (without necessarily agreeing with it), for the priest 

all too readily resorts to violence when the basic tenets of his received wisdom fail to 

persuade a non-believer. A number of similes used are telling enough not to require any 

elucidation: '11 lui jetait le meme mot [ crois] sans cesse, comme des pierres. [ ... ] 11 se 

penchait de plus en plus, collant presque sa figure a celle du moribond, cherchant a 

placer son absolution comme un coup' (p. 207). The lasting image of the 'duel' (p. 206) 

is that of God's representative on earth 'accroupi et sombre comme un demon guettant 

une arne, comme toute l'Eglise sur toute l'humanite mourante' (p. 208). 

The direct reference to the Church here is significant. There is no such reference 

in the earlier novel, in which Ursleur, a lay priest and misguided, though well-meaning 

character who is an ironical pendant to the main protagonist, is all but converted by the 

end of the narrative. Barbusse's attack upon the institution of the Church is expressed 

directly in his letter to Spire but only indirectly in the text of Les Suppliants. This is not 

the case in L 'Enjer: the man of the cloth who features in it, 'Ia bete de Ia religion' (p. 

209), is directly associated with the Church by means of a deliberately polemical and 

damning simile. Furthermore, unlike Ursleur, he is intended to be seen as all the more 

representative of the institution in question through his anonymity and his ultra

doctrinaire approach, not to mention his ability to perform religious rites such as extreme 

unction. 

The priest in L 'Enjer is, in fact, a grotesque caricature. Reviewing the 1917 re

edition of the novel, Aigrain, 'Mat"tre de Chapelle de Sainte Radegonde', in Poitiers, 

described L 'Enjer as a 'livre souvent intolerable [ ... ]. Mauvais livre: on peut le dire avec 

d'autant moins d'hesitation qu'il est violemment anti-chretien.' And 'quel pretre', he 

might well wonder, 's'est jamais rencontre, ailleurs que dans les romans d'Eugene Sue, 

pour engager avec un mourant une etrange lutte, ou la theologie n'a guere plus de part 

que la charite, lutte que ce "bon pretre" [ ... ] termine par des injures et des coups' 'f4 
As 
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Tison-Braun has rightly pointed out, L 'Enfer marks a gradation in Barbusse's hostility 

towards organized religion: 'C'est que, derriere le palliatif religieux, Barbusse voit 

s'abriter tousles abus sociaux' .35 

Interestingly enough, despite his obvious distaste, the author/narrator does not 

leave the reader with the wholly negative impression of the priest that Aigrain's 

observation would suggest. While the scene the narrator has just witnessed confirms his 

belief that the dogma of religion is anathema to rational beings, he finds it within himself 

to comment favourably upon, not to say admire, the priest's conviction and his 

consistency: 

Mauvais pretre? Non, bon pretre qui n'avait cesse de parler selon sa 
conscience et sa croyance, et qui cherchait a appliquer simplement sa 
religion, telle qu' elle est, sans concessions hypocrites. Ignorant, maladroit, 
fruste- oui, mais honnete et logique meme dans l'affreux attentat. (p. 209) 

Although the priest's attitude may be worthy of praise, the attitude of the narrator 

towards it is not easily accounted for within the fiction of his personality, pointing as it 

does to a major inconsistency on his part. It may well be a case, quite simply, of his 

recognizing the importance of a Weltanschauung, however debased Christianity may be 

in practice, at a time when his own, reinvented faith is at best merely emergent. The same 

might be said of the author, who was later to show a priest-like tenacity of faith in 

Communism. What is beyond doubt is that in L 'Enfer, the Trinity fares very badly (the 

Holy Ghost by extension) and the Church and the clergy are cast in a generally negative 

light. The objects of worship associated with Christianity in particular are held, and 

shown to be, unworthy of veneration. This does not mean to say that there is anything 

wrong with worship per se; quite the contrary. 

Indeed, in its use, or rather appropriation of language and imagery one would 

normally expect to encounter in religious contexts, L 'Enfer, like its immediate 

predecessor, Les Suppliants, is anything but an areligious novel. A reader who knew 

nothing of Barbusse's background might be tempted to contend that the constant 
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presence of the Christian in the linguistic sense can be attributed to a residual religiosity 

on the part of the author. An attribution of this kind would not be without some 

justification. However, as has been shown in this, and in the preceding chapters of this 

thesis, Barbusse's atheism was beyond dispute. 

As for his narrator, the residual religiosity with which he arrives in Paris is 

completely dissipated by his transformative experience in the Pension Lemercier. Long 

before the end of the narrative, he has, unquestionably, become an atheist in the Christian 

sense of the word, one who has no time for this traditional form of religion. Towards the 

end of L 'Enfer, he declares, emphatically: 'j'ai ete dans le royaume de verite, si on peut 

employer a l'egard de Ia verite, sans la souiller, I' expression dont se sert le mensonge et 

le blaspheme religieux' (p. 285). It is quite obvious to him that 'la verite des verites' he 

craves, and in which he hopes to find 'une direction, une foi [ ... ] pour mon salut' is his, 

and his alone, to fashion (p. 228). Given the divinization of the narrator and the 

concomitant undermining of organized Christian belief and worship, the use of religious 

adjectives, nouns, verbs and their derivatives in non-Christian contexts throughout the 

narrative is intended to create a new, secular, humanist faith. As in Barbusse's poetry and 

in Les Suppliants, there is in Barbusse' s second novel a cult of the human, which the 

abundant use of religious language and imagery seeks to sanctify. 

The female characters, in particular, appear to the narrator to have something 

holy or angelic about them. The maid is on her own, 'chose inou'ie, un peu divine [ ... ] les 

mains ballantes, le tablier celeste. Sa figure et le haut de sa personne sont illumines: il 

semble qu'elle soit dans le ciel' (p. 26). The unnamed woman who strips before the 

narrator is described as being 'angeliquement seule' (p. 44). Floating above her head is 

'une faible aureole', which shows that her hair is blond; her hand is resting on the 

'carreau celeste, comme un oiseau' (p. 37). The old lady who finds the child lovers, Jean 

and Helene, is 'vieille, fletrie; mais elle est angelique, avec sa robe jusqu'au cou' (p. 59). 
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The narrator is dumbfounded by the lack of interest Aimee's husband shows in her, 'Ia 

femme exquise', on whom the light, 'qui se jouait dans ses voiles aeriens presentait et 

nimbait radieusement tout son corps' (p. 103). Anna has 'une figure de madone' (p. 143) 

and is 'si blanche et si doree que Ia lueur du jour semblait mourir plus Ientement 

qu'ailleurs, sur sa pale figure argentee et I' aureole diffuse de ses cheveux' (pp. 143-44). 

Descriptions of the various sexual encounters the narrator witnesses make 

extensive use of sanctifying adjectives or their adverbial derivatives, such as the largely 

synonymous 'divin' (pp. 64, 77, 256), 'saint' (p. 76), and, in this context, 'pieux' (p. 

118). 
36 

When used in conjunction with nouns associated with acts of Christian worship, 

such as 'priere' (pp. 77, 92), 'litanie' (pp. 89, 112), 'offrande' (pp. 40, 196), and 

'cantique' (pp. 60, 253), to name but a few/7 the overall effect for the reader is 

incantatory, as though one were privy to mystical, pseudo-religious acts of ritual and 

worship, a sanctification, through the narrator, of the human experience in all its stark 

physicality. 38 

Thus the presence of the woman who strips is accompanied by 'une odeur 

d' encens et de fleurs [ ... ]. Elle s' agenouilla devant Ia cheminee, Ia flamme aux doigts' 

(pp. 37-39). The look she unwittingly exchanges with the narrator is '[une] sorte de 

regard plus aigu, d'offrande plus chaude (p. 40). There is a communion between them, 

despite the physical partition; 'le seui miracle vivant qui soit sur terre' is the woman one 

does not yet know, the woman who will reveal herself (p. 38). When she does remove 

her dress, the act is described as 'le grand geste simple que les hommes adorent comme 

toute une religion' (p. 41). Before they make love following Philippe's death, Anna 

listens, 'devotement', to Michel expatiating on his feelings during their enforced 

separation: 'S'il ne I'avait tenue, elle aurait glisse a genoux devant ce dieu aussi beau 

qu'elle' (p. 249). She herself is perceived as a 'vague pretresse fille des dieux patens, 

ange de la nature' (p. 256). She declares her love for Michel as he, in an echo of the 
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language used in the description of the encounter between Maximilien and Marguerite in 

Les Suppliants, takes her virginity in a 'cantique d'actions et de graces' {p. 253). She 

teaches him 'l'extase divin' (p. 256). Not without good reason did a reviewer of the 

original edition of the novel remark that 'La capacite de spiritualisation de M. Barbusse 

n'a d'egale que celle de Baudelaire' / 9 while another commentator, writing some eight 

years later, noted 'the surprise of nine-tenths of its readers to find that Maeterlinck at his 

most mystical is materialistic as compared with the mysticism attained by M. Barbusse at 

his most realistic. ' 40 

Not content with appropriating religious language and employing it to sanctify 

the human, Barbusse, through the narrator, once again plunders the Judaeo-Christian 

fable of Adam and Eve to the same end. The motif is introduced in the first erotic scene 

(that of the woman who exposes herself) with references to 'sa chair defendue' and 'son 

corps,- dans cette ombre qui, au fond, est un fruit' (pp. 41, 42). It is consolidated in 

the loss of innocence episode involving the child lovers, Jean and Helene. Alone in the 

hotel room, they have created 'Ia solitude defendue' (pp. 51-52); 'ils sortaient du paradis 

de l'enfance et de !'ignorance. Ils parlerent d'une maison et d'un jardin ou ils avaient 

vecu tous deux' (p. 55). Now the moment, 'l'heure des belles decisions et des fruits 

defendus' (p. 56), has arrived. The Adam and Eve analogy is made explicit when initial 

physical contact becomes more intense: 

Leurs bouches et leurs yeux etaient ceux d' Adam et d'Eve. J'evoquai l'infini 
exemple ancestral d'ou l'histoire sainte et l'histoire humaine coulent comme 
d'une fontaine. [ ... ] Quand,- par suite du triomphe de la curiosite, interdite 
pourtant par Dieu en personne - ils ont appris le secret, decouvert la 
separation caressante et entrevu la grande volonte de la chair, le ciel s'est 
obscurci. (p. 57) 

In Judas, written some twenty years after L 'Enfer, Barbusse discusses, and makes 

abundantly clear his objection to, the Christian dichotomy between the flesh and the 

spirit, body and soul, with the consequent anathematization of the former. His view is 

unequivocally pro-body and he sees the myth of the expulsion of Adam and Eve from 
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Paradise, in which Eve's act of disobedience has been linked to the workings of the flesh, 

as repugnant, a part of the still greater conspiracy that subordinates imperfect humankind 

to perfect God. 41 

That Aimee and the Poet are meant to be seen as Jean and Helene grown old 

would be clear enough without the link provided by the words 'Ia premiere fois' (pp. 52, 

69, 71) and Edenesque reminders such as 'jardin' and 'chute' (pp. 71, 77). Their 

encounter is fully consummated, thus furthering the author's subversion of the Judaeo

Christian myth by his continued appropriation of it. In addition, however, Aimee and the 

Poet are the Adam and Eve of the Adam and Eve poem that the Poet tells Aimee when 

she comes close to despair in Chapter eight. As in Mystere, Aimee/Eve longs to return to 

Paradise because of all the pain she has suffered on earth. The Poet/ Adam makes her 

realize that she is 'en contradiction avec elle-meme en reclamant a Ia fois le bonheur 

terrestre et le bonheur celeste' (p. 137); that 'le paradis, c'est Ia vie' (p. 138).42 The Poet 

demonstrates by means of a poem how human beings need 'de Ia tristesse et de I' ombre, 

pour faire de Ia joie et de Ia lumiere' (p. 127). 

Instead of living in the absurd hope of a return to Paradise or despairing at the 

contingency of a life without a Supreme Being in an ordered universe, 'il faut garder le 

lien qui nous retient au sang eta la terre[ ... ] nous sommes plus que nous ne le croyons' 

(p. 142). The narrator fancies he sees a halo above their heads before the magic of the 

prose poetry wears off Aimee is consoled, having come to believe that true happiness is 

not possible without its converse. Aimee and the Poet are 'aussi rapproches qu'on peut 

l'etre ici-bas' (p. 142). Thus this Adam and Eve, like the same pairing in Barbusse's 

earlier verse drama, paradoxically explode the myth of Paradise Lost. In the words of 

Relinger, 'Dieu, Eve, Abel et Cain ne sont que des images de l'homme' .43 There is no 

transcendence, no heaven or hell other than those of human conception. This is the 

discovery that the narrator makes as a result of his observations. At the start of his 
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narrative he laments: 'il me semble que c'est fini de moi, que je n'ai pas vecu et j'ai envie 

d'une espece de paradis perdu' (p. 20). The hotel room is all that he finds, in other 

words life on earth, in all its agony and ecstasy: 'il n'y a pas d'enfer que Ia fureur de 

vivre' (p. 285). 

In his assessment of L 'Enfer as 'the work of a man whose concern for the human 

condition is very real but whose indignation has yet to be channelled into more forceful 

and forthright forms of expression', 44 Flower makes much of the narrator's use on the 
' 

final page, of the word 'Rien'. He is not alone in taking such a view of the novel. One 

contemporary reviewer bemoaned Barbusse's nihilism: 'je reprocherai [ ... ] a I' auteur de 

n'etre qu'un apotre de desesperance, de tout demolir sans rien reconstruire' .45 Another 

described Barbusse' s narrator as a man riddled with doubt, a man who finds 'ni 

consolation, ni remede a son desenchantement, puisque, tour a tour, il a tout 

condamne. ' 46 

This is not strictly true, however, and striking though the use of the word 'Rien' 

on the final page may be, one has to take account of the qualifying, and conclusive 

remark that follows it: 'Je crois que cela ne signifie pas notre neant ni notre malheur, 

mais au contraire, notre realisation et notre divinisation, puisque tout est en no us' (p. 

286; my italics). As Barbusse himself remarked years later: 'si je finis sur le mot "rien", 

c'est dans un effort supreme pour oter autour de l'homme tout ce qui l'entrave, tout ce 

qui le limite au point de vue des idees, des sentiments et des croyances. ' 47 God does not 

exist, but this is not cause for despair; on the contrary, as conveyed in Barbusse's poetry 

and his earlier novel, it means 'notre realisation et notre divinisation'. 48 If this is not 'Ia 

verite des verites' from which the narrator wishes to extract 'une direction, une foi [ ... ] 

pour mon salut' (p. 228), there is good reason for thinking that it is its quintessence. On 

the final page of his narrative, the narrator, making use, once again, of the 'De profundis' 

motif states that there is only one course left to him: 'Me souvenir et croire. Entretenir 
' 
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de toutes mes forces dans rna memoire la tragedie de cette chambre, a cause de Ia vaste 

et difficile consolation dont a resonne parfois le fond de l'ab1me' (p. 286). He realizes far 

earlier in the narrative that he will never amount to much; that all he can ever hope to be 

is a believer: 'Je ne peux etre sur Ia terre qu'un croyant' (p. 49). 

By the end of the novel, the narrator has an inchoate faith in the power of reason 

and its originator, the human mind. More than this, he believes in human beings, because 

they are human beings. 'Je ne distingue plus la mere; je ne Ia sais plus; je crois en elle' 

(p. 188), he says of a woman who gives birth in the room adjacent to his. He later 

'evokes' 'les etres vivants en qui j'ai foi' (p. 242), and although the novel ends on much 

the same note of Schopenhauerian solitude with which it begins, it is surely significant 

that towards the end there is a long address, in the second person, to the narrator's 

companion of the future - 'rna sreur, mon enfant, rna femme' (p. 258). He may well 

'worship' his future soulmate on his knees, his hands joined in prayer, just as Aimee has 

'worshipped' the Poet (pp. 75, 125, 278); the Poet, Aimee (p. 122); Anna, Philippe (pp. 

154, 197, 223); and Anna, Michel (p. 251). The faith the narrator eventually finds is 

given an overtly pseudo-religious dimension in his final observation of Aimee and the 

Poet: 'Je vis face a face le glorieux orgueil de Ia correspondance et de Ia charite, en 

contemplant cet homme qu'une femme prostree devant lui divinisait' (p. 282). 

It is not difficult to appreciate why Rachilde pointed out that she would have 

entitled this novel not L 'Enjer but 'Dieu' ,49 or why the Catholic poet Francis Jammes felt 

moved to write in a letter to the author, 'Je crois que rhomme qui a ecrit ce livre ira 

chercher un jour Ia paix dans l'ombre de Ia plus humble Eglise.' 50 Nevertheless, the 

anonymous writer who produced a critical essay on the novel in October 191 7 was much 

nearer the mark when (s)he began with the observation that 'Barbusse repousse en bloc 

les croyances et les dogmes de toutes les religions. [ ... ] L'auteur est un athee. ' 51 
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This being the case, if L 'Enjer can be read as further evidence of a quest for faith 

on the part of the author, it is clearly not God but an alternative to God, occasioned by 

the absence, or the collapse of a belief in the Christian scheme of things, that the author 

is questing after. Certain commentators have pointed up what they have taken to be the 

novel's overriding nihilism. In addition to those already mentioned, Brett likewise 

contends that the narrator of the novel 'perd la foi religieuse qu'il ne sait pas pourtant, 

remplacer par une autre'. 52 Conclusions of this kind are in the minority, however; far 

more numerous are those that claim to detect evidence of a secular faith in the pages of 

L 'Enjer. Of Barbusse' s contemporaries, Latourelle alluded to the narrator's 'pensee de 

foi et d'amour [qui] transfigure le monde';53 Mendes to an 'espece de foi, oui, de foi 

frenetique, en la perpetuite des choses, des esprits et des creurs';54 and Pioch to 'une foi 

melancolique et inebranlable [ ... ]: la foi en la beaute de notre absolue solitude'. 55 A then 

close friend, Albert Keirn, went so far as to suggest that the author had demolished the 

basis for belief in traditional forms of religion, only to create in L 'Enjer 'une religion tout 

de meme, de 1' etre perseverant dans son etre. ' 56 More recently, Salvan has stressed the 

'profession de foi solipsiste' with which the narrative ends, 57 and Tison-Braun has drawn 

attention to what she calls 'un solipsisme mystique' .58 For Relinger, L 'Enfer is not a 

negative work: 'La supreme consolation est !'immanence de Dieu et de l'absolu dans 

l'homme. Le livre entier repose sur ce message philosophique. '
59 

Of all the various notions of divinity that Barbusse later claimed to have undermined in 

L 'Enjer, the Christian concept of divinity is by far the most salient. Those who wish to 

see in this novel a forerunner toLe Feu would do well to remember that it is, more 

particularly, the successor to Les Suppliants, and to Barbusse's poetical works. Taken 

collectively, as Part one of this thesis has shown, the writer's literary output in the early 

part of his career can be seen - indeed, ought to be seen - as a critique of religion in 

general and of Christianity in its Roman Catholic form in particular, a critique mounted 
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from a largely metaphysical perspective. It is one in which continuity predominates over 

development. Barbusse's atheism is a constant feature of his writing but he shows 

himself to be anything but areligious. Indeed, there is a permanent tension between 

atheism in Christian terms, and a pseudo-religious cult of the human. There is also a 

permanent sense of paradox arising out of the fact that the means by which Barbusse 

undermines Christianity- its monolithic certainties, its God the Father and Christ the 

Son, its sacred words, works, figures, images and rituals - are also the means by which 

he divinizes the human in his quest for an alternative belief-system. While he shows a 

certain degree of sympathy for the individual cleric, even for one as zealously anti-human 

as the faceless priest of L 'Enfer, his opposition to the Church is unrelenting; and if there 

is any notable development in Barbusse's treatment of religion in his work prior to the 

outbreak of the First World War, it is in the way in which his attitude towards the 

institution that the clergy represents finds expression within the text. Largely implicit in 

Les Suppliants, it becomes explicit in L 'Enfer, although in neither case could it be said to 

originate in any deeply held political convictions. 

Analysis in the previous two chapters has shown that Barbusse viewed himself, 

once again paradoxically, as a secular prophet, from no later than the mid-1890s 

onwards. The message propagated by this would-be prophet both outside, and by means 

of the texts, was the same as that of the prophet-like characters in them: traditional 

religion is dead; long live religion in an alternative, secularized form. L 'Enfer fits into the 

pattern established by Barbusse's poetry and his first novel. On the plan of L 'Enfer, 

Barbusse wrote, 'en gros lettres: Le Cri, et, en-dessous, comme til conducteur: 

Importance terrible du cri de verite'. 60 This emphasis was not lost on Mendes, who 

described the published version of the novel as the work of 'un prophete ivre de 

blaspheme'.61 Relinger has identified the impulse at work throughout Barbusse's career 

as the 'noble ambition' to be 'le "crieur" des hommes, le precheur de verite qui veut 
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lever les illusions et arracher les masques'. 62 In the early part of his career, Barbusse 

preached in something of a void. The success of Le Feu changed all that, and although 

his critique of religion continued, the perspective altered, as did the alternative forms of 

faith Barbusse proposed. 
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Notes 

1 
Some of the material contained in this chapter has already been published in a different 

form. See O'Brien, ' "Par quelle autorite fais-tu celaT'' 

2 
Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 52. Unfortunately, here, as is often the 

case, Vidal does not indicate when Barbusse made these comments. 

3 Hertz, Henri Barbusse, p. 28. 

4 See the Journal officiel, pp. 1971-72. 

5 
See Barbusse, L 'Enfer (Albin Michel, 1991; first published, 1908), pp. 158-79. All 

subsequent page references, given in parenthesis in the text, are to this, the latest edition 

of the novel. 

6 
Michel, 'Henri Barbusse (1873-1935). Litterature et engagement', p. 42. 

7 1bid., p. 125. 

8 Barbusse, Judas, pp. 119-20. 

9 Barbusse, 'Des vers inedits d'un manuscrit deL 'Enjer'; my italics. 

10 FHB, Naf 16479, f 123. The woman in question is one Madame Lara and the letter is 

dated 12 August 1926. 

11 Baudorre, Barbusse, p. 88. 

12 What follows is a realistic narrative in that sense, although the language used often 

rises to the heightened intensity of poetry and there is little or no differentiation between 

the various voices. Baldick' s comment that the characters speak a language the like of 

which no eavesdropper ever heard is perfectly justified. See the short introduction to his 

translation of the novel (p. 9). An anonymous reviewer of the book ('Militant Pulpiteer') 

described the conversations in the novel as 'tiringly biblicized'. 

13 Salvan, in 'L 'Enfer et La Nausee', has pointed out that Barbusse, like the narrator, 

was 'fac;onne par une education chretienne' but hated 'les artifices du dogme' (p. 36). 
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14 
'Moi, je suisun homme comme les autres' (p. 16). The point is reiterated on pp. 17, 

38, 84, 86, 106, and 260. 

15 
From the brief self-description he provides (pp. 16-17), he appears never to have been 

a gregarious type. 

16 
The concept was clearly of considerable importance to Barbusse. The key chapter in 

Clarte (1919) is entitled 'De profundis clamavi'. 

17 
See Rhodes, Psalms, p. 173; and Cooper, The Cassell Dictionary of Christianity, p. 

209. 

18 
See Jacquet, Les Psaumes et le creur de I 'homme, pp. 500, 506. 

19 Ibid., p. 502. 

20 
See Barnes, The Psalms, II, p. 609; Rhodes, Psalms, p. 173; and Oesterley, The 

Psalms, pp. 525-26. 

21 
Maillot and Lelievre, Les Psaumes 101-150, p. 174. 

22 Kidner, Psalms 73-150, p. 446. 

23 Rogerson and McKay, Psalms 101-150, p. 133. 

24 Oesterley, The Psalms, p. 527. 

25 It is somewhat curious, perhaps, that the narrator should himself invoke God in this 

way but, as has already been indicated, he arrives in Paris with a residual religiosity. At 

this point in the narrative, he has made remarks that suggest agnosticism rather than 

outright atheism; and, again, doing as others do at times of crisis, he is showing himself 

to be 'un homme comme les autres'. 

26 In reference to the narrator, Brett talks of an 'angoisse metaphysique, [ ... ] une 

angoisse existentielle et meme, pourrait-on dire, existentialiste avant la lettre.' Henri 

Barbusse (pp. 63-64). 
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27 
He alone sees the old doctor shake his fist at the heavens in defiance, following his 

younger colleague,s declaration of atheism ('il vaut mieux pour lui [Dieu] qu'il n'existe 

pas', p. 179). 

28 
Not only does he see less perspicaciously when outside the hotel room, he is portrayed 

also as something of an invisible man at certain points in the narrative. For example, one 

of the female guests and the narrator look at one another despite the barrier of the wall 

between them (p. 40), whereas she fails to notice him altogether the following morning 

on the stairs as she prepares to leave (p. 47). 

29 For a more detailed analysis of these highly convoluted issues, see Chadwick, The 

Early Church, pp. 114, 130, 141-47, 195-96 and 235. 

30 In Judas, Barbusse defines one of the two 'absurdites irreductibles et statutaires' that 

make Christian doctrine untenable as 'l'impossibilite de concilier l,Unite divine et la 

Trinite (p. 194). 

31 The narrator is also transfigured (p. 84). 

32 Barbusse included this and Kant's Critique of Practical Reason in his list of 'Grands 

Livres' in his 'Camet de guerre' (see pp. 460-61 of the 1965 Livre de Poche edition of 

Le Feu). 

33 For Barbusse, this was the second of the insurmountable obstacles to belief in 

Christian doctrine (see note 30). Camus held the same view, expressed most notably in 

his fiction in La Peste. 

34 Aigrain, 'Trois laureats du Prix Goncourt', pp. 119-20. 

35 Tison-Braun, La Crise de l'humanisme, II, p. 249. 

36 They are to be found in plenty of other contexts, however. 

37 Others include 'aumcme' (pp. 81, 223, 268), 'autel' (p. 155), 'arne' (e.g. pp. 38, 129, 

130, 181), 'martyr' (pp. 31, 77, 87, 188, 224, 268), 'madone' (p. 143), and the 

polysemous word 'ciel'. In some instances, this noun clearly indicates the sky (e.g. pp. 
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16, 25, 149); in others, heaven (e.g. pp. 57, 280). There are contexts in which it is 

ambiguous (e.g. p. 22). The most commonly used verb that one would readily associate 

with a religious context is 'supplier' (e.g. pp. 108, 205, 280, 281). 

38 In 'Psychoanalyse des Barbusseschen Stils', Spitzer claims that Barbusse 'divinizes 

terms relating to the flesh and nudity' (p. 259; my translation). 

39 Pioch, 'L 'Enjer de Henri Barbusse', p. 112. 

40 Ciolkowska, 'The French Word in Modern Prose', p. 28. In the letter to Madame Lara 

referred to in note 10, Barbusse wrote: 'Le grand genie de Dante etait imbu d'un 

mysticisme dont je m'efforce au contraire, depuis que j'essaye de transformer des idees 

en livres, de debarasser l'esprit humain. Ou plutot je m'attache a ne pas donner au 

mysticisme humain d 'autre aliment que lui-meme.' 

41 See Judas, pp. 145-46. 

42 In the words of the TLS reviewer, L 'Enfer is a work in which Barbusse 'brings Heaven 

down to Earth (and Hell, one might add, up to it).' See note 12. 

43 Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 53. 

44 Flower, Literature and the Left in France, p. 31. 

45 Cabs, 'Les livres du jour - L 'Enjer'. 

46 Goedorp, 'L 'Enfer". 

47 See note 10. 

48 The point has not been lost on either Cimon or Spitzer. In 'Les Romans d'Henri 

Barbusse: Une evolution vers la propagande', the former points out that 'le seul infini, Ia 

seule divinite, c'est le moi' (p. 125). The latter suggests that Barbusse believes man 

'creates God, and is therefore God himself Already in his early works, Barbusse 

preaches the infinity and divinity of man.' Studien zu Henri Barbusse (p.17; my 

translation). 

49 FHB, Naf 16524, f 122. 
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52 Brett, Henri Barbusse, p. 62. 

53 Latourelle, 'Scolies- L 'Enfer', p. 18. 

54 Mendes, 'Premieres editions- L 'Enfer'. 

55 Pioch, 'L 'Enfer de Henri Barbusse', p. 110. 
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58 Tison-Braun, La Crise de l'humanisme, II, p. 248. 
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60 Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 50. 

61 See note 54. 

62 Relinger, 'Le Role et l'reuvre d'Henri Barbusse', p. 838. 
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PART TWO 



CHAPTER FOUR 
HENRI BARBUSSE, THE PROPHET ARMED: LE FEU (1916) 

For many, Barbusse, like Remarque, is a one-book author, the author of Le Feu. The 

novel was awarded the Prix Goncourt for 1916 and had a huge impact on French public 

opinion during the second half of the First World War. Le Feu established Barbusse's 

reputation as a writer. His status as an 'ancien combattant' conferred upon him a 

considerable moral authority in the eyes of his supporters and, as will be seen, his 

overnight fame brought him to the attention of the masses, on whose behalf he was only 

too willing to play the much sought-after part of secular prophet. 

Even though the focus of critical interest in Le Feu has very much been on the 

socio-political content of the novel and the various contexts in which it was conceived, 

written, published and attacked or defended, certain commentators have expressed the 

erroneous view that Le Feu was, already at the time of its publication, the work of a pro-

Communist writer. 1 It is not difficult to see why: the paean in the text in praise of Karl 

Liebknecht, who, together with Rosa Luxemburg, founded the German Communist Party 

in 1920, constitutes good prima facie evidence.2 However, those with more specialist 

knowledge are fully aware that in 1916 Liebknecht was for Barbusse little more than the 

name of a German politician who was imprisoned for consistently refusing to vote for the 

war credits in the Reichstag. Ideologically, the Barbusse of both Le Feu and his next 

novel Clarte stood far closer to the American President Woodrow Wilson than to either 
' ' 

Liebknecht or Lenin. As Relinger has put it, 'La derniere ligne du Feu ecrite, Barbusse 

etait loin encore d'etre un revolutionnaire. ' 3 What Barbusse called for in Le Feu was not 

the kind of revolution that shook Tsarist Russia a year later, but 'L'entente des 

democraties, I' entente des immensites, la levee du peuple du monde, Ia foi brutalement 

simple ... ' (p. 435), or, to borrow from Cruickshank, 'vague invocations of futurity' .4 

Whatever the case may be, anybody surveying a good many of the various 

analyses ofBarbusse's work could be forgiven for thinking that Barbusse wrote little of 
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consequence besides Le Feu, and that the preoccupations expressed in the novel do not 

extend beyond the strictly socio-political. The religious content of, and dimensions to Le 

Feu have been generally overlooked or ignored. However, it will be shown in this and 

the following chapter that in the second phase of his career, Barbusse continued his 

critique of religion in general and of Christianity in its Roman Catholic form in particular. 

It will be seen, also, that the chief characteristics of this critique remain the same; but 

that the perspective from which it is mounted changes, from the broadly apolitical, 

metaphysical and humanist to the broadly socio-political, in keeping with Barbusse's 

politicization during the war. 

The few who have considered Le Feu in terms of religion have done so all too briefly and 

have tended to focus on the text's perceived apocalyptic qualities. The ' "deluge 

apocalyptique"' of the final chapter, 'L'aube', appears to Relinger to be the most salient 

feature ofwhat he describes as 'ce chaos biblique'. He subsequently talks about the novel 

as 'un agencement de I' apocalypse et de l'intimite'. 5 In the light of the final chapter, 

Winter likewise sees Le Feu as 'an apocalyptic tale'. 6 King interprets the novel as 

'observed reality [ ... ] conveyed with imagery which is apocalyptic and visionary', 7 while 

Brett refers to 'L'image apocalyptique des souffiances des proletaires des batailles'.8 

Undefined or unqualified, the use of the epithet 'apocalyptic' in reference toLe Feu is 

not particularly illuminating and it will not do as a generalization, since the term can refer 

to 'a corpus of books, to a literary genre, to a style of symbolic writing, or to a religio

political movement within Judaism. '9 

The word 'apocalyptic' is derived from the Greek verb apokalupto, meaning to 

'reveal' 'uncover' or 'unveil'. Apocalyptic literature, unlike the work of the 'writing 
' 

prophets', was intended as literature from the moment of its conception and there is a 

literary self-consciousness in its creation which in the recording-process of the writings 

of the prophets does not become a factor until a much later stage. 10 'Apocalypses' tend 
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also to take the form of pseudonymously written reports or visions and lean so heavily 

towards the symbolic that they often lapse into partial or total incoherence for the 

uninitiated. 

As for content, 'apocalypses' relate events on a cosmic scale, describing a 

Manichean universe in which the forces of Good, which are only marginally stronger, do 

battle with the forces of Evil. 11 The focus is invariably eschatological (from the Greek 

word eskhatos, meaning 'final'), the underlying assumption being that human history is 

about to be terminated by the sudden appearance of God at the end of the final, 

cataclysmic struggle. Human suffering will be brought to an end; a period of eternal bliss 

will begin; and 'a land conquered by pagans will become a world fulfilled with the glory 

of God.' 12 The timing of the termination of human history has been predetermined by 

God. There is nothing that can be done by human beings to retard or prevent the process 

and there will be no time for repentance: those who have led good, righteous lives will be 

saved; those who have not will be damned, along with the pagans. 

The apocalyptic writer's view, one which put him at odds with the teachings of 

Judaism, is that man is an incorrigibly depraved creature whom an omnipotent 

superhuman agent must save from himself 13 Thus, although apocalyptic literature 

undoubtedly has its origins in Jewish prophetic literature, as well as m 

Babylonian/Graeco-Roman mantic wisdom and the dualistic eschatology of 

Zoroastrianism, 14 it is hardly surprising that the Apocalypticists, 'like the Essenes, 

remained outside the mainstream of Judaism and had little influence on its 

development.' 15 It follows also that while apocalyptic literature provided a source of 

great comfort to Jews suffering under the Seleucid conqueror Antiochus Epiphanes, then 

the imperial yoke ofRome, culminating in the Jewish war, the destruction of the Temple, 

and, ultimately, a non-Jewish Palestine, none of it, with the exception of the Book of 

Daniel, found a place in the proto-canonical works of the Hebrew Bible. 16 The classic, 
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and only sustained example of the genre in the New Testament is the Book of 

Revelation, known also as 'The Book of the Apocalypse', which quite clearly owes much 

to Daniel. 17 

In what ways can Le Feu be said to correspond to apocalyptic literature as 

outlined above? It has been pointed out that an 'apocalypse' usually takes the form of a 

vision, a term which can be applied to Le Feu. The title of the first chapter/prologue, 'La 

vision', is particularly telling. The parallelism between it and the final chapter/epilogue, 

with its equally symbolic title, 'L'aube', is established by mirror-image references to the 

French Revolution (pp. 25/424), the thirty million men involved (pp. 27/427), and the 

word for word repetition that far from a war, the conflict rending the world asunder is 

actually suicide committed by one mass army (pp. 25/418). What the convalescents see 

from on high the combatants themselves experience at ground level during the course of 

the narrative. 18 No sooner is war declared than the convalescents behold its aftermath. In 

keeping with Daniel and Revelation, which anticipate persecutions that have already 

occurred (at the hands of Antiochus and the Roman emperors Vespasian and Domitian, 

respectively), the vision at the start/end of Le Feu foresees an event that has already 

happened: 

Dans leur vision, des formes sortent de Ia plaine, qui est faite de boue et 
d'eau, et se cramponnent a Ia surface du sol, aveuglees et ecrasees de 
fange, comme des naufragees monstrueux. Et il leur semble que ce sont des 
soldats. (p. 27i9 

The great debate between the soldiers in the final chapter is interrupted by 'une autre 

vision ou les adversaires etemels sortent de l'ombre orageuse du present' (p. 429). This 

consists of warriors and chargers dividing the clouds and sending forth beams of light far 

above the 'regards enfievres qui sont a terre' (p. 429). The vision is loaded with symbolic 

details - 'couronnes', 'epees', 'chevaux de bataille', 'balance de justice' - but its 

meaning becomes clear when these 'adversaires etemels' reveal themselves to be the 

supporters of the status quo. 
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Le Feu can be said to be apocalyptic not merely in the formal sense that it can be 

read as the relating of a vision by the author 'from above', or by the first-person narrator 

'from below', as a character deeply involved in the action he describes. It has similarities 

with apocalyptic literature also in its portrayal of binary oppositions. As will be seen in 

the following chapter, the dualistic universe finds its highest expression in Barbusse's 

pre-PCF writing in Clarte but already in Le Feu, the author divides society into two 

diametrically opposed camps. In the only chapter set at the home front, 'La viree', the 

narrator and a number of his fellow squad members visit Paris, where they gradually 

realize that they are on the wrong side of the dividing line that separates the blessed from 

the damned: 

Le spectacle de ce monde nous a enfin donne, sans que nous puissions nous 
en defendre, la revelation de la grande realite:20 une Difference qui se dessine 
entre les etres, une Difference bien plus profonde et avec des fossees plus 
infranchissables que celle des races: Ia division nette, tranchee - et vraiment 
irremissibile, celle-la - qu'il y a parmi Ia foule d'un pays, entre ceux qui 
profitent et ceux qui peinent ... ceux a qui on a demande de tout sacrifier, 
tout, qui apportent jusqu'au bout leur nombre, leur force et leur martyre, et 
sur lesquels marchent, avancent, sourient et reussissent les autres. (p. 380) 

Although it is never quite articulated, here or elsewhere, what divides one man from 

another in this quasi-Manichean view is not the matter of righteousness and its opposite, 

but class?1 The future belongs to the 'trente millions d'esclaves' (p. 27), which implies 

an existing dichotomy, there being no slaves without masters, who are to be found at the 

close of the narrative ('Les peuples luttent aujourd'hui pour n'avoir plus de maitres qui 

les dirigent', p. 424). In his final address to the oppressed, the 'pauvres ouvriers 

innombrables des batailles', the narrator identifies the oppressors as 'les brandisseurs de 

sabres, les profiteurs et les tripoteurs [ ... ], financiers, grands et petits faiseurs d'affaires 

[ ... ], les eblouis, les faibles d'esprit, les fetichistes, les sauvages [ ... ] les pretres [ ... ] des 

avocats- economistes, historiens' (pp. 430-31). Ranged against them stand those who 

believe in equality, the mainspring of the French Revolution and the sine qua non of 

social justice. 
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There is a further, albeit only partial correspondence between Le Feu and 

apocalyptic literature in that the visionaries who make their pronouncements take a fairly 

dim view of human nature. Contemplating the spectacle of a world in flames, one of the 

convalescents in the sanatorium remarks, 'Arreter les guerres! Est-ce possible! Arreter 

les guerres! La plaie du monde est inguerissable' (p. 26). The narrator puts the blame 

on the human race as a whole. Just before the attack, he observes: 'C'est en pleine 

conscience et en pleine sante, qu'ils se massent Ia, pour se jeter une fois de plus dans 

cette espece de role de fou impose a tout homme par Ia folie du genre humain' (p. 309). 

As for the other soldiers in the narrative, there is the belief that they find themselves in 

the front-line because they are mad individual members of a mad race: 'C'est vrai que les 

hommes sont fous! <;a, on 1' dirajamais assez!' (p. 421) 

As already stated, however, the correspondence between, on the one hand, the 

apocalyptic tendency to write off man completely, subordinating him to an all-conquering 

God and, on the other, the portrayal of human nature and man's place in the grand 

scheme of things in Le Feu is only partial, possibly even superficial. In the first instance, 

in the apocalyptic scheme of things, God is everything, the hammer on the anvil of 

human history; but in Le Feu, there is no God waiting for the appointed hour to end 

time. In the second, with the growing socio-political awareness of the narrator and of the 

less perceptive soldiers around him, there dawns the realization that if war is caused by 

men alone, it can also be eradicated by them. If it is the system that artificially separates 

men into master and slave and produces war, one has only to transform the system to 

prevent exploitation and war. The reflection, or rather the revelation about the 

'Difference' quoted in extenso above, is taken to its logical conclusion in the discussion 

in the final chapter. The narrator states that it is they, the people, the common soldiers of 

the towns and villages of France, that are the cannon fodder for war. Somebody remarks: 

-Qui, c'est vrai: C'est les peuples qui sont laguerre; sans eux, il n'y aurait 
rien, rien que criailleries, de loin. Mais c'est pas eux qui Ia decident. C'est les 
maitres qui les dirigent. 
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- .. Les peuples luttent aujourd'hui pour n'avoir plus de mru."tres qui les 
dtngent. Cette guerre, c' est comme la Revolution fran~aise qui continue. (p. 
424) 

By the end of the narrative, the 'maitres' stand identified as all those who are opposed to 

'liberte', 'fraternite' and, more particularly, 'egalite'. In other words, Le Feu ends as it 

begins, with a solution to the problems bedevilling 'le vieux monde' (p. 26) and the 

prediction that the slaves will throw off their chains and unite (p. 27)?2 Fundamentally, 

then, Le Feu is optimistic about the potential for good in human nature where 

apocalyptic literature is profoundly pessimistic. 

The most striking reason why Le Feu can be said to be apocalyptic and its author 

an Apocalypticist, suitably qualified, is the novel's eschatology. The eschatological note 

is struck right at the outset, in the sanatorium, when one of the visionaries, adding to 

observations about the nature of the war that has broken out, states: 'C 'est peut-etre Ia 

guerre supreme' (p. 25), which carries obvious echoes of Armageddon, the place 

mentioned in Revelation (16.16) symbolizing God's fmal victory over his enemies. Other 

such surface similarities between descriptions of the war in Le Feu and those of the Final 

Conflicts in Daniel and Revelation are considerable. The inclusion in 'La vision' of 

extremely small and thus highly significant symbolic details suggest that Barbusse knew 

both books well and used them for a specific purpose. 

For example, 'les aigles qui font des cercles dans le ciel et qui regardent Ia terre 

d'en haut, a travers les cirques de brume' (p. 26) reappear at the end, which is really the 

beginning seen from a different perspective, and are to be found in both Daniel (4.30, 

7.4) and Revelation: 'J'entendis un aigle volant au zenith et criant d'une voix puissante: 

"Malheur, malheur, malheur aux habitants de la terre [ ... ]" ' (8.13).23 In one of his 

visions Daniel sees a ram 'donner de la come vers l'ouest, vers le nord et vers le sud' 
' 

(8.4), a metaphor for making large-scale war. 'La vision' contains the remark that 'Au 

Nord, au Sud, a !'Ouest, ce sont des batailles de tous cotes, dans Ia distance' (p. 25). 
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The setting for 'La vision' is a mountainside with a view of Mont Blanc (pp. 23, 26). In 

Revelation, the Lamb appears to the visionary on Mount Zion (14.1); and after the Final 

Conflict, the latter is taken in spirit to the top of a great mountain, where he is shown the 

New Jerusalem (21.10). 

Finally, there is the mysterious reference on the first page of 'La vision' to a 

book: 'Puis, on n 'entend plus que de loin en loin le bruit des pages d 'un livre, tournees 

a intervalles reguliers' (p. 23). Books figure prominently in Daniel and Revelation. In 

both cases, the books alluded to are registers containing the names of those who will be 

saved (Daniel, 12.1) or judged, 'chacun selon ses reuvres' (Revelation, 20.12). Whereas 

Daniel is instructed to keep the words of his book secret and seal it until the end is come, 

the author of Revelation is told the opposite: ' ''Ne tiens pas secretes les paroles 

prophetiques de ce livre carle temps est proche[ ... ]"' (22.10). Its message, '''Heureux 

celui qui garde les paroles de ce livre car le temps est proche [ ... ]" ' (22. 7), may well be 

the essence ofBarbusse's exhortation to his reader: the end of the world is nigh; a brave 

new world is about to begin. To convey the imminence of this epochal event Barbusse, 

like the authors of Daniel and Revelation, makes repeated use of affective nouns and 

adjectives that are evocative of disaster on an enormous scale, adjectives such as 

'cataclysme' ('J'ai eu !'impression d'etre tout seul [ ... ] au milieu d'un monde bouleverse 

par un cataclysme', p. 285)/4 'desolation' (pp. 351, 390, 409, 419);25 'abime' ('On ne 

sait rien sinon que le ciel et la terre vont se confondre dans un meme abime', p. 383);26 

and 'desastre' (p. 412)?7 

Barbusse and the author of Revelation are liberal in their metaphorical use of 

natural phenomena as a means for the punishment of human beings. In Le Feu, there is 

an abundance of thunder (pp. 28, 75, 313, 369, 393), hail (p. 280), storms ('orages'; pp. 

26, 29, 321), and an earthquake (p. 342).28 Barbusse, however, outdoes the earlier 

writer, including a glacier (p. 322), a cyclone (p. 313), a volcano (p. 319), a hurricane (p. 
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282), storms ('tempetes'; pp. 287, 313, 346, 435), avalanches (pp. 313, 401) and 

whirlwinds (pp. 313, 3 21). 

Of the four elements, fire is by far the most commonly mentioned in the Bible. In 

the age of the projectile, the word 'le feu' became a military term, denoting the launch of 

a bullet, shell or missile, as well as one of the four elements. While many of the numerous 

references in the text to 'le feu' will have been intended as a small part of the required 

realism in a novel relating the First World War experience, the polysemy of the word 

makes it possible to read its use on more than one level, not least when it appears in 

close proximity to the equally polysemous word 'ciel', which is often given as the source 

of 'le feu', viz: 'Brusquement, devant nous, sur toute la largeur de la descente, de 

sombres flammes s' elan cent en frappant I' air de detonations epouvantables. En ligne, de 

gauche a droite, des fusants sortent du ciel' (p. 312). Furthermore, Barbusse appears to 

have chosen the titles of his books with care and his choice of Le Feu for this novel 

provides food for thought, given the obvious religious connotations of the titles of his 

two previous novels, Les Suppliants and L 'Enjer. 29 

The effect when all of the above-mentioned elements are brought together in the 

sustained description of the assault in the eponymous chapter of the novel is quite 

startling. The narrator sees craters opening up all around him, 'avec de stridents fracas et 

des cyclones de terre pulverisee' (p. 313). The feeling is one of annihilation, 'par le seul 

bruit de ces averses de tonnerre.' The narrator drops his rifle, picks it up, and stumbles 

headlong, 'Ia tete baissee dans Ia tempete a lueurs fauves, dans Ia pluie ecrasante des 

laves'. The senses are assaulted; the stomach is turned, 'par I' odeur souffree'. 30 His sight 

is impaired, 'par une avalanche fulgurante, qui tient toute laplace'. The end seems near: 

'C'est le barrage. TI faut passer dans ce tourbillon de flammes et ces horribles nuees 

verticales. On passe. On est passe, au hasard; j'ai vu, 9a et la, des formes tournoyer, 

s'enlever et se coucher, eclairees d'un brusque reflet d'au-dela' (p. 313). 
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Shortly before going over the top, the narrator, observing an attack from the 

relative safety of a half-dug trench, had reflected that the turn of his squad would soon 

come. The pseudo-apocalyptic dimension to his thoughts speaks for itself 'A no us 

demain, peut-etre, de sentir les cieux eclater sur nos tetes [ ... ] et d'etre balayes par des 

souffles d'ouragan cent mille fois plus forts que l'ouragan' (p. 282). It is a dimension that 

is pushed to its limits in the narrative in the account of the dawning of the new age when, 

against the background of 'le vide infini de l'espace, au milieu du desert polaire aux 

horizons fumeux', the survivors 'bougent et crient, les yeux, les bras et les poings tendus 

vers le ciel d'ou tombent le jour et la tempete' (p. 435). 

An eschatological interpretation of the First World War is by no means confined 

to Barbusse's account. According to Stromberg, many European intellectuals and artists 

were inclined to see the war in such a light, since the integral eschatology of western 

religion had been reinforced by 'the whole nineteenth-century historical movement, with 

its typical expectation of some dramatic denouement to the course of human 

development in time.' The apocalyptic motif is a reflection of a moralism in Judaeo

Christian religious thinking that is 'always ready to pass judgement on earthly kingdoms 

and consign them to a fiery death. '31 Where Barbusse parts company with the biblical 

Apocalypticists, however, is in his ultimately consigning the oligarchical earthly kingdom 

of capitalist society to a death not by fire, as the title of the novel might suggest, but by 

water. To do this, he puts the apocalyptic literature of the Bible largely to one side and 

makes use of another biblical image (which may itself tend towards the apocalyptic), 

namely the Great Flood of the Book of Genesis. 

As Tison-Braun has correctly observed, Barbusse's war is like 'le Deluge. Les 

mots qui reviennent le plus souvent sous sa plume sont ceux de "noyes" et de 

"naufrages". '32 There are, of course, intervals of pleasant weather in the narrative, such 

as those related in 'L'asile' (pp. 117, 121-22), 'Argoval' (p. 174), and 'Le portique' (p. 
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210). The impression that the reader is left with, however, is that on the Western Front, 

it is either raining or going to rain: '<;a bruine, ~a brouillasse, ~a fume, ~a pleut. Et quand 

il y a du soleil, le soleil s'eteint vite au milieu de ce grand ciel humide. [ ... ] Quelques 

gouttes. Puis c'est I' averse' (p. 217). The almost incessant rain transforms the landscape 

into a 'waterscape'. It transforms a 'route' into a 'route coulante' (p. 181) and the 

soldiers themselves into 'hommes [ ... ] ruisselants' (p. 402). Walking gives way to 

paddling (pp. 264, 265, 394) and, eventually, even swimming: 'On marchait en levant 

tres haut les pieds avec un bruit de nageurs' (p. 402). 

As in the case of 'le feu', it could be argued that no portrayal of the First World 

War purporting to be realistic would economize on references to water in one form or 

another. Once again, however, it must be remembered that since 'Ia pluie' likewise falls 

from the polysemous word 'ciel', it too can be considered on more than one level. An 

early description of Paradis walking away 'clapotant, cahin-caha, comme un pingouin, 

dans le decor diluvien' (p. 30; my italics) suggests that the author is working within a 

biblical framework. Subsequent use of the words 'deluge' (pp. 53, 144, 401) and 

'inondation' (pp. 152, 177, 179, 202, 370, 398) merely heighten the reader's sense of 

anticipation. On the morning of the final dawn of the narrative: 

La pluie a cesse de couler. 11 n'y en a plus au ciel. [ ... ] L'eau a tout pris; elle 
s'est repandue partout, et la prediction des hommes de la nuit s'est realisee; il 
n'y a plus de tranchees; ces canaux, ce sont les tranchees ensevelies. 
L'inondation est universelle. (p. 405) 

The final sentence harks back to an earlier reference to 'l'universel ruisselement celeste 

et terrestre' (p. 178). The flood wipes out the trenches and, with them, the superficial 

differences separating German from Frenchman (p. 409). Although a recommencement 

of hostilities is anticipated on the final page of the narrative, the war will no longer be 

waged to put an end to German militarism, but in the name of Cruickshank's vague 

futurities. It is the Genesis-like Flood rather than the Apocalypse-like fire that writes 

finis upon the old world order and incipit upon the new.33 The novel finishes on a note 
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of hope strongly reminiscent of God's post-Flood alliance with mankind, the sign of 

which is to be the rainbow:
34 

'Entre deux masses de nuees tenebreuses un eclair 
' 

tranquille en sort, et cette ligne de lumiere, si resserree, si endeuillee, si pauvre, qu'elle a 

l'air pensante, apporte tout de meme la preuve que le soleil existe' (p. 435). 

If Le Feu can legitimately be described as 'apocalyptic', it is because of the many 

ways in which it corresponds to the only two sustained examples of the genre in the 

Bible, namely the form the narrative takes; the depiction of a dualistic universe; the 

partially negative portrayal of human nature; and the novel's thoroughgoing eschatology. 

In his use of the Great Flood of the Book of Genesis, as in the use he makes of Daniel 

and Revelation, Barbusse, in omitting God from his schema, subverts the Judaeo-

Christian paradigm, drawing what are ultimately grand, atheistic analogies. 35 In this case, 

the point being made is socio-political, where in the Adam and Eve and the 'De 

profundis' motifs in the earlier work it is largely metaphysical and a means by which 

Barbusse divinizes the human. The same shift in perspective can be detected in another 

religious theme that is taken up anew, namely Barbusse's depiction of hell. 

What Barbusse provides his reader with in the microcosm of society depicted in 

his previous novel is an ephemeral existence bereft of all absolutes, and God in particular. 

Paradise, if it is to be had, is to be had this side of the grave, and 'II n'y a pas d'enfer que 

la fureur de vivre.' The hell of L 'Enfer, then, is, at most, a furious struggle for the 

unattainable, a metaphor for existential angst. The hell of Le Feu, by contrast, is a living 

reality in which men are smashed to pieces by shells and bleed to death in pain that defies 

the imagination. Barbusse's narrator often makes specific use of the word 'enfer' (far 

more often than is the case in the novel of that title), either adjectivally (pp. 271, 315, 

354), demonstratively (p. 354), or quite explicitly as a noun: 'Si les hommes sont 

heureux, malgre tout, au sortir de 1' enfer, c' est que justement, ils en sortent' (p. 81). As 

in L 'Enfer, however, he actually defines the term only once and the definition is given in 
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the final chapter, from a battlefield submerged under the waters of the diluvial 

downpour: 

A une epoque je croyais que le pire enfer de Ia guerre ce sont les flammes des 
obus, puis j'ai pense longtemps que c'etaient l'etouffement des souterrains 
qui se retrecissent eternellement sur nous. Mais non, l'enfer, c'est l'eau. (p. 
409) 

Here the narrator goes from a metaphorical use of the noun to an explicit and emphatic 

definition of it, and one which, as in L 'Enjer, does not correspond to traditional images 

of hell in western art as represented by the paintings of Hieronymous Bosch or the 

writings of Dante. For all the hellishness of bombardments (pp. 269, 315, 34 7) and the 

cadaver-strewn wastelands, the soldier is exposed far more of the time to the horrors 

produced by the elements, by 'la pluie qui vient d'en haut, contre la boue qui vient d'en 

bas, contre le froid, cette espece d' infini qui est partout' (p. 12). Hell is not portrayed as 

a place that exists in another dimension in diametrical opposition to heaven; it is an 

environment in which men drown in mud and freeze to death. Observing the corpses of 

four former members of the squad recently killed in action, the narrator remarks: 'TI y a 

quatre nuits de cette nuit-la et je vois les corps se dessiner, se montrer dans l'aube qui 

vient encore laver l'enfer terrestre' (p. 291). Hell is very much of this world, an 

objectification of the human mind, a 'place' created by a defective, malignant socio-

economic system and the political shortcomings of human beings, which collectively 

produce war and its attendant miseries. 

This is not to say that Barbusse does not borrow from traditional imagery in his 

evocation of hell; in 'Le poste de secours', with its mutilated, dying and dead, its 

subterranean blackness and exploding bombs, he manifestly does. The narrator 

accompanies the wounded Joseph Mesnil to the first-aid post after the attack. Once 

there, they wait in the clearing station for two hours for Joseph to receive treatment, 

'dans une odeur de sang et de viande de boucherie. [ ... ] Un jeune, les yeux allumes, leve 

les bras et hurle d'un air de damne: "J' brule"' (p. 352). Joseph's wound turns out to be 
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minor and the narrator is told to rest below in the subterranean post before returning to 

his squad. The entrance, 'ce gouffre' (p. 353), can only be penetrated backwards, the 

narrator searching for the steps with his feet. The experience is described as a 

continuation of the 'cauchemar d' etouffement qu' on a subi'; the atmosphere is 

'empestee et lourde comme la terre'. 

At the bottom of the steps, a long time in the reaching, 'on est assailli par la 

rumeur ensorcelee qui monte du trou, chaude comme d'une espece de cuisine' (p. 353). 

After traversing a very long, narrow cave-tunnel that is only one and a half metres in 

height, the narrator finally arrives at the gateway to hell, watched over by a military 

nurse, who instructs each new arrival to remove the mud from his boots: 'C'est ainsi 

qu'un tas de boue s'accumule [ ... ] au seuil de cet enfer' (p. 354). He is immediately 

confronted by wailing and the gnashing of teeth, 'le brouhaha des lamentations et des 

grondements' (p. 354); later by 'incoherentes lamentations' (p. 363), and 'geignements 

sourds' (p. 364). In the midst of 'une collection disparate de souffrances et de miseres' 

(p. 355), lies a soldier with 'une figure de diable' (p. 363) whose feet have been blown 

off; a sergeant priest, 'occupe a quelque besogne diabolique' (p. 365), removes with his 

rifle and attached bayonet human entrails hanging from the beams of woodwork 

overhead. All hell is let loose when the post suffers a direct hit but this is a hell that is 

intensely physical, as opposed to metaphysical. Once outside it again, the narrator, at a 

distance, sees the multitude still streaming towards it (p. 371). It is not an abstract notion 

such as sin that sends them in that direction, but grenades, bombs and bullets. 

Because of the very subtlety of the paradoxical technique by means of which 

Barbusse further undermined religion in Le Feu, in addition to the relative obscurity of 

his earlier work and the fact that the first readers of the novel interpreted it within the 

immediate context of the unfolding war situation, Barbusse's pseudo-apocalypticism and 

his depiction of hell did not attract censure from clerics and their supporters. Their 
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hostility towards Le Feu and its author, indicated by Barbusse in a letter to his wife in 

August 191 7, 
36 

can be attributed to the explosive admixture of atheism, profanity, and 

both implicit and explicit anti clericalism that Le Feu contains. 

Reading the novel as Barbusse no doubt intended it to be read, an anonymous 

reviewer pointed out in an analysis dated 11 November 1917: 'Les theistes de toutes 

confessions combattront ce livre. Ils ont raison. C' est au nom de leur conscience de leur 
' 

morale, un devoir absolu.[ ... ] Ecrit par un athee, il est contraire aux dogmes religieux, 

contraire ala revelation: c'est un blaspheme contre la loi. ' 37 The atheism in Le Feu has a 

much harder edge than does that of L 'Enfer and it is not offset by any religious beliefs 

amongst the laity.38 The soldiers of Le Feu have only to look around themselves and 

draw on their experiences in the trenches for 'proof that the benevolent God of 

Christianity does not exist: 

- Moi, dit alors une voix de douleur, je ne crois pas en Dieu. Je sais qu'il 
n'existe pas - a cause de la souffrance. On pourra nous raconter les 
boniments qu' on voudra, et ajuster Ia-dessus to us les mots qu' on trouvera, et 
qu'on inventera: toute cette souffrance innocente qui sortirait d'un Dieu 
parfait, c'est un sacre bourrage de crane. 
- Moi, reprend un autre des hommes du bane, je ne crois pas en Dieu, a 
cause du froid. J'ai vu des hommes dev'nir des cadavres p'tit a p'tit, 
simplement par le froid. S'il y avait un Dieu de bonte, il y aurait pas le froid. 
y a pas a sortir de lc:l. 
-Pour croire en Dieu, il faudrait qu'il n'y ait rien dec' qu'y a. Alors, pas, 
on est loin de compte! (p. 360) 

The narrator underscores the overt atheism expressed in these statements, observing that 

'il y a dans la tragedie des evenements, des minutes ou les hommes sont non seulement 

sinceres, mais veridiques, et ou on voit la verite sur eux face a face' (p. 361). 

The extent to which the above consensus can be taken as representative of the 

outlook of the typical front-line 'poilu' is, of course, highly debatable. The anonymous 

reviewer already cited stated that while every conscientious priest should condemn Le 

Feu outright and proscribe the reading of it by the members of his flock, France's 'braves 

pretres soldats', who were more directly attuned to the feelings of lay fellow combatants, 
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knew only too well that Barbusse's novel was an 'ouvrage a condamner, mais non pas a 

juger faussement. '
39 

Numerous studies have shown that although there was something of 

a religious revival amongst France's fighting men at the outset of the war, it fizzled out 

before long and was replaced by a cynical fatalism. 40 Yet a recently published collection 

of war letters and diaries spanning the full duration of the conflict and drawing on the 

writings of men from a wide cross-section of society contains plenty of evidence of 

faith.
41 

It thus suggests that the impression given by the soldiers' dialogue above is no 

more than a generalization, and one which tells the reader more about Barbusse's 

perceptions than it does about the reality of the situation at the Front. A sergeant in a 

Moroccan infantry regiment objected to the dialogue in question for this very reason: 

Si je lis bien sa pensee a travers celle qu'exprime un poilu dont la voix est 
ivre de douleur [ ... ] M. Barbusse est un athee. C 'est son droit de nier Dieu 
dans Ie for interieur de sa conscience. [ ... ] Qu'il y ait des poilus qui pensent 
comme M. Barbusse, je l'accorde meme, encore qu'ils soient en petit 
nombre. Mais je voudrais que M. Barbusse comptat, a son tour, avec les 
poilus qui ont la foi chevillee dans 1' arne. 42 

This would have meant a compromise, which Barbusse was not prepared to make. 

In the matter of the profane, Barbusse was likewise determined to make his point, 

and as forcefully as possible. Of course, there is not just a place, but a need for the 

inclusion of profane language in any realistic account of the 'ordinary' soldier's 

experience in the trenches of the First World War. Undoubtedly, soldiers of the kind 

depicted in the narrative of Le Feu swore a great deal; much of it will also have been 

blasphemous. This was certainly Barbusse's view. In 'Les gros mots', the narrator tells 

Barque that in his book about the war, he will have the 'poilu' speak as 'poilus' spoke: 

'Je mettrai les gros mots a leur place, mon petit pere, parce que c'est la verite' (p. 222). 

Asked whether he will not be vilified by fellow intellectuals for doing so, he replies: 

'C' est probable, mais je le ferai tout de meme sans m' occuper de ces types.' 

Although one has to concede, therefore, that the profanities in Le Feu are an 

indispensable feature of the novel's realism, there is clearly more to the matter than this. 
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Mindful of the 'jesuitisme' (Lettres, pp. 213, 225) of L '(Euvre, the Parisian daily 

newspaper that first serialized the sketches eventually published as Le Feu, and the 

tendency of the owner and chief editor, Gustave Tery, to cut anything that might cause 

offence to his more sensitive readers, Barbusse instructed his wife to type the proofs with 

expletives introduced by the first letter and concluded by the last, with full stops in 

between: 'Mais pour l'amour du ciel, pas: fiche ala place de fout, ni nom d'un chien, ala 

place de Nom de Dieu' (Lettres, p. 213). Shortly thereafter, he expressed his irritation at 

what he deemed to be Tery's inconsistency: 'Je suis surpris qu'on m'ait laisse traiter 

Millerand de salaud et je ne me fais pas au remplacement de "nom de Dieu" par "nom de 

nom!"' (Lettres, p. 216) 

Barbusse saw to it that when Le Feu was published 'en librairie', the book 

version contained all of the profanities that Tery had airbrushed out of the serialization. 

The text as it now exists is punctuated with instances of the taking of God's name in vain 

and many another irreverence. 'Nom de Dieu' and 'Bon Dieu' are the standard 

irreligious crudities.43 They are complemented by 'Tonnerre de Dieu' (pp. 183, 403), and 

expansions and corruptions such as 'Bon Dieu d'acrobate' (p. 388), 'Bou Diou' (p. 189), 

'Bou Diou d' bandit' (p. 89), 'bou Diou d' bou Diou' (p. 189), and 'coquine de Dious' 

(pp. 99, 179).44 The peasant woman who lets her stable to the narrator's squad produces 

an alarmed 'Jesus Maria!' when she learns that it will be occupied by a dozen or so (p. 

104). Eudore's wife, Mariette, exclaims 'Jesus!' when she learns from the infantrymen 

who have turned up on her doorstep with her returning husband that they intend to 

journey as far as Vauvelle in a thunderstorm (p. 145). Tirette is relieved that in his tirade 

against the 'embusques', Volpatte does not mention factory workers kept at home on the 

pretext of National Defence. 'I' nous jamberait avec <;a jusqu'a la Saint-Saucisson!' is the 

aside he makes (p. 168). There are much cruder ejaculations, such as the 'Pute de 

moine!' that Fouillade exclaims when he discovers that he has just been robbed (p. 179); 
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and the angry 'Sacre bordel! ~ unleashed by a sergeant who is singularly unimpressed by 

men smoking on a march to a forward position on a night fatigue (p. 388). Given the 

frequency and the range of these profanities~ not to mention Barbusse's uncompromising 

atheis~ one is irresistibly drawn to the conclusion that their use in Le Feu is strategic as 

well as realistic. 

The same cannot be said of the appearance in 'Le poste de secours' of the 

wounded airman, an episode which is purely strategic. Feverishly, the airman relates his 

flight over a battlefield one Sunday morning when Mass was being celebrated on 

opposite sides of the front-line. The scene on either side was so similar that '<;a avait l'air 

idiot. Une des ceremonies- au choix- etait le reflet de l'autre' (p. 358). Descending 

to a still lower altitude, the airman had been able to distinguish one and the same prayer 

produced by 'deux cris terrestres [ ... ]: "Gott mit uns!" et ''Dieu est avec nous!" ' (p. 

358). Bewildered, he wonders what God would think about being worshipped identically 

by two warring peoples, each side striving to endorse its cause by appropriating him to it. 

If there is only one God and both sides believe in him, why their irreconcilable 

differences and the resultant bloody conflict? What is God's purpose in allowing all (the 

word is repeated in the narrative) to convince themselves that he is with them? A groan 

from a stretcher hangs in the silence as though the answer to the airman's question and 

the dialogue about the impossibility of the personal God of Christianity begins. The 

conclusion that the author would like the reader to draw is that if God exists, it is 

contradictory and therefore ridiculous to believe that he recognizes the primacy of one 

national flag over another, or, more likely given Barbusse's atheism, that God does not 

• 1145 eXIst at a . 

The idea of a partisan God is introduced at an earlier stage in the narrative, in 'Le 

barda'. One ofthejealously guarded items in Volpatte's pack is a German soldier's belt-

plate bearing the motto 'Gott mit uns' (p. 224). In all probability, Barbusse conceived of 
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this as a feature to be incorporated into his fictional account of the war whilst clearing 

trenches of corpses in a sensitive area of the Front in May 1915,46 following an assault 

similar to the one described in the novel's eponymous chapter. Amongst the detritus of 

war and the masses of German corpses, he discovered 'une profusion de brochures 

pieuses, livres de "prieres de guerren ' and a number of letters which, translated from the 

German, he sent home to his wife for safe-keeping (Lettres, pp. 122-23).47 

Those letters that Helyonne Barbusse included in the posthumous publication, 

Lettres, do not provide any evidence of a divine partisanship of the kind adumbrated by 

the airman in Le Feu, although Barbusse does remark that in all the letters he had read, 

'les femmes allemandes parlent abondamment du Bon Dieu, comme d 'un ami sur de 

1' Allemagne' (Lettres, p. 123). Furthermore, those letters that did make it into print 

evince an intensely pious Catholicism that would have made the writers susceptible to 

ecclesiastical propaganda portraying the war as a just crusade. 48 As a participant in the 

war, Barbusse clearly felt the same way as the non-participant who wrote Au-dessus de 

Ia melee. As well as being yet another expression of Barbusse's atheism, the airman 

episode is a literary attempt to convey the same message that Rolland was able to voice 

without artifice in his book about the war: 'Dans l'elite de chaque pays, pas un qui ne 

proclame et ne soit convaincu que la cause de son peuple est la cause de Dieu, la cause 

de la liberte et du progres humain. ' 49 

The strategic importance of the airman episode is further accentuated when it is 

considered within the context of the 'Union sacree', which was mirrored by the 

'Kriegsbundnis' in Germany. On both sides of no man's land, representatives of the same 

Christian Church are shown to be lending not just spiritual succour to the combatants, 

but also political support for the war effort. On the French side, this is hinted at much 

earlier in the narrative of Le Feu, towards the end of the rest period related in 'L'asile'. 

Whilst on a walk together, the narrator and Lamuse happen upon 'le commandant, et 
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l'aumonier notr qui marche a cote, comme une promeneuse' (p. 121). Shortly 

beforehand, the narrator reports seeing a funeral cortege emerging from a church to the 

sound of pealing bells. It is a military funeral. Draped over the coffin, there is a flag; 

behind the coffin, 'un adjutant, un aumonier et uncivil' (p. 116), each one representing 

one third of the triumvirate of Army, Church and State that is the 'Union sacree'. 

Towards the end of the narrative, the narrator's ruminations transcend the 

immediate war context, and in calling openly for reform, he identifies as the enemies of 

the more progressive elements of society the sabre-rattlers, the capitalists and the priests, 

amongst others (p. 431 ). In a passage which in its visionary, pseudo-apocalyptic style 

replicates the prologue, the narrator sees a disturbing 'sight': 

De nouvelles formes hostiles d'hommes s'evoquent au sommet de la chaine 
de montagnes des nuages, autour des silhouettes barbares des croix et des 
aigles, des eglises, des palais souverains et des temples de l'armee, et s'y 
multiplient, cachant les etoiles qui sont moins nombreuses que 1 'humanite 
[ .. .]. (p. 434) 

There is nothing particularly abstruse about the symbolism of this vision. Quite clearly, 

for Barbusse and his narrator, the enemies of the people are the elites in the warring 

countries - the ecclesiastical authorities, the crowned heads of State, and the militarists. 

The association between the Church and the Army, implicit in the symbiosis of the phrase 

'des temples de l'armee', is particularly resonant, and it should be noted that the former 

is signified also by the words 'croix' and 'aigles' ,50 as well as 'eglises'. 

Not surprisingly in the light of the above, the human face of the Church, the 

clergy, fares none too well in Le Feu. As has been shown in Part one of this thesis, 

Barbusse's anticlericalism is a phenomenon that can be traced back as far as the poetry of 

his youth. In his first novel, Les Suppliants, as in his poetry, it is largely implicit, a logical 

extension of the anti-Christian atheism of Maximilien Desanzac. Barbusse's 

anticlericalism takes on more obvious contours in his depiction of the aggressive and 

ultra-doctrinaire Roman Catholic priest in L 'Enfer but even here the perspective is 
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generally metaphysical. With Le Feu, the balance changes: the author's anticlericalism is 

implicit and explicit, intertextual and extratextual, socio-political in nature and designedly 

polemical. 

It is at its most palpable in 'La grande colere', during which Volpatte, who has 

just returned from a period of convalescence, fulminates against the legions of 

'embusques' who populate the rear lines. This leads to a general discussion about the 

inequalities operating in the war (a microcosm of the inequalities operating in capitalist 

society in peacetime). With regard to medical personnel, somebody remarks that they are 

almost all priests, especially at the rear: 'parce que, tu sais, les cures qui portent le sac, 

j 'en ai pas vu lourd, et toi?' His interlocutor replies: 'Moi, non plus. Dans les joumaux, 

mais pas ici' (p. 169). Even a sympathetic commentator such as the former combatant 

Meyer sees in these remarks the hand of the author and suggests that they can be 

ascribed to authorial anticlericalism: 'On y respire un relent d 'anticlericalisme, qui n 'etait 

pas vraiment de mise au front [ ... ] ces affirmations un peu sommaires sont peut-etre liees 

ace qu'il pense de Dieu et qui se resume ainsi a travers ses camarades. ' 51 

With regard to this particular point, less sympathetic commentators were 

altogether more trenchant in their criticism of what they considered to be Barbusse's 

politically motivated tendentiousness. In the columns of the right-wing L 'Echo de Paris, 

a senator linked the observations made by the unnamed soldiers in Le Feu with 'Une 

certaine presse [qui] accuse actuellement nos pretres soldats de lachete et d'embuscage.' 

He went on to discredit the current version of 'la rumeur iniame' (which held that while 

many of France's clerics had been drafted into the army, only very few found themselves 

anywhere near the Front), 52 by heaping praise upon the recently published work of the 

academic J. Guilloud, Clerge et congregations au service de Ia France. Guilloud's study 

gave a full account of the activities of France's 'clerge combattant', as well as the 
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dangers faced by the 'pretres brancardiers' and the 'ecclesiastiques infmniers du Front, 

dont beau coup sont morts a la tache'. 53 

Aigrain, writing in the Revue du clerge fram;ais in April 191 7, gave short shrift 

to Barbusse's views about the 'sac au dos' question.54 The abbe Eugene Sirech, 

'Aumonier en chef des lycees de Lyon', in a letter to Barbusse dated 25 April 1917, 

reproached the author in no uncertain terms for his 'insultes a la religion et a ses 

ministres', adding that his novel was grist to the mill of those who were busy 

propagating 'la rumeur infilme'. 55 At a conference organized in the spring of 1918 by the 

French Military Mission to the United States of America, Major Leon Eckenfelder, a 

member of the Mission, simply accused Barbusse oflying: 'Je dois dire que, dans tousles 

bataillons d'infanterie que j'ai connus [and he had known plenty after three years' active 

service at the Front, including a spell at Verdun], j' ai vu bien des pretres sac au dos.' He 

went on to mention a young priest who was much loved by his comrades in a company 

of machine-gunners, and a 'pretre brancardier' who was killed whilst picking up bodies 

on the battlefield. 56 

The text of Eckenfelder' s speech was translated back into French and published 

in the French press in the summer of 1918. In his reply, Barbusse refuted Eckenfelder's 

accusations and stated his position in the clearest posssible terms: 

Le conferencier de Chicago m'accuse d'avoir dit que peu de pretres portent 
le sac. Je maintiens formellement cette affirmation. S'il y a beaucoup de 
pretres mobilises en France, ils le sont, soit comme aumoniers, soit comme 
infirmiers a I' avant, et ceux-la- tres peu nombreux du reste- ne portent 
pas le sac du fantassin. Demandez aux soldats combattants si les aumoniers 
et les infirmiers qu'ils entrevoient subissent les memes dangers et les memes 
fatigues qu'euxl Mais l'on trouve un grand nombre de pretres des qu'on 
s' eloigne de Ia premiere ligne; parmi les brancardiers divisionnaires (qui vont 
des deuxiemes aux troisiemes lignes ), le personnel des ambulances, et surtout 
celui des hopitaux de 1 'interieur. Dans tous les sejours que j 'ai faits a 
l'hopital, j'en ai ete entoure; les infirmiers, les vaguemestres, et meme les 
cyclistes et les concierges etaient des pretres. Je dis et je maintiens done qu'il 
est impossible a un homme de bonne foi de pretendre que, pendant cette 
guerre, le clerge mobilise a partage la vie et les souffiances des simples 
soldats. 57 
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Of course, once again, it is impossible to say with certainty whether Barbusse was being 

entirely honest here. In his defence, it must be pointed out that a sergeant major 

stretcher-bearer attached to the 13th Regiment sent him a letter of support dated 29 June 

1918, in which he stated that he had read Barbusse's counter-claims in Le Pays of 26 

June: 'Que vous reproche-t-on en particulier? Ose dire que les pretres sont rares dans Ia 

tranchee. [ ... ] Dans mon secteur, par exemple, no us comptons 4 pretres: 1 aumonier ( dit 

volontaire), 1 in:firmier, 1 brancardier, 1 telephoniste. Et c'est tout.' IfBarbusse wanted 

figures for other regiments, added his correspondent, these would be supplied in due 

course. 58 

Even though it would seem, then, that Barbusse was not necessarily lying about 

his personal experience of the clergy whilst a soldier, as Eckenfelder contended, it is 

curious that he should have neglected to mention the abbe Boulet, a former comrade-in

arms, whom he referred to three times in his letters from the Front to his wife (Lettres, 

pp. 177, 180, 227), and with whom Barbusse corresponded both during periods of 

convalescence and after his demobilization in 1917 on grounds of ill health. 59 It is more 

curious still that Barbusse should have got involved in the 'sac au dos' debate without 

first checking the facts. Lys was quick to point these out: 'la connaissance des lois de son 

pays eiit appris a M. Barbusse que depuis 1905, le Recrutement militaire ignore 

totalement le caractere ecch~siastique, et que les "cures" des classes s'echelonnant de 

1905 a 1918 portent le sac'.60 In accordance with the military laws of 15 July 1889 and 

21 March 1905, French priests of this earlier generation had no option in the army but to 

serve in the 'Service de sante': 'Ainsi les pretres infirmiers et brancardiers, a l'arriere et 

sur le front, furent-ils environ 13.000, soit plus de la moitie des pretres mobilises en 

1914.'61 The other twelve thousand, 'pretres des classes 1905 et suivantes, et ceux qui 

n'avaient jamais appartenu aux cadres concordataires, se trouvaient sous le regime du 

droit commun; ils etaient des combattants comme les autres. ' 62 Thus, even before the 
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Sixte-Quenin amendment (the so-called 'loi sac au dos') came into force in February 

1917, a development which saw the 'pretres concordataires' attached to army corps 

other than the 'Service de sante', French priests carried 'le sac', and fought and died at 

the Front. 

Lys was right to insist that some two and a half thousand priests would not have 

died by that point in the conflict, had they not been 'ou l'on souffre, ou l'on est brave, et 

ou 1' on meure. ' 63 The precise figure for the number of French priests who had died by 

the end of the war has been given as 4,618 in a recent study;64 a figure for the number of 

priests mobilized at the outset, and during the course of the war has also been 

established.65 Clerical participation in the war and death, en masse, is now accepted as an 

historical fact. Lys and others saw it as such, then, while the war was still raging. That 

Barbusse argued otherwise both in his novel and in the French press can, in all 

probability, be ascribed to his personal experience, to some extent. But to read the 

newspapers of that age is to be aware of a striking polarization between those on the 

Left, who claimed that French priests were only too happy to leave the fighting to others, 

and those on the Right, who sought to defend the Church from this and other versions of 

the 'rumeur iniame'. Given his general outlook on religious matters and both the 

politicization and radicalization of his views as a result of his war experience, Barbusse 

was bound to side in the 'sac au dos' debate with Le Bonnet rouge, La Lanteme and La 

Depeche de Toulouse, in opposition to the likes of L 'Echo de Paris, La Revue 

Hebdomadaire and La Croix. 

Thus, while Barbusse may well have written in Le Feu and elsewhere as he 

thought he had seen for himself, he did not have the objectivity required to place his 

personal experience in a broader context; and so there is a strong sense in which the 'sac 

au dos' remarks made by the soldiers of Le Feu are an example of a polemical writer's 

having seen what he wanted to see. Ultimately, since the setting for almost all of the 
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action of the novel is the Front, and the author believed - or wanted his readers to 

believe - that priests were conspicuous by their absence from it, it is hardly surprising 

that they do not feature very greatly.66 

Indeed, only one is developed at all, namely the 'sergent infmnier' the narrator 

encounters in 'Le poste de secours'. Given the references to Catholicism and the 

matching physical descriptions, this member of the clergy would appear to be the 'frere 

mariste' with a 'silhouette d'hippopotame barbu', whom Marthereau criticizes in 'Le 

barda' for his shiftiness around the members of the narrator's squad (p. 239). The 

narrator comments directly on this figure himself in 'Le poste de secours', in which, it 

will be remembered, the cleric is seen removing pendent entrails from overhead beams 

(seep. 127). Here, it is the association between the Church and the Nation State-in-arms 

that strikes the narrator most about the representative of the former when he is hit in the 

throat by a stray bullet: 'Je me rappelle Ia fois ou il m'a tant exaspere avec son 

explication sur Ia Sainte Vierge et Ia France. 11 me paraissait impossible qu'il emit 

sincerement ces idees-la' (p. 369). 

At this point in the narrative, one might have expected a diatribe aimed at the 

unholy alliance that the 'Union sacree is deemed to be. What the reader finds, however, 

is that the dying priest is treated with an even greater degree of warmth and respect than 

is either Ursleur in Les Suppliants or the Roman Catholic priest in L 'Enfer. As the blood 

seeps out of the stricken 'sergent infirmier', the narrator remarks: 'je songe que cet 

homme etait bon. 11 avait un creur pur et sensible' (p. 369). He reproaches himself for 

having occasionally abused the man for 'l'etroitesse de ses idees' and 'une certaine 

discretion ecclesiastique qu'il apportait en tout!' He recalls, with joy, having once 

refrained from giving him another piece of his mind. 'Cet homme dont tout me separait, 

avec queUe force je l'ai regrette!' is his final word on the matter. The priest's ideas may 
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have seemed insincere but he has just died sincerely enough, and his ideas 'ne sont que 

des details a cote de son creur qui est la par terre, en ruine, dans ce coin de gehenne.' 

It is doubtful that Lys and Aigrain were right in their assertion that Barbusse 

included this episode to redress the balance after the remarks about the lack of priests at 

the Front.67 The emphatic claims Barbusse made in June 1918 militate against such an 

interpretation (see pp. 135-36). Besides, in his 'Camet de guerre', he reminded himself 

of the need to proceed carefully in his treatment of his fictional cleric: 'Attention. Le bon 

cure. Tres important. ll faut qu'il soit sympathique, mais pas hypocrite. ll est toujours de 

bonne foi' (p. 470). On the evidence of this reminder, as well as the lack of hypocrisy in 

the priests of all the novels that Barbusse had written by this point, one would have to 

conclude that the author both admired people who had the courage of their convictions, 

however much he might disagree with them; and that, in a paradoxical acceptance of one 

of the tenets of Christian morality, Barbusse hated the sin but not the sinner. 

He was also not the kind of man to avoid a fight. To judge by the war-time letters 

he sent to his wife, Barbusse was well aware that he was asking for trouble by including 

for publication in the initial, serialized version of Le Feu the passages on the wounded 

airman (Lettres, p. 227), the 'sergent infirmier' (Lettres, p. 229), and the soldiers' 

dialogue on the impossibility of God (Lettres, pp. 231, 232, 242). The lattermost, 

together with the 'sac au dos' remarks and the profanities, were kept out of the columns 

of L '(Euvre by Gustave Tery.68 In his negotiations with Tery over the rights to publish 

Le Feu in book form, Barbusse insisted upon the inclusion of all the suppressed passages 

and profanities as an indispensable condition (Lettres, p. 239). When the novel eventually 

appeared under the impress of Flammarion (largely because its directors, the Fischer 

brothers, had guaranteed that the book would be out in time to be considered for the Prix 

Goncourt of 1916), it did so containing all of the material that Barbusse knew was going 

to prove offensive to religious readers. 
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The religious backlash was not long in coming. 'Done M. Barbusse en veut a 

Dieu', wrote Lys, 'Dieu se defendra: Soyons bien tranquilles. ' 69 Eckenfelder sought, and 

was granted leave by his superiors at the French Military Mission to the United States of 

America to mount a propaganda campaign against Barbusse and Le Feu both in America 

and in France.70 However, the war within a war that followed the publication of Le Feu 

by Flammarion is best encapsulated by Barbusse's ill-tempered clash with the abbe 

Sirech, who, as has already been noted, wrote to Barbusse in the spring of 191 7 to 

express his contempt for the author's contribution to the 'rumeur inf'ame'. Sirech 

stressed that the Church would not take Barbusse's insults lying down: 'l'Eglise et ses 

pretres [ ... ] se consoleront entre eux de vos outrages. ' 71 Sirech did not object toLe Feu 

and its author on merely religious grounds, however; his opposition was also ideological. 

Indeed, he appears to have written to Barbusse primarily because of his concerns 

over the negative impact that he thought Le Feu likely to have on French morale, which 

aim he accused Barbusse of having: 'vous avez beaucoup de peine a persuader ceux de 

vos lecteurs qui reflechissent que vous n' avez pas voulu profiter de la guerre pour 

repandre dans les milieux populaires et militaires le poison de vos doctrines, et Ia 

morphine de vos theories par trop osees. [ ... ] Votre livre lu avec foi, multipliera les 

defections militaires'. Sirech would like to have seen Barbusse fittingly punished for his 

perfidy: 'si les conseils de guerre collent au mur un pauvre soldat qui refuse a sa patrie 

qui en a besoin le sacrifice de son sang, quel chatiment meritez-vous [?]' For his own 

part, Sirech undertook to denounce Barbusse at every opportunity, 'par la plume et 

surtout par la parole'. If the cleric was throwing down the gauntlet, Barbusse was only 

too willing to pick it up. 

In his long reply, Barbusse claimed the moral high ground as a combatant in the 

war, rejected the authority that Sirech's religious status conferred upon him, and stressed 

his faith in secular ideals: 
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Au-dessus de vos outrages, au-dessus de vos paroles, au-dessus de vos 
principes et de vos idees et de votre religion, il y a une loi morale. Cette voix 
eternelle commande la justice pour tous les etres vivants. C'est elle que 
j' ecoute et que je pratique. [ ... ] 
Comment [ ... ] osez-vous pretendre que cette foi active dans Ia plus haute et 
la plus pure des idees n' est pas conforme a la grandeur et a Ia sauvegarde 
presente et future de la France? C'est parce que j'y croyais [ ... ] que j'ai fait, 
completement et sans reserve, le sacrifice de rna vie [ ... ]. 
C'est pourquoi, Monsieur, je ne suis pas emu et par votre violente et 
offensante prise a partie et par les menaces dont vous 1' accompagnez [ ... ] et 
si je souris des represailles que vous me dites vouloir organiser contre moi, 
c'est que je sais que rien n'arretera Ia marche du progres dont je suis, avant 
toute chose, un humble mais passionne serviteur. ' 72 

The matter did not end there. 

In a second letter, dated 10 May 1917, Sirech expressed his admiration for 

Barbusse the soldier, whilst insisting that the credit he was due as such served only to 

make the work of Barbusse the writer all the more reprehensible. He reiterated his 

position in no uncertain terms: 'les doctrines de votre livre et surtout les commentaires 

qui les expliquent, restent a mes yeux un revoltant scandale'. 73 True to his word in his 

first letter, Sirech availed himself of an early opportunity to denounce Le Feu and its 

author publicly, the occasion being a memorial service held on 20 May 1917 at Notre 

Dame church, in Saint Etienne, at the request of the SAAE. In memory of former pupils 

who had perished in the war, Sirech called upon the congregation to weep 'sur ceux qui 

nous insultent': 

Qui, il est a cette heure des ecrivains scandaleux sur lesquels inoperante est Ia 
censure, profiteurs sans pudeur de Ia guerre, dont la plume enfiellee autant 
que mercenaire repand dans le pays, et aussi, helas! dans les tranchees 
d'abominables livres qui salissent tout ce qui est respectable: l'~eroisme, 
1' esprit de sacrifice, le patriotisme, Ia frontiere, le sacerdoce, l'Eglise, la 
religion. Pleurez sur celui [ ... ] qui a jete le discredit sur les sentiments qui 
nous ont fait accepter le sacrifice de nos vies, mele aux flots de notre sang, la 
have de ses malsaines critiques. 

The speech was published in the May issue of the Society's monthly circular, with a 

footnote to indicate that the 'ecrivains scandaleux' and the 'livres qui salissent tout ce 

qui est respectable' were Henri Barbusse and Le Feu, respectively.
74 
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Barbusse was livid when the text was eventually brought to his attention later 

that summer. In a letter to his wife, he railed against Sirech, 'ce ratichon sonore', 'ce 

jesuite', 'cet enjuponne' (Lettres, pp. 255-56), and stated that he would seek redress. He 

was eventually given satisfaction when the Society in question published his refutation in 

the November issue of its circular. The most significant passage for the purposes of this 

thesis is the one in which Barbusse dealt with religious matters as contained in Le Feu: 

Certes, i1 est exact que j'attaque l'Eglise et la reaction, je ne m'en cache pas. 
Vous m'avez deja ecrit ace sujet et je vous ai longuement repondu, en vous 
donnant mes raisons, basees sur le veritable ideal moral, dont, a mon avis, le 
parti religieux s'ecarte par son attitude dans Ia question sociale. '75 

Unfortunately, Barbusse did not elucidate upon this remark but previous analysis in this 

chapter has already shown that by the time Barbusse wrote Le Feu he had come to think 

of the 'parti religieux' as a political opponent, a bulwark not just of the 'Union sacree' 

but of the political status quo more generally. The 'adversaires etemels' (p. 429); 'les 

puissants hereditaires, debout ~a et Ia par -dessus la prostration du genre humain' (p. 

429); those who say' ''Baissez Ia tete et croyez en Dieu!" ' (p. 431) are all considered to 

be natural allies of the priests. In his final address to his fellow soldiers, the narrator takes 

to task the conservatives, the traditionalists, and 'tous les pretres qui cherchent a vous 

exciter eta vous endormir, pour que rienne change, avec Ia morphine de leur paradis' 

(p. 431 ). When Barbusse, through one of the unnamed soldiers at the end of the 

narrative, goes on to declare that those who resist the kind of appeals for self-sacrifice 

for 'Dieu' and 'Patrie' that Sirech and others were calling for would be 'maudit' and 'mis 

sur Ie bilcher' because the latter 'ont cree autour du panache une religion aussi mechante, 

aussi bete, et aussi malfaisante que l'autre!' (p. 434), he is delivering more than a merely 

atheistic, anticlerical message; he is identifying the Church as an integral part of the 

conservative barrier to socio-political reform. 

He reiterated the point in the baldest possible terms in a notorious pamphlet 

entitled 'Pourquoi te bats-tu', which was published in Les Nations at the height of the 
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dispute with Sirech, in June 1917.76 Barbusse's somewhat enigmatic statement to Sirech 

about his opposition to the Church because of its failings with regard to 'la question 

sociale' becomes clearer when read against certain passages from this pamphlet. 

Addressing the soldiery of France in the second person singular, he told his readers to 

reject the notion that the masses needed a religion, because religions 'sont dangereuses a 

faire intervenir dans la conduite des hommes, parce que absurdes et discutables; et ce 

qu' on base sur elles est compromis et menace par leur fragilite.' He added: 

Elles presentent aussi un autre peril: c'est que tres pures dans leurs debuts 
historiques, alors qu'elles sortaient du creur et de !'esprit de leurs sublimes 
fondateurs, elles se sont ensuite modifiees aux mains de leurs dirigeants; elles 
ont quitte le domaine personnel et sentimental; elles sont devenues les 
instruments d 'une propagande sociale tres determinee, elles se sont changees 
en des partis politiques d 'une orientation caracterisee: Regarde aut our de toi, 
partout. Lis deux journaux opposes, ecoute deux orateurs. Tu verras que le 
parti religieux est toujours, sans exception aucune, dans le bloc de la reaction 
et du retour au passe, pour la simple raison que la religion vit d'autorite et 
non de lumiere, qu'elle a besoin, pour se maintenir, de l'asservissement 
qu'elle appelle "l'ordre", de l'acquiescement obscur; et aussi parce que ses 
representants ont un interet personnel a conserver des privileges et des 
avantages temporels contraires a la liberation des multitudes. 

There can be little doubt that for the Barbusse of 1917 the social was the political, and 

that the Church had come to be seen as belonging to the conservative camp in 

Barbusse's dualistic universe.77 

At this point, it must be stressed that Le Feu is not a protest novel about the evils of 

religion per se, nor are the Church and its representatives the main targets ofBarbusse's 

ire. To suggest otherwise would be to distort the text and Barbusse's thinking. Religion 

is only one strand in the novel and in the politico-literary controversy it caused. 

Nevertheless, it is an important strand, and one that might have been pointed up more 

sharply by contemporaries and subsequent readers had Les Suppliants and ~ 'Enfer 

achieved anything like the same commercial success as Le Feu. A particularly important 

element in the religious content of, and dimensions to Barbusse's third novel is the 
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concept of the prophetic, which has received relatively extensive attention from 

commentators and scholars. 

As far as Barbusse's intentions are concerned, Barbusse's war-time letters to his 

wife are a precious source of information. In one letter, he informed Helyonne that the 

initial success of the first instalments of the serialized version of Le Feu had won him a 

captive audience amongst his fellow combatants: 'je fais, je l'avoue, de la propagande. 

rai la grande joie de constater combien tout ce que je dis sur l'Internationale [ ... ] trouve 

echo dans ces etres'. The reaction, when he talked to his comrades 'des choses 

auxquelles j'ai pense toute rna vie was most encouraging: 'les soldats ecoutent, croient 

et disent: "C'est vrai tout de meme!"' (Lettres, pp. 234-35). In another letter, he struck 

a typical, quasi-religious note: 'c'est vraiment comme une espece d'apostolat que 

j'accomplis sur tous ceux qui m'entourent, ceux qui sont des vrais soldats 

combattants. ' 78 In a close analysis of the genesis of Le Feu in conjuction with Barbusse's 

war-time letters, Michel has shown how Barbusse was emboldened by the approving 

reactions and encouragement of his comrades to make ever more daring predictions as 

Le Feu developed.79 

This is not to say that the prophetic qualities of Le Feu become palpable only 

towards the climax of the novel; on the contrary, they pervade it from start to finish. 

Given Barbusse's nature, his stated ambition to play the part of the great secular prophet 

of his age, and the prophetic strain of his poetry and his first two novels, this comes as 

no surprise. As with the term 'apocalyptic', the word 'prophetic' has often been applied 

toLe Feu and its author, with neither elucidation nor qualification.
80 

As pointed out in 

the brief overview of the prophetic in connection with Barbusse's poetry (see pp. 35-36), 

such assessments are problematic, in that the prophetic is a religious term in origin, 

dating back to the Hebrew prophets and beyond. As a prophet is, strictly speaking, an 

interpreter and communicator of the word of God (or a god), the Barbusse of Le Feu can 
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be considered to be a prophet only in the sense that he passes judgement on the present 

and sees the future, not in the light of a higher authority, but in the light of a secular, 

humanist, rationalist view of the world that has acquired a socio-political edge in the 

trenches of the First World War. 

Thus, as Cruickshank has rightly pointed out, Barbusse makes use of (and 

subverts) prophecy as a literary mode;81 his message is not the word of a divine, 

superhuman agent, but rather a 'cri' from one man to other men, the aim of which is to 

make others aware of the folly of the present, as well as the path that must be followed if 

a better, more equitable future is to be had by the masses: 

Mais les trente millions d'esclaves jetes les uns sur les autres par le crime et 
l 'e"eur, dans laguerre de boue, /event leurs faces humaines oil germe enfin 
une volonte. L 'avenir est dans les mains des esc/aves, et on voit bien que le 
vieux monde sera change par l 'alliance que biitiront un jour entre eux ceux 
dont le nombre et la misere sont infinis. (p. 27) 

It is not at all clear to whom this prophecy, made right at the end of the opening chapter, 

'La vision', is to be attributed. The unnamed first-person narrator does not begin his own 

account until the second chaper, 'La terre'. The whole of the first chapter, seemingly 

written from a third-person perspective, is italicized, and the passage from which the 

quotation is taken is a continuation of a narrative punctuated by four items of direct 

speech, the first of which is enigmatic in its use of the associative form 'on' ('On voit, en 

bas, des choses qui rampentt, p. 27). The observations and predictions of the first 

chapter, which is more of a prologue than a genuine contribution to the narrative, are 

made in a sanatorium by 'hommes intelligents et instruits, approfondis par la souffrance 

et la reflection, detaches des choses et presque de la vie, eloignes du reste du genre 

humain que s 'ils etaient deja la posterite' (p. 24). With the exception of the final part, 

this would pass for a good description of the author himself, who wrote much of what 

evolved into Le Feu in a series of military hospitals recovering from the various ailments 
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he contracted in the trenches. 82 There is, then, a strong sense in which the initial, and also 

ultimate prophecy can be attributed to Barbusse himself. 

The character in the novel most clearly associated with the concept of prophecy 

is corporal Bertrand. Shortly after the assault in 'Le feu', there is an exchange between 

the narrator and Bertrand, the latter of whom is in pensive mood. His words, which both 

pass judgement on the present and look forward to a just future, are nothing if not 

prophetic. Lest the reader should miss the point, the comparison is drawn immediately: 

- L'avenir! s'ecria-t-il tout d'un coup comme un prophete. De quels yeux 
ceux qui vivront apres nous et dont le progres - qui vient comme la fatalite 
- aura enfin equilibre les consciences, regarderont-ils ces tueries et ces 
exploits [ ... ]. 
L'reuvre de l'avenir sera d'effacer ce present~ci, et de !'effacer plus encore 
qu'on ne pense, de l'effacer comme quelque chose d'abominable et de 
honteux. (pp. 327-28). 

He goes on to make an oblique remark about the truth of this last statement, or rather 

the future truth of it, when it will be found written amongst the truths contained in 'toute 

une vraie bible', a comment which implies that the Judaeo-Christian Bible contains a 

number of falsehoods, or is in its entirety a falsehood. At the present time, he opines, the 

truth, 'cette parole sainte n'est qu'un blaspheme!' (p. 328). Paradoxically, he concludes 

his prophecy by informing the narrator that he had once told the members of his squad 

that he himself believed in prophecies, 'pour les faire marcher.' Whose prophecies they 

were and the precise nature of them is not divulged. What is known is that this particular 

prophecy invokes Karl Liebknecht. 

In a brief outline of what one would take to be the above dialogue between 

Bertrand and the narrator, Barbusse, in his 'Camet de guerre', noted that he, the author, 

should 'Decharger, elaguer la conversation, qui doit etre bibliquement simple et 

essentielle' (p. 449). A few pages further on, in a section entitled 'Propheties', he 

referred to a discussion about the likelihood of a French victory before the onset of 

winter (1915-1916) and the possibility of predicting the future: 'On me demande mon 
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avis. On a confiance en moi. Je dis carrement: mais parfaitement. Des predictions de ce 

genre se sont realisees. C'est promis' (p. 456). One wonders whether this was a case of 

Barbusse' s telling his fellow infantrymen that he believed in prophecies, 'pour les faire 

marcher'; and whether the novel as a whole cannot be interpreted in this way. 

Suffice it to say that Le Feu, like Barbusse's earlier novels, is replete with the 

cries of the secular prophet (pp. 95, 297, 365, 420). They are particularly resonant in the 

diluvian setting of the final chapter (the narrator having assumed Bertrand's mantle): 'le 

cri de l'homme qui avait l'air de vouloir s'envoler eveilla d'autres cris:- 11 ne faut plus 

qu'il y ait de guerre apres celle-la!' (p. 417); 'ils bougent et crient, les yeux, les bras et 

les poings tendus vers le ciel d'ou tombent le jour et la tempete' (p. 435). The difference 

to the earlier novels and to the poetry with regard to the prophetic is that Barbusse as 

author, and the various prophetic figures in the novel, deliver a message which has 

shifted from the largely metaphysical plane to that of the largely socio-political. While the 

earlier works are essentially an indictment of traditional forms of religion, Le Feu is an 

indictment both of a socio-economic system that is held to produce war, and of an 

archaic, stratified society in which the levers of power are seen to be in the hands of a 

privileged few that include the Church and its representatives. Prior to the war, Barbusse 

the secular prophet had striven in his novels and poetry to provide an alternative form of 

faith in his pseudo-religious cult of the human. During the war, he attempted to do 

likewise with the republican ideals to which he had long subscribed, the cataclysmic war 

situation having pointed up the importance of politics in human affairs. 

It is surely no coincidence that the religious language that is such a distinctive 

feature ofBarbusse's earlier work and largely absent from the text of Le Feu reappears 

in the all-important final chapter. Speaking of equality, which can be taken as the 

foundation on which the philosophy of the mature Barbusse was built, the narrator 

states: 'Le principe de l' egalite des droits de chaque creature et de la volonte sainte est 
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impeccable, et il doit etre invincible - et il amenera tous les progres, tous, avec une 

force vraiment divine' (p. 426; my italics).83 The full weight of this prediction was 

measured by Roure. Instead of 'une Providence sage, !'esperance en un Dieu juste', 

Barbusse was proposing republican ideals: 'Voila la religion de l'avenir! Voila l'Evangile 

socialiste, edition 1916-1917.'84 The influential critic of Le Temps also expressed 

misgivings: 'Cette terminologie religieuse est-elle bien a sa place? [ ... ] cette volonte 

collective n' est pas sainte a priori, et quoi qu' elle decide: le droit divin des rois ne doit 

pas etre remplace par le droit divin des foules. ' 85 

Be all of this as it may, Le Feu struck a deep chord with the general public and 

made Barbusse, known only to 'le tout Paris' prior to the war, an extremely high-profile 

figure and a rallying point for combatants (soon to be former combatants) in particular. 

Reader-response to Le Feu in the form of letters was immediate, massive, and generally 

very positive. Barbusse alluded to it often (Lettres, pp. 236-37, 250, 251) and drew from 

it a moral authority with which to confound his right-wing critics. 86 In May 1917, he told 

Helyonne that he had 'un devoir a accomplir et il faut parler', and without delay, because 

'les grands evenements actuels rendent toutes les reformes possibles, et ensuite parce que 

la vogue du Feu me donne a present la certitude d'etre entendu.' His aim was to take 

advantage of this opportunity, 'pour ameliorer la vie sociale et preserver l'avenir' 

(Lettres, p. 253). All his adult life, Barbusse had longed to address the masses, and the 

success of Le Feu made it possible, and imperative for him to do so: 'De tousles points 

de la palpitante et mouvante frontiere actuelle, ils sont venus a moi. '
87 

The soldiers who 

wrote to him could not possibly have realized how gratifying the contents of some of 

their letters would have been for this writer in whom the desire to play the part of 

prophet had long been burning. One described him as a 'chef de file' and added: 'Votre 

Feu a ete la revelation, le messie attendu [ ... ] la doctrine que vous prechez, c'est Ia 
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veritable loi humaine'. 88 Another wrote: 'vous etes notre guide car vous vous etes revele 

comme etant le grand maitre que 1' on do it ecouter. ' 89 

The specialists are in agreement about the prophetic in relation to Henri Barbusse 

and the work with which his reputation is now chiefly associated. According to Weems, 

Barbusse 'welcomed the return to his role as prophet and artist of which he had dreamed 

as a young poet. '
90 

Relinger notes that 'Barbusse a trouve sa voie. ll est enfin le precheur 

de verite, le prophete qu'il a toujours voulu devenir. ' 91 As far back as he could 

remember, writes Barbusse's biographer, Baudorre, 'il a toujours garde, au plus profond 

de lui-meme, une image qui resumait tous les reves: celle du crieur, du prophete [ .. .]. 

Avec Le Feu, il a enfin trouve, presque malgre lui, la parole de verite qu'il a toujours 

cherchee. '92 Indeed, in unimaginable circumstances, Barbusse the would-be prophet had 

become the prophet armed, and as such, he had finally found a mass audience to whom 

he could preach. If this is the most salient of all the religious aspects of and dimensions 

to Le Feu, its importance should not obscure the fact, as this chapter has shown, that the 

prophetic is just one element in a continuing critique of religion and quest for faith, the 

perspective of which altered as a result of Barbusse's politicization during the war. The 

full extent of this change in perspective is evident in Barbusse's next novel, Clarte. 
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1 See, for instance, Tison-Braun, La Crise de l'humanisme, II, pp. 249-50. 

2 See Barbusse, Le Feu (Flammarion-Livre de Poche, 1965; first published Flammarion, 

1916), p. 327. All subsequent page references, given in parenthesis in the text, are to this 

edition. 
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study, 'Henri Barbusse et la Revolution d'Octobre'; and Baudorre, 'Barbusse en 1919: 
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11 For the characteristic features of apocalyptic literature with regard to content, see 

Anderson, The History and Religion of Israel, pp. 174-75; Epstein, Judaism, p. 104; 

Browning, The Oxford Dictionary of the Bible, p. 20; Gabel, Wheeler, and York, The 

Bible as Literature, pp. 159-60, 165. 

12 Browning, The Oxford Dictionary of the Bible, pp. 19-20. 

13 See Epstein, Judaism, p. 104. 

14 See Rogerson, An Introduction to the Bible, p. 64. 

15 See note 13. 
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16 
According to Epstein, Judaism (p.109, note 7), Daniel was included only because, 

ultimately, he follows the prophets in his general approach to the problem of justice, 

stating that sinners, too, will be saved. 

17 See Davidson and Leaney, Biblical Criticism, p. 327. 

18 
See O'Brien, ~Politics and the Novel: A Study of Three Novels by Henri Barbusse', 

pp. 30-32, 66 note 14. 

19 
Author's italics; likewise for all subsequent quotations from chapter one of the novel. 

20 
The use of the word 'revelation' is in itself interesting, given that an 'apocalypse' is, by 

definition, a 'revelation', an 'unveiling', or an 'uncovering'. 

21 
In 'Les ecrivains et l'utopie', Barbusse wrote: 'il n'y a au monde que deux partis 

politiques: celui qui veut modeler Ia vie selon ces principes [logique, justice, raison, 

morale], et celui qui en fait intervenir d'autres: l'autorite, Ia tradition, le droit divin, 

l'asservissement au passe.' Reproduced in Paroles (p. 30). 

22 With regard to Barbusse' s familiarity with Marxist thought and theory after he turned 

his back on traditional forms of democracy, see chapter eight of this thesis. 

23 See also 4.7, 12.14. The eagle represents the spirit, spiritual endeavour, ascension and 

aspiration in Christian symbolism. In apocalypses, it is there to pass judgement on the 

damned by ejecting them from the nest. See Cooper, lhe Cassell Dictionary of 

Christianity (p. 78). Together with the lion, the bull and the man, it is one of the four 

beasts ofthe Apocalypse (Revelation 4.7). Direct quotations from Daniel and Revelation 

are given in the French (as in La Bible de Jerusalem) in order to illustrate the similarities 

between the biblical sources and Le Feu. 

24 See also pp. 199, 323, 345. For a comparative analysis, see Daniel9.26 and Revelation 

11.13. 

25 Compare with Daniel 9 .18, 12.11. 

26 See alsop. 317. Compare with Revelation 9.1, 11.5, 17.18, 20.1. 
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27 Compare with Daniel9.26. 

28 
For thunder, compare with Revelation 4.5, 8.5, 11.19, 16.18, 19.6; hail, 8.6, 11.19, 

16.18; storms ('orage'), 14.2; and earthquakes, 11.13, 11.19, 16.18. 

29 
In a letter to his wife shortly before the publication of the novel in book form, 

Barbusse wrote: ' [ ... ] ce titre se met a me plaire. 11 indique Ia gravite du tleau qui 

opprime a present le monde.' Barbusse, Lettres (p. 235). Subsequent page references to 

this source are given in parenthesis in the text. 

30 Revelation often refers to sulphur as a metaphor for divine punishment. See 9 .16, 9. 

18, 14.10, 20.10, 21.8. 

31 Stromberg, 'The Intellectuals and the Coming of War in 1914', p .. 119. 

32 Tison-Braun, La Crise de l 'humanisme, II, p. 62. References in the text to the former 

can be found on pp. 144, 152, 279, 328, 340, 365, 409; to the latter, on pp. 26, 28, 144, 

285, 365, 409. 

33 'Pourquoi Le Feu ne s,appelle-t-il pas L 'Eau?' wondered Grix, with good reason. 

'Trois livres de la troisieme annee de Ia guerre' (p. 676). Interestingly enough, it is in 

Revelation that the advent of a post-apocalypse paradise is preceded by the 

disappearance of the sea: 'car le premier ciel et premiere terre ont disparu, et de mer, il 

n,y en a plus, (21.1). 

34 See the Book of Genesis, 9.11-16. 

35 I am grateful to Dr Brian Levy for pointing out that the use Barbusse makes of 

apocalypticism is even more subversively antireligious than in the terms stated, since God 

is shown to be worse than dead, in other words, a breaker of his own covenant - the 

very basis of Judaeo-Christian faith in the Lord: no more annihilation, no more floods; 

and yet the Great Flood has returned in the shape of the deluge of the Great War. 

36 'Les clericaux sont archimontes contre moi. Je crois que s'ils avaient rna peau ils 

seraient bien contents' (Lettres, p. 259). Typically, Barbusse did not qualify the remark. 
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Earlier that year, he informed Helyonne that the book had met with a favourable 

response amongst certain members of the clergy: 'II [Edmond Rostand] a vu des 

clericaux notoires emballes pour le livre, et cela le frappe beaucoup' (Lettres, p. 250). 

Evidently, the clerical reaction toLe Feu was more nuanced than Barbusse indicated. For 

a detailed analysis, see my article, 'Henri Barbusse et les clericaux ala lumiere du Feu'. 

37 FHB, Naf16536, f. 344. 

38 The only indication of an anterior religiosity is an allusion to Farfadet's communion (p. 

84) and this may well be ironic. 

39 See note 37. 

40 See Audoin-Rouzeau, 14-18: Les Combattants des tranchees, p. 95; Huss, 'Virilite et 

religion dans Ia France de 1914-1918', p. 115; Mayeur, 'La vie religieuse en France', pp. 

184-85. 

41 See Gueno and Laplume (eds), Paroles de Poilus, pp. 21, 24, 59, 64, 81, 104, 107, 

138. 

42 Lys, A propos d'un livre, p. 8. Roure, in 'Le Feu', accused Barbusse of inserting this 

passage in order to dash the last hope of France's soldiery. He also described the author 

as an 'instituteur primaire selon la formule combiste' (p. 358). 

43 For examples of the former, see pp. 48, 56, 85, 115, 137, 138, 188, 220, 318, 319, 

332, 341, 365, 368, 391, 394; the latter, pp. 100, 104, 151, 153, 154, 195, 261, 363. In 

the words of the anonymous reviewer: 'Le Feu contient, hors des idees religieuses, des 

mots grossiers semes un peu partout a travers ses pages, qui sont des peches graves 

envers Dieu, mais [ ... ] Le Feu est grossier parce que vrai'. See note 37. 

44 In Lettres, Barbusse lets fly with the expansive 'Bougri de Bougra de Nom de Dia!' (p. 

236). 
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45 
Years later, in Judas, Barbusse wrote of Christianity: 'C'est une religion mena~ante 

[ ... ] avec sa predestination, sa grace despotique [ ... ] et son Dieu unique qui n'est meme 

pas international' (p. 213). 

46 Given as 'X ... ', on 12 May 1915 (Lettres, p. 114). 

47 In the text of Le Feu, the narrator reports seeing a 'debacle d'ordures et de chair[ ... ], 

des profusions d'images religieuses, de cartes postales, de brochures pieuses, de feuillets 

ou des prieres sont ecrits en gothique', but no letters (pp. 342-43). 

48 For an analysis of the war as a crusade, see Audoin-Rouzeau and Becker, 14-18, 

retrouver Ia Guerre, particularly chapter two, 'La croisade', pp. 108-95. For the 

propaganda war between the Catholic Church in France and Germany, see the 

publications of the CCPFE and the initial German reply, La Guerre allemande et le 

catholicisme (section 3.3 ofthe bibliography). 

49 Rolland, Au-dessus de Ia melee, pp. 80-81. 

50 See note 23. 

51 Meyer, 'Le Feu d'Henri Barbusse', p. 45. 

52 For more on the various versions of 'Ia rumeur inf'ame', see Mayeur, 'La vie religieuse 

en France', p. 182; Mayeur, 'Le catholicisme fran~ais et Ia Premiere Guerre mondiale', 

p. 380; Bordeaux, La Preuve du sang, p. lx; Becker, 'Les Eglises et laGuerre', pp. 171, 

179-80; Fontana, Les Catholiquesfranrais, pp. 150-52. 

53 Lamarzelle, 'La rumeur infiime'. 

54 Aigrain, 'Trois laureats du Prix Goncourt', p. 130. 

55 FHB, Naf16485, f 698. 

56 AA V, 44.105. This dossier contains a six-page typescript ofEckenfelder's conference 

speech, entitled 'Le livre d'Henri Barbusse execute a Chicago'. 
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57 
The article was published in various French newspapers, including Le Popu/aire de 

Paris, and was reproduced in Paroles, under the title of 'Reponse ames calomniateurs' 

(pp. 68-69). 

58 FHB, Naj 16484, ff 85-86. 

59 
Various items of their correspondence are to be found in AA V, 43.105b. One letter 

from Boulet to Barbusse, dated 26 June 1917, is signed, 'Joseph Boulet, Mitrailleur-cm 

246e regiment d'infanterie'. Here was one cleric, at least, who fought at Barbusse's side, 

exposed to precisely the same extremes. 

60 Lys, A propos d 'un livre, p. 6. 

61 Mayeur, 'La vie religieuse en France', p. 182 

62 Ibid. 

63 See note 60. 

64 Fontana, Les Catholiquesjran9ais, p. 308. 

65 According to Fontana, in Les Catholiques jran9ais, 32,699 French priests were 

mobilized during the war, in addition to 12,554 nuns, making a total of 45,253 (p. 280). 

Mayeur gives the same figure, pointing out that some 25,000 priests were mobilized at 

the start of the campaign. Mayeur also mentions, on the Protestant side, 500 pastors, 

seminarists and evangelists. See Mayeur, 'La vie religieuse en France', pp. 181-83. 

66 Fontana is incorrect in his assertion that Barbusse describes the war, 'sans jamais 

parler des aumoniers militaires et des pretres soldats' (Les Catholiques jran9ais, p. 295). 

Quite manifestly, he does, albeit sketchily, and casting them in a generally poor light. On 

p. 86 of the text, Volpatte and Fouillade relate how they had rescued a cowering 

clergyman, known to the troops as '1' sergent Sacerdote', from a shell hole. 

67 See Lys, A propos d'un livre, p. 6; Aigrain, 'Trois laureats du Prix Goncourt', p. 131. 

68 Le Feu was serialized in ninety-three instalments in L '(Euvre from 3 August to 9 

November 1916. The 'sac au dos' remark was omitted from instalment no. 37 (8 
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September 1916); the dialogue regarding God, from no. 77 (20 October 1916). It is 

worth noting that the novel was also serialized in Le Progres de Lyon, in sixty-two 

instalments, from 3 December 1916 to 3 February 1917. Of the two items above, the 

former was omitted from instalment no. 22 (25 December 1916), while the latter was 

retained in instalment no. 51 (22 January 1917). 

69 Lys, A propos d'un livre, p. 9. 

70 I am grateful to the Archives du service historique de 1' armee de terre for providing 

me with photocopies of dossiers on Eckenfelder, details of which can be found in section 

2.1c of the bibliography. 

71 See note 55 for this, and subsequent quotations. 

72 Ibid, f. 699. 

73 Ibid, f. 701. 

74 Circular ofthe SAAE, May 1917, pp. 13-14. 

75 Same source, November 1917, p. 2 7. 

76 Reproduced in Paroles. See pp. 14-15 for subsequent quotations. Maurras was 

particularly indignant about this article and led a systematic campaign against it, 

throughout the summer of 1917, in the columns of L 'Action Fran9aise. 

77 In 'Aux survivants', Barbusse again divided society, 'cette grande machine publique', 

into two opposing and mutually hostile camps, namely 'les socialistes, qui sont des 

republicains', and 'Ia coalition monarchique, clericale, nationaliste qui represente un 

dogme exactement oppose'. Reproduced in Paroles (p. 75). 

78 FHB, Naf 16532, f. 158. 

79 See Michel, 'Henri Barbusse (1873-1935). Litterature et engagement', p. 91. 

80 See, for but a few examples, Relinger, Henri Barbusse, pp, 83, 84; Hertz, Henri 

Barbusse, p. 48; Duclos and Preville, Henri Barbusse, p. 38; Cimon, 'Les Romans 

d'Henri Barbusse: Une evolution vers la propagande', pp. 71, 74. 
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82 See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 60. 

83 It is surely no coincidence, either, that the one named character in the squad who 

survives the mud and mayhem to see the dawning of the new age goes by the name of 

Paradis. For use of the adjectives 'saints' and 'sacres' as applied to republican ideals in 

the wake of Le Feu, see Paroles, pp. 18, 19, 24, and 49. In 'Les lettres et le progn!s', 

Barbusse talked about what he called the 'saintes aspirations du moment present'. 

84 Roure, 'Le Feu', p. 358. Lys was most aggrieved by Barbusse's attempt to replace 'la 

morphine de notre Paradis' with ' ''L' entente des immensites, Ia levee du peuple du 

monde" '.A propos d'un livre (p. 9). 
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and Barbusse, 'La polemique du Feu', pp. 1-2. 

87 Barbusse, 'Resurrection' /Paroles, p. 52. 
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90 Weems, 'The Intellectual Odyssey of Henri Barbusse', p. 136. 

91 Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 93. 

92 Baudorre, Barbusse, p. 147. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
'NE RECONSTRUISEZ PAS LES EGLISES': CLARTE (1919) 

Barbusse began work on Clarte exactly a year after he had embarked on Le Feu; 1 the 

novel was on sale to the general public from February 1919 onwards, very shortly after 

its completion. This would put the novel's gestation period at approximately two years, 

for the most part of which the Great War continued to rage. It is hardly surprising, 

therefore, that Clarte has many similarities to Le Feu in terms of its political 

orientation. It will be seen that Barbusse continued to seek faith in the general 

principles of socialist republicanism; and that he pinned his hopes for renewal on the 

lofty ideals of the American President Woodrow Wilson. As for religion, much of what 

was said in the previous chapter can be applied to Clarte. Like Le Feu, it is not a study 

of religion as such; but it does contain an important critique of Christianity in its Roman 

Catholic form in particular, from a socio-political rather than a metaphysical 

perspective. However, for all their similarities, it will be demonstrated that there is a 

difference between Le Feu and C/arte, the author working some of the religious 

material much harder in the latter novel, unable to refrain at times from making what 

read like direct authorial comments on his aims. 

It will be seen, also, that there are substantive differences arising from the 

tripartite narrative structure of Clarte and the switch from the microcosm of a squad of 

front-line soldiers to the macrocosm of the society that put them there, as seen through 

the eyes of a first-person narrator who is a more conventional character in fictional 

terms than is the narrator of Le Feu. The intention is to show how these formal changes 

enabled Barbusse to widen the scope of his critique of religion, placing the Church, the 

clergy, and religious beliefs and practices in a much broader sociological context than 

he had hitherto. There will be a detailed analysis of the narrator's association with the 

Church, Jesus and Saint Paul; his attitude towards religion; his pseudo-religious 
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conversion; the volte-face this produces; and the launch of what has been described as 

his 'apostolic mission' ,2 one which, paradoxically, sets out to dissuade others from 

embracing the illusory comforts of religion. 

Clarte tells the story of the narrator, Simon Paulin, petit-bourgeois inhabitant of the 

imaginary provincial town of Viviers. He is the accountant for a local printer, and a 

man who, like the narrator of L 'Enfer, has no great ambition in life. He marries his 

cousin, Marie, shortly after the death of the aunt who had raised him. Paulin and Marie 

eventually become estranged from one another as the former seeks satisfaction in a 

number of extramarital affairs. He accepts the political status quo and the existence of 

God as a matter of fact, until he is mobilized upon the outbreak of the First World War 

and nearly dies when a shell explodes in his immediate vicinity during an attack at the 

Front. Paulin is transformed into an enemy of the established order, fulfilling his aunt's 

prediction: 'Tu iras peut-etre un jour dire partout aux hommes la verite des choses. [ ... ] 

Pourquoi n' en serais-tu pas, toi, mon petit, un de ces grands crieurs! ... ' 3 Cimon has 

stated that Barbusse's general aim in Clarte was to show how 'un petit bourgeois 

indifferent et content de son sort se convertit so us 1' effet de la guerre et des idees 

socialistes en un veritable apotre de la revolution. ' 4 Cimon might just as easily have 

labelled Paulin a 'prophete', the latest in a long line in Barbusse' s novels. 

Indeed, if the function of the prophet is to pass judgement on the present age 

and predict the future, there can be said to be, in Clarte as in Le Feu, not one but two 

major prophetic figures at work in the former novel. The first, whose mantle Paulin 

assumes, in much the same way that the narrator of Le Feu replaces the dead corporal 

Bertrand, is Brisbille, the perpetually drunken blacksmith conspicuous in the pre-war 

section of the narrative for his 'idees avancees' (p. 25), which necessarily include a 

thoroughly sceptical attitude towards religion (pp. 23, 24, 58, 261). 
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Somewhat improbably perhaps, the 'respectable' citizens of Vi viers are wont to 

assemble in Brisbille' s workshop on Sundays before attending Mass, which provides 

this particular non-believer with the opportunity to observe the various representatives 

of contemporary society at close quarters. His verdict, emphatically delivered 

('Brisbille sait crier, non parler', p. 24) is scathing. He dismisses the highly successful, 

wealthy, and thus highly regarded 'cafetier-negociant', Fontan, out of hand. When 

Fontan passes before Brisbille's door, the blacksmith makes disparaging remarks about 

his physical appearance, adding, 'avec un eclair de joie populaire: - Heureusement 

qu'on espere que tout 9a va eclater bientot' (p. 25). In the significantly entitled chapter 

'Le crieur', which relates, inter alia, military exercises carried out in the environs of 

Viviers on the eve of the Great War, Brisbille broadens his attack, undeterred by a lack 

of support (p. 83). At an open-air Mass on All Saints Day, which is attended by the 

local nobility, the industrialists, and 'tous les notables du quarrier' (p. 90), Brisbille 

makes an appearance, 'pour protester par sa presence malsonnante et debraillee' (p. 90). 

At the end of the service, he makes his presence felt; his prophecy is all the more telling 

given the unfolding historical developments. This man, 'cette espece de fou qui se 

dresse au milieu du chemin', is quite unequivocal in his judgement: 

Veux-tu que j'te dise ou 9a va, tout 9a? hurle-t-il et on n'entend plus que 
lui. -Cava aux abimes! C'est la vieille societe pourrie, avec la profiterie 
de tous ceux qui peuvent, et la betise des autres! Aux abimes, j 'te 1' dis. 
Demain, gare a vous! Demain! [ ... ]Demain! Demain! Vous croyez qu'9a va 
s'passer comme 9a toujours? Vous etes bons a tuer! Aux abimes! (pp. 93-

94) 

It is significant that the person he singles out for condemnation is the young parish 

vicar; and that he challenges this man of the cloth to predict the future himself (p. 94). 

It is no less significant that Paulin intervenes on behalf of the established order, 

motivated by a personal dislike of the blacksmith. 
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Transformed by his experience at the Front, Paulin comes to pass judgement on 

contemporary society and predict the future as Brisbille had done before the war. Paulin 

is acutely aware of his role as a prophet, a role with which he is not entirely at ease. 5 At 

the 'fete du Souvenir', related in 'Le culte', he feels himself to be painfully conspicuous 

because of his opposition to the cult of the past: 'Je fais tache comme un mauvais 

prophete. Je porte cette constatation comme un fardeau infernal' (p. 277). He makes no 

declaration at this point in the narrative but his message on this and subsequent 

occasions is clear enough to the reader, and the ultimate prediction is thoroughly 

unambiguous, for all its metaphorical language: 

J' ann once 1' avenement fatal de la republique universelle. Ce ne sont pas les 
reactions passageres, les tenebres et les terreurs, ni la tragique difficulte de 
soul ever le monde partout a la fois, qui empecheront de s' accomplir la 
verite internationale. [ ... ] Sur les vagues disputes qui ensanglantent les 
greves, sur les pillards de naufrages, sur les epaves et les recifs, et les palais 
et les mouvements fondes dans le sable, je prevois la venue de la maree 
haute. (p. 299) 

It is in this optimistic vtew of the future that Paulin is differentiated from his 

forerunner, Brisbille. He has a confidence in the masses that Brisbille appears not to 

share. Injured by the explosion of a shell at the beginning of the defining moment of his 

war experience, Paulin hears a delirious revolutionary soldier make a political statement 

which makes a deep impression upon him ('J'ai confiance dans le gouffre du peuple', p. 

180). It is remembered later, at the 'fete du Souvenir' when he notices a young man 

staring with admiration at an officer's magnificent uniform: 'Ah! la prophetie affreuse 

me martele le crane: - J'ai confiance dans le gouffre du peuple!' (p. 260) It informs 

all of his subsequent reflections on the nature of society and the sermons he delivers 

towards the end of his narrative. 

The eponymous chapter, 'Clarte', serves as a particularly good example of the 

pseudo-prophetic sermonizing of the narrator; and of the way in which Barbusse's 

perception of the nature and function of literature changed as a result of his 
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politicization during the war. Although Barbusse, the would-be secular prophet, had 

always striven to speak to the masses through his work, he had sought to do so, prior to 

the war, through a literary medium. What is true of his poetry, Les Suppliants and 

L 'Enfer, is generally true of Le Feu: direct, authorial intrusion is for the most part 

avoided. In the above-mentioned chapter of Clarte, however, the narrator, Simon 

Paulin, is usurped by Barbusse and simply ceases to exist as a character. 

In the interregnum in the fiction of the novel (pp. 286-96), the author invokes 

the revolutionary spirit of 1789, calling for the foundation of 'la communaute des 

travailleurs' (p. 289), and the emancipation of women (pp. 289-90). Equal rights for all 

will lead to equality amongst nations and, eventually, to one supranational entity to 

which all citizens owe their allegiance: 'La republique universelle est la consequence 

ineluctable de 1 'egalite des droits de tous a la vie. En partant de la notion de 1 'egalite, 

on arrive a l'internationale populaire' (p. 291). It has been pointed out that many of the 

statements made in this section of the novel 'have an aphoristic ring to them more 

suited to the manifesto or political essay than to the novel. ' 6 Indeed, in terms of form, 

content and style, there is little difference between this direct address, in the second

person singular, to 'le peuple universe!' in Clarte, and the political pamphlet entitled 

'Pourquoi te bats-tu?' (see pp. 142-43).7 

It would be easy to criticize Barbusse on aesthetic grounds for the sudden, 

jarring intrusion of his own thoughts into the flow of the narrative of Clarte; but one 

must remember the writer's personal situation. In 1919, after a quarter-century of 

relative obscurity, Barbusse 'entre dans la vie publique non seulement comme un 

romancier de celebrite mondiale ou comme une personnalite culturelle, mais comme un 

personnage politique autour duquel se reunissent des milliers, meme des dizaines de 

milliers de personnes. ' 8 As president of the ARAC, which was 'an important element of 

the organized Left', Barbusse spoke to, and on behalf of a mass movement.
9 

Given the 
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great groundswell of support he received from fellow former combatants in particular, 

Barbusse felt it morally incumbent upon him to use his high profile to help bring about 

social reforms. This meant addressing mass audiences, which he did with increasing 

regularity after 1917; and there can be little doubt that he came to regard his literature 

as another vehicle for his political ideas. In an open letter to Gabriele d' Annunzio, 

Barbusse criticized the Italian poet, not for using his literature in this way, but for doing 

so in support of the wrong side: 

L' ecrivain, le penseur, le guide doit voir plus loin que les pretendus 
avantages immediats, mon cher maitre, et plus loin que les temps presents 
[ ... ] i1 do it se saisir de la plus noble et de la plus vaste des causes, celle des 
pauvres et des souffrants, celle des millions de soldats et des milliards 
d'hommes qui [ ... ] savent desormais qu'il y a entre eux tous une effrayante 
ressemblance.10 

The authorial interpolations in Clarte have to be seen in the light of these altered 

perceptions. It is not a question of a lack of artistry or creative imagination on the part 

of the author; but of a conscious choice, a case of Barbusse the secular prophet acting 

out his role. As Vanderem most admirably put it: 'L'avenir seul nous apprendra si 

1 'apotre a tue chez M. Barbusse 1' artiste ou si 1' artiste a trouve dans 1 'apotre un 

stimulant et un appui. ' 11 

Barbusse' s intentions were not lost on contemporary readers. Some responded 

negatively: 'M. Barbusse refait son petit sermon sur la Montagne. '
12 

For the most part, 

however, they responded positively. Another critic, Genold, nom de plume of Paul 

Desanges, could not have been more enthusiastic: 'II faut plaindre les malheureux qui 

ne verront dans ces pages ardentes que la predication d'un homme de parti. [ ... ] M. 

Henri Barbusse n' est pas seulement le plus puissant des romanciers contemporains: 

c'est un prophete!' 13 A similar note was struck by a fellow former combatant in a letter 

to the author: 'Vous avez eu plus que la gloire puisque vous avez eu toute la verite, 

l'Homme de demain tout entier, que seul, a travers les tenebres mena~antes et terribles 
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d'un siecle de nuit, vous aurez precede d'une clarte divine, splendide et prophetique. ' 14 

Another correspondent wrote to ask Barbusse what was to be done, a question put 'a 

vous qui hurlez la verite de toutes vos forces d'homme, a vous le premier citoyen de la 

Grande et Internationale Republique du Monde. Que faut-il faire? II ne suffit pas de 

precher maintenant. Semez l'idee [ ... ].'15 

As with Le Feu, then, Clarte can be said to be a pseudo-prophetic text. It is even 

more pseudo-apocalyptic than its immediate predecessor. Although the novel is not 

introduced by a prologue that frames the narrative as an extended vision, the text is 

replete with visions of the future, one of which is had before Paulin's transformation. In 

his brief, pre-war flirtation with the working class as represented by Petrolus, a manual 

labourer at the same printer's, Paulin investigates working-class conditions. Given 

cause to reflect on what he has seen, he informs the reader of his capacity as a visionary 

and of a vision of revolution that he has had. The remark in parenthesis strikes the 

reader as. a self-conscious piece of authorial artifice intended to reduce the 

improbability of the narrator's subsequent transformation: 'j'ai eu tout d'un coup, le 

temps d'un eclair, une vision tragique du peuple. (J'entrevois parfois des choses dans la 

vie, en certaines minutes.)' (pp. 67-68). What he sees, amongst the 'flammes foncees', 

'nuees vomies en montagnes spacieuses' and 'un ciel d'orage', is humanity unleashed: 

'L 'etendue immense d'hommes s' ebranle, erie, et roule dans le meme sens le long du 

faubourg. Un inepuisable echo de clameurs nous entoure; c'est comme un enfer en 

activite encercle dans un horizon de bronze' (p. 68). He is afraid at the prospect of the 

masses seizing power. He will later be enthralled at the same prospect. 

The visions the narrator has both at the Front as an infantryman and thereafter 

are of further death and destruction in war, but on even more massive a scale in the 

future, when the mass production of weapons - aeroplanes in particular
16 

- and the 
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application of science and technology will usher in an age of total war. He is taken on 

high in an imaginary aeroplane: 

J 'ai vu les incendies, et les explosions de mines, avec les crinieres de fumee 
qui s'echevellent et se delayent en un long zigzag noir, aussi grandes que si 
c'etait la chevelure du dieu de laguerre! J'ai vu les cercles concentriques ou 
se renouvelle encore la multitude pointillee. [ ... ] J'ai vu, une nuit 
effroyable, l'ennemi inonder tout cela d'un torrent inepuisable de liquides 
enflammees. J'ai eu Ia vision de cette vallee rocheuse et noire remplie 
jusqu'aux bords par Ia coulee de lave qui eblouit et apporte une horrible 
aurore terrestre eclairant toute la nuit, et faisant partir les etoiles des coups. 
[ ... ] Cela sera vu par des gens qui vivent aujourd'hui et, pourtant, cette 
vision de l'avenir si proche n'est qu'un pauvre grossissement de la tete. (pp. 
209-11; my italicsY7 

By the time of the 'fete du Souvenir', the realization has dawned on Paulin that the 

cause of the war is socio-economic and that unless capitalist society is reformed, war is 

inevitable and those who suffer the most in the unequal distributions of the peacetime 

economy will suffer the most in times of war. He observes a number of war widows, 

specks of black in the multitude. Having envisaged the same sort of gathering at the 

same sort of 'celebration' the world over, he comments: 'Ma vision etait vraie de fond 

en comble. [ ... ] Voila ce qui est; alors voici ce qui sera: }'exploitation jusqu'au dernier 

souffle, jusqu'a l'usure totale et Ia mort parfaite' (p. 258). If he is able to announce 

'l'avenement de la republique universelle' and predict the revolution that must precede 

it, it is because, as the French indicates, he has 'seen' the future. 

Although the focus in the above block quotation is intended to be on the 

visionary within the apocalyptic context, it is impossible to ignore the eschatological 

elements, given the abundant use of natural phenomena and the somewhat overblown 

evocation of the end of time. Indeed, the eschatological elements in Clarte are 

conspicuous to the point of becoming ponderous. King, impressed with the 

effectiveness of eschatological imagery in Le Feu, is disappointed with its successor: 

'Barbusse allows this apocalyptic tone to get quite out of hand, merging it with a 

grandiose imagery and a religiosity which are no longer controlled by a firm 
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documentary purpose. '
18 

Few would argue to the contrary, although one might add that 

the concept of the apocalyptic is by its very nature religious, and that Barbusse makes 

use of it here, as in Le Feu, to subvert Judaeo-Christian notions of divinity and all that 

this implies. As will be seen, he uses other religious concepts, figures and symbols to 

the same end, in his quest for a new, secular faith. 

To return to the apocalyptic, eschatological passages abound and, collectively, 

they bear all of the characteristics analysed in the previous chapter (see pp. 120-23).19 

The important point to make in assessing Barbusse's intensified use of eschatological 

imagery is that in this novel, unlike in its predecessor, the author shows his hand, 

enabling the reader quite readily to make sense of his intentions. Shortly before the 

explosion of the shell that has him slipping in and out of consciousness in the pivotal 

chapter, 'De profundis clamavi', Paulin reflects on the situation in which the 'poilus' 

find themselves: 'Nous sommes venus ici parce qu'on nous a dit d'y venir. Nous avons 

fait ce qu'on nous a dit de faire. Je pense ala simplicite de notre reponse au Jugement 

dernier' (p. 186; my italics). While it is not at all clear from the immediate context or 

the earlier part of the war-narrative precisely what is meant here, it is clear that 

Barbusse wants the reader to read his interpretation of the war against the Final 

Judgement as related in Daniel and Revelation. 

In his delirium in 'De profundis clamavi', Paulin anticipates a recommencement 

and continual reproduction of war (p. 206). He sees a multiplication of every aspect of 

it, to such an extent that war becomes humankind's very raison d 'etre: 

11 n'y aura plus sur la terre que la preparation a la guerre. [ ... ] Les autres 
depenses se tariront avant celles de la destruction, et aussi les autres 
aspirations, et toutes les raisons de vivre. Tel sera le sens du dernier age de 
/'humanite. (p. 207; my italics Yo 

The narrator's subsequent likening of 'canons illimites' to 'des clairons d'apocalypse' 

-the only use of the word in both Le Feu and Clarte- is in keeping with the author's 
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general representation of the war in both novels. The reader is given to understand that 

the cause of this war and of war in general is not an abstract theological notion such as 

sin or a refusal to acknowledge God as the creator of heaven and earth. It is, rather, the 

failings of men amongst men, the ultimate failing being the grossly unjust socio-

economic system they have produced. In Lueur, which Barbusse published shortly after 

Clarte, he states his case quite clearly: 

II y a eu des gens pour dire que la guerre est un chatiment d' en haut, merite 
par les peches des hommes. Ils n'ont qu'a moitie tort, mes camarades. La 
guerre est un chatiment. C'est le chatiment enorme merite par la multitude, 
qui est la force meme, et qui accepte de se detruire avec ses propres mains. 
[ ... ] Quand les soldats sombres defilaient le long des trous sans fin, ployes 
sous leur fardeau et sous le fardeau plus grand du ciel tombant comme une 
mer[ ... ] ils portaient sur leur dos le poids de toute l'iniquite du monde.21 

The phrase 'toute 1 'iniquite du monde', taken in conjunction with the previous 

analysis of the eschatology of Clarte and the content of some of Paulin's visions, leads 

to another important characteristic of apocalyptic literature, namely the dualistic 

universe. In the previous chapter, consideration was given to Barbusse's tendency in Le 

Feu to divide society, for all its many and varied sub-groupings, into two basic, 

mutually exclusive, and mutually hostile camps - masters and slaves, winners and 

losers in the capitalist system. He does the same in Clarte but the dichotomy becomes 

increasingly politicized as Paulin's - and his own - political education progresses. 

The dualistic universe is something that the narrator is already aware of at the 

outset of the novel: 'Viviers se divise en deux parties, comme beaucoup de villes sans 

doute; la ville riche, la Grande Rue, oil sont le Grand Cafe, les hotels de luxe, les 

maisons sculptees, 1 'eglise, puis le chateau sur sa colline' (p. 7). It is in the other part, 

'le quarrier bas', that Simon Paulin lives. Although he perceives a certain ambiguity in 

his status ('je suis deja trop pour me meier aux uns, trop peu pour frequenter les autres', 

p. 32), temperamentally, he quite clearly belongs to the other, 'better' half: 'je suis plus 

qu'un ouvrier' (p. 5). He is perfectly content to leave the status quo unchallenged. He is 
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drafted into the army with patriotic pride when war is declared; his petit-bourgeois 

background predisposes him to accept the facile, nationalistic divisions that adjutant 

Marcassin (formerly known as Petrolus) makes between German and Frenchman. 

His 'De profundis' experience, however, radically alters not just his view of 

the war but the whole way in which he views life. He tries to arrive at an explanation 

for war, a microcosm of the peacetime socio-economic macrocosm, and makes a major 

discovery: 'ils ne se battent pas parce qu'ils sont face a face. [ ... ] Obscurement, ils se 

tuent parce qu'ils sont pareils' (p. 195). Paulin goes beyond the superficial divisions of 

nationality and discovers an altogether more profound dualism, one which produces 

wars that are fought by the multitudes and caused by the privileged few. Of the victims 

in war, he states: 'Ce sont d'autres qui manient leurs mains, et les poussent, et les tirent; 

d'autres qui en tiennent tous les fils, dans la distance, au centre des cycles infernaux, 

dans les capitales, dans les palais' (p. 196). He thus goes on to distinguish between 

'peuples' and 'maitres', 'les grands et les petits': 'il n'y a qu'une seule peuplade de 

parasites et de meneurs, qui est vainqueur, et qu'un seul peuple, qui est vaincu' (p. 

212). 

This analysis is taken a step further in the eponymous chapter, in which the 

myriad political parties and points of view are reduced to but two: 

II n'y a pas tousles parris qu'il semble y avoir [ ... ] il n'y en a que deux: les 
revolutionnaires et les conservateurs; tout acte politique aboutit fatalement 
so it a I 'un soit a 1 'autre, et tous les dirigeants ont toujours tendance a agir 
dans le sens de la reaction. (p. 287)

22 

Although 'revolutionnaires' and 'conservateurs' are words that belong to the political 

sphere, this type of language at a general level is, in its binary oppositions, the language 

of apocalyptic literature, in which the wicked are punished and the righteous exalted. 

Barbusse had already made use of the concept in Le Feu; in Clarte, he gives it a clearly 

political dimension. Furthermore, he resituates the Church in the conservative camp in 
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far more emphatic a manner. In Le Feu, his positioning of the Church is achieved, 

often, by subtle juxtapositions and the use of language that is metaphorical, symbolic or 

synecdochic. In Clarte, the alignment between the Church and the other forces of the 

Right is clearly stated. Paulin may or may not be alive at the outset to the implications 

of the location of his parish church in the local topography. By the end of the narrative, 

he is in no doubt as to where it should be placed in black-white ideological terms: 

En partant de la notion de 1' egalite, on arrive a 1 'internationale populaire. Si 
on n'y arrive pas, c'est qu'on n'a pas pris le raisonnement droit. Ceux qui 
partent du point de vue oppose: Dieu, le droit divin des papes, des rois et 
des nobles, 1' autorite de la tradition, aboutissent, par des voies fabuleuses, 
mais sans faute de logique, a des conclusions opposees. On ne doit pas 
cesser de croire qu'il n'y a que deux doctrines en presence. (p. 291) 

The Church is placed not only amongst the forces of the Right but at their very head. 

In addition to the prophetic and the apocalyptic, a third theme which in Clarte is 

given further attention, and a political dimension lacking in Le Feu is that of Jesus. In 

the text of the latter, direct references are surprisingly few and far between given 

Jesus's prominence in the earlier novels.23 Nowhere does the narrator or anybody else 

comment upon him in the way that Barbusse did in his 'Camet de guerre': 'Jesus-Christ 

est un pauvre bonhomme a l'ame pure; il ne meritait pas tout le mal qu'ont fait ses 

idees.'24 There are various indirect references (Le Feu, pp. 190, 370). The infantryman's 

'sac' is described in terms that evoke the Cross (Le Feu, pp. 233, 287). The terrain that 

Joseph Mesnil has to traverse in order to reach the first-aid post represents 'la derniere 

etape de son calvaire' (Le Feu, p. 246). When Volpatte discovers the body of Bertrand, 

he finds the 'bras etendus en croix' (Le Feu, p. 340); later, in the first-aid post, the 

narrator uses the adjectives 'crucifies' to describe the attitude of two wounded soldiers 

lying on the ground (Le Feu, p. 363). 

For much of the war-narrative in Clarte, the reader has the impression that 

Barbusse is content, once again, merely to suggest parallels with Jesus. Again, the 
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burden that the infantryman is required to carry is likened to the Cross. Before he sees 

action at the Front, Paulin remarks on the unbearable weight of the 'sac': 'Cette douleur 

devint vite aigue, impossible a supporter. J'etais suffoque, poigne, aveugle d'un masque 

de sueur' (p. 114). He is overwhelmed by the feeling that he will not be able to 

complete the march but complete it he does. A little later, on a fatigue, he is ordered to 

carry a thirty-kilo load of barbed wire as tall as a man: 'Quand on Ia porte, cette roue 

souple s' etire comme une bete; et elle danse au moindre mouvement, petrit la chair de 

l'epaule et bat les pieds' (p. 167). He has to carry it, this 'fardeau rebelle et achame', up 

an embankment to a 'sommet qui recule.' Such is the effort required to haul to this 

Golgotha-esque summit a burden redolent both of Jesus's cross and his crown of thorns 

that the narrator longs for the bullet that will put him out of his misery. 

There are other, more obvious allusions that trigger associations with the death 

of Jesus. Under fire for the first time, in 'Oil vas-tu?', the narrator describes the various 

attitudes adopted by himself and his fellow 'poilus': 'Nous nous sommes vus: redresses, 

assis ou crucifies dans cette seconde de plein jour qui est venu dans le fond de la terre 

ressusciter votre ombre' (p. 172). Lying injured in no man's land after a counter-attack 

by the French, Paulin looks around the battlefield at the legions of dead and dying and 

states simply: 'Tout est consomme, tout a abouti Ia' (p. 186), recalling the final words 

that Jesus utters on the Cross in John's version of events.
25 

However, in Clarte, unlike in Le Feu, there is direct reference to Jesus and 

Barbusse is at pains to dissociate his words and deeds from the practices of the Church 

he is held to have founded. Barbusse goes so far as to have his narrator point out that 

Jesus has been misrepresented to such a degree by those purporting to venerate him that 

he has been crucified time and again throughout the ages: 'Voila longtemps que les 

vendeurs cupides et passionnes 1 'ont chasse du temple a leur tour, et mis les pretres a sa 
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place. II est crucifie dans chaque crucifix' (pp. 215-16). The point is reiterated later, 

somewhat less laconically, in the 'Clarte' sermon: 

On aurait pu rever une Eglise sage et regulatrice, puisque Jesus-Christ aura 
raison dans sa le9on humaine tant qu'il y aura des ames. Mais ceux qui ont 
pris en main sa morale et fabrique leur religion ont empoisonne Ia verite, et, 
de plus, ils ont montre pendant deux mille ans qu'ils pla9aient leurs interets 
de caste avant ceux de Ia loi sacree du bien. (p. 293) 

The narrator goes on to describe the sign of the cross, whenever it is made, as 'un 

soufflet a Jesus-Christ. D'amour du sol natal on a fait nationaliste, comme de Jesus on a 

fait jesuite' (p. 293). 

It will be remembered that similar observations are to be found in Les 

Suppliants; but in Jesus's politicization in Clarte, this novel differs from the novels of 

the first phase of Barbusse's career. When Jesus appears to Paulin in the final stages of 

the latter's delirium in 'De profundis clamavi', the role that religion has played in this 

and previous wars is underscored: 'et tout pres de lui', according to the narrator, 'sur 

une fa9ade de toile, je revois la croix sanglante' (p. 215). This observation is 

reminiscent of one made earlier in the war-narrative when, in describing the landscape 

produced by the war, Paulin notices a stretcher laden with corpses, and 'une tente de 

toile grise qui claque comme un drapeau, et sur cette muraille palpitante, I' aube eclaire 

une croix de sang' (p. 165). In 'De profundis clamavi', Jesus contemplates 'Ia tache 

immense faite par le christianisme sur le monde, tache chaotique et noire' (p. 215). In 

addition to various forms of weaponry and the human catastrophes war causes, Jesus's 

self-appointed supporters, the conservative triumvirate of the clergy, the monarchs and 

the politicians, are beheld: 

Et tout pres de lui je revois Ia croix sanglante [ ... ] et }'alliance 
ceremonieuse, par-dessus les pauvres, de ceux qui ont des tiares avec ceux 
qui ont des couronnes, et a I' oreille des rois, le geste des eminences grises 
ou des moines cauteleux de la couleur de l'ombre. (p. 215) 
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Although Jesus makes only two comments, they are profound in their political 

implications: 'Je ne meritais pas le mal qu'ils ont fait avec moi', a remark that is very 

close to the observation Barbusse made in his 'Camet de guerre' in late 1915; and 'Ne 

reconstruisez pas les eglises. Elles ne sont pas ce que vous croyiez qu' elles etaient. Ne 

reconstruisez pas les eglises' (p. 216). The Church built in the name of Christ is thus 

dissociated from its 'founder' by the 'inventeur spolie' (p. 215) himself.26 In political 

terms, in this scheme of things, the Christian Church has shown itself to be a 

reactionary force throughout the vast majority of its two-thousand-year history and so 

Jesus, as seen by Paulin/Barbusse, is keen to distance himself from it. 

While it does not necessarily follow from the above quotations that Jesus is thus 

to be aligned with the revolutionaries, this can be inferred. Jesus's appearance and the 

disclaimers he makes to a severely wounded soldier who is about to embark on a 

revolutionary career after a lifetime of conservative affiliations is in itself telling 

enough. Furthermore, it is quite clear from what Barbusse said elsewhere that to some 

extent he thought of the First World War experience of the average combatant in 

Christian terms. In Lueur, he talks of soldiers labouring under their burden towards 

their graves, 'comme les Reprouves de 1 'Ecriture, comme la Bete Emissaire, 

}'incarnation biblique et effrayant de }'innocence' (Lueur, pp. 145-46). By the end of 

his period of active service, during which time he wrote Le Feu and began work on 

Clarte, he had come to the conclusion that the war could be made sense of only if it 

were understood in terms of the need for drastic social reforms brought about by 

political means. As the sermon in 'Clarte' makes explicit, the ultimate aim was to create 

'la republique universelle'. The deaths of the millions of soldiers in the war are seen as 

sacrificial deaths to that great end, likewise the death of Jesus. The use of the word 

'calvaire' in Simon Paulin's anticipation of the struggle between Right and Left in the 

creation of the universal republic- 'le long calvaire des peuples opprimes, la loi des 
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forts changeant en renaissantes et inutiles hecatombes 1 'humble rete de I a vie, la 

chronologie de cet ecrasement d'existences et d'idees ou des novateurs ont ete toujours 

supplicies' (p. 272) -is far from arbitrary. The role in which Barbusse was to cast 

Jesus in 1927 was not suddenly arrived at. In Clarte, Jesus already has a place on the 

left of the political spectrum, thereafter moving further to the left in step with Barbusse. 

In the above analysis, an intensification and politicization of the themes of the 

prophetic, the apocalyptic and Jesus have all been considered. What this examination 

illustrates is that while Barbusse continued to work within the religious framework of 

Le Feu, a political framework of growing proportions was superimposed upon it. The 

'vague invocations of futurity' that Cruickshank has written of in reference to the ideals 

advocated by Barbusse in Le Feu21 had not hardened into the political certainties 

provided by the doctrine of party politics. Nevertheless, it is clear from the political 

credo that emerges as a result of the author's usurpation of his narrator towards the end 

of the post-war narrative of Clarte that Barbusse was writing from the perspective of an 

increasingly radicalized republicanism, in which there was no place for traditional 

forms of religion. That Barbusse expressed this view in his first two novels is beyond 

dispute. This is true also of Le Feu but because of the form that the narrative takes and 

its seemingly unstructured presentation- quite apart from the fact that the focus lies 

elsewhere- the political dimension to Barbusse' s earlier wartime critique of religion is 

less forceful. 

The formal and structural differences presented in Clarte, which make for a 

more conventional novel of apprenticeship that is also a roman a these,
28 

allow this 

political dimension to emerge organically. The switch from microcosm to a macrocosm 

which contains a microcosm in the war-narrative section of the novel; the tripartite 

structure presenting events before, during, and after the war; and the use of a narrator 
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who is gtven a social setting m which to develop, a profession, antecedents, 

relationships and political affinities all provide the author with a breadth of scope not 

available to him in Le Feu. 

In Paulin's 'itineraire politique', Barbusse is thus able to examme m 

considerable detail the status and function of the Church at an institutional level in 

France, and elsewhere, by extension. In his previous literature, he had been content to 

look at individual representatives, namely the abbe Ursleur in Les Suppliants, the 

Roman Catholic priest in L 'Enfer, and the 'sergent-infirmier' in Le Feu. As has already 

been pointed out, these characters receive increasingly less coverage from one novel to 

the next. In Clarte, the named cleric, the abbe Piot, is hardly developed at all, in what 

appears to be an inverse proportion to the treatment of the Church as an institution. It 

should be noted that the individual cleric in Clarte is dealt with sympathetically, as is 

the case with all three clerics in Barbusse' s earlier novels. Brisbille' s attack on Piot 

after the Mass celebrated at the 'fete du Souvenir', which clearly mirrors the earlier, 

pre-war incident (p. 94) and is designed to demonstrate the progress Paulin has made in 

his political education, elicits a description of the priest: 'ce saint vieillard qui est le 

devouement en personne, et ne ferait pas de mal a une mouche, n'est qu'un humble 

serviteur du mensonge, il apporte son petit chainon ala chaine, et il sourit du cote des 

bourreaux' (p. 262).29 In Clarte, then, the Church is largely dehumanized, and portrayed 

in a much broader context. The novel can thus be read not just as Barbusse's second 

war novel30 but as a critique of the Church in general; and as a case study of the impact 

of the Church and religion in the life of yet another Barbussian alter ego, in particular. 

The regulation of life by the Church, the atemporality of the institution, the 

sense of in saecula saeculorum continuity it provides are suggested in a number of 

subtle ways in the narrative. Synecdochic reference to the tower of Vivier's parish 

church both before and after the war indicate that although life has been turned on its 
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head for one such as Simon Paulin, nothing has changed for the institution or for the 

keepers and committed followers of the faith. The narrator looks out of his bedroom 

window in the opening chapter and sees the church tower: 'Je discerne, plus loin, Ie 

clocher qui est dans le creux' (pp. 19-20). In the penultimate chapter, 'Clarte', he looks 

out of the same window and beholds the same sight: 'Comme dans les nuits d' autrefois, 

je regarde le sombre tableau, d'abord invisible, prendre forme: le clocher qui est dans le 

creux' (p. 283). 

The rhythm of life is both established and marked by the Church in more senses 

than one. Although the Church itself exists outside time, the Church it is that marks the 

passage of time: 'Les cloches se mettent a Sonner [ ... ] l'eglise, en meme temps qu'elle 

chante, se met a parler' (p. 92). In the second chapter, 'Nous', the narrator describes 

what can be taken to be a typical Sunday. From all sections of the community (Brisbille 

excepted), the inhabitants of Vi viers gather together to celebrate Mass and are made to 

feel equal members of the same family, God's children one and all: 'Du fond de son 

buisson de lumieres, le bon cure nous murmure le grand langage infini, nous benit, nous 

etreint chacun et tous ensemble, paternel et maternel' (p. 31 ). The religious calendar is 

observed. The narrative relates the celebration of Mass on All Saints Day and, in 

addition to the customary Sunday service in 'Les yeux', 'une messe de saint Hubert' is 

held at the castle,31 the residence of the baroness Grille and her son-in-law, the marquis 

de Monthyon, who at public services occupy the 'bane seigneurial, en avant de tous' (p. 

31). 

The alliance between the nobility and the Church has already been intimated in 

Paulin's brief sketching of the local topography: the 'ville riche' is comprised of, inter 

alia, 'I' eglise, puis le chateau sur la colline' (p. 7). From his window the narrator sees 

the two, once again, juxtaposed: 'Je discerne, plus loin, la croix du clocher qui est dans 

le creux, et tres haut, largement illumine sur Ia colline, le chateau riche couronne de 
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pierreries' (pp. 19-20). Later, it is spelt out in no uncertain terms. Observing the 

hunters' mass, the narrator takes in the spectacle with rising anger: 

Ces ministres du culte officiant en grande pompe, chamarres, cote a cote 
avec ces riches accoutres militairement en chasseur, les femmes comme les 
hommes, sur le perron d'un chateau, en face d'une foule contenue a l'ecart 
par des cordes [ ... ]. 
Les pretres, les puissants, tous toujours attaches ensemble. [ ... ] Ils edictent 
1' autorite; ils dissimulent la lumiere. Ce sont des hommes qui defendent 
leurs interets d'hommes, des maitres qui defendent leur regne. (p. 232) 

The word 'lumiere' here recalls those instances in Le Feu in which it is used 

metaphorically to mean a quest for a purpose, direction, or orientation (e.g. Le Feu, pp. 

243, 435). The link with the title of this novel, Clarte, is obvious; the implication is that 

it is the task, or even duty of the narrator/author to reveal the light of the truth, which 

the clergy, above all, strives to keep hidden. 

From the above point in the narrative onwards, the Church is consciously seen 

by Paulin as an upholder of the status quo, culminating in its inclusion in the 

conservative concatenation outlined in 'Le culte': 

Moi, je me souviens qu'il a ete dit que la logique a des chaines terribles et 
que tout se tient: le trone, 1 'autel, le glaive et le drapeau. Et j 'ai lu, dans les 
dechainements et les enchainements de la guerre, que ce sont la les 
instruments du culte des sacrifices humains. (p. 269f~ 

This observation is slightly misleading, however, for the Church is shown to be more 

than a mere link in the conservative chain; it is primus inter pares, the arch-

conservative force. For Barbusse and his narrator, this is beyond dispute. The point is 

made by means of a religious syntagma, 'Ce qui fut sera' ,
33 

which, as a subversive 

leitmotif, is to Clarte what the 'De profundis' syntagma is to L 'Enfer. The underlying 

concept is one of inertia. 

Crillon, the petit-bourgeois municipal councillor, is the voice of socio-political 

conservatism in the novel. 'Et y a, comme partout', he intones to Paulin, his successor 

designate prior to the war, 'les deux especes de gens qu'y a: les malcontents, et les 
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comme il faut, parce que mon p'tit, c'qui a toujours ete sera toujours' (p. 37). To 

Fontan' s distasteful rejoinder to a woman whose child is trembling with illness because 

he has not eaten enough- 'Eh bien! moi, je suis malade comme lui [ ... ] parce que je 

mange trop' - Crillon remarks, with equal absence of compassion: 'II a raison, 

c'monsieur elegant [ ... ]. Ca a toujours ete comme ~a, et ce sera toujours comme ~a!' (p. 

248) At the Front, the narrator recalls Crillon's having made precisely the same 

observation about war (pp. 201/96). Following his discharge from the hospital, the 

narrator attends the annual 'fete du Souvenir' which, to have attended once, is to have 

attended a thousand times, 'presque dans les memes rites et les memes formes, au cours 

de mon enfance et de rna jeunesse. L 'annee derniere, il en fut ainsi, et les autres annees, 

et il y a un siecle, et il y a des siecles' (p. 251). Tradition is the theme of an officer of 

the 'Legion d'honneur' in a speech made after Mass on All Saints Day: 'II faut faire ce 

qu'ils ont fait, et croire ce qu'ils ont cru', he says of ancestors, 'sinon on tombe dans 

l'erreur et dans l'utopie' (p. 91). Those in power, observes Paulin, 'les rois, les 

majestes, les hommes surhumains', find themselves still in power for no good reason: 

'leur pouvoir est surnaturel. II est parce qu'il fut. Son explication, sa formule, c'est: 11 

le faut' (p. 200). On the 'colline des Chataigniers', Paulin, reflecting on an education 

that has filled him and others with 'siecles d'ombre, d'humiliation et de captivite', 

points out that in an unstable world: 

ou la faiblesse de quelques-uns opprime la force de tous, depuis que la 
religion de Dieu des armees et de la resignation n'est plus suffisante a elle 
seule pour consacrer l'inegalite, regne la Tradition, dogme de }'adoration 
aveugle de ce qui fut et de qui est, Dieu sans tete. (pp. 271-72) 

Thus Barbusse uses a religious syntagma to make a political point; and to illustrate both 

the all-pervasiveness of religion in contemporary society and the proportions of the 

immovable object that the Church represents to the irresistible revolutionary force 

unleashed by the Great War.
34 
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With regard to its role in that war, Barbusse once again criticizes the Church for 

the misappropriation of God by the national churches to endorse the war effort of the 

various countries involved. The risible notion of a partisan God is expressed far more 

laconically in Clarte than it is in the earlier novel (p. 204); it is also tied more 

specifically to a perceived dichotomy between the teachings of Jesus the historical 

figure and the Christ of Christian doctrine. When Jesus appears to Paulin by the side of 

an imagined lake in 'De profundis clamavi' and contemplates the stain that Christianity 

has left on humankind, he sees, in the middle of it: 

des hymnes, des holocaustes, des files de cagoule et de persecutions pleines 
de haches, de hallebardes et de ba1onnettes, et le choc, dans de longs nuages 
et des traines d' armees, de deux croix qui n' ont pas tout a fait la meme 
forme. (p. 215) 

These two crosses, differing slightly but only in shape and size, are objectifications of 

the ' "Gott mit uns"-"Dieu est avec nous" ' antinomy of the present conflict. They 

represent at the same time, however, the perennial misappropriation of God by enemies 

in bilateral conflicts throughout the ages. 

One of the many possible interpretations of the first of the two statements made 

by Jesus ('Je ne meritais pas toutle mal qu'ils ont fait avec moi') is that he, like God, 

has been heinously wronged in the misuse of his name to sanctify the barbarity of war. 

Such an interpretation is supported by the narrator's ruminations on the hunters' mass at 

the castle. It is not the only hunt in the narrative but like the first, which occurs 

immediately before the outbreak of the war ('On egorgea les betes [ ... ] au milieu d'un 

silence parfait et religieux, un silence de messe', p. 86), it is a metaphor for the 

slaughter of men, endorsed by the Church, in the name of a higher, Supreme authority. 

Paulin watches the blessing of the pack and the hunting knives and guns, and comments 

that 'ce spectacle marque d'une fac;on plus eclatante que n'importe quelle parole la 
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distance qui separe l'eglise actuelle de l'enseignement du Christ, et tout ce qui, sur ces 

pures et frustes origines, s'est accumule de pourriture doree' (p. 232). 

It is not just in its distortion of the teachings of its putative founder that 

Barbusse took the Church to task. The logical conclusion of the position that he adopted 

with regard to the Church and the war is that the former ought to have vehemently 

denounced the latter and abstained from the conflict entirely. In not only lending its 

considerable moral authority and support to the 'Union sacree', but also contributing 

manpower to the cause, it committed two grave sins of commission. 35 It earned 

Barbusse' s further repro val for the perceived subsequent failure of the clergy in paying 

only lip service to its resolve to share the infantryman's burden. If it was bad enough 

that the Church should have blessed, then fought in a war of which Jesus and, by 

extension, God, would have thoroughly disapproved, it was even worse that the massed 

ranks of the 'embusques' should have been populated largely by the clergy. 

Analysis of Le Feu has already pointed up Barbusse's controversial contention 

that the clergy dodged en masse the real war of the infantryman; and that he repeated 

his claims in June 1918, following the conference on Le Feu in Chicago (seep. 135). 

He made no compromises in the fictional environment of his next novel, either. Shortly 

before Paulin leaves Vi viers for the war, he is told of the young vicar's enlistment: 'Tu 

sais, le vicaire est parti simple soldat, ni plus ni moins, comme tous les pretres' (p. 

101). On his return from the war, Paulin refutes this belief when he encounters said 

vicar, 'qui a dit et fait dire qu'il allait partager les souffrances des soldats comme tous 

les pretres' (p. 224). And with that Paulin ignores the man he had saved from Brisbille 

before the war. He goes from the particular to the general a little later in the narrative, 

making precisely the same point that Barbusse had made in his rebuff of Eckenfelder, 

and in much the same terms: 

Les pretres pullulent dans les hopitaux;. on lit leur ori~ne sur l,e~ ~gur~s des 
infirmiers, des vaguemestres, des cychstes, des portters. Je n at Jamrus vu, 
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moi, de pretre en premiere ligne dans l'uniforme de simple soldat 
combattant, l'uniforme de ceux qui font les corvees et combattent aussi 
contre toute la misere. (p. 246) 

As stated in the previous chapter, the putative 'embusquage' of the French 

clergy is of fundamental importance to an understanding of Barbusse's attitude towards 

religion in relation to the First World War, and within the socio-political context, 

generally. He may or may not have faithfully recorded or transposed his own 

experience in making contentions of the above sort. The essential point is that the 

anticlerical attitudes of the soldiers in Le Feu and of the transformed Paulin in Clarte 

appear to derive from little more than a belief that the priests have badly let the side 

down. Not all commentators have been convinced by Barbusse' s reasoning: 

Pourquoi Paulin developpe-t-il si longuement ses idees antireligieuses, son 
atheisme et son anticlericalisme? Le seul argument explicite est qu'il n'y 
avait pas beaucoup de pretres en premieres lignes! On comprendrait mieux 
que la monstruosite de laguerre l'amenat a refuser l'idee d'une providence 
et par la celle de Dieu.36 

It is true that the narrator's volte-face constitutes far too neat a reversal of his stance 

before the war and that it is not satisfactorily accounted for either psychologically or 

ideologically within the text. Prior to his experience of the war, Paulin believes in God 

in an undemonstrative, unquestioning fashion fully in tune with his general propensity 

to subscribe to the 'idee reyue' ('je me laisse emporter', p. 5). There is no carefully 

formulated reasoning to justify a belief in God and minimal use of the word itself (pp. 

78, 145). In his readiness to believe in the fantastical because of a lack of intellectual 

curiosity or a desire to avoid the unpalatable ramifications of God-denial, Paulin is like 

many another. He attends Mass in Chapter two; his aunt's funeral and his wedding are 

both held in church (Chapters three and four, respectively). One has the impression, 

then, as Rieuneau has objected, that a believer such as Paulin would simply choose no 

longer to believe as a result of the war; and his sudden hostility towards all things 
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religious (Piot excepted, to some degree) strikes the reader as excessive and 

unsatisfactorily precipitate. 

At the same time, to share Rieuneau's view completely, seemg clerical 

scrimshanking as the only - and improbable - catalyst for Paulin's conversion, is to 

miss the obvious parallels between the narrator and the most famous convert in the 

history of Christianity, an association that is clearly implicit in the narrator's name. As 

with Saul of Tarsus on the road to Damascus, so with Paulin on the 'chemin des 

Dames'. 
37 

Saul is blinded by a light which he takes to be the risen Christ and hears the 

voice of God. Once his sight has been restored, a few days later, he embarks on an 

apostolic mission which, as Barbusse was to insist time and again years later, was far 

more responsible than anything Jesus ever said or did for the spread of Christianity to 

all four comers of the globe.38 Saul's conversion from zealous persecutor of 'The Way', 

as the inchoate Christian Church was originally known, to equally zealous propagator of 

Christianity could not have been starker. It is to this that Paulin's conversion from tepid 

Christian and petit-bourgeois conservative to emphatic anti-Christian propagandist and 

socialist republican revolutionary must be compared. Any attempt to explain it by 

applying the laws of literary probability is doomed to failure; and, arguably, so 

intended. 

That said, in addition to the onomastics, the parallel between the narrator and 

Paul the convert is furthered by references to blinding light. Already prostrate and lying 

injured in no man's land in 'De profundis clamavi', Paulin is stunned by a shell 

exploding in his immediate vicinity: 'Un coup de lumiere me remplit les yeux; toute la 

lumiere. Je suis soul eve, je suis brandi par une lame inconnue au milieu d'une sphere de 

clarte extraordinaire' (p. 189). Before or after he slides into unconsciousness, he sees 

more, brilliant flashes of light: 'Je tom be, je roule comme un oiseau casse, dans les 

eblouissements de lumiere, dans les gorges d'ombre' (p. 191). He is not blinded by the 
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light as such but it could be argued that he has been metaphorically blind for the whole 

of his life prior to his 'De profundis' experience, a view supported by remarks made in 

the following chapter, 'Matin'. Convalescing in hospital, the narrator repeatedly refers 

to a new-found ability to see in the sense of perceive: 'J'ai dormi. Je vois plus clair que 

la veille. Je n'ai plus ce voile qui est devant moi' (p. 220).39 

Jesus: 

Most important of all, of course, in the Paul-Paulin parallel is the appearance of 

J'ai vu Jesus-Christ au bord dulac. II est venu comme un homme ordinaire 
sur le sentier. Autour de la tete il n'a pas de nimbe. II n'est revele que par sa 
paleur et sa douceur. Des plans de lumiere se rapprochent, se superposent, 
se fondent, a 1' entour de lui. II brille comme dans le ciel, comme sur 1' eau. 
(p. 215) 

Crucially, this Jesus has no halo. However extraordinary an individual, he is portrayed 

as but a mere mortal who has been badly abused by those with a vested interest in his 

name. Furthermore, he disabuses those who have perverted his teaching - Paul in 

particular - and his message is not to reconstruct the churches, or rather the Church of 

institutionalized Christianity, whose moral authority has been irreparably damaged by 

its stance in the war: 'Ne reconstruisez pas les eglises. Elles ne sont pas ce que vous 

croyiez qu'elles etaient. Ne reconstruisez pas les eglises' (p. 216). Just to reinforce the 

subversive inversion that the reader is supposed to detect in the narrator's surname, 

Barbusse chose to give him the first name of Simon, recalling the name of Simon Peter, 

the 'rock' on whom Jesus's church is held to have been built. In the 'De profundis' 

episode, then, Simon Paulin undergoes a conversion and as a result, endorsed by Jesus, 

he begins a pseudo-apostolic mission to attract converts to a faith that will stand in 

opposition to the traditional religion of Christianity, which is to be left in the ruins of its 

self-destruction. 

Chapter eighteen, symbolically entitled 'Les yeux', represents the high-water 

mark in Clarte in terms of the hostility towards Christianity of both narrator and author. 
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With its Sunday service, it is clearly intended to mirror Chapter two. Paulin, the former 

believer, has become an ardent atheist. Thus, rather than attend Mass, he observes the 

crowds around the parish church from the heights of the 'colline des Chataigniers' (p. 

229). He notices scaffolding around the church, which evidently has been damaged in 

the war (p. 230). He becomes keenly aware of the absence of God: 'La terre, le ciel ... 

Je ne vois pas Dieu. Le regard qui parcourt l'espace revient abandonne. Et je ne l'ai 

jamais vu, et il est nulle part, nulle part' (p. 230). There follows a lengthy stream of 

consciousness containing reflections already articulated in Les Suppliants and L 'Enfer: 

Je comprends pourquoi on veut croire en Dieu, et par consequent pourquoi 
on y croit, puisque la croyance se commande. [ ... ] 
11 n'y a pas d'autre preuve de }'existence de Dieu que le besoin qu'on en a. 
Dieu n'est pas Dieu, c'est le nom de tout ce qui nous manque. C'est notre 
reve porte au ciel. Dieu, c'est une priere, ce n'est pas quelqu'un. (p. 231) 

There are also observations that recall the important religious dimension given to the 

war in Le Feu ('toutes les religions armees les unes contre les autres. L'absence de Dieu 

surmonte comme le ciel [ ... ] le charnier des soldats innocents', p. 230); but the overt 

anticlericalism that has grown steadily in proportion within the text of Barbusse's 

novels since Les Suppliants attains its fullest expression yet. 

The passage on the hunters' mass, already analysed within the Jesus context, is 

introduced as follows: 'Je ne vois pas Dieu, mais je vois l'eglise et je vois les pretres' 

(p. 232). Now that he has 'woken up' from religion (p. 232), no longer capable of 

believing in God and all that follows (p. 230), the narrator states his implacable 

opposition: 'mon regard est impitoyable et ne peut pas ne pas decouvrir partout le faux 

Dieu et les faux pretres' (p. 233). On their way back home, he and Marie pass the 

church and the post-Mass bystanders inspecting the damage it has sustained. The 

narrator hears the wise words of Jesus resonating inside him. A supplication, 'au nom 

de la lumiere, au nom de la pi tie', takes shape in his mind: 

Ne reconstruisez pas les eglises! Vous qui viendrez apres nous et qui, dans 
la nettete du deluge fini, serez peut-etre capables de voir plus distinctement 
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I' ordre des choses, ne reconstruisez pas les eglises! Elles ne contenaient pas 
ce qu'on croyait, et elles n'ont ete pendant des siecles que les prisons des 
sauveurs et le mensonge monumental. (p. 234) 

He goes on to urge those who insist on believing to keep their faith a private matter: 'si 

vous apportez des pierres ala tradition bornee et mechante, c'est la fin de tout' (p. 234), 

by which he means that society would be better off if the churches were left as rubble 

and the clergy divested of any pastoral role within the community. In the long sermon 

in 'Clarte', Paulin-Barbusse first advocates a lay education system in line with the well-

established position of the Left ('Plus une seule ecole oit l'on enseigne l'idolatrie, oit les 

volontes de demain grandissent sous la terreur d'un Dieu qui n'existe pas', p. 292), then 

a personalization of traditional religion, if religion there must be: 'Tu [le peuple 

universel] supprimeras partout la publicite des cultes, tu effaceras l'uniforme d'encre 

des pretres. Que chacun des croyants garde sa religion pour soi, et que les pretres restent 

entre les murs' (p. 293). 

The alignment between Church and the forces of political conservatism subtly 

indicated by the announcement made at the end of 'Les yeux' by the grieving Madame 

Marcassin (she has had a memorial mass celebrated for her right-wing, patriotic 

husband, '[ ... ] parce que <;a se fait[ ... ]', p. 235) is stated in the clearest possible terms in 

'Clarte'. For two thousand years, members of the clergy have consistently placed 'leurs 

interets de caste avant ceux de la loi sacree du bien': 

Aucun mot, aucun chiffre ne pourra jamais donner une idee du mal que 
l'Eglise a fait aux hommes. Quand elle n'a pas opprime elle-meme et 
maintenu les tenebres de force, elle a prete son autorite aux oppresseurs et 
sanctifie leurs pretextes, et, aujourd'hui encore, elle est partout etroitement 
unie avec ceux qui ne veulent pas du regne des pauvres. [ ... ] l'Eglise 
invoque la poesie des evangiles, mais elle est devenue un parti aristocratique 
semblable aux autres [ ... ]. (p. 293) 

There can be no doubt that these categorical statements reflect the author's own 

beliefs. It may be the case that he always held such extreme views about the Church, 

although this seems unlikely given the development in his anticlericalism traced 
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hitherto in this thesis. It would seem, rather, that Barbusse's views were radicalized by 

his experiences during the war. Whatever the explanation, nowhere in his previous 

fiction are such overtly hostile opinions stated so baldly or at such length. By the end of 

Clarte, the reader is left in no doubt that the author held the Church and religion to be 

perennial accomplices in the universal crime of war, the present war most particularly 

(pp. 269-70); and that he had come to see in the institution not just a conservative force 

but the conservative force par excellence. The second half of the novel provides a 

critique of organized religion not provided elsewhere hitherto and, unsystematic though 

it may be, it receives far more sustained an analysis than do any of the other barriers to 

reform in contemporary society, including the capitalist system itself. 

As in his previous works, then, Barbusse shows Christianity to be bankrupt as a 

viable form of faith and he propounds an alternative. The use of language one would 

normally expect to find in religious contexts, so conspicuous in Les Suppliants and 

L 'Enfer and largely absent from the narrative of Le Feu, reappears in Clarte, much of it 

applied to the relationship between the narrator and Marie. The two fall in love 

following the death of the aunt who has looked after the former since he was orphaned 

as a young boy. Marie helps him with the immediate practicalities and offers her 

emotional support thereafter. Their courtship is described in terms that are highly 

reminiscent of the 'mysticized' human relationships portrayed in L 'Enfer. 

In attempting to sound out Marie's feelings for him, the narrator asks her to 

meet him by the river shortly after his aunt's burial: 'Je 1' attends, avec cette priere' (p. 

49). There is something angelic about her appearance: 'Je discerne la blancheur de sa 

figure [ ... ] toute sa beaute comme de la lumiere enveloppee' (p. 49). Filled with her 

presence, his ears hum: 'un hymne remplit le monde' (p. 51). He is later overcome by 

'une emotion divine [ ... ]. Sombres et caches comme nous sommes, il me semble que 

nous montons au ciel' (p. 53). On the staircase leading to her bedroom, they read a 
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fragment of a 'billet doux' discovered earlier, the writer of which waxes lyrical about 

'les creurs pieux' and 'l'extase et le martyr' of love (p. 54). On another walk, they 

discover a statue of the Roman goddess Flora.40 In the 'solitude de ce bois sacr6', says 

Paulin, 'pour qu'elle ressemble a la deesse, j'ai denude ses larges seins bombes et 

droits' (p. 55). 

Those who, like King, are content to pigeon-hole Clarte as Barbusse's other 

'war novel' would do well to take another look at the final page, and at the final 

paragraph in particular: 

Elle sourit, vague comme un ange flottant dans la purete du soir entre la 
lumiere et la profondeur. Je suis si pres d'elle qu'il me faut m'agenouiller 
pour etre plus pres. J' embrasse sa figure mouillee et sa tendre bouche, en 
tenant ses mains entre mes deux mains jointes. (p. 312) 

The likening of Marie to an angel, the genuflection, the hands joined in prayer are all 

reminiscent of the divinization of human beings by their lover-worshippers in L 'Enfer. 

However, by the time that Barbusse began work on Clarte his earlier, metaphysical 

concerns had been largely displaced by socio-political concerns; and significant though 

the relationship between Paulin and Marie may be, it is overshadowed by the pseudo-

religious cult of republican ideals. 

Intent on chasing religion out of the education system, Paulin the secular 

prophet/apostle, who, as such, sanctifies through his association with the divine, speaks 

of 'l'ecole sacree' (p. 292); the interests of the masses are described as 'la loi sacree du 

bien' (p. 293). 'Et voici un commandement qui se presente a mes yeux, ecrits sur le 

roc', he states of 'la loi tenace qui doit s'abattre sur tousles voleurs publics' (p. 294). In 

calling upon the people to build a better society, one based on 'la justice, la logique, 

1 'egalite, toutes ces verites divinement humaines dont le contraste avec la verite 

actuellement realisee est dechirant', the narrator articulates his desire to give them his 
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certainty of success, 'ala fois comme un ordre et une priere' (p. 298). Logic engulfs in 

its 'tourbillon divin' those who are prepared to accept its rule (p. 273).41 

While Clarte contains no allusion to an historical Messiah-figure (unlike Le Feu 

with its reference to Liebknecht), it is quite clear that the American President Woodrow 

Wilson was very much on Barbusse' s mind in the final stages of the composition of the 

novel. In June 1918 Barbusse, referring to Wilson, declared: 'je considere comme une 

gloire d'avoir ete l'un des Fran<;ais ayant parle dans le meme sens que cette grande 

voix, et je defie qu'on me montre dans mon livre', he added, thinking of Le Feu, 'un 

seul passage sur les buts de guerre et les conditions de la paix qui ne soit pas conforme 

aux principes dictes par ell e. '42 This was even more true of Clarte. Indeed, Barbusse's 

biographer reports that the author was keen to see the novel published in time to 

coincide with Wilson's visit to Paris in December 1918.43 Although this turned out not 

to be the case, Barbusse wrote an article entitled 'Le Citoyen du monde', which 

appeared in Le Populaire de Paris on 15 December 1918. In it, he likened Wilson to the 

Christian Messiah, describing him as a 'logicien splendide, qui a ose dire qu'il fallait 

placer l'interet general au-dessus de l'interet national- grande parole apportant dans la 

morale universelle un eclat comparable a celui dont les preceptes des premiers chretiens 

ont revolutionne les ames. '44 In the words of Baudorre, 'grace au president Wilson, les 

convictions republicaines de Barbusse ont trouve un visage, un programme, une 

expression politique. [ ... ] Wilson est pour Barbusse une voix, c'est-a-dire un crieur de 

verite, la plus haute realisation de son ideal humain. ' 45 A young, extreme left-wing 

militant by the name of Jean de Saint-Prix felt obliged to write to Barbusse and express 

his dismay that the author who had praised Liebknecht in Le Feu should now be waxing 

lyrical about a bourgeois reactionary like Wilson.
46 

Barbusse's Wilsonian idealism was to pass after the writer had met Wilson in 

June 1919 and been disappointed with the encounter, having received but vague replies 
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to his questions about the practical application of the Fourteen Points. By the end of 

that year, Barbusse had lost any lingering illusions about the capacity of traditional 

forms of democracy to produce the kind of social renewal he wished to see. 

Nevertheless, Clarte remains as a testament to Barbusse' s pseudo-religious cult of 

socialist republican ideals in keeping with Wilson's Fourteen Points. Contemporary 

reader-response to the novel is instructive. The young fellow former combatant Pierre 

Paraf, future president of the AAHB stated in a letter to Barbusse: 'Je suis illumine par 

votre Clarte comme par la lumiere d'un nouvel Evangile. '47 Albert Lope wrote from 

Canada and declared: 'Clarte n'est pas qu'un livre, c'est un Evangile!'48 Barbusse 

specialists have taken much the same view. Michel has described the novel as 'cet 

evangile socialiste' .49 Picciola has entitled his study of the novel 'Clarte ou le nouvel 

Evangile' and has remarked that 'Les references aux ecritures [ ... ] sont trop constantes, 

trop systematiques pour que nous puissions n'y voir qu'unjeu. Elles balisent en quelque 

sorte la voie ou Barbusse engage son lecteur. ' 50 

All of the religious elements that feature in Barbusse' s earlier works are to be found in 

Clarte and they are used by the author to the same end, namely to subvert traditional 

forms of religion as represented by Christianity in its Roman Catholic form in 

particular; and contrive a new form of secular faith. In comparing the works of the first 

phase of Barbusse's literary career with those of the second, one is struck by a strong 

sense of continuity and development, arising from the shift in Barbusse's critique of 

religion from a metaphysical and largely apolitical perspective to one grounded in 

socio-political concerns. Barbusse was certainly no more of an atheist, and was 

arguably no more antireligious during the First World War than he had been when 

composing Les Suppliants and his poetry, but an anticlericalism that is largely implicit 

in the earlier novels becomes glaringly explicit in Le Feu, and in Clarte in particular. It 
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acquires a much harder edge, culminating in Jesus's plea to humankind not to rebuild 

the churches destroyed in the war and with them institutionalized Christianity. The 

individual cleric becomes increasingly marginal a figure as the institution that he 

represents gradually emerges in Barbusse's work as the Left's principal political 

adversary. In Le Feu, the Church is heavily criticized for its stance during the war; the 

criticism is repeated in Clarte, but the structure of the latter novel and the expanded 

social setting enable Barbusse to illustrate in much greater detail the importance of the 

Church in maintaining the political status quo - a point that is paradoxically reinforced 

throughout the narrative by the author's repeated use of the religious 'Ce qui fut sera' 

syntagma. 

Jesus reappears in Clarte, having been referred to, by and large, only indirectly 

in Le Feu, and Barbusse begins to dissociate him from the Church, where in the 

previous novels he had been content simply to draw parallels between him and 

Maximilien Desanzac, the unnamed narrator of L 'Enfer, and various minor characters. 

In Clarte, Jesus, like Barbusse himself during the war, is politicized and placed in the 

revolutionary camp in Barbusse's dualistic scheme of things. The trilogy of works 

devoted to him in 1927 is clearly anticipated in Clarte and it comes as no great surprise 

to find in these works that Jesus has followed the author from left of centre to the far 

left of the political spectrum. 

A religious concept common to all of Barbusse's works at this point is that of 

the prophetic. The narrator of Clarte is the sixth in line of the secular prophets in 

Barbusse's novels. After Desanzac, the unnamed narrator of L 'Enfer, Bertrand and the 

unnamed narrator of Le Feu, and Brisbille, Simon Paulin, the convert whose name is a 

conflation of Paul and Peter, is both the most obvious religious symbol and the most 

political of Barbusse's prophetic figures. There is perhaps a degree of authorial 

untidiness here in that Paul and Peter were apostles and disciples of Jesus (self-
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appointed in the case of the former) rather than prophets; but the essential point is that 

if Barbusse' s works are full of secular prophets, it is because from his youth onwards he 

aspired to play the part of secular prophet himself. Furthermore, the alternative to 

traditional forms of religion that he and his literary prophets advocated evolved as 

Barbusse evolved politically. 

To the religious faith of Christianity, Barbusse opposed in Les Suppliants and 

L 'Enfer a secular humanist faith, a divinization of the human espoused by Desanzac and 

the unnamed narrator of L 'Enfer, repectively. In Le Feu and Clarte, a secular faith is 

fashioned out of the basic tenets of socialist republicanism as exemplified by Woodrow 

Wilson. What the reader of Clarte is faced with is a spiritualization of the political to 

offset the author's politicization of the spiritual. 

In his study of Barbusse's pre-Communist work, the writer's German 

contemporary Leo Spitzer noted that the former poet was becoming more and more of 

'a preacher and Messiah' seeking to alleviate human woes by means of 'the gospel of a 

mystical socialism'. 51 Gide' s friend and collaborator Henri Gheon described the Clarte 

team, led by Barbusse, as moving 'dans un epais brouillard ... dans leur nouveau paradis 

terrestre, ils revaient, parlaient, agissaient, dans un etat mystique.'
52 

When Barbusse's 

quest for faith eventually led him to Communism, a militantly atheistic belief-system 

whose purist proponents recoiled at any suggestion of religiosity, there were bound to 

be difficulties. 
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1 See Barbusse, Lettres, p. 252. 
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3
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16 
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17 As the exegete Delcor has pointed out, the phrase most commonly used by apocalyptic 

writers to denote the divine inspiration that has produced their visions is 'J'ai vu'. Le 

Livre de Daniel, p. 30. 

18 King, 'Henri Barbusse: Le Feu and the Crisis of Social Realism', p. 48. In Rieuneau' s 

brief analysis of the novel, the observation is made that Barbusse 's critics, including 

Cru, reproached him for producing 'une image [ ... ] deformee par une passion pacifiste 

et surtout par une imagimation spontanement portee vers 1 'horreur et 1 'apocalypse.' 

Guerre et Revolution, p. 13. 

19 See pp. 143, 155, 170, 172, 188, 193, for examples. 

20 Barbusse made the same cataclysmic predictions in his newspaper articles: 'pour qui 

se donne la peine de regarder plus loin que la minute presente, c'est la bataille 

inevitable et sans cesse renaissante, de la fin du genre humain [ ... ] laguerre finie et la 

paix faite, c'est la menace de }'expansion d'un autre pays a l'horizon, la multiplication 

farouche des armements, les villes devenant des casernes, les campagnes devenant des 

champs de manreuvres, des champs de bataille et des cimetieres.' 'Les ecrivains et 

l'utopie'/Paroles, p. 32. See also 'Aux anciens combattants'/Paro/es, p. 25; and 'Le 
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21 Barbusse, Lueur, pp. 114-15. 

22 
Barbusse expressed the same reductionist view in 'Vers les temps nouveaux': 'Les 

porteurs d'idees se divisent en deux masses: ceux qui veulent un changement de l'ordre 

social, ceux qui veulent ou acceptent le maintien de l'ordre ancien des choses. Toutes 

les tendances qui se dessinent entre ces deux extremes ne comptent pas'. Paroles, p. 

114. 

23 Twice his name is taken in vain (seep. 130). 

24 
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25 
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26 
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30 See King, 'Henri Barbusse: Le Feu and the Crisis of Social Realism', p. 48. 

31 According to Attwater, Hubert, an eighth-century bishop, became the patron saint of 

hunters and trappers in Ardenne. The Penguin Dictionary ofSaints (p. 170). 
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ARAC, Paul Vaillant-Couturier, sang Wilson's praises in Le Populaire de Paris, 5 
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ferveur, c' est 1' apotre des peuples qui preche'. Quoted in Baudorre, 'Barbusse en 1919: 

De Wilson a Lenine' (p. 47). 
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PART THREE 



CHAPTER SIX 
' ... NOUS, QU'ON NOMME LES CHRETIENS': LES ENCHAiNEMENTS (1925) 

Published in two volumes in February 1925, Les Enchafnements is Henri Barbusse's 

longest, and most ambitious novel;1 and his first as a member of the nascent PCF, which 

he joined in February 1923 as a result of the anti-Communist clampdown that followed 

the French occupation of the Ruhr.2 Although much of the novel was composed before 

Barbusse decided to join the Party- according to Vidal, preparatory work began in 

19203
- Barbusse's sympathy for the Bolsheviks and the Russian revolution had been 

made unmistakably clear both in his increasingly abundant newspaper articles and in his 

non-fictional works, Lueur, Paroles (both 1920) and Couteau (1921). 

According to Vidal, Barbusse described Les Enchafnements in the following 

terms: 

Les theses qui ressortent de ce livre sont que le panorama historique donne 
le spectacle d'une etemelle oppression des masses par une minorite 
privilegiee et qu'il y a necessite, pour changer cet ordre de chases seculaire, 
de pousser la revolution jusqu'aux fondements meme de la societe: sinon, 
c 'est 1 'eternel recommencement avec des noms differents. 

4 

In his preface to the novel, Barbusse says that he began by immersing himself in a mass 

of 'precisions documentaires', bringing 'aucune idee precon<;ue ni quant au fond ni 

meme quant a la forme de 1' ouvrage. ' 5 Be this as it may, Les Enchafnements is clearly 

the work of a pro-Communist author. A first-century social revolutionary is described, 

anachronistically, as a 'communiste' (I, p. 184); there are references to the hammer and 

sickle (1, pp. 167, 280) and 'La logique rouge; la verite rouge' (II, p. 274). In the 

closing pages of the narrative, there is praise for, amongst others, Karl Marx (II, p. 

290). 

Unwilling to write another 'war novel' after Le Feu and Clarte,
6 

but eager to 

denounce the Great War still further and explain its underlying causes, Barbusse 

expanded what was to have been a 'nouvelle' into a fictionalized history of the human 
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race from pre-Antiquity to the present. The culmination of the novel is the longest and 

antepenultimate chapter, 'Ce qui fut sera', which deals with the First World War, the 

defining experience of Barbusse's life. Thus, Les Enchafnements, like the novels of the 

second phase of Barbusse' s career, is not a critique of religion, as such; it is a literary 

exposition of a capitalist system that is thought to make war inevitable, a thesis which 

the author projects backwards to the very dawn of human history.7 As in Le Feu and 

Clarte, however, Barbusse's religious preoccupations are conspicuous to such an extent 

that they cannot be ignored. It will be seen in this chapter that Barbusse the Communist, 

like Barbusse the socialist republican, was intent in Les Enchafnements on 

demonstrating the perceived link between religion and war, and the central position of 

the Church within the conservative camp. The development in his treatment of religion 

is provided by the expanded time-frame, which lends an historical perspective that is 

merely implied, or stated in the earlier works. Significantly, also, he proposes 

Communism as an alternative form of faith in the parallels he draws between the 

contemporary Communist movement and primitive Christianity. 

As in L 'Enfer and Le Feu, the narrative perspective is that of a sketchy first-person 

narrator. In this case, however, Clement Trachel, a young poet struggling to establish 

himself on the literary scene in 1912, travels far and wide in time and space, assuming a 

large number of personae and living out their experiences. The phenomenon which 

enables Trachel' s spatio-temporal displacements is 'Metempsychose. Le voyage de 

corps en corps de l'ame indestructible' (I, p. 79). Some of the narrator's personae have 

no names; others do, some of them recalling the narrator's, as in the case of the 

thirteenth-century monk, Clement Nourrit, or the post-Napoleonic liberal 'baron 

conseiller d'Etat', Seraphin Trachel. Sometimes he is a conscience amongst the 

oppressed masses- a slave worker building a pyramid (I, pp. 46-54); sometimes he is 
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the oppressor - the medieval despot Egbert, the baron of Elcho (I, pp. 245-68). There 

is constant movement from one level of first-person consciousness to another and often 

the lines between the two are so blurred that it is impossible for the reader to ascertain 

the level at which actions and thoughts are being relayed. Although it is a novel of 

ideas, there is some dramatic interest in the shape of Trachel' s relationship with Marthe 

Uriel. The tension, such as it is, derives from the narrator's indecision as to whether or 

not to reveal to Marthe his unusual psychological experience. He chooses not to do so 

and they grow apart as his political consciousness develops. 

Despite the flux and superimpositions of consciousness, there is an underlying 

linearity in the chronology; and thematic unity is provided by the war motif. In the pre

Christian era, the narrator hears in a three-way exchange between a Greek, an Egyptian 

and a Jew the observation that the world is now 'a bout, vaincu par Ia guerre' (1, p. 

145). En route to Ireland at some date posterior to 1228,8 twelve monks on a voyage to 

Ireland discuss the political situation in contemporary Europe. 'Chacun est en guerre 

avec chacun', remarks one of the migrants (II, p. 83). Later in the narrative, the 

Renaissance may well have brought a flowering of the arts and their export to the New 

World but war continues to blight the human race: 'La chance, le jeu de Ia guerre, ah! 

On aime tant Ia guerre, on le desire si fougeusement' (II, p. 136). By the time of the 

First World War, a conflict sold to Barbusse's generation as 'Ia der' des der's', the 

point has been well and truly established: 'La guerre est necessaire, pourquoi? Parce 

que tout le monde le laisse dire' (II, p. 252). As the title of 'Ce qui fut sera' is intended 

to indicate, history has repeated itself, time and again, war begetting war, in an endless 

cycle resulting from human inertia. The comments on wars past are essentially an 

authorial comment on, and a denunciation of the First World War just ended; the logic 

of the narrative condemns the generations of the present and the future to still more 
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wars, on ever greater scales, unless the vicious circle of 'les enchainements' is broken 

by means of social reform on the back of a genuine revolution. 

As was pointed out in the analysis of Clarte, 'Ce qui fut sera' is a religious 

syntagma which Barbusse makes extensive use of in that novel to subvert traditional 

forms of religion as represented by Christianity in its Roman Catholic form in particular 

by highlighting the role played by religion in the preservation of the status quo. In Les 

Enchafnements, Barbusse employs the syntagma taken from the Book of Ecclesiastes to 

the same end.
9 

The narrator is present to hear a Chaldean priest expatiating on the 

historical reasons for the primacy of Chaldean culture, during the course of which he 

remarks that 'Tout ce qui fut fait sera refait. Les premiers actes ont asservi d'avance 

tousles hommes a venir' (I, p. 91 ). During the above-mentioned passage to Ireland, the 

narrator is given a detailed disquisition on the 'changing' hegemonies in western 

Europe. These are, in fact, essentially always the same: 'Le pouvoir de !'occident n'a 

fait que changer des mains - comme I' empire des Perses, qu' Alexandre sauva tout 

puissament lorsqu'il parut le detruire. Refaire, refaire! Tout ce qui fut sera refait, selon 

la grossiere fatalite des ressemblances' (II, p. 11). 

In Les Enchafnements, much more so than in Clarte, however, the 'Ce qui fut 

sera' syntagma is used to establish the perceived link between religion and war. If 

'Chacun est en guerre avec chacun', if war is always happening or is about to happen 

somewhere on the face of the earth/0 it is because 'chacun, des qu'ille peut, fait entrer 

le jeu de ses affaires dans les stables et larges rivalites religieuses et politiques' (II, pp. 

83-84; my italics). It is no coincidence that Barbusse should have decided to entitle the 

key chapter of Les Enchafnements 'Ce qui fut sera'. Immediately after pointing out that 

war is 'le sujet du drame des hommes', the narrator adds, evoking the title of the 

chapter in a further reprise of the motif: 'L'echelle subsiste, qu'on n'a pu desarticuler 

du milieu des choses, et ce qui fut sera [ ... ] 1' avenir est noue grossierement au passe 
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[ ... ], j'y vois laguerre. Des souvenirs, des souvenirs: laguerre future!' (II, p. 203). He 

reiterates the point on the same page: 'Tout ce qui fut fait sera refait. Je ferme a demi 

les yeux sur cette genese'. When an interlocutor, having suggested that war is 

ineluctable because human inertia makes it ineluctable, asks Trachel whether he does 

not see that it is 'partout et toujours la meme chose' he can but answer in the 

affirmative: 'Oui. [ ... ] N'avaient-elles pas retenti depuis des eternites, ces paroles, 

heurtees aux. tetes dures et obscurcies des hommes, leur montrant les memes evidences, 

le meme crime d'evidence [?]' (p. 252). 

In his brief analysis of the novel, one of the three lexical fields that Relinger 

identifies in Les Enchainements is what he labels 'le discours biblique'. In addition to 

'Ce qui fut sera', Relinger alerts the reader to a number of syntagmas from the same 

biblical provenance, such as 'dieu des armees' (II, p. 104), which evokes the 'Seigneur 

des Armees' to be found in the Epistle of James (5.4). He provides numerous examples 

of sentences, or even passages that he relates to the Old Testament. Relinger' s 

conclusion is that while the function of all three lexical fields is to denounce war, the 

biblical discourse in the novel has also a subversive purpose: Barbusse makes use of 

Holy Writ, paradoxically, to show that war is not a form of divine punishment like 

famine, drought and the plague, but entirely human in origin. In doing so, he subverts 

God, the Jewish matrix out of which Christianity grew, and the Church vis-a-vis the 

latest war and war in general: 'La solution n'est [ ... ] pas en l'Eglise qui est au service 

du pouvoir et de la Guerre. Elle n'est pas davantage en Dieu. Les Enchainements 

utili sent la lettre de la Bible pour lui donner sens contraire.' 
11 

As with the biblical syntagmas, so with the eschatological markers. These are 

less pervasive than they are in Le Feu and Clarte but it is clear that in Les 

Enchainements, Barbusse is once again intent on giving his portrayal of the war a 

pseudo-apocalyptic dimension. 12 In 'Ce qui fut sera', there is no shortage of references 
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to the element of fire. The narrator sees six soldiers, one after another, who have been 

'brftles par une flamme qui a passe' (p. 233). The effects of fire on human flesh are 

everywhere apparent. There are 'poings carbonises, en paquets, en fagots [ ... ] en meme 

temps qu'une odeur de viande grillee' (p. 239). The fire that rains down from above 

will not let even dead men be. The narrator beholds skeletons, 'morts ossifies [ ... ] 

deterres par le feu avec les croix qui leur ressemblent' (pp. 239-40). As in Le Feu, the 

polysemous word 'ciel' or its adjectival derivative 'celeste' are used in reference to the 

origin of the destruction visited upon the earth and mankind in the shape of the French 

and German front line troops: 'D'effrayantes nuques grises ont ete disjointes, le tenon 

casse, pilees et enfoncees dans la terre par la fureur celeste' (p. 232); 'On ne voit pas les 

hommes, mais on voit les orages qui les enveloppent, les montagnes tombant du ciel sur 

eux' (p. 223). On one occasion, the temptation to make his purpose perfectly clear to 

the reader seems to have got the better of the author. In conversation with an observer, 

the narrator is told about the barrage that has preceded the French attack: 'Nous en 

avons vu depuis minuit se passer partout!' the observer exclaims. 'Si vous aviez vu! La 

nuit, la fumee se change en flammes comme dans la Bible' (p. 224). 

There can be little doubt thereafter that Barbusse, as in his earlier war narratives, 

is again drawing on Daniel and Revelation in order to create the impression that the End 

is nigh. As in Clarte and Le Feu, the narrative is studded with nouns and their 

derivatives that are redolent of disaster on a universal scale.
13 

As a result of his unusual 

psychological experience, Trachel has known little but war, the latest engendering the 

next. There is, however, a sense in which the war that effectively brings to a close the 

narrative of Les Enchafnements brings with it, also, the end of the world: 

N ous sommes a la fin des ages. Le monde est a bout, use par la guerre [ ... ]. 
Depuis les deluges, la masse humaine est de plus en plus vainc~e .. Telle est 
la forme de suicide que prend la fin du monde [ ... ]. (p. 263; my ttahcs) 
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In the final chapter, the narrator observes that it is exploitation, the exploitation of the 

weak by the strong, a phenomenon as old as the human race itself, that causes the 

tensions that ultimately lead to conflict. Such is the history of humanity. In the fading 

light of dusk, he sees the result of the capitalist system, 'la guerre blanche et noire aussi 

clairement que si on la regardait au loin dans les cieux avec les ecailles lumineuses de 

ses continents, la planete qui va aux abimes' (p. 289). 

As Relinger has remarked, Barbusse is using the Bible to make a secular point, 

namely that it is the socio-economic system rather than God, who does not exist, that 

has determined human experience throughout history; and that it is this system that 

makes war, and the misery that war entails, inevitable. Trachel is under no illusions that 

the 'chatiment' attributed to the heavens is entirely human in origin and, as such, self

inflicted. He also inverts/subverts the biblical explanation for man's Fall: 'Cette 

punition, les religions 1 'attribuent au peche originel, et cette explication sauvage dans 

son absurdite, est la seule qui ait eu au moins les proportions immenses de la realite. 

[ ... ] Ma voix dit toute seule: Le peche originel de l'obeissance' (p. 238). 

As in Le Feu and Clarte, the great disaster that has befallen humanity is shown 

to have been the work of not God but humankind, since it is human beings that have 

created the capitalist system, the weapon of their own destruction, either employing it in 

order to protect vested interests or ensuring its preservation by not rebelling against it. 

This latter point is reiterated a little later in the narrative of 'Ce qui fut sera'. 'Tout <;a', 

comments the narrator's interlocutor, referring to the situation that the soldiers find 

themselves in, 'c'est parce qu'on a obei'. He adds that, 'a leur maniere', their superiors 

('chefs') are right to send them off like cattle to slaughter, if they are passive and 

foolish enough to obey: 'Ce n'est pas eux, c'est nous les malfaiteurs. S'il n'y avait pas 

toi et moi, ils ne pourraient rien faire' (pp. 251-52).
14 

The enlightened soldier who 
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speaks here contends that war is necessary only because human inertia makes it so and 
' 

nobody objects.15 

Although it is the author's belief that war is the inevitable corollary of the 

capitalist system, this belief is not demonstrated in the fiction of Les Enchafnements in 

the way that it is demonstrated in Aragon's Les Cloches de Bale, for example; it is 

merely stated and the reader has the impression that the major cause of war generally is 

not capitalism as such but religion. Because of the length of Les Enchafnements and the 

scope provided by its shifting levels of narrative consciousness, the author was able to 

expand the cultural horizon of that of his earlier works. By continually moving his 

narrator (and the reader) both spatially and temporally, Barbusse presents a much 

broader historical overview than had hitherto been possible. The narrative features 

lengthy polemical discussions about the perceived merits and defects of Chaldean, 

Egyptian and Jewish religious beliefs and practices, as well as those of Ancient Greece 

(I, p. 157), Rome (I, p. 168) and the Far East (I, pp. 77, 130).16 Each religion is shown 

to have its God or gods, its rituals, practices and beliefs, sacred texts, and intermediaries 

in the form of an all-powerful priesthood: 'L'epaisseur du mystere necessite le 

redoutable commentaire des pretres et 1 'epouvante aigue fait penetrer dans tous le culte 

du roi sacerdotal interpose entre ce qui est en haut et ce qui est en bas' (I, p. 99). Power 

is, therefore, concentrated in the hands of priests: 'Le bien, c'est d'obeir, non pas a sa 

conscience, mais ala parole des pretres' (p. 103). 

Given the constitutional similarities of the vast multiplicity of religions to which 

human history is shown to attest, the non-partisan is bound to reject them all.
17 

For the 

respective keepers of each individual faith, however, for whom each religion is 

generally the one true faith, the mere existence of other religions is an inevitable source 

of tension, intolerance and, ultimately, conflict. This would be the case even if the 
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various religious hierarchies were not cheek by jowl with their respective military 

hierarchies. 

These points are brought together in Chapter three, '11 y a deux verites', the two 

truths being a belief in the primacy of Chaldean religious culture, on the one hand, and 

a belief in the primacy of Egyptian religious culture, on the other. At his primary level 

of consciousness, Trachel visits what turns out to be the Louvre (I, p. 1 04). He stops 

before a statue of a 'pontife [ ... ]: la chose princiere et sacerdotale de Chaldee dresse 

comme un autel dans le sanctuaire d'Egypte' (p. 1 04).18 The sight of the figure acts as a 

catalyst that takes the narrator to another level of consciousness. He suddenly finds 

himself in a temple in Eridu (p. 87). Those present become aware of 'un souffle de 

dispute' (p. 89). A question is asked to which an answer must be found as a matter of 

urgency: 'des deux grands pays, lequel est le plus grand, lequel est le premier? La 

creation triomphante appartient-elle a la Chaldee?' A priest, described as 'le pretre 

etranger qui nous ressemble pourtant comme un frere', makes the case for Chaldea, 

providing a plethora of proper nouns - cities, kings and gods as supporting evidence 

(pp. 89-90).19 The Egyptians, the narrator included, are infuriated by this display of 

nationalistic bombast (p. 91). 

The Chaldean priest's assertion that his people are responsible for the religion 

on which all other religions are based ('Ceux que j'ai nommes epelerent les premiers 

l'informe religion qui devint toutes les religions', p. 91) draws an angry refutation from 

an Egyptian speaking on behalf of the others. Undeterred, the Chaldean priest launches 

into an even longer disquisition in praise of Chaldean religious culture (pp. 92-95), 

beginning with the time when 'le pasteur d' Abraham s'etablit du pays d'Ur en Chaldee 

dans celui d' Aran' (p. 92). Chaldea, 'la mere des meres', has had an enormous influence 

in Mesopotamia (p. 92); the Far East (p. 93); Assyria (pp. 93-95); and in Jewish 

Palestine, in particular (p. 95). The foreigner concludes with the comment that although 
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'le regne chaldeen' is long since over, 'il faut retablir sur son beau trone Ia geante et 

fragile verite.' 

A man described as the 'maitre', who eventually appears also to be a priest (p. 

101 ), mounts a passionate counter-attack in favour of Egyptian religious culture, giving 

an inventory of hallowed Egyptian cities and men, god-kings and gods (pp. 96-99). It is 

Egypt, not Chaldea, that has provided the template for all other religions: 'Et dans tous 

les temples du monde, tu reconnaitras Ia meme initiation fatidique du profane, avec ses 

degres et ses epreuves copiees sur celles des ceremonies initiatoires d'Isis et d'Osiris' 

(pp. 99-1 00). Like his Chaldean counterpart, the Egyptian rejects any claim that might 

be made for the originality of Judaism, its much vaunted temple in Jerusalem being no 

more than an 'imitation du systeme cosmique, modele sur le meme plan que le temple 

tyrien d' Astarte et de Melkhart' (p. 100). If the Jews are guilty of appropriation, 

however, so is every other religious culture in the known world. In the temple of Agra, 

Isis is known as 'Demeter', 'comme elle l'est aussi a celui d'Eleusis en Attique, et a 

Corinthe, et en Argolide et en Phocide'. Isis is the original name not just of one god that 

is really an Isis ersatz but of all the divinities, 'du Septentrion ou de Ia Perse, de la 

Chaldee ou de la Pentapotamie, dans les monasteres des Esseniens et des Therapeutes, 

des Druides, des Pythagoriciens et des Kabbalistes' (p. 100). 

Predictably, given that this is not a dialogue so much as two juxtaposed, 

defensive monologues, the outcome is stalemate. The 'pontife noir' declares the 

universe to be round; the 'pontife blanc', square. Somewhat surprisingly, however, 

these two representatives of their respective cultures are not intransigeant enough to be 

unable to share a knowing smile of complicity (p. 101): 

lis sa vent bien qu' entre eux, par dela les signes retrecis et les palissades en 
forme de mots, il n'y a qu'une seule religion, et au fond de la vie: celle qui 
a ete inventee par les cceurs qui existent, celle qui est Ia sincerite des 
hommes, le cri des cris; mais qu'il faut qu'il y en ait plusieurs, afin de 
consacrer par le jeu de la dispute, le pouvoir de chaque souverain et 1' ordre 
etabli a travers Ia melee humaine. (p. 101) 
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Here the link between religion and power is clearly articulated, as is the concept that the 

identity of a culture is dependent upon the existence of a significant Other. If Chaldea 

did not exist, Egypt would have to invent it, and vice versa. 

Reflecting at what appears to be his primary level of consciousness again, the 

narrator remarks that the two cultures, the two 'verites' in question, interpenetrated, 

'par quelques surfaces visibles et quelques pratiques'; that this interpenetration and 

cross-fertilization occurred 'parce qu'on l'a voulu, pour des raisons d'etat, eta la suite 

de conciliabules et de pactes entre des pretres, des generaux vainqueurs et des penseurs' 

(p. 1 02). It is not difficult for the narrator to see why 'les religions se haissent autant 

qu'elles se ressemblent, et aiment le luxe des complications, et s'epient, a l'afffit, dans 

les ma<;onneries disparates des races' (pp. 102-103); it is to keep men in ignorance and 

'l'eblouissement desespere et la docilite, autour de la grande affaire des rois' (p. 103). 

Although all religions are essentially the same, then, religion is a marker of 

cultural distinctiveness and an instrument for subjugating the masses. As such, religion 

is, in terms of domestic politics, the conservative force par excellence, as well as an 

inevitable source of intercultural tension and conflict at international level. During the 

part of his monologue dealing with the Assyrians, the Chaldean priest details this 

people's bloodthirstiness and penchant for war, telling of their brutality in the conquest 

of the district of 'Saraoush': 'Je [the Assyrian] chatiai leurs armees, je les decapitai, je 

semai leurs cadavres et les empilai dans les gouffres. Leurs chefs, je les empalai et les 

ecorchai vifs devant les restants des populations enchainees'. Death, destruction, 

suffering without end were imposed upon the Other and for one simple reason: 'j 'ai pris 

les annes pour glorifier mon Dieu Assur!' (p. 94) Crucially, although the cultural 

context is totally different and dozens of centuries have since elapsed - not to mention 

several hundred pages of narrative - it is precisely these words that Trachel recalls at 
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the end of his experience in the trenches of the Western Front: 'Et je ne sais pourquoi 

se refait obstinement d'un bout a l'autre de rna tete la ligne tonitruante du mensonge 

humain dans les nuees: "J'ai pris les armes pour glorifier mon Dieu Assur!" ' (II, p. 

270) While the text of 'Ce qui fut sera' itself contains no analysis of the causes of this 

particular war, the reappearance of the above line at the end of the narrative suggests 

that religion is the principal cause of this and every other war during the period between 

the Assyrian conquest of 'Saraoush' and the present. 

For Barbusse, no religion had more blood on its hands than did Christianity. In 

Clarte, he had already demonstrated his belief that Jesus should be dissociated from the 

Church that built itself on his name. Although Jesus does not appear in the text of Les 

Enchafnements,20 the same point is made on his behalf by Serya on the journey to an 

Ireland whose Christians have remained faithful to Jesus's teaching: 'S'il n'y avait 

qu'une seule creature pour ne pas reconnaitre le christianisme, ce serait Jesus-Christ!' 

(II, p. 29). The cleavage between Jesus and the Church that Barbusse had created in 

Clarte is widened further in Les Enchafnements. What is implied - albeit not too 

subtly - in the earlier novel is now stated quite explicitly by the party of emigrant 

monks: 'aujourd 'hui le catholicisme est antichretien, et il signifie la cruaute, I' ambition, 

la corruption et la simonie - le cadavre de Christ, 1 'Ante-Christ, que les vendeurs du 

temple et les verseurs de sang presentent aux hommes' (p. 17).
21 

In Clarte, there is no 

mention of the first generations of Christians. In Les Enchafnements, there is and, as 

will be seen later in this chapter of the thesis, there is evident warmth for them. The 

revolutionary changes that they set in motion were halted, then reversed: 'C'est la force 

chretienne qui a triomphe, ce n' est pas la verite chretienne. Le vrai christianisme, mon 

frere, n'a jamais fait que peu d'adeptes, et n'a pas reussi sous les cieux' (p. 17). Thus, 

having been a dynamic, revolutionary force for good, the Church, as Barbusse saw it, 

became a repressive, ultra-conservative force, the cause of mass death and destruction, 
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and actually anti-Christian, if one understands the Christ to have been 'Celui qui poussa 

le cri de douleur, de sagesse et d' egalite' (p. 28).22 

The reason for the alliance between the Church and the secular powers is 

explained by one monk as that mysterious inversion of aims and values that would 

appear to be the inevitable outcome when the disenfranchised finally obtain power: 

'Nous avons ete esclaves, maintenant ayons des esclaves! Nous avons souffert, 

maintenant faisons souffrir! Nous avons ete ignores, batissons !'ignorance divine' (p. 

15). A somewhat more perspicacious commentator expands upon this observation, 

asseverating that the political and the religious are merely reverse sides of the same will 

to dominate and control, and that even though the two are united in a common 

endeavour, it is by the grace of the former that the existing accommodation has been 

reached: 

Si le pape et 1 'empereur bataillent I 'un contre 1' autre, ce n' est pas comme 
disent les docteurs, qu'ils soient chacun depositaires d'un principe different, 
le spirituel et le temporel. C'est au contraire parce que leurs ambitions se 
ressemblent, que leurs appetits sont exactement les memes, et qu'ils sont 
accroches l'un a l'autre: deux brutes royales. Le pouvoir doit a la religion 
une arne, un signe de ralliement visible sur une banniere, mais la religion 
doit plus encore au pouvoir, soit qu'illa persecute, soit qu'il se l'approprie. 
Sans lui elle ne serait qu'une douceur etonnee, timide, semee dans les 
maisons et meme dans les maisons des coeurs, attachant secretement chaque 
tendresse aux nuages. Illui a fourni la structure, et la domination, et le riche 
cri de guerre. (pp. 15-16) 

Whatever the exact balance of power between the Church and the secular powers of 

imperial Rome may have been,23 it is clear from the above that by entering into its 

alliance with the former, the Church is deemed to have turned its back on its 

revolutionary beginnings; forfeited its moral authority; and necessarily made itself an 

accomplice of the State in the mass murder that is war. Consequently, 'le christianisme 

qui devait tout detruire s'est d'abord detruit lui-meme' (p. 17).
24 

All of the above points - the transformation of Christianity from a force for 

change into an upholder of the status quo, the blood on its hands as a result of its 
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association with the secular powers, its paying only lip-service to the teachings of 

Christ, the political expedient that religion represents - are insisted upon time and 

again in the narrative of Les Enchainements once the focus switches from religions in 

general to Christianity in particular. Chapter nine, 'La cause', relates the wrongdoings 

of the medieval despot 'Egbert, baron souverain d'Elcho'. The occasion is the banquet 

he hosts to celebrate the birth of a son. Forever waging war, he derives considerable 

sadistic pleasure from the unspeakable, Nero-like suffering he inflicts upon the peoples 

he conquers. His eyes 'pleuraient de plaisir' (1, p. 248) the day he had the eyes of some 

victims poked out after they had been forced to watch the slitting of the throats of their 

children. He satisfies his sexual desires with whomsoever it takes his fancy, whenever 

the urge makes itself felt (p. 257). Even though they keep him in power, he is 

witheringly disparaging in the comments he passes on his soldiers, 'insectes qui brillent 

de l'eclat pointu des armes' (p. 258). He is equally dismissive of his civilian subjects, 

who, to his great disdain, spend most of their time on all fours in the fields. 

A greater sinner it is more difficult to imagine and Egbert readily acknowledges 

himself to be a sinner. He has every intention of repenting, too, confident that his sins 

will be forgiven him by suitably compliant men of the cloth: 

Ah, j'ai commis bien des peches, et je serais damne, s'il n'y avait pas la 
religion. [ ... ] Mais il y a des graces pour no us autres. Charlemagne confessa 
a Saint Gilles tous ses peches, sauf un. Et Dieu fit deposer par un ange une 
petite lettre sur l'autel pour dire a Saint Gilles qu'il fallait l'absoudre tout de 
meme parce que c'etait Charlemagne. (p. 262) 

Obviously, there is no question of repentance here, despite which Egbert counts on, 

and, like Charlemagne before him, is bound to be granted, absolution at the hour of his 

death. It is to the Church's eternal discredit, and a heinous insult to Jesus, that the likes 

of Egbert be allowed to be seen to be acting with total impunity, confident of the 

blessing of Christianity. Upon the arrest and the bringing into his presence of 'Doon le 

Rechin, baron vassal de Rulamort', with whom and his kind Egbert is rarely not at war, 
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the tyrant declares war again (p. 266). When he does so, significantly, he is holding a 

crucifix in his hand. Even though he drops this, picks up 'un morceau de bois dur qu'il 

emporte pour I' aider a detruire les virginites' (p. 267), and leaves, the Church will soon 

have another war to endorse, and even sanctify. 

The extent to which the Church has sold its soul in its pact with the secular 

powers becomes painfully apparent in the next chapter. Egbert has died suddenly, 

before the investiture of his successor, which in this instance is problematic: 'II faut que 

les hommes d'Eglise, avec leur luxe oriental de crosses, de mitres et de rubans, 

declarent le fils male investi, du vivant de son pere, de la dignite souveraine' (p. 272). 

With the collusion of these 'hommes d'Eglise', Egbert's corpse, attired in full royal 

regalia and bound to his throne, is presented to his subjects - kept at a safe distance -

as though the king lives on (pp. 270-71). Just to compound matters, Dorilon, a poacher, 

is hanged in front of his son, immediately after this charade, at the behest of the late 

king, for having stolen a pheasant (pp. 264-65). The poacher's claim that the animal 

was already dead has fallen on deaf ears and clemency has not been shown, although 

the life ofDoon le Rechin, the representative of Egbert's deadly rival, has been spared. 

Once again, the clergy and by extension, the Church as an institution, are implicated in 

this wrongdoing: 'Apres les actes solennels, et en maniere de rejouissance, on proceda 

sur Ia colline ornee d'une parure scintillante d'hommes d'armes et d'eglise, a la 

pendaison du vilain' (p. 273). Dorilon is associated with the ultimate human symbol of 

sacrifice: 'Et dans le soir ou l'on est oblige de voir que le pendu- qui a rale: non! -

ressemble a son voisin crucifie, s'agrandit l'espoir, bonheur des malheureux' (p. 276). 

In the meantime, Rechin, taking advantage of Egbert's clemency and the 

distractions caused by the investiture of the new king, has reappeared on the scene with 

his troops and put Elcho to the torch. By accident or design, everything is destroyed 

except the baronial castle, the church, and the convent; and, 'La croix du calvaire devint 
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sanglante dans l'ombre' (p. 276). The scene changes but also stays the same: the 

investiture of an 'enfant royal', by an archbishop, in a French cathedral. The alliance 

between Church and State is at its most apparent. The crown prince 'recite de sa voix 

Iegere qui, par moments, semble n'etre qu'une voix d'enfant, les devoirs religieux' (p. 

278). The archbishop places more than just 'la dalmatique des sous-diacres' on the 

shoulders of the young king: 'Illui a mis ainsi le catholicisme sur les epaules'. All of 

this is approved, 'selon l'usage', by 'les dignitaires de l'Eglise', 'les feudataires', and 

'le bon peuple'. Crown, Sceptre and 'Main de Justice' are all his; the affairs of this little 

boy of flesh and blood 'se trouvaient desormais directement jointes a celles de Dieu' (p. 

279). Whatever the crimes the new king now commits, he will be forgiven them by a 

compliant Church, because the Church has a vested secular interest in forgiving its 

partners in the conservative alliance. 

The alliance between Church and State, the murder and the plunder of others in 

the name of the king and a nationalistic God, are starkly illustrated in 'Le cercle du 

monde', which is spread over two chapters.25 In the first of them, Chapter eighteen, the 

date is 1461 (II, p. 100). The narrative perspective is that of one of the descendants of 

the shipwreck of the Sainte-Baume, which had set sail some two hundred years 

previously; the setting, somewhere in the New World, as yet largely unknown to the 

Old. Isolated for so long, the descendants have lost 'le secret de la grandeur' (p. 99) and 

are on peaceful terms with the indigenous population (pp. 101-102). One day, a point 

appears on the distant horizon and it turns out to be 'magiciens d'Europe, pleins du 

secret du monde!' (p. 103) Eager for news about developments on the Old Continent, 

the descendants are brought quickly up to date: 'Tout est change! Le monde est 

transforme! [ ... ] Le monde est a bout, vaincu par laguerre. Mais nous sommes ala fin 

des ages de fer' (pp. 103-104). 
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Pressed to do so, the new arrivals go into detail and it becomes quickly apparent 

that religion has been a major factor- again, perhaps, the major factor- in the wars 

that have scarred the face of the Europe of the last two centuries:26 'La-haut, Ia-bas, ou 

les chevaliers Teutoniques sont venus, apres les chevaliers de Livonie, Freres du Christ 

et Porte-Glaives, planter la Croix dans le sang au bord de la mer' (p. 105); 

'L'archeveque de Riga combattait l'Ordre dont cependant il faisait partie. Jadis 

l'eveque de Riga avait bien appele contre la milice du Christ, le Grand-Due idolatre de 

Lithuanie' (p. 1 06); 'Comme les survivants des Colonna ne furent plus que des betes 

sauvages dans les forets, apres qu'ils eurent ete chasses, et leurs palais laboures, par 

Boniface VIII. Mais des Colonna, il en resta un qui tua le pape' (p. 107).27 The fracture 

of the unity of Christendom has caused internecine war amongst Christian nations and 

led to the loss of the Holy Land (pp. 113-14). 'Espoir!', however: 'Tout va changer, 

tout est change! Le passe est passe. Les temps nouveaux!' (p. 115) For it is Reason that 

now rules the day: 'Desormais, la pensee, on peut la semer comme des grains de ble' (p. 

118). 

At this point in the narrative, for the first time in Barbusse' s fiction, the focus in 

his critique of Christianity switches from Catholicism to Protestantism, and a hopeful 

note is struck. With the Renaissance in full swing, the texts of Antiquity have been 

rediscovered; the one true religion reformed by the 'retrouveurs de chemins' (p. 121)

'Lollard, et Jean de Wicliffe [ ... ] et Jean Russ [ ... ] et aussi Jerome de Prague' (pp. 120-

21). They have transferred authority from the Church to the Bible, with devastating 

effects: 'A vee le livre grand ouvert devant soi comme un autel, chacun est son pape. 

Ceux-la ont commence a traduire les textes sacres en langue populaire, ils ont rendu par 

brassees leur livre aux hommes' (p. 121). Naturally enough, given the secular stakes, 

the Roman Catholic Church has fought back (p. 123)28 but the process set in motion by 

Russ and his colleagues has acquired an irresistible momentum: 'Une nouvelle eglise 
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chretienne se forme avec un pur rameau originel dans chaque coeur' (p. 123). The 

chapter concludes with the observation that the apogee of civilization has been reached: 

'l'univers est enfin au bout de ses malheurs, pour annoncer la liberte, l'egalite, Ia 

fraternite [ ... ]. Apn!s les epoques gaspillees, tout reprend dans le grand sens nature!, et 

quand on a tente cette voie, on ne sait plus s'arreter' (p. 126). 

In the second of the two chapters entitled 'Le cercle du monde', the setting is 

the same but decades have elapsed and it is Clement (p. 149), the son of the narrator of 

the previous chapter that continues the narrative. The long-departed visitors from the 

Old Continent had left behind high hopes for both social and religious renewal: 'Plus de 

peuples opprimes par des hommes predestines ou par d'autres peuples [ ... ], la probite 

intime de }'effusion religieuse; plus de buchers, plus de violences; le temple personnel, 

l'appui de l'humanite a l'humanite, rempla<;ant Ia loi Sauvage de guerre' (p. 128). More 

visitors appear, this time Spanish conquistadors, speaking a very different kind of 

language. Everything, 'rivages, ports, iles, avec royaumes, villes, dependances et 

populations, ayant existe, existant ou devant exister un jour' (p. 133), is seized in the 

name of the Spanish king underwritten by the Pope, 'qui coupe les parts de chacun des 

deux rois catholiques, du POle Arctique a 1' Antarctique sur lamer du Sud' (p. 135).
29 

In a lengthy dialogue with the Icing's notary, the narrator is disabused of all of 

the hopes of an earlier age. The New World is in the process of being stripped of its 

precious metals, and proselytized: 'Le continent, on en a extirpe I' or, et on 1 'a exorcise 

de son idolatrie' (p. 135). The narrator questions the notary about 'la sainte fratemite 

des hommes' and 'l'Eglise [ ... ] revenue a ses sources pures' (p. 136). 'Elle est mieux 

que purifiee', he replies, by which he means that it has been purged, by flames that have 

consumed millions (p. 137). The notary concedes that the 'religion reformee' has taken 

root here and there, but only because 'elle est devenue une religion comme les autres. 

[ ... ] Les princes et les rois s'en sont servis comme d'un instrument' (p. 139). He scoffs 
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at the theologians who have earned their doctorates by patiently working out, then 

explaining the doctrinal differences between Catholicism and Protestantism: 'Les 

frontieres entre papistes et protestants, elles ont ete faites au moyen du fer et du feu. [ ... ] 

Il y a de graves cycles de guerre, que preparent hl-haut les orages religieux' (p. 140). 

Whatever the doctrinal differences might be, the fact is that religion has become 

inseparably tied to the affairs of state. The Protestants have made of their version of 

Christianity 'une religion comme les autres. Ils sont les suppots des hommes 

exceptionnels dont les crimes ne s'appellent pas des crimes, et ils se dechargent sur le 

Seigneur Dieu' (p. 144). Eventually, the notary demands that Clement reveal the 

whereabouts of the gold, torches the locality, and cuts the throat of Clement's wife 

before his very eyes: 'II avait fai voou a Saint Jacques de Compostelle de tuer de sa 

main douze Indiens chaque jour en l'honneur des douze apotres' (p. 149). 

Thus, long before 'Ce qui fut sera', the chapter to which the entire narrative of 

Les Enchafnements tends, the link between war, on the one hand, and, on the other, 

religion in general and Christianity in particular has been established, and repeatedly 

and forcefully underscored. In Les Enchafnements, in a departure from Barbusse's 

previous works, there is no named cleric; and no priest is developed at all as a character. 

In other words, the Church is further dehumanized as the author sharpens his attack on 

the institution. In 'Ce qui fut sera', as in Le Feu and C/arte, the French Church is seen 

to lend its considerable moral support to the war effort, and the fight against an enemy 

who worships the same God (II, p. 263). It is also seen to collude in the suppression of 

dissident elements amongst troops on the French side. In a discussion between the 

'prophete de malheur' and his two 'acolytes' (p. 247) which is overheard by the 

narrator, examples are given of men from the ranks who have been summarily executed 

by the French military authorities. One such is killed by firing squad simply for having 

inadvertently raised the alarm after mistaking a returning patrol for the enemy. He was 
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shot, 'pour 1 'exemple. Au milieu de tout I 'regiment, avec I' aumonier, au premier rang, 

qui dit amen, et les bai"onnettes comme des cierges' (p. 248). 

This likening of bayonets to candles suggests a symbiosis between the respective 

institutions of the Church and the Army, a suggestion which is made elsewhere in the 

chapter. The narrator is only too aware that the bombardment that had preceded the 

French attack has not had the promised effect of destroying all of the enemy's defences. 

That these defences would be destroyed, the officers had promised the troops, 'avec des 

serments solennels et des effusions de pretres, la main sur leur coeur, pour ne pas 

"porter atteinte au moral" ' (p. 236). Among the human and material debris that this, 

and other unkept promises have brought about, Trachellater discovers a soldier's letter: 

'ce papier sans doute a ete souille et viole par les jesuites en uniformes, par les froides 

mains qui rampent autour de la conscience des foules' (p. 261). On his return to 

headquarters having accomplished his mission, Trachelleams that losses on the French 

side have been relatively light ('on ne fait pas d'omelette sans casser des oeufs'), a 

'mere' two and a half thousand. As the figure is deemed to be not quite light enough, 

however, the decision is taken to reduce it by a thousand. This is the figure that will go 

down in the official records, 'le chiffre historique, definitif, que nul ne pourra jamais 

modifier' (p. 266). The narrator points out that the headquarters have been established 

in a 'sanctuaire', the irony heightening his irritation: 'Dans le passe, les moines 

disposaient des evenements sous la dictee de leurs superieurs. Le militarisme imite la 

machination religieuse' (p. 266).30 Both the religious and military hierarchies are 

determined to preserve the 'truth', and they lie blatantly in order to do so, by means of 

their false, hypocritical, and ultimately self-serving dogma, doctrines and commands. 

The conversation to which Trachel is privy prior to the above reflections underlines this 

point: the front line troops are cut to ribbons in pointless attacks; their leaders receive 

commendations, medals and the 'Legion d'honneur' (pp. 265-66). 
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The text of Les Enchainements, like that of all of Barbusse' s previous works, identifies 

a religious impulse in human beings. The 'suppliant' is never very far away from the 

narrator's various levels of consciousness: 'Les creaures levent les bras au ciel 
' 

cherchent a toucher le bleu avec leurs mains' (I, p. 39). Later in the narrative, observing 

a Greek in the pre-Christian era, Trachel remarks: 'il ne comprend pas que les deux bras 

tendus de l'adorateur fassent un triangle de l'infini, il ne distingue pas cette chute sans 

fond de la priere'(I, p. 159). In Chapter eight, 'Le Mystere d' Adam', which in its title 

carries obvious echoes of Barbusse' s unfinished verse play of the mid-1890s, the 

narrator discusses man in the generic sense, and makes a number of generalizations 

about his destiny: 'II vit- debout, plie, couche- voila tout. II vit. De l'enfance ala 

vieillesse, il ne chemine pas, il tombe. II donne autant d' effort que de souffle. Rien ne 

reste pour lui: inutilite de sa vie.' The narrator adds, tellingly: 'II leve les bras au ciel. 

Lui aussi, comme tousles autres, il s'acharne a ne pas mourir, a resister au temps qui le 

chasse, a durer' (I, p. 221).31 As in L 'Enfer, where the narrator wonders who will write 

'Ia bible du desir humain' having just written it himself, Trachel talks of 'Le livre des 

angoisses, la bible des histoires intimes; car chacun a une bible qui serait: se raconter 

[ ... ] tout cela, ce sont de grandes choses que desormais je sais mieux qu'un autre 

embrasser' (I, p. 121).32 

Although this human need to believe is profound, Barbusse argues in Les 

Enchainements, as in all of his previous works, that traditional forms of religion are not 

the answer, and least of all Christianity, which is once again portrayed as being 

completely unworthy of faith, this time in both its Catholic and Protestant forms. Not 

only is it shown to have compromised itself irredeemably through its association with 

the secular powers and the many wars it has either caused or blessed, it is also shown to 

be but one religion amongst many, and a hybrid religion at that. 
33 

The narrative makes 
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this clear in a number of subtle ways. When the narrator first enters the temple in which 

he witnesses the juxtaposed monologues of the Egyptian and the Chaldean priests, he 

passes through 'laporte qui perce le piedestal de la statue de Ia Sainte Trinite' (I, p. 88). 

What this Trinity consists of is nowhere specified but it has obvious connotations for 

the western reader. 

According to the Egyptian priest, the religious practices in the Ancient world 

that he alludes to are all Egyptian in origin; and can be reduced to immolation, 

obsequies, and 'la resurrection rayonnante d'un homme. Cet homme, dont le mystere de 

toutes les initiations du monde joue le role symbolique de sacrifie et de sauveur, est un 

dieu; c'est le soleil', (p. 100). For 'C'est le soleil', Christians and those from a Christian 

background will read, 'C'est Jesus-Christ'. On the boat journey to Ireland, to which 

reference has already been made, Jesus Christ is seen to be merely another name for 

Mohammed, Siddartha and Lao-Tse: 'II yen eut plusieurs, qui etaient le meme. Son 

vrai nom, c'est: Celui qui poussa le cri de douceur, de sagesse et d'egalite'. Islam, 

Hinduism, Taoism, Christianity; regardless of the name, a religion, 'c'est une religion 

comme toutes les autres' (II, p. 28). 

In the long discussion between shipwrecked galley-slaves in the first volume, 

the conversation is dominated by a Greek, an Egyptian and a Jew. The narrator notices 

differences in emphasis between three more representatives of their respective religious 

cultures, 'le grec qui regarde tout ce qui vit, l'Egyptien qui regarde tout ce qui a vecu, 

le Juif qui regarde tout ce qui ne vit pas encore' (I, p. 159). The narrator is suddenly 

convinced by an unexplained insight that the greatest of the three is the Jew, 

'l'adorateur en desequilibre d'un dieu qui doit venir et qui ne vient pas. - Le plus 

grand c'etait celui dont la plaie fraiche du Messie fendait etemellement le coeur.' Just 

as the Chaldean priest has pointed out, en passant, that the Tower of Babel was not a 

Jewish concept originally, but derives from the Chaldean 'Tour des Langues, qu'arreta 
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avant le faite la confusion des langages, puis que fondit le vent des siecles' (p. 90), the 

narrator reminds the reader that the Messiah is not a Christian, but a Jewish concept in 

origin. Long before the narrative begins to focus on Christianity proper as the Faith of 

the western world, Christianity's credibility as a religion has already been seriously 

eroded. The reader has been well primed for the observation, made at the outset of the 

narrative of the second volume of the novel, that 'la plus grande des supercheries, c'est 

d'avoir plante le Nouveau Testament dans 1' Ancien, le christianisme dans le mosa1sme 

rituel, et par la dans l'antique formule religieuse venu d'Egypte' (II, p. 16).34 

In short, then, Barbusse had no faith in the willingness or capacity of traditional 

religions as represented by Christianity to bring about the kind of social renewal that he 

was calling for. Indeed, as already stated, he had come to see it as a means of 

subjugating the masses.35 As a member of the PCF, he looked upon the Church as a 

political enemy to be engaged in combat in the political arena.36 This is made 

abundantly clear on the final page of the narrative of Les Enchafnements. Intent on 

using his literature as a vehicle for the direct expression of his political beliefs, 

Barbusse once again usurps his narrator and calls upon the people to throw off their 

chains. 37 The part played by the Church in the subjugation of the masses is stated not 

only extremely explicitly, but in a language loaded with religious associations. 

Having declared on the penultimate page that 'il faut que !'intelligence regne' 

(II, p. 295), Barbusse/Trachel, likening himself to the prophet Jeremiah and Jesus, 

makes known the shame he feels at having been a witness to the Inquisition, 'une 

apotheose d'ignominie et de grotesque' (p. 296). He continues: 

II m'assaille, le souffle qui s'appuyait sur moi quand, un peu avant moi, le 
feu ecrasait le coeur ardent des heretiques, et que leurs corps illuminaient. 
[ ... ] Et les supplices qui ne sont pas encore, je les subis d'avance, comme 
Jeremie. Est-il possible qu'on crucifie encore la chair fraiche de ceux qui 
ont montre la simplicite des enchainements! Pitie, peuple, pitie pour lui. 
Sois ton coeur, sois ton genie. Leve-toi. Secoue 1 'ignoble respect encore 
cramponne sur toi avec ta souffrance. Deviens le demolisseur monumental, 
et ne Iache plus le monde. Prends-les par leurs habits sacres, les pontifes de 
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Ia Patrie, de Ia Democratie et de la Religion, et crache-leur a Ia figure. (p. 
296)38 

When in the preface to the novel Barbusse indicates that at certain junctures in the 

narrative he has been unable to keep in check his anger and even hatred, 'contre les 

causes trop visibles des grandes calamites communes' (p. xii), he may well have had his 

paroxysmal ending in mind. 

Although he was unable or unwilling to prevent his hostility towards 

institutional Christianity from finding very direct expression in his literary works from 

Le Feu onwards, Les Enchafnements marks a development in this respect, in the 

warmth shown to keepers of the Christian faith in its original, unadulterated form, as 

Barbusse saw it. Moreover, in Les Enchainements, for the first time in his literature, 

Barbusse sought to illustrate a perceived parallelism between primitive Christianity -

Jesus's real legacy to humankind- and the contemporary Communist movement.39 

The relevant episode occurs in Chapter six, 'Sur le rivage du temps'. At his 

primary level of consciousness, Trachel occasionally meets a fisherman by the seashore. 

The man is socially disadvantaged. He has a large family to feed and struggles to do so 

('Ia loi est mal faite, frappant les gens au hasard, [ ... ] il faut faire une loi neuve', I, p. 

175). In the evening, the narrator returns to the spot and, at another level of 

consciousness, encounters a different fisherman. To the narrator's unspoken thoughts 

('11 serait si simple que la loi de tous rut faite de maniere a donner a chacun la place de 

vivre, et que la vie rut un arrangement et non une bataille', p. 176), his mysterious 

companion replies, 'C'est ce que nous avons commence a faire au bord de ce lac', the 

place being of considerable thematic significance, since, it will be remembered, it is by 

a lakeside that Jesus appears to Simon Paulin in Clarte. The fisherman, Etienne, is 

being hunted by Roman legionnaires and in his presence the narrator experiences a 

disconcerting combination of fear and hope (p. 177). 
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Etienne reveals to the narrator his identity as the head of a community of 

fishermen who live together, sharing their work and its fruits equally, each ever mindful 

of the collective, and determined to correct '!'injustice du sort qui, si on le laisse faire 

trouve toujours le moyen de combler l'un aux depens des autres'. Above all, Etienne's 

community is opposed to sovereignty and slavery. For this reason, 'la nouvelle famille 

qu'ils avaient inventee etait aussi grande qu'elle etait petite' (p. 178). Questioned by the 

narrator, Etienne states that the tenets by which they live have not been invented by 

him; he simply heard them being preached one evening at a crossroads and what he 

heard pleased him, because it seemed to correspond entirely to the needs of man (p. 

180). The narrator is filled with admiration for his interlocutor. Etienne then reveals 

that he and his fellow commune-members are what are known as 'chretiens' (' ... Nous, 

qu'on nomme les chretiens') and the narrator recoils in horror. For him the word 

'chretien' is synonymous with 'le rebelle, l'agitateur, l'anarchiste; celui qui bait l'ordre 

consacre, qui souille le respect dil a la Loi et au Temple, fomente un complot contre 

l'Etat, celui qui exploite la rancune des miserables' (p. 181). 

Despite his apparently mainstream, anti-Christian Jewish revulsion, the narrator 

accompanies Etienne on a hurried journey through the city and catches a glimpse of a 

condemned man, 'une etoile dans la foule' (p. 182), carrying his own cross towards 

Golgotha. Etienne starts to draw attention to himself. A baker who is a relative of his 

refuses to sell him bread, reproaching him for having rejected 'la croyance de ses peres' 

(p. 183). The 'marchands' are all in league against him. A 'petit employe du fisc' 

suddenly appears on the scene and publicly denounces Etienne. This causes a stir. The 

Christian's immediate reaction is to distance himself from the narrator for the narrator's 

own good (pp. 183-84). A priest on the threshold of the entrance to a nearby temple 

lends his voice to the outcry: 'C'est un sacrilege. 11 bafoue la Loi et veut detruire le 

Temple et chasser les pretres', adding to the distortions about Christianity with the 
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accusation that this particular believer slits the throats of children (p. 184). An old 

'fonctionnaire' emerges from a public building and rails against Etienne for challenging 

the secular power in Palestine ('Il veut voler sa part d' obeissance a Cesar!'), which, in 

the context, is tantamount to signing his death warrant: 'cette accusation porta le 

comble a }'exasperation de la foule, qui s'etait adoucie jusqu'a rire parce que 1e 

communiste tn!buchait, et qui se ressaisissant devant le fantome de Cesar, cria: A mort!' 

(p. 184; my italics) 

Etienne, who is visibly starving (p. 186), is stoned to death, but not before being 

further denounced for the Christians' /Communists' opposition to the pagan gods, 

games, and, crucially, war: 'Il ne bait pas l'ennemi! Il voudrait qu'on jetat, tous, les 

armes, comme si laguerre etait une chose honteuse' (p. 185). Etienne's dying words are 

words of defiance: 'Tout va changer!' (p. 186) By now the narrator realizes that the 

martyr is right, although when forced to choose between the individual and the crowd, 

he had opted for the latter. The episode ends on a note of hope and expectation: 

'Maintenant que l'homme s'est retrouve, son regne arrive. Qui, tout va changer 

puisqu'une aube nouvelle a commence sur le grand soir du monde. La Croix apporte la 

delivrance et la joie' (p. 187). 

In connection with the above episode, a number of observations need to be 

made. Firstly, although in strict chronological terms Jesus's crucifixion predates by a 

number of years the stoning of Stephen, his death is evoked both in the execution of 

Barbusse' s fictionalized saint and in the crucifixion of the unidentified figure, the 

'etoile dans la foule'. Furthermore, the 'Croix' referred to in the final paragraph, which 

is separated from the narrative as a kind of self-conscious summary of, and commentary 

on the episode in question, is manifestly the Cross of Christ's Passion.
40 

This episode 

makes a proto-Communist of the Christian 'proto-martyr', Stephen;
41 

and, by extension, 

a proto-Communist of Jesus also. 
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Secondly, the parallel that Barbusse began to draw in Les Enchainements as a 

whole
42 

and in this episode in particular can to some extent be ascribed to the 

persecution of the contemporary Communist movement in France and the harassment of 

Barbusse himself in the early 1920s.43 Clearly, though, there is much more to it than 

that. The writer's attack on Christianity had been the mainstay of his critique of religion 

up to 1920. From that point onwards, he attacked it with more energy than ever, but 

there appears in his work a certain amount of tension (examined in Part four of this 

thesis) between his denunciation of institutional Christianity, on the one hand, and, on 

the other, his propensity to see primitive Christianity as a proto-Communist 

phenomenon. 

As the analysis in this chapter has shown, there is, the historical overview aside, very 

little in Barbusse' s ongoing critique of religion in Les Enchalnements that is not highly 

prominent, adumbrated, or at least implied in the works of the earlier phases of the 

writer's career. In other words, in terms of Barbusse's treatment of religion, Les 

Enchainements is a work that is generally characterized by continuity. It is abundantly 

clear, however, that Barbusse' s critique of religion is now grounded firmly in socio

political concerns where in the first phase of his career the perspective had been largely 

apolitical and metaphysical. Furthermore, there is one highly significant development. 

In Woodrow Wilson Barbusse had seen a Christ-like saviour; socialist republicans he 

had indirectly likened to the first Christians. Having joined the Communist Party in 

1923, he now thought of the contemporary Communist movement in these terms. 

Barbusse's quest for faith had finally resulted in his joining a political party for 

the first time in his life, and although he was later to reject claims that he was intent on 

'mysticizing' revolutionary politics and making a secular religion of Communism, he 

had presented Communism as such as early as October 1920. In an article entitled 'Le 
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devoir socialiste', written to bolster support in France for the new Communist regime in 

the USSR, Barbusse declared: 'Notre conception de la religion sociale, a nous qui ne 

voulons pratiquer, au-dessus des chapelles et des eglises, que le theisme de la verite, 

no us fait un devoir de juger les realisateurs politiques' .44 Furthermore, a trilogy of works 

about a Communist Jesus was hardly the way to convince Barbusse' s critics that his 

perception of Communism was devoid of all trace of religiosity. 
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Notes 

1 
It was also the novel of his that he thought the most highly of. See FHB, Naf16504, f. 

409. 

2 
For the socio-political context in which Barbusse decided finally to join the PCF, see 

Baudorre, Barbusse, pp. 235-38. 

3 See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 104. 

4 Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 114. 

5 
Barbusse, Les Enchainements, 2 vols (Flammarion, 1925), p. vii. Subsequent page 

references, given in parenthesis in the text, are to this, the only edition of the novel. 

6 Vidal quotes Barbusse as saying: 'Je ne suis pas un exploiteur de filon- On ecrit une 

fois Le Feu, on ne peut en faire des resucees'. See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 105. 

7 With only a few exceptions, most notably Chauvelon's review, 'Le chef d'oeuvre 

prodigieux de Barbusse', Communist reaction to the novel was not favourable. The 

novel was considered to be impossibly difficult for working-class readers and the 

working class itself is conspicuous by its absence from the narrative. Furthermore, 

Barbusse' s linear, deterministic depiction of history is at odds with a dialectical 

interpretation and it evinces no real familiarity with Communist theory, other than a 

fairly superficial grasp of the Marxist-Leninist doctrine that capitalism leads inexorably 

to war. 

8 The year the narrative begins is given as 1912 (I, p. 24). There is no other time 

reference in the narrative at the primary level of consciousness. The narrative ends with 

the date 'Aout 1924' (II, p. 296), which can be taken as both a paratextual marker and a 

part of the narrative. Thus the narrative time-frame stands at twelve years. 

9 In a speech given in Nice in March 1920, Barbusse said: ' "Faites cela parce qu'on l'a 

fait, croyez cela parce qu'on l'a cru". Cette espece de religion qui tend a maintenir ce 

qui est et ce qui doit etre, dans les cadres glaces de ce qui fut, s'appelle la tradition. 
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C'est une des plus grandes maladies qui aient empoisonne l'esprit humain.' Paroles (p. 

200). 

10 
At the narrator's primary level of consciousness, the geographical setting for the 

novel moves from Paris to Alican (formerly known as Elcho) on the south coast of 

France. Much of the action at the various secondary levels occurs here also, after the 

galley-slaves are washed ashore in Chapter five. But there are numerous other settings, 

such as the New World (Chapters seventeen and eighteen) and the Western Front 

(Chapter twenty-four). 

11 Relinger, 'Le lexique de laguerre dans Les Enchafnements de Barbusse', p. 167. 

12 
Not lost on at least two contemporary readers. Gregh praised Barbusse's 'immense 

talent, mystique jadis, apocalyptique aujourd'hui'. Naf 16524, f. 199. An American 

reviewer described the novel as 'quite simply an apocalyptic vision of man's 

inhumanity to man'. Stuart, 'Man's Inhumanity to Man'. 

13 For example, 'cataclysme' (p. 227); 'desolation' (pp. 231, 239); and 'abime' (pp. 204, 

220, 235, 250, 257). Hell walks on earth ('cite d'enfer', p. 220; 'resonance d'enfer', p. 

226; 'enfer flamboyant', p. 235; 'vignes d'enfer', p. 236); and natural phenomena

glaciers (p. 204), avalanches (p. 223), storms and hurricanes (pp. 229, 242), and 

volcanoes (pp. 231, 245), to name but a few - are all included and used 

metaphorically. 

14 The point is reiterated on pp. 268-69. 

15 The soldier is described as a 'prophete de malheur' (p. 247) and he speaks with a 

decidedly Bertrandesque accent when he declares: 'On n'en reviendra pas. Si on 

ressuscite de cette affaire-Ia, ce sera pour une autre. Alors, ce qui a ete fait, personne ne 

le saurajamais. Jete dis tout c;a a toi, mais personne- personne- ne saurajamais' (p. 

250). There are other references to the prophet/prophetic (see, for example, pp. 197, 

198, 203, 250), and although the narrator can hardly be described as a secular prophet, 
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there is something decidedly prophetic about his final tirade, in which he likens himself 

to two biblical prophets. As with Barbusse's previous works, contemporary readers saw 

the author himself as the prophet at work in the novel. Albert Doyen called the novel 

'Une vraie prophetie, animee du souffle des vieux prophetes.' Quoted in Vidal, Henri 

Barbusse, p. 113. For Corday, Barbusse was a throwback to the prophets of the Old 

Testament. See 'Les Enchafnements par Henri Barbusse'. 

16 The scope of this chapter does not permit a detailed analysis of all of them. For 

references to sun worship, see I, pp. 40, 43-45; to Taoism, II, p. 29; and to 

Zoroastrianism, II, p. 193. 

17 In Judas, Barbusse wrote: 'L'incalculable amas disparate de religions consacrees qui 

se nient I 'une I' autre, et se proclament unique dans 1' absolu, la cacophonie des 

propagandes, suffit pour discrediter la valeur ontologique de chaque ideal religieux et 

demontrer le peu d'importance qu'a en soi le contenu de la croyance errante des 

hommes' (p. 20). See also p. 40. He had made the same point as early as 1917 in 

'Pourquoi te bats-tu?' See Paroles, pp. 14-15. 

18 The location of the statue is significant in the light of the anti-Egyptian polemic that 

the priest is about to unleash. 

19 The lists of proper nouns - a feature of the narrative in the novel as a whole - are 

quite formidable, the fruits of several years' intensive research on the part of the author. 

See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, pp. 102-104. Barbusse mentions some of the sources he had 

used in a brief note at the end of the second volume of the novel. 

20 Indirectly, he is of considerable importance, however. As in Barbusse's two previous 

novels, the 'poilu' is depicted as a figure of suffering reminiscent of Jesus Christ. The 

common soldier is capable of remarkable, not to say, miraculous things: 'Ils ont respire 

l'air qui foudroie, la pluie de pierres, d'acier, et de cendres. Ils se sont avances sur la 

terre brassee et qui germait epouvantablement sous les pieds. Ils ont marche sur lamer' 
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(II, p. 237). Explicit parallels are provided also. At the height of the pre-attack 

bombardment, the narrator, 'etendu au milieu du bourdonnement', reflects on the wars 

past, present and future: 'Je pense au mystere mondial de la Passion, au grand jeu des 

Pauvres' (p. 203). Later in the narrative, he himself now exposed to the wrath of the 

canon and the horrors it produces, he becomes more explicit still in identifying the 

'poilu' with Christ: 'On voit se dresser dans l'azur inscrutable et palissant de la lune, le 

sacrifice des Christs du premier rang, avec leurs corps sans defense, avec leurs robes 

pales dont flottaient les pans' (p. 230). 

The narrator is likewise identified with Jesus. Trachel takes up his burden, in his 

case the body of a fallen comrade, a symbol for humanity as a whole: 'je l'ai traine; il 

m'a arrete, raidi et s'enfon~ant dans le sol ainsi qu'une lourde croix' (p. 245). By the 

end of this particular episode in the novel, Trachel' s burden has assumed almost 

universal proportions, on a par with that which Jesus Christ is believed to have taken 

upon himself. Death now seems his only recourse: 'je souffre de la vie; le mal des 

autres s'est detache des autres pour tomber sur moi' (p. 270). For further direct or 

indirect references to Jesus, see, for example I, pp. 136, 182, 274, 276; II, pp. 58, 62, 

72,118,105-106,124,203,273,291-92. 

21 My italics. Although the time-setting for this section of the narrative is some date 

posterior to 1228 (p. 11 ), it is clear from Barbusse' s other writings of this period that 

this is as much a comment on the contemporary situation as it is on the situation 

prevailing in thirteenth-century Europe as he saw it. Indeed, it is precisely because of 

his views at the time of writing that he expressed such views about an earlier epoch. 

There are other instances of this in the novel. See, for example, II, p. 165. 

22 In reply to a survey in 1927, Barbusse wrote: 'Passee une courte periode 

revolutionnaire, le christianisme est devenu une force d'Etat, un imperialisme comme 
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celui de l'empire romam, qu'il n'a remplace que d'apparence.' Barbusse, 'Henri 

Barbusse et les catholiques' (p. 2). See also Judas, p. 211. 

23 S . I T. d B b ee previOus note. n JU as, ar usse contends that Christianity did not triumph over 

Rome: 'II ne s'est substitue a lui qu'en lui ressemblant servilement' (p. 209). 

24 
In the survey mentioned in note 22, Barbusse was quite categorical: 'Le catholicisme 

est incontestablement, et irremediablement, du cote de laguerre [ ... ] l'avocat spirituel, 

le soutien, le pilier moral, sije puis dire, de l'ordre d'oppression et de reaction' (p. 1). 

25 
This chapter would appear to have been of great importance to Barbusse. Vidal 

reports that he produced no fewer than forty-two drafts for it. See Vidal, Henri 

Barbusse, p. 104. 

26 
Other causal factors given are the considerations of geo-politics, capital, and the 

monarchical system of rule (see pp. 107, 112, 114). 

27 According to Kelly, Boniface (December 1294-0ctober 1303) 'constantly intervened 

on the international plane'. The Oxford Dictionary of Popes (p. 209). See the page in 

question for a detailed account of the incident related in the novel. 

28 Chapter thirteen, 'Le regne de 1 'homme', deals with the Inquisition. 

29 A reference to the Treaty of Tordesillas, brokered in 1494 by Pope Alexander VI 

(August 1492-August 1503). See Kelly, The Oxford Dictionary of Popes, p. 254. 

Roberts writes that the treaty 'gave to Portugal all the lands east of a line of longitude 

running 370 leagues west of Cape Verde and to Spain those west of it'. The Pelican 

History of the World (p. 507). 

30 Barbusse openly condemned monastic orders in Judas: 'Les monasteres ont ete des 

usines de falsification et d'effacement des oeuvres d'esprit' (p. 216). 

31 These references are made by the narrator about other characters. Speaking in what 

appears to be his own voice, Trachel declares himself to be impermeable to all 

religions: 'Je ne veux pas croire aux esprits, aux evocations magiques, aux revenants a 
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la mode du jour' (I, p. 78), a stance which distinguishes him from the pre-war Simon 

Paulin and the pre-hotel narrator of L 'Enfer. 

32 
In his review, Chauvelon compared the novel to Chateaubriand's Le Genie du 

christianisme and described it as a Bible for Communists. See note 7. 

33 
'La religion chretienne ressemblait a toutes les autres religions, et pour cause', states 

Barbusse in Judas, 'elle etait faite des morceaux methodiquement decoupes de la 

plupart d'entre elles' (p. 201). 

34 The operative word here is 'supercherie'. Later, as 'le baron conseiller d'Etat', 

Seraphin Trachel implicitly describes Christianity as 'la plus grande duperie qui fut 

jamaisjouee sur la scene historique' (II, p. 165). 

35 In his preface to Lorulot' s L 'Eglise et Ia guerre, Barbusse contends that the Church's 

aim is to change 'les foules en troupeaux domestiques, taillables, corveables, equisables 

et tuables a merci' (p. 10). He made much the same point in his review of B. 

Groethysen' s L 'Eglise et Ia bourgeoisie. See Barbusse, 'L 'Eglise et la bourgeoisie'. 

36 In an interview given shortly after Les Enchafnements was published, Barbusse stated 

that the world was divided into two camps, the socialist (USSR) and the capitalist 

(USA). He added: 'Et il y a un troisieme reseau universe! dont le centre est a Rome. 

Celui-la est I' organisation du systeme de defense supreme du capitalisme menacee par 

la multitude.' AA V, 36.67. 

37 Barbusse made no apologies for this in the preface to the novel: 'ai-je [ ... ] a 

m'excuser de ne pas considerer la litterature comme un jeu de tout repos, et de la faire 

deborder dans des domaines que lui ferme la pudibonderie spirituelle de mes 

contemporains?' (p. xii). 

38 'These words contain the essence of Barbusse' s gospel', is Mancisidor' s assessment 

of the ending to the novel. Henri Barbusse (p. 113; my translation). 
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39 He had already explored the idea to some degree in his works of non-fiction, as will 

be seen in Part four of this thesis. 

40 In a film scenario of the novel which Barbusse sent to the prestigious director Abel 

Gance, Barbusse wrote: 'Legrand espoir de la Croix a avorte, le christianisme n'a rien 

gueri. Souffrances de tousles humbles du Moyen-Age.' FHB, Naf16491, f. 96. He was 

clearly convinced that the Communists were animated by the same spirit of revolt that 

had motivated the first Christians; and that the former would succeed where the latter 

had failed. 

41 Cooper, The Cassell Dictionary of Christianity, p. 259. For Barbusse's thoughts on 

Stephen's contribution to Christianity, see Judas, pp. 35-36, 53, 105, 165; and FHB, 

Naf16503, f. 508. 

42 For further, less overt references to this parallelism, see I, pp. 211, 280; and II, pp. 

142, 291-92. 

43 See note 2. 

44 Barbusse, 'Le devoir socialiste', p. 1. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
'J' AI VU JESUS, MOl AUSSI': JESUS (1927) 

Although Le Feu is the work for which Henri Barbusse will always be remembered, 

Jesus, published in January 1927, is the quintessential Barbussian novel. While it 

surprised a good many of Barbusse's political friends, associates, and literary 

commentators when it first appeared on the politico-literary scene, it is, as has been 

shown in the previous chapters of this thesis, anticipated far more clearly in Barbusse's 

earlier work than is Le Feu. In general terms, Jesus, and Barbusse' s Jesus trilogy as a 

whole,1 can be ascribed to an authorial interest in Jesus bordering on the obsessional, to 

which various acquaintances have attested.2 

Of his encounter(s) with Barbusse in Moscow, in what must have been between 

autumn 1927 and the late summer of 1935, Fischer remembers only that the writer 

talked to him 'chiefly about Jesus Christ'.3 Vidal, Barbusse's faithful personal secretary 

from 1917 to his death in 1935, was 'un peu choquee' at Barbusse's outpourings on 

New Year's Eve 1924, although it is not entirely clear from the immediate context 

whether it was Barbusse' s intention to write a book about Jesus, or more particularly, 

his 'fascination pour Jesus, a ses yeux la plus haute realisation de la figure humaine' 

that she found so surprising.4 

The work of Pierre Paraf is littered with references to this 'fascination'. At their 

first meeting, in autumn 1916, Paraf saw Barbusse in his Paris apartment against the 

background of 'le vitrail d'une fenetre sur lequel un Christ en croix temoignait de la 

douleur humaine' .5 He later added, perhaps as an intentional play on words, that 

Barbusse was 'tout pres du Christ en croix, sur le vitrail qui dominait son bureau' .
6 

In 

short, Paraf was in no doubt as to the centrality of Jesus in Barbusse' s work. In 'Jesus et 

Barbusse', in which Paraf provides a brief synopsis of all three elements in the Jesus 

triptych, he stated that the figure and the teaching of Jesus 'tiennent une place insigne, 
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inattendue, dans I' oeuvre d'Henri Barbusse'; that Barbusse felt drawn to Jesus, 'comme 

vers un ami dont il etait plus que tout autre apte a revivre en esprit les combats'. 7 

Elsewhere, Paraf used the verb 'banter' in trying to account for the spiritual ties 

between Barbusse and Jesus.
8 

According to Paraf, what Barbusse saw and admired, not 

to say loved about Jesus, was the human suffering and sacrifice that he symbolized, as 

well as Jesus's perceived rebellion against both the secular and religious authorities of 

ancient Palestine. In a letter to Guille, Paraf described Barbusse's 'admiration pour le 

message de paix des prophetes d'Israel', an admiration which, in the Jesus trilogy, 

centres on Jesus in particular, 'auquel il vouait une tendre ferveur. ' 9 

As for Barbusse's specific aims with regard to Jesus, and the two other works 

and numerous articles to which it gave rise, Guille quotes Barbusse as saying: 'Inquiet 

de la propagande religieuse reactionnaire, je denonce !'exploitation que l'Eglise a faite 

de la personnalite de Jesus. ' 10 In Vidal's account of Barbusse's life and work, Barbusse 

makes much the same point, if somewhat more expansively: 

Je suis, sinon effraye, du moins inquiet de la recrudescence de la 
propagande religieuse, propagande reactionnaire, par le moyen des livres, 
brochures, films, conferences, mais aussi propagande dans la classe ouvriere 
par l'intermediaire du syndicalisme et du socialisme chretiens. 
II est, d'autre part, important de combattre la superstition religieuse en 
denon<;ant }'exploitation que l'Eglise a faite de la personnalite de Jesus.11 

It would appear, then, that the writer was intent, for political reasons, on challenging the 

Church's monopoly of Jesus. As a member of the PCF, Barbusse had come to think of 

the Church as the Communists' main ideological adversary in the battle to win the 

hearts and minds of the masses.12 In the mid-1920s, the Church in France was 

undergoing something of a resurgence following the renewal of diplomatic ties between 

the French State and the Vatican in 1921. Left-wing Christians were particularly 

buoyant in the wake of the papal condemnation of L 'Action Franraise in 1926.
13 

In 

making public his personal interpretation of Jesus, Barbusse aimed to combat the 
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Church, making paradoxical use of the most potent religious symbol of all. In the words 

of Picciola: 'Jesus etait un missile envoye au coeur d'une societe qui avait fait de la 

religion un gendarme, gardien de 1 'ordre etabli. Barbusse entendait retourner contre 

cette societe l'arme dont elle s'etait servie.' 14 

Furthermore, he clearly sought to further the Communist-Christian parallelism 

outlined in the episode involving Etienne in Les Enchafnements. In the postface to 

Jesus, dated September 1926, Barbusse informed the reader that, despite its setting and 

subject, the novel is not the work of a self-indulgent artist intent on smoothing out the 

contradictions and anomalies in the Bible: 'C'est pour pouvoir m'adresser aux inquiets 

et aux tourmentes des temps ou nous sommes'. He added that the prevailing socio

political, economic and cultural conditions were such that contemporary man could not 

but follow 'l'exemple sacre qu'il ne lui a jamais ete donne que d'entrevoir', namely 

Jesus, 'un briseur d'idoles,' 15 or, more specifically, a proto-Communist: 'La these que 

j'entends soutenir est qu'il y a une distinction absolue entre le prophete Jesus qui etait 

un revolutionnaire et le Christ qui n' etait qu'une entite theologique abstraite' .
16 

As will 

be seen in the subsequent analysis of the text of Jesus and other sources, by the late 

1920s Barbusse was convinced that history was repeating itself, with the Communists 

now in the position that the first followers of Jesus had been in two millennia before; 

and that they were inspired by the same spirit of revolt. 

Before considering the ways in which Barbusse sought to challenge the Church in 

Jesus; and give literary expression to a perceived parallelism between primitive 

Christianity and the contemporary Communist movement, it would be as well to recall 

the author's words, articulated in Judas and already considered in this thesis with regard 

to Les Suppliants, in which the author warns the reader against facile assumptions about 

his recent depiction of Jesus (seep. 51). According to Barbusse, Maximilien Desanzac, 
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the chief protagonist of Barbusse' s first novel, and the Jesus of Jesus have much in 

common. A comparative study of the two characters shows this to be the case. Indeed, 

such is the content of the message of Jesus, so strong is the sense of philosophical 

continuity between what he says about the existence of God and man's true status in 

creation, on the one hand, and the outlook of Maximilien in Les Suppliants, on the 

other, that Le Feu and Clarte seem almost like an interregnum in Barbusse's thought 

and work. For roughly the first half of the first-person narrative of Jesus, the interest is 

predominantly metaphysical in nature; this Jesus acts as the mouthpiece for an author 

who, the best part of a quarter-century after the publication of his first novel, is still 

apparently opposed to transcendent religions per se, and from a largely apolitical 

perspective. 

Long before Maximilien within one time-frame, and long after him within 

another, the Jesus of Jesus takes the view that all objects within the material world are 

perceived/perceivable only because of the sense organs of the perceiver, and that all 

abstractions, all concepts, exist 'en nous' (29. 8-15). When Nicodemus comes to Jesus 

not quite sure what to expect ( 11. 6-7), he is given a lesson which, since it is at the heart 

of Jesus's teaching, is repeated at regular intervals thereafter. To this particular 

Pharisee's initial question ('Que faire?'), Jesus replies: 'L'heure est venue de rentrer en 

nous-memes et d'y decouvrir ce qui y est enferme. Carla verite est du dedans, non du 

dehors' (11. 8-9). Nicodemus asks whether there exist 'en dehors de nous, des choses 

qui sont vraies?' The reply is cryptic but repeats the point made at the beginning of the 

dialogue: 'il n' est rien de vrai, et non plus, rien de grand ni de beau, qui ne soit tenu 

dans les grandes lignes de la justice qui est en nous' (11. 19-20). Jesus tells Nicodemus 

that in order to understand 'l'homme dans le monde et le monde dans l'homme, il faut 

se debarasser de toutes les idoles' ( 11. 33), in other words, any attempt to make sense of 
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the human condition that does not begin and end with man is doomed to failure. The 

truth, justice, love, life, happiness, death, all exist 'en nous' .17 

Strictly in keeping with the immanentist philosophy espoused by Maximilien, 

the reader has already been given to understand that this particular Jesus does not accept 

the traditional understanding of the relationship between man and God. Contemplating 

the night-sky following the death of his all-too human carpenter father, Jesus ponders 

this relationship: 

La verite a un autre sens que celui qu'on croit. La verite neva pas de Dieu a 
nous, mais de nous aDieu. Voila Ia direction de Ia verite. Et l'esprit vient 
d'en-bas. II ne faut plus commencer par l'au-dela. Ce qui n'a pas commence 
en nous, n' est pas. Nous ne tombons pas du ciel, nous qui nous levons. (9. 
25-29) 

This remains Jesus's conviction throughout the narrative, faltering only once, on the eve 

of his execution, which he has foreseen, 'sans etre prophete' (33. 2): 'Mon Dieu, mon 

Dieu. En pensant a rna destinee qui aura passe si vite, j 'ai laisse echapper comme un 

enfant: mon Dieu' (32. 38-39). Of all of the various aspects relating to his immanentist 

message, it is this aspect, the notion that God, the Kingdom of God, the Messiah are all 

self-referential, existing not outside but within the self, that Jesus returns to the most 

often. 

When asked for the first time whether he is the long-awaited Messiah, he states: 

'Le Messie, c'est }'esprit, et }'esprit est en nous [ ... ]. Le regne de Dieu est au milieu de 

vous. Cela n'est-il point clair comme le jour?' (16. 15-16). In the Sermon on the 

Mount, he tells his listeners to believe in themselves: 'Le ciel n'est pas un objet qu'on 

gagne en levant les bras en l'air. Ayez du ciel en vous-memes' (20. 46-47). Having 

recovered his sang froid in Gethsemane after his brief moment of doubt (31. 62), Jesus 

considers the reason for it, reaches the same conclusion as Maximilien in Les Suppliants 

and, word for word, makes the same ultra-heretical declaration that Maximilien makes 

to Ursleur: 'Mon Pere, qui etes aux cieux, vous rendez le son de toutes nos douleurs. Et 
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je sentis pourquoi on croit en Dieu. Si j'etais fou je croirais en Dieu' (31. 63-65; seep. 

61). 

In his encounter with the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well (borrowing from 

Johannine tradition), Jesus is reminded that for the Samaritans, God is to be found 'sur 

cette montagne-la', Mount Gerazim, whereas for the Jews he is to be found in 

Jerusalem- a point of sectarian conflict for centuries. 'Femme', says Jesus, 'le jour est 

venu ou I' on n' adorera plus a Jerusalem ou sur I a montagne, mais en esprit et en verite. 

[ ... ]II n'est pas dans les sanctuaires faits par la main des hommes' (22. 3-5). He goes on 

to point out that she, like everybody else, is looking for the image of God in order to 

give God an external form, and worship accordingly. He reminds her of the 

tetragrammaton and the second commandment: 'Car lorsque je dis que Dieu est quelque 

part en dehors de nous, je fais une image. [ ... ] Dieu est en nous. Done il n'est pas 

ailleurs' (22. 16-19).18 

God is the word that human beings have given to their need for a God: '0 Dieu 

de rna justice! Nous en avons besoin, de I 'Etranger demesure, et ce besoin est Dieu. On 

a peur de Dieu, et cette peur est Dieu' (22. 24-26). In the Tabernacle, the 'portable 

shrine instituted by Moses during the wanderings of the Jews in the wilderness' /
9 

the 

Jews worshipped two black stones, 'qui etaient Dieu' and, as such, 'aussi grandes que le 

monde' (22. 32-33). Such worship is, for this Jesus, sacrilege (22. 35). Since 'Tout est 

en nous' (22. 37) and 'il n'y a que nous' (22. 40), God exists only as a concept in the 

human mind which has been externalized. To worship God as though God were a 

transcendent being is to abdicate before 'une image posee devant toi' (22. 48). Jesus 

returns to the company of his followers after this passage of reflection at the well: 'ils 

disaient: Gloire aDieu! Tout vade Dieu a nous. Moi, je songeais: Tout va de nous a 

Dieu, meme Dieu' (22. 52-53). 
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In the next chapter, John Zebedee, who is the most prominent disciple in this 

particular gospel, encounters Jesus. 'Tu me cherchais?' asks Jesus. 'Je me cherchais 

moi-meme', he replies (23. 1-2).
2° Clearly disconcerted by the latter's immanentist 

teaching, John wishes to know where the spirit of which Jesus talks comes from. Well 

may it exist within us but how did it come to be there? Jesus realizes what his disciple is 

hinting at: 'II attendait que je disse: II vient du Dieu de nos peres' (23. 11). Jesus gives 

him no such answer. Given that Jesus himself clearly does not believe in the 

transcendent God of Israel, John asks why it is that he talks about this God at all. This is 

the crux of the matter, a matter to which Barbusse will have given a considerable 

amount of thought. He has his Jesus reply that he teaches by means of parables and 

analogies ('similitudes') because many are those who do not have eyes to see, ears to 

hear or a heart to understand (23. 19). Jesus declares that he is not a magician who has 

invented the truth; he has merely revealed it (23. 27-28). John seems unconvinced, as 

are many: 

Mais apres ces jours oiL cela fut dit, je vis bien que les hommes, et meme les 
meilleurs, ne sont pas capables de comprendre les geantes formes humaines 
de la chose divine, ni tout ce qu'on dit quand on dit: que l'interieur et 
l'exterieur soient un. Carle besoin de croire c'est le besoin de posseder, a 
sa voir: de prendre ce qui n 'est pas a nous. Et ils veulent voler 1 'impossible. 
(23. 36-38) 

John accuses Jesus of killing 'la grandeur' and expresses his fear at the implications of 

Jesus's philosophy. Jesus counters that by re-placing prayer 'dans le droit chemin' (23. 

43-44), he is aggrandizing man (23. 23-26). He declares that 'chacun est son propre 

Christ' and 'celui qui s'est vu, a vu Dieu' (23. 43-44). In summing up Jesus's message, 

Mary Magdalen, in Jesus's estimation one of only two disciples to have fully 

understood him (the other being 'the disciple whom Jesus loved'), states, without 

correction or qualification by Jesus: 'croyez pleinement a vous-memes, refaites la vie 

selon votre image, et vous serez sauves. Que chacun maitrise son Dieu, que tous 
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maitrisent leurs rois. Et tu as divinis6' (32. 91-93).21 Thus Jesus shows himself to be 

audaciously out of sync with the thinking of his age. He is aware that he has enemies 

who desire his death (23. 56). 

While Relinger is correct in his assertion that Barbusse's Jesus distinguishes 

himself from the Jesus of a writer like Proudhon by virtue of his atheism,22 the Jesus of 

Jesus is not just an atheist but is, like Maximilien Desanzac, an anti-theist. More than 

simply not believing in a transcendent God because he is unable to countenance such a 

concept, he is actively opposed to such a concept, since belief in it forces man to turn 

away from himself, preventing him from achieving his full potential. In his exchange 

with John Zebedee, he describes religious belief as 'le joug de Dieu' and he realizes that 

men choose not to remove the yoke: were they to do so, they would have to replace it 

and they know not what they would replace it with (23. 39). In a universe without God, 

contingency rules. The posited existence of God is, therefore, a source of relative 

comfort, even though man's subservience necessarily follows. 

Jesus mounts a vigorous opposition to this subservience, portraying God as a 

self-protecting enemy of the human race. This is made clear in 'La Tour des Hommes'. 

After the imprisonment of John Zechariah (John the Baptist) for his energetic preaching 

as 'un bon ouvrier demolisseur' (19. 5), Jesus and his disciples make a pilgrimage to 

Zechariah's hut in the wilderness, where they discover the prophet's written testament, 

in which he claims that the greatest thing man has ever made is 'Ia tour qu'i1s avaient 

voulu elever jusqu'au ciel' (19. 46). He has God declare: 'S'ils sont unis et forment un 

seul peuple et si, en plus, ils travaillent, alors, moi, Dieu, je suis perdu' (19. 47). As a 

defensive measure, God afflicts the various peoples of the human race with mutually 

unintelligible languages and thus guarantees discord and disunity, and the privilege of 

primacy for himself. The peoples of the world cry: 'Seigneur, qui done es-tu?' The one 

who said, replies God, in accordance with Scripture (Genesis): 'Si l'homme mange du 
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fruit de Ia connaissance, il sera semblable a nous, les dieux, et il ne le faut pas. Car il 

transporterait les montagnes. Car il aurait Ia foudre de soleil. Je suis 1 'Ennemi divin' 

(19. 57-61). John Zebedee is with Jesus. Jesus asks him whether he understands. He 

sees (19. 64) but given his earlier doubtings, it seems unlikely that he understands. 

This episode raises complex issues, not the least of which is the fact that the 

narrative contains references to 'Dieu' and 'les dieux' (19. 47-48, 19. 57-58), and an 

apparent allusion to Prometheus, which juxtaposes the monotheism of Judaeo

Christianity and the polytheism of pagan cultures. Furthermore, the interpretation 

Barbusse would appear to want the reader to make of the Tower of Babel episode is not 

easily differentiated from the divide-and-rule interpretation it is given in its biblical 

context. However, the important point is that for the original creator of the image, the 

God of Israel is the one true living God, existent independently of the material world as 

the Creator of it. For Barbusse and his Jesus, on the other hand, all gods are equal, and 

belief in them is possible only as a result of an abdication from human responsibility. 

To challenge God is to liberate humankind. 

Maximilien Desanzac champions the very same cause in Les Suppliants and uses 

much the same language that Jesus uses in Jesus. The former character is also portrayed 

as a messianic figure. That said, there is, of course, a world of difference between the 

central figures of their respective narratives. Despite the conspicuously thick religious 

patina that he is given, Maximilien is a secular figure who is opposed, on exclusively 

immanentist grounds, to traditional religions with their transcendent God. Jesus, by 

contrast, though at pains to stress his atheism, reject the title of Messiah and insist upon 

his mortality (5. 36, 14. 25, 32. 101), is a religious figure, the object of worship for 

hundreds of billions of people over the last two millennia. He cannot not be a religious 

figure. Thus, for the author to have Maximilien the pseudo-Messiah declare that the 

personal God of western tradition does not exist is one thing; for him to have Jesus 
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make the same declaration is quite another, all the more so when one considers that the 

Jesus of Jesus is portrayed as a Jew.
23 

The observation has been made that an atheist 

Jew is a contradiction in terms; and that the Jesus that Barbusse portrays could scarcely 

have attracted a following amongst the Jewish population of first-century Palestine.24 

This is not the only anomaly that becomes apparent with regard to Barbusse' s treatment 

of Jesus in the pro-Communist phase of his career; but he may well have been prepared 

to overlook it (and others) for strategic reasons. In short, it does not suit Barbusse's 

purpose to deny Jesus's Jewishness. On the contrary, he is careful to point it up. The 

gospel that he has produced is emphatically that of Jesus the Jew. 

Thus the reader sees Jesus the boy in a synagogue in Chapter four, listening, as 

all devout Jews do, to teachings from, and interpretations of the Hebrew Scriptures. He 

later makes an unspecified pilgrimage to the Temple in Jerusalem. In keeping with the 

gospel according to Luke, he gets separated from his parents and they return to the 

Temple, where they find their son debating with the scribes and the Pharisees. Elkania 

declares him to be 'la grande arne d'Israel' (7. 40). In the Sermon on the Mount, he 

declares himself to be the 'depositaire' and 'annonciateur' of the 'grande arne' of the 

Jewish people (20. 54-55). The temporal reference he provides for his movements after 

the Sermon on the Mount derives from daily religious ritual: 'Puis, a 1 'heure de 

l'oblation du soir, nous nous trouvames trois hommes tout seuls sur la route qui s'en va' 

(20. 61 ). He is orthodox enough to be in Jerusalem for Passover; and eat the obligatory 

Passover meal with his disciples (31.1 ff). Furthermore, it is the cleansing of the Temple 

that seals his fate and, whatever his deeper motives might be, like the Jesus of the New 

Testament, he is indignant about the place of worship's having been turned into a den 

of iniquity: 'C'etait la maison des prieres, mais vous en avez fait une caveme de 

voleurs. [ ... ] Le Temple n'est plus qu'un vaste abattoir gere par une caste' (30. 31-34). 

On the Cross, Jesus associates himself with Jewry one final time: 'Le peuple juif dont 
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j'ai tenu l'ame debout, m'aidera, apres moi, a semer ce levain dans l'univers lorsqu'il y 

aura ete lui-meme seme ala volee, au milieu du peuple unique sous les cieux' (34. 15). 

Above all, Barbusse's Jesus, like the author himself, is extremely familiar with 

the Jewish canon. His discourse is punctuated by allusions to biblical figures, both 

familiar to the general non-Jewish reader (Moses, 2. 6; Abraham, 7. 44; Adam and Eve, 

8. 42, 23. 7; Cain, 9. 41; and Jacob, 31. 66) and not so familiar (Agar, 8. 63, and 

Eliphaz Themanite, 9. 51). He often paraphrases Scripture from the various books of 

the Bible, such as Ezra (4. 11, 29. 36), Nehemiah (4. 9, 29. 31/36, 30. 55), Job (21. 6, 

21. 13) and Ecclesiastes (31. 71). He has a penchant for the prophets, referring to Isaiah 

in particular (11. 21, 30. 51, 30. 72), and Jeremiah and Daniel (30. 51). He alludes also 

to the Psalms (22. 24, 23. 42). Like his creator, this Jesus does not reject religion out of 

hand, still less out of ignorance. 

Reject it he does, however, the major sticking point being his inability for both 

philosophical and, as will be seen later, political reasons, to accept the concept of God. 

For Jesus, God is nothing but a metaphor, a concept that has been invented so that 

human beings do not have to confront the extremely uncomfortable notion of human 

responsibility in a contingent universe. Once he has been given an object lesson in non

conformity by John Zechariah (2. 9-2. 15), Jesus shows himself to be a sceptic. 

Although he goes to the synagogue, he will not accept the authority of a rabbi simply 

because the latter is a rabbi. He is told to follow a certain rabbi, 'un savant maitre': 'Je 

reponds: Non. Car une telle confiance est idolatre. II faut que je donne par moi-meme, 

et non par oui-dire, 1' autorite a mon maitre. II faut que chacun se recree toujours tout 

entier: sa foi, ses certitudes' (5. 2-5). 

Although he makes pilgrimages to Jerusalem, he is appalled by the practice of 

animal sacrifice - the very basis of all religious worship in the ancient world: 'J' avais 

un souvenir malade de tuerie [ ... ]. Comment se fait-il que la priere fraye avec ces 
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ignobles fumees? Et la vie avec ce dechirement de viandes?' (7. 58-60f5 Antiritualistic, 

Jesus also challenges the Judaeocentrism of orthodox Judaism, because of an 

internationalist outlook that will be considered in more detail later in this chapter. When 

in the Sermon at the Temple Jesus tells the masses that they must first recognize their 

enemies before they fight them and that their enemies are not foreigners and Gentiles, 

he is accused of committing 'le peche national' (30. 65). It is highly significant that it is 

one of the priests there gathered that exclaims: '11 parle pour les incirconcis!' (30. 62-

63f6 

All of the above aspects of Jesus's non-observance and non-conformity with 

regard to religious matters- his rejection of God and ecclesiastical authority, his sense 

of repulsion at animal sacrifice, and his internationalism - are brought together in the 

key dream he has in Chapter twenty-nine, 'Apocalypse du futur'. This chapter reflects 

the apocalyptic imagery evoked in Chapter four, in which Jesus paraphrases from the 

Books of Ezra and Nehemiah. In this scheme of things, the Jews are punished with exile 

in Babylon for having neglected the Law. Upon their return to Jerusalem, Ezra drew the 

attention of the Jews to their 'peche commun', reading from the Law, which was to 

become the basis of a renewal of the people's covenant with God (4. 9-15). According 

to Selman and Manser, 'the books of Ezra and Nehemiah were originally a single 

work.' As they now stand, the former 'shows how God worked through human politics 

to re-establish his people in Judah, and emphasizes the central role of the temple and of 

the law in the process of reformation'; the latter 'concludes with various reforms, 

including the repopulation of Jerusalem, purifying temple worship, dealing with mixed 

marriages, and reinstating the Sabbath as a day of rest. '
27 

In his dream, Jesus the adult takes refuge from the Apocalypse 'dans les grands 

jours de Nehemie, dans 1 'instant pur de rna race' (29. 31-32). A critical voice tells him 

to look more closely at the events that had marked his childhood (29. 34) and when he 
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does so he sees that Ezra was, after all, 'un petit homme' (29. 35). He then describes his 

and Nehemiah's calling upon the Jews to marry only amongst themselves as 'le crime 

d'Esdras et de Nehemie' (29. 36-39). Worse was to follow: 

Ils [Esdras et Nehemie] profiterent de leur courage extraordinaire a 
recommencer, a tous ceux-la, pour instaurer une regie terrible 
d'observances, et d'obligation d'offrandes, et de contributions au culte de 

' dimes, d 'oblations, en argent et en premier-nes, pour engraisser les 
sacrificateurs par milliers, et 1' armee des levites, des portiers, des chantres 
et des Nethiniens et de toutle reste des conducteurs de la maison de Dieu. 
(29. 41-42) 

Although the people resisted this legalism, 'la machination d'en haut etait plus solide 

que les generations' (29. 44); eventually, the consequence was acquiescence and 

conformity, albeit, ultimately, to Israel's detriment (29. 45-48). 

The scenario changes to the Temple at a time before Solomon's Temple and 

Jesus sees a man, 'un valeur', place on the altar of the Most High God the Book of 

Books. The myth of God's handing down the Torah to Moses on Mount Sina1 is 

exploded, 'car ce livre vient d'etre fait. Une armee de scribes et de pretres l'ont 

confectionne a leur gout' (29. 55). The book has been written and rewritten, expanded, 

abridged, manipulated every which way, 'selon les exigences politiques' (29. 56). 

Because it was politically expedient to do so, Ezra claimed that the Torah came from 

Moses himself: '11 a dit cela, alors que Ia Thora etait neuve, et mille ans apres Mo1se' 

(29. 69). Jesus sees also, written down, the damning sentence, 'Les Livres de Daniel et 

d'Henoch ne sont ni de Daniel ni d'Henoch' (29. 65). His critical voice screams that 

'dans les Livres Saints, les propheties ont ete fabriquees selon les evenements. Et [ ... ] il 

y aura de nouveaux livres saints ou les evenements seront fabriques selon les 

propheties' (29. 66-67). Much earlier in the narrative, Jesus had realized the power of 

the written word in an ultra-religious culture ('on ecrit ce qu'on croit. Puis on croit ce 

qui est ecrit', 3. 14), which partly explains why he himself has not been taken in by 

what amounts to a massive conspiracy connived at by the religious authorities in order 
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to subjugate the masses and ensure a continuation of their power. As Jesus later remarks 

after the cleansing of the Temple, the centre of Jewish religious worship is now no 

more than an abattoir 'gere par une caste' (30. 41) and Judaism itself has become but a 

labyrinthine exercise in legalism. 

Although he rails against the rich and the warmongers; and it is the Roman 

authorities that eventually put him on the Cross, Jesus's chief opponents in Jesus, as in 

the four gospels of the New Testament, are the Jewish and therefore religious 

authorities of Jerusalem. To great public acclaim, Jesus begins his Sermon on the 

Mount by challenging the authority of the Pharisees, scribes and doctors. When one of 

their number challenges his authority as an expert on the Scriptures, he ripostes: 

'Comment parleriez-vous de la verite ne l'ayant jamais apprise?' (20. 12). Emboldened 

by his reception generally, he instructs the multitudes to believe in themselves and 

strive for justice: 

Vous etes pris dans des pratiques, des observances et des regles, comme 
dans des filets. Et aussi des preceptes mortes. [ ... ] Repoussez de la main ces 
docteurs qui sont des ignorants ne sachant qu 'une chose, qu 'ils appellent la 
Loi, mais qui n'est que leur loi. (20. 37-41) 

In his second sermon, not surprisingly, Jesus immediately notices upon his arrival, 

acting in concert, 'deja assembles, les chefs de la race sacerdotale et les senateurs 

d'Israel', and behind them, the full might of imperial Rome (30. 5-6). Jesus is angered 

by their presence, 'car c'est d'eux que vient et que viendra toutle mal' (30. 8); the sight 

of the multitudes, 'face a cette rangee de puissants' (30. 10), fills him with compassion. 

Having thrown down the gauntlet at the established order by overturning the tables of 

the money-changers, aware that the act will cost him his life, Jesus launches into a 

tirade, urging the people to unite and throw off their chains (30. 40). 

The Romans are indifferent (30. 38). 'Ceux d'en haut', by contrast, 'avaient ete 

fustiges sur leurs faces par mon geste' (30. 36). The end of his anti-establishment tirade 
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is greeted by such an effusive outpouring of love for Jesus by the people that the 

authorities cannot move against him publicly, but 'je vis bien les statues pales des 

puissants, les plaques des faces romaines et juives, et la, je Ius que la fin de rna vie etait 

ecrite' (30. 142). Sure enough, judgement is passed on Jesus, who is 'enferme avec les 

pretres et les puissants, eux et moi, entre quatre murs'; at the head of the tribunal sits 'le 

pontife plein de joyaux' (33. 7-8). The 'fonctionnaire romain' perfunctorily accepts the 

charges brought against Jesus (claiming to be the King of the Jews - not guilty; 

stirring up the masses - guilty) and his soldiers execute him. It is, however, the Jewish 

religious authorities that have made the execution possible. 28 

Be the above analysis as it may, it was manifestly not Barbusse' s intention in 

writing Jesus to limit himself to an attack on religious institutions and ecclesiastical 

authorities at a generic level. Had this been the case, he would surely have confined 

himself to the sphere of Judaism and a Jewish Jesus within the specifically Jewish 

context of first-century Palestine. However, as has been demonstrated, Barbusse had a 

long-standing antipathy towards Christianity in its Roman Catholic form in particular, 

because of a deep-rooted conviction that the man from Nazareth had nothing to do with 

the foundation of the religion that built upon his name the most powerful institution the 

world has ever seen. In pitting a Jewish Jesus against the Jewish religious authorities of 

his day, Barbusse only partly achieves the first of his specific aims as stated at the 

outset of this chapter. In other words, he shows Jesus to have been a Jew, and not the 

first Christian. On the other hand, the Jesus he creates, an internationalist who is 

constantly at loggerheads with the guardians of the Jewish faith,is not at all dissimilar to 

the 'official' Jesus of the New Testament. On the strength of the above general 

confrontation alone, Barbusse is not able to establish fully the dichotomy between Jesus 

the historical figure, on the one hand, and the Christ of Christian theology, 'une formule 

de l'algebre mystique', on the other.29 
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For Barbusse, Jesus was not the Messiah; it is this point that he wished, above 

all, to impress upon the reader of Jesus. Although a Jew who has faith in the Jews (34. 

15), Jesus rejects Simon the Zealot's appeal to him to assume the mantle of the 

political, Davidic, Jewish Messiah in 'Israel seul', because of the parochialism of the 

appeal: 'votre reve est egan~, etant la revanche, non la justice, etant le reve d'un peuple, 

non celui du peuple' (27. 29). Later, he adds: 'je ne crois pas que l'ouragan soit juif 

(27. 94); and holds true to his earlier observation, made during the Sermon on the 

Mount, that the Jewish people 'est un petit peuple et une grande arne dont je suis le 

depositaire et l'annonciateur' (20. 54-56). However unorthodox they might find the 

Jesus of Jesus, Jewish readers of the novel would have agreed with Barbusse that Jesus 

was not the Messiah but, as Jesus himself observes in the novel, 'un faux dieu' (22. 99). 

The point, however, is intended not for Jewish but for Christian consumption. To the 

Christian mind, Jesus was/is the Messiah - the words ho christos, 'the Christ', being 

the Greek translation of the Jewish term 'Messiah'. 30 

If, as Barbusse believed, Christianity was a post-Jesus phenomenon that should 

be ascribed almost exclusively to Paul; and he wished to attack this Pauline creation at 

an institutional level for immediate political gain in his opposition to the Church as a 

Communist, then he would have to go beyond the portrayal of a Jewish Jesus in conflict 

with the powers of his day. And this is what he did. Making full use of his artistic 

licence, Barbusse makes Paul one of the two disciples (the other being Simon the 

Zealot) who, impressed by Jesus's teaching in the Sermon on the Mount, go forth and 

spread the word about Jesus as they understand it (20. 62-67). Barbusse was fully aware 

that in presenting a direct encounter between Jesus and Paul he was leaving himself 

open to the charge of anachronism, which duly came. 31 In a letter to one of his many 

correspondents, he described the encounter as such himself, adding the rider, however, 
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that by their very nature, the ongms of Christianity do not make for historical 

32 precision. 

Whatever the historical accuracy of the incident, when they meet for the second 

time in Jesus, on the road to Damascus, in a novel subversion of biblical tradition, Paul 

reveals to Jesus 'une nouvelle forme [ ... ] de la religion de nos peres' (28. 9), which, 

with its Adam-Jesus lineage, body-soul dichotomy, New Covenant, resurrection, Holy 

Trinity and so on, is doctrinally complete. Like many since, Jesus finds the doctrine of 

the Incarnation preposterous (28. 41-43) and he categorically refuses to assume the 

identity of the one piece missing in Paul_' s elaborate theological jigsaw - the divine 

Messiah, the Christ of Christianity, the Second Person of the Trinity which, in more 

than one sense, he has already become (28. 96-98). Independently of Jesus, indeed 

unbeknown to him even, the new faith has already begun to take hold north, south, east 

and west of Palestine (28. 59) and Jesus knows that there is nothing he can do to arrest 

its inexorable progress. Paul is quick to align his nascent but flourishing church with the 

power elites: 'II faut une loi fixe, appuyee sur des ceremonies inexorables qui forgent 

l'homme. Et soient tenues par les dirigeants. [ ... ]II faut la force visible et l'accord avec 

les rois, pour faire marcher le monde' (28. 89-93). Although this has not yet happened 

within the fiction of the novel, it has happened outside it. Indeed, it is precisely because 

it has happened that Barbusse has produced the critique of Christianity that is central to 

his work as a creative artist. With even greater alacrity than that with which Jesus 

declines the Zealots' invitation to become 'le roi des Juifs' (27. 75), in this encounter, 

which takes place immediately afterwards, Jesus declines Paul's invitation to become 

'le roi des rois' (28. 97). 

In the dream that Jesus has in the following chapter, already analysed in 

connection with Jesus vis-a-vis Judaism, the 'Apocalypse du futur' turns out to be 

Jesus's inadvertent destruction of Israel (29. 7 4-7 6) and his own, inevitable 
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divinization: 'Gloire a Jesus, fils de Marie, fils de David, et fils de Dieu!' (29. 69-70). 

He realizes that the 'Livres Saints' of the future will be written and rewritten in his 

name in accordance with political expediency. The suppression of the Jewish people by 

an institutionalized Church acting in concert with the secular powers will be visited also 

upon the Gentiles of the world: 'Je vis de nouveau des scribes, des docteurs, des 

pontifes, des ermites, des eglises, des conciles, tous fonctionnaires d'un trone, qui 

disputaient dans une enceinte' (29. 72). His words and deeds will be forgotten, ignored, 

misrepresented, made to do work for which they were never intended. There will be 

nobody to defend the real Jesus; the disciples of his disciples will say but one word -

'Amen' (29. 78). Paul will fill the void that the collapse of Israel will create with a new 

idol (29. 74) and Jesus will become a redemptive symbol for all those who suffer and 

are not disconcerted by the 'mad' idea that 'un Dieu soit un homme, et un homme un 

dieu' (29. 82). This in itself would not be so unfortunate but, he laments, 'quand cette 

doctrine regnera solidement, avec son dieu cloue, elle sera la chose des riches et des 

bourreaux' (29. 83). To the generations of the future, both near and distant, his message 

is unambivalent: 'Ne croyez pas en Jesus!' (29. 85). 

Immediately prior to his being nailed to the Cross and mocked in the guise of 

the King of the Jews, Jesus thinks not of his Jewish past but of his Christian future. In 

terms reminiscent of those expressed in both Les Suppliants and Clarte, he foresees and 

bemoans his coming transfiguration: 

J'ai pense que ceux d'en haut feront un jour de moi comme ceux-ci, quand 
mon image et mon nom ressusciteront parmi eux. Ils me mettront 
l'habillement d'un roi, et me donneront le sceptre. Ils me mettront une 
couronne qui me fera mal. Ils se prosterneront devant moi. Et ils me 
souffleteront. (33. 22-26) 

Once on the Cross, Jesus anticipates the 'crucifixion' of his own thought (34. 18) and 

he goes so far as to describe himself as 'l'antechrist des crucifix' (34. 28). Ironically, 
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this presupposes visionary powers that make of Jesus anything but the non-supernatural 

being that the narrative assiduously strives to portray. 

Suffice it to say that the encounter between Jesus and Paul and the diametrical 

opposition that this encounter crystallizes enable Barbusse to project into the future 

historical developments belonging to the past as he sees it; and thus demonstrate the 

dichotomy between Jesus the man and Christ the theological construct. In Judas, 

originally to have been entitled En suivant Jesus le Juste, 33 the Judases are shown to be 

the Church as a whole; the betrayal, the effacement of the Jesus of history and his 

supersession by the myth.34 'Lorsque Jesus parut', states Barbusse, 'le Christ n'existait 

pas encore. Lorsque le Christ parut, Jesus n'existait plus depuis longtemps. Jesus-Christ 

n'ajamais existe.' 35 In the final part of the Jesus triptych, Jesus contre Dieu, Barbusse 

takes even greater liberties with biblical tradition to make his point, having Jesus 

survive the Cross only to be put to death years later by early followers of Christ for 

refusing to believe in the resurrected Messiah. 36 Of course, this brutal and totally 

unjustified murder gives the lie somewhat to Barbusse's contention that the first 

Christians were freedom fighters and seekers of justice, the Communists of their day; 

his use of it, even though it works against his thesis, serves to illustrate just how eager 

Barbusse was to dissociate Jesus from the Christ myth. 

To return to the text of Jesus, the monolithic edifice that institutionalized 

Christianity was to become is offset against Jesus and his small band of followers 

('l'eglise n'etait pas une secte, mais nous', 24. 11; 'Nous assemblames notre eglise pour 

le repas du soir, [ ... ] mes disciples et moi', 31. 1),37 who are told, at the Last Supper, 

that they will find ranged against them 'tous les puissants et Ia religion couronnee, qui a 

ete faite pour Iutter d'avance contre vous, et toutes les forces du monde' (31. 42). The 

ironies are multiplied when, speaking of his disciples on the eve of the Passion, Jesus 

remarks that 'ils me trahiront a cause de leur mediocrite. Simon Pierre meme me 
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reniera' (32. 75-76). On his arrest, 'II y eut une debandade des disciples. Le noyau de 

I'Eglise, source du monde nouveau, se dispersera' (33. 4-5). Ultimately, Jesus dies 

alone, betrayed, and misunderstood by ali, save Mary Magdalen and the mysterious 

unnamed disciple who has asked Jesus for his pardon, 'toi, si grand, et si expose, et qui 

ne ressusciteras pas, de ce que je t'ai meconnu, et de ce que je t'ai parfois, considere 

comme un dieu' (32. 85). 

In exploding the myth of the Incarnation, which is the touchstone of 

institutionalized Christianity, Barbusse strikes at the very heart of this religion. As 

analysis of Barbusse's earlier works has shown, subverting Christianity was a central 

aim, perhaps the central aim of Barbusse throughout his literary career. Jesus can be 

seen as the culmination of this subversive process. It is in order to prove his thesis, 

namely that Jesus and the Christ are separate entities, that Barbusse contrives the 

encounters between Jesus and Paul; but this is not the only evidence of rewriting to be 

found in the novel. Far from being murdered by Herod Antipas, John the Baptist is 

present, and lends his moral and vocal support during the Sermon at the Temple (30. 

56-67), itself a figment of Barbusse's imagination. The temple episode in the Lucan 

narrative aside, the whole of this Jesus's life pre-public ministry (Chapters one to nine) 

has no correspondence with the first four books of the New Testament. As in these, 

Jesus is portrayed as an asexual being but only after he has had, and been disillusioned 

by sexual intercourse (8. 41), then abandoned by Priscilla for Jekhiel (10. 29-31). 

Naturally enough, the narrative concludes with the death of Jesus on the Cross, unlike 

the accounts of the four evangelists, although this does leave the reader with the 

problem of accounting for the first-person part of the narrative. 

The supernatural features of these gospels are accounted for in Jesus in much 

the same way that they are accounted for in rationalist studies, foremost amongst which 

stands Renan's La Vie de Jesus, one ofBarbusse's favourite bookS.
38 

Although the lame 
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man, Hilquiah, cures himself in 'Marche' by virtue of his faith in Jesus (13. 17-18), 

which seems very close to the 'official' line in accounting for Jesus's physical cures, the 

storm on the Sea of Galilee in the following chapter is 'dompte par la grandeur invisible 

de l'homrne' (14. 18). The people think that Jesus is 'un magicien de Dieu' (14. 19) and 

it suits his purpose to allow them to delude themselves. 'Mais quand verront-ils mon 

coeur?' he wonders. 'Quand dira-t-on, en me montrant du doigt: voici l'homme' (14. 

24-25). The 'raising' of Lazarus, which plays such an important part in the eventual 

transformation of the thoroughly irreligious Raskolnikov in Dostoyevsky' s Crime and 

Punishment, is a question of wordplay: 'Mais Lazare qui naguere, n'avait jamais pu 

souffrir, m'a dit un soir: "J'etais mort et tu m'as ressuscite" ' (21. 36). 

With subversive intent, Barbusse reproduces lines from the Bible and invests 

them with a completely different meaning. In the Sermon at the Temple, for example, 

Jesus tells the people that, 'Ce qui se maintient par l'epee ne peut perir que par l'epee 

[sic]' (30. 126); and adds in the following verse that the sword, 'C'est votre outil'. The 

sword has to be wielded in order to wrest power from the established order and bring 

about a just society. The biblical Jesus says much the same himself, stating that he has 

come to bring not peace but the sword.39 Famously, however, when arrested, he 

instructs his disciples to offer no resistance.40 Another prominent feature of the narrative 

is the use of biblical forms peculiar to Jesus, such as parables and the beatitudes, the 

content of which Barbusse fashions to his own subversive ends.
41 

With regard to formal considerations, Jesus is no less subversive. The novel has 

been variously described by scholars - as a 'poem' by Riihle;
42 

'biographie' by 

Baudorre;43 and 'study' by Rhys.44 It should be noted that the publisher for whom 

Barbusse became an 'auteur-maison', Flammarion, has had Jesus under the rubric of 

'Etudes Sociales et Historiques' in every list of works accompanying subsequent 

publications, with the exception of both the abridged and unabridged versions of Staline 
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(1935) and the more recent re-editions of Le Feu (1965) and Clarte (1978), where it is 

listed as a 'Roman' .
45 

Although there is something of all of the above genres in Jesus, 

there can be little doubt that Barbusse wanted to produce a book that resembled, and 

would be read as a parody of the first four books of the New Testament.46 

The narrative is presented in chapter-verse form. While it is true that the 

chapters all have titles, these are removed to an index at the back. For ease of citation, 

quotations from the text have been presented as continuous prose but the lay-out in 

which the verses appear in the book seems deliberately intended to emphasize the 

fragmentary nature of the discourse as presented in the texts of the evangelists, with 

each verse beginning on a new line, viz: 

CHAPITRE PREMIER 

1. - La bonne nouvelle de Jesus, fils de Marie. 
2. - II y eut un homme nomme Matthieu, et un, nomme Jean, qui, dit-on, 
le virent et qui en parlerent. 11 y eut Marc et Luc, qui, dit-on, en entendirent 
parler par Simon Pierre, et en parlerent. [ ... ] 
3.- Maintenant, c'est lui qui parle a travers le monde de paroles qui furent 
dites sur lui. 
4.- Car il n'y a qu'une verite, et elle nous appartient a tous. 

These first four verses and the last two verses of the narrative (34. 49-50) seem 

designed to be read as non-fictional addenda, the work of a hand that is neither that of 

Barbusse nor Jesus, and the aim of which is to heighten the authenticity of the narrative 

proper. 

Ultimately, what the reader is confronted with in Jesus, is a pseudo-gospel 

written in the first person by no less a personage than Jesus himself, whose purpose is to 

remind us of his Jewish roots and Jewishness; reject the codified beliefs, practices and 

doctrines of Judaism, and of Christianity as it is presented to him by Paul; condemn 

both Churches for their long-standing association with the secular powers of his and 

subsequent ages; and illustrate a certain parallelism between Jesus and his first 
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followers, on the one hand, and the Communist revolutionaries of the future, on the 

other. 

Barbusse made the final point time and again prior to, or shortly after the 

publication of Jesus. In a manuscript version of the postface to the novel, he stated that 

he had written his latest work 'pour leur montrer, a tous ceux qui attendent, le 

parallelisme grandiose qui se dessine rigoureusement entre la decadence du monde 

moderne [ ... ], et celle du monde antique; entre le christianisme naissant, et le 

communisme international naissant'. He went on to describe recent historical events as 

'le juste cataclysme revolutionnaire dont Jesus est l'un des peres. '47 Quite why Barbusse 

chose not to publish this version of the postface is a moot point but it seems unlikely -

as Relinger has suggested -that he was worried about the response that so bold a 

claim would trigger in the Communist world. If so, it is hard to account for the Etienne 

episode in Les Enchainements, as well as the letter dated 24 July 1926 which Barbusse 

sent to an American would-be biographer. 'Dans un livre que je suis en train d'ecrire 

sur Jesus-Christ, sur les origines du christianisme, et la parente profonde du mouvement 

revolutionnaire actuel avec le pur christianisme originel', he wrote, 'j 'essaye de 

determiner le dessin schematique, la direction et le sens de 1 'activite contemporaine tout 

entier. '48 

Furthermore, Barbusse made a case for the parallelism between primitive 

Christianity and contemporary Communism in various articles that appeared in 

L 'Humanite either side of the publication of Jesus. Barbusse explained that he had, in 

his novel, pointed up the Jesus-Christ dichotomy, distinguishing between the 

personality and the teaching of the historical Jesus, on the one hand, and the 

mythological figure of Christian theology, on the other. He had stressed Jesus's 

revolutionary dimension and what he, Barbusse, saw as Jesus's internationalist, 

egalitarian tendencies: 'Ce sont ses tendances memes qui, appliquees aujourd'hui d'une 
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fa<;on plus methodique et plus ample aux realites sociales, economiques et politiques, et 

aux conditions formidables de la vie collective contemporaine aboutissent a notre 

doctrine communiste. '
49 

Elsewhere, Barbusse remarked that 'Jesus prototype ou plutot 

acteur vivant du Messie Chretien fut, a mon avis, un predicateur parfaitement realiste et 

vraiment revolutionnaire, meme dans le sens ou nous I' en tendons aujourd'hui. '50 

The Jesus of the narrative is presented accordingly. As has already been seen, 

his mission is partly religious, or rather, antireligious, the task being to return lost souls 

to themselves and point out that cries 'De profundis' are but self-supplications: 'Du 

fond de mes abimes d'angoisse, j'ai erie: non! Tout est en nous, et notre cri ne se 

depasse pas [ ... ] Alors Dieu n'est-il qu'en nous? Oui, il n'est qu'en nous' (22. 37-39). 

The fact is, however, that Jesus is portrayed as a metaphysical revolutionary whose 

immanentist teaching is generally greeted with a muted response, perplexity, or outright 

hostility. He finds the masses far more receptive to his socio-political message, which is 

a long time in its gestation. 

As a young boy in 'La Revolution', Jesus realizes that historical development 

has reached a critical juncture, that society stands on the threshold of the Apocalypse: 

'Les jours sont proches. Le vieux monde va mourir la mort' ( 4. 20). The air is filled 

with talk of a great upheaval and Jesus feels it within himself: 

J' ai dans I' esprit un soulevement qui ressemble a la Revolution. Le grand 
abime de mes peres erie en moi. On est fait pour quelque chose de juste. On 
est fait pour defaire ce qui est injuste. II est ecrit: Je ferai de la droiture une 
regie, et de Ia justice un niveau. Et un torrent. (4. 42-47) 

At this point in the narrative, Jesus is only vaguely aware of the meaning of justice as 

derived from various books of the Hebrew Bible. It will become the cornerstone of his 

mtsston. 

He gives the matter no great thought for the next five chapters, preoccupied with 

personal affairs, such as his first visit to Jerusalem, his first sexual experience, the death 
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of his father and, above all, his unrequited love for Priscilla, whom he discovers in the 

arms of the man he had thought his friend, Jekhiel. The lattermost experience has upon 

Barbusse' s Jesus the same kind of transformative effect that immersion in the Jordan by 

John the Baptist has upon the Jesus of the synoptic gospels. On his way home, he 

notices, 'dans les campagnes et dans les cachots des maisons, des malheureux qui 

peinaient' (10. 26). He describes the experience as 'rna vraie rencontre avec les 

hommes' (10. 31) and he contrasts society's underprivileged many with the privileged 

few- 'les riches, les aises, les satisfaits aux habits propres et aux levres grasses, ceux 

qui ont les mains des autres au bout de leurs bras et qui recoltent le travail' (10. 32). 

In short, Jesus becomes class-conscious. He realizes that he has idled away his 

time 'loin du devoir que je m'etais donne: Faire quelque chose de juste' (10. 68). The 

thought occurs to him that he is now at a turning-point and must choose between 'deux 

voies et deux fatalites: Celie de chacun et celle de tous' (10. 70-71). As 'l'ouvrier des 

ouvriers' (10. 95) in a dualistic socio-economic system in which the exploitation of the 

working masses breeds war (1 0. 54, 10. 67), he naturally opts for the collective 

response.51 Jesus will agitate for the Revolution that will lead to a society in which 'tout 

serait a tous, et [ ... ] il n'y aurait plus de maitre ni d'esclave' (10. 63). He will take the 

burdens of the world upon himself: 'je porterai le poids de tout ce peuple, et je ne dirai 

pas: il est trop pesant. [ ... ] Moi seul je suivrai ce commandement. Je ne leur demande 

pas de le suivre. Je ne leur demande pas !'impossible' (10. 96-101). Clearly, Jesus's 

primary aim is to help bring about an egalitarian society. 52 

Throughout the second half of the narrative, broadly speaking, Jesus becomes 

increasingly aware of the collectivity. After he berates religious hypocrites in the 

Sermon on the Mount, the crowd sends up an enormous cry of joy, 'comme un grand 

frere a un petit' (20. 18). Jesus the individual realizes that he is part of a whole as well 

as its spokesman: 'Ace moment-la, j'avais deux mille coeurs, comme eux' (20. 21). In 
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the other chapter in which he makes a direct address to the masses, 'Sermon du 

Temple', in which Jesus seals his own fate by the deliberately provocative act of 

rounding on the money-changers, he once again becomes aware of the masses and the 

deep chords that his socio-political message has struck with them: '11 y avait un tel 

grondement d'amour du peuple vers moi qu'on n'eut rien pu faire contre moi a ce 

moment-la' (30. 41). 

Because of the nature of the society in which Jesus lives, the question of social 

reform inevitably has considerable political ramifications: in first-century Palestine, 

under the occupation of imperial Rome, the social is the political. Jesus shows himself 

to be opposed to the established order: 'Parmi mes disciples, on ne trouvera jamais un 

soldat des rois et de 1 'ordre etabli. Mais parmi mes disciples, on trouvera les soldats de 

lajustice' (28. 98). He is radical in his opposition to the gods called Capital and War:53 

Mais ceux qui ne travaillent pas n'ont pas le droit de manger. [ ... ] Et 
!'argent, s'il vit et enfante, est un monstre. Et dans la communaute des 
travailleurs, faite par eux et pour eux. Et ou se dissipera la guerre et la 
richesse injuste, chacun sera l'egal de chacun. (30. 81-86) 

Indisputably, these are the views of a proto-Communist. Although Jesus never actually 

refers to himself as such, he is quick to correct those who misconstrue his message, and 

does not reject the epithet when his mother, in despair on the eve of his Passion, urges 

him to mend his ways before it is too late: 'On dit, mon petit: Ce Jesus-la, c'est un sans-

patrie. II ne respecte pas assez les gens en place et les proprietaires. 11 est un 

communiste' (32. 49). In his Temple sermon, he has already described the truth (and by 

extension himself) as 'une sans-patrie' (30. 71) and pointed out that the prophets have 

extended the Law to the whole world (30. 73). The people's real enemies are not 

foreign nations: 'Tes vrais ennemis, ceux que tu dois vaincre un jour, ce sont les riches, 

et les puissants' (30. 76). 
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Like Barbusse himself, Jesus is not opposed to violence as such, realizing that 

substantive change is unlikely to be brought about without it (30. 126-131);54 violence is 

a legitimate means to an end provided the end itself is legitimate. 'La vraie paix est de 

}'autre cote d'une guerre, et d'un deluge' (34. 42), declares Jesus, evoking the biblical 

imagery at work in Barbusse's earlier depictions of the Great War. These words are 

uttered on the Cross, on which Jesus describes himself as 'la bete divine du sacrifice 
' 

dont le corps est un drapeau rouge' (34. 29). He has become a Communist symbol; he 

views his death as a sacrifice for the proletarian revolution (30. 22-26). Belief in the 

apocalyptic upheaval that Jesus sensed in his childhood, the reign of justice instituted by 

God's direct intervention at the end of the climactic struggle between Good and Evil, 

has long since been replaced by a belief in the need for the oppressed masses to take 

direct action themselves. In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus tells the multitudes that a 

society based on justice and equality will not be brought about until the people realize 

their own strength. 'No us attendons la Revolution', states a militant Jew. 'Alors, vous 

vous attendez vous-memes', replies Jesus (20. 98). Of all of the main characters that 

Barbusse produced in his novels, Jesus of Nazareth is by far the most political and, 

paradoxically, the most antireligious. That said, his gospel ends with a curious 

command: 'mettez l'idee pure, sage, et juste, de la Revolution dans la grande arne 

religieuse de 1 'humanite' (34.50). 

Despite the many positive things Barbusse had to say about the prophets and the Jewish 

people generally, the calls urging Jews to join the revolutionary cause went largely 

unheeded.55 One may suppose that Jewish readers would have approved of Barbusse's 

dedivinization of Jesus. On the other hand, the portrayal of the Jewish religion as an 

ossified, repressive legalism imposed by the few on the many would not have been well 

received. Barbusse mentions the Temple tax in Jesus but makes little of the imperial tax 
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that all subject nations had to pay under Roman occupation. Jesus's opposition to war 

strikes the reader as contrived and again seems to focus on the Jews, for whom in the 

decades both before and after Jesus, war was a question of a fight for national liberation 

rather than class strife. Indeed, the very destruction of ancient Israel, which Jesus so 

perspicaciously foretells, occurred only a generation later as a result of a national 

uprising against Rome. Again, bizarrely, the Romans are hardly portrayed as the 

villains of the piece. As for collaboration with the occupying power, with the exception 

of the top echelons of the religious hierarchy, represented in the main by the Sadducees, 

it is safe to say that the whole of Palestinian Jewry was vigorously opposed to the 

political set-up and had been, whenever self-rule had been interrupted, for centuries. In 

Jesus, Barbusse does not distinguish clearly enough between the Jewish people and 

their leaders in this respect. 

One can raise many such objections to the novel and a number of anomalies 

have been considered in this chapter. In spite of himself, Barbusse produced in Jesus a 

Jesus who, in his hostility towards the ritualistic, legalistic aspects of Judaism, his 

universalism, his miracles and powers of prophecy, and his strategic execution (at the 

hands of the Romans but brought about by the Jewish religious authorities), is 

identifiable with, if not identical to, the Jesus Christ of Christianity. In Jesus contre 

Dieu, Barbusse wrecks the parallelism he sees in primitive Christianity and 

contemporary Communism by having Jesus murdered by his own followers. While this 

murder 'proves' definitively that Jesus and Christ are mutually exclusive entities, it also 

invalidates Barbusse' s claim that the first followers of Christ were well-intentioned 

social revolutionaries. Picciola has also pointed out that since Jesus is portrayed in the 

novel as a Jew addressing fellow Jews, the real internationalist whose revolutionary 

I 56 
mission eventually brought down Rome is seen to be not Jesus but Pau . 
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Although Jesus met with a positive response in terms of its literary qualities, the 

two specific aims that Barbusse had set out to achieve did not have the desired effect. 57 

According to Relinger, 'La critique catholique opposa un silence offense'. 58 Rhys may 

well be right in his assertion that Barbusse had already shocked Catholics in France to 

such an extent that they were no longer outraged by his work.59 To some extent also, 

perhaps, there may well have been a reluctance to attract attention to the novel and 

ensure a succes de scandale, the mistake the Church had made in attacking Renan' s 

notorious study. Furthermore, much of the potential sting was taken out of the novel by 

the flood of demythologizing literature that had preceded it in the nineteenth century. 

The Communist reaction to the novel will be considered in detail in the 

following chapter, along with other, non-Communist assessments. Suffice it to say for 

the time being that Communist readers generally did not share Barbusse's views,60 let 

alone the feelings expressed in the paratextual declaration, amounting to a personal 

appropriation, which fronts the novel and appears also on the title page: 'J' ai vu Jesus, 

moi-aussi. II s' est demontre a moi dans la beaute de la precision. Je 1' aime; je le tiens 

contre mon coeur, et je le disputerai aux autres, s'ille faut. ' 61 The debate that Barbusse 

appears to have anticipated here was not long in raging. Barbusse made his position 

known in April 1927 in a letter to Simone Dumas, with whom he was to make his first 

visit to the Soviet Union a few months later. Rejecting the accusation of 'mysticizing' 

the Revolution by making a Communist of Jesus, Barbusse wrote: 

Certains soi-disant marxistes incriminent la 'religiosite' de 1' oeuvre, ce qui 
est absurde et prouve qu'ils n'ont rien compris, car je donne de ce 
mysticisme la definition que doit lui donner tout revolutionnaire: une 
poussee d'ordre sentimental et passionne, qui doit venir apres la 

'h . 62 compre ens10n, non avant. 

In other words, reason preceded faith. 

On the evidence of Barbusse's poetry and the first six of his seven novels, which 

collectively span the period from 1890 to 1927 and the three broad phases of the 
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writer's development, there can be no doubt that Henri Barbusse was an atheist who 

came to see traditional forms of religion, and Christianity in particular, as a means of 

keeping the masses servile and in ignorance. At the same time, because of the scope and 

the nature of Barbusse' s critique of religion, suggestive of a quest for faith that 

eventually led the writer to the Communist Party, one can understand why comrade 

Balakov, the Bulgarian delegate at the second conference of the International Union of 

Revolutionary Writers, held in Kharkov in November 1930, felt moved to state: 

Barbusse n'a pu s'assimiler notre conception materialiste, c'est un idealiste, 
un chercheur deiste. II essaye de reconcilier la revolution avec la religion. Et 
un doute me vient: voudra-t-il corriger ses fautes? deviendra-t-il un vrai 
communiste, un vrai ecrivain revolutionnaire? Esperons que la pratique de 
la lutte revolutionnaire aidera Barbusse a corriger ses fautes. 63 

Barbusse's identity with regard to Communism and Christianity, not open to question in 

his own mind, was perceived very differently by others. This discrepancy is the subject 

of the next, and final chapter of this thesis. 
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Notes 

1 The other two items are Judas and Jesus contre Dieu. A translation of the latter was 

published in the Soviet Union in 1971. It has never been published in the original 

French. I am grateful to the AAHB for making a photocopy of the text available to me. 

2 Barbusse states his familiarity with the relevant literature in letters to Simone Dumas 

dated 20 December 1926 and 3 April 1927 (private collection); 'Henri Barbusse et les 

catholiques', p. 1; and the postface to Jesus, in which he says that he has read andre

read 'jour et nuit les Livres Saints, et etudie tant de travaux qu' on a ecrits sur le dogme' 

(see note 15). Although Barbusse was probably referring in all three instances to a 

specific period of typically intensive research, there can be little doubt that he had 

always concerned himself with christological issues. 

3 Fischer, Men and Politics, p. 193. 

4 Baudorre, Barbusse, p. 243. 

5 Paraf, 'Le Poete', p. 1. 

6 Paraf, 'Henri Barbusse', p. 3. 

7 Paraf, 'Jesus et Barbusse'. 

8 Paraf, 'Jesus contre Dieu. Mystere avec cinema et musique', p. 68. 

9 Paraf, quoted in Guille, 'Origines', p. 16. 

10 Ibid., p. 17. 

11 Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 150. 

12 Barbusse declared in Judas (p. 278): 'les revolutionnaires d'aujourd'hui vaincront [ ... ] 

contre les chretiens d'aujourd'hui qui sont leurs pires ennemis'. 

13 See Fabregues, 'The Re-establishment of Relations between France and the Vatican in 

1921 '; and for a detailed account of the papal condemnation of L 'Action Franr;aise, 

Brugerette, Le Pretre franr;ais et Ia societe contemporaine, III, pp. 689-705 · 

14 Picciola, 'Sur un ouvrage recent de Jean Relinger. A propos d'Henri Barbusse', P· 48. 
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15 
Barbusse, Jesus (Flammarion, 1927), p. 247. Subsequent references, giVen m 

parenthesis in the text, are to this, the only edition of the novel and will be given in 

chapter-verse form, in the spirit that the author intended. 

16 Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 151. 

17 
'Qu'il s'agisse des pratiques, d'idees, ou de divinite, Jesus dit a chacun: ceci n'est pas 

en dehors de vous, mais en vous.' Barbusse, Judas (pp. 126-127). The point is made 

also on pp. 72, and 150. 

18 The tetragrammaton is the ineffable, unutterable name of God, written in the four 

letters YHWH, and articulated as 'Yahweh'. The second commandment reads: 'You 

shall not make a carved image for yourself nor the likeness of anything in the heavens 

above, or on the earth below, or in the water under the earth', Deuteronomy 5. 8. 

19 Cooper, The Cassell Dictionary of Christianity, p. 264. 

20 Another echo of the text of Les Suppliants (seep. 61 of this thesis). Elsewhere, in the 

earlier novel, Marguerite says to Maximilien, 'II me semble que vous consolerez les 

malheureux' (p. 205). In Jesus, Mary Magdalen tells Jesus much the same: 'Tu 

consoleras les malheureux' (24. 76). '11 n'y a de l'humain que l'homme' is a remark 

made by both Maximilien (p. 275) and by Jesus (to Paul, 28. 43). These and other 

correspondences between Jesus and Maximilien show how little Barbusse' s religious 

thought evolved in some respects. 

21 In Judas, Barbusse suggests that 'le Dieu interieur proclame par Jesus est une 

divinisation de 1 'Homme' (p. 128). He later refers to Jesus as '1 'homme divinement 

homme' (p. 203). The concept of human divinity, a major feature ofBarbusse's work in 

the first phase of his career, is considerably less conspicuous in the later phases. 

22 
Relinger, Henri Barbusse, pp. 169-71. 

23 Jesus's status as a figure within the Jewish matrix out of which Christianity grew has 

been a bone of contention since the quest for the historical Jesus began two centuries 
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ago. As Allen points out, the most productive research in recent times has put Jesus of 

Nazareth back in the Jewish context. Allen, The Human Christ, p. 7. Good starting

points are Vermes, Jesus the Jew, Jesus and the World of Judaism, The Changing Faces 

of Jesus; Sanders, The Historical Figure of Jesus; and Fredriksen, Jesus of Nazareth, 

King of the Jews. 

24 See Picciola, 'L'Affaire Jesus (suite)', p. 19. 

25 
Like many who are unable to have children, Barbusse and his wife, Helyonne, were 

very fond of animals, and kept a number of pets throughout their married life. This 

Jesus, like Barbusse, is constantly aware of animals, and of dogs in particular. 

26 
According to Fredriksen, there can be no firm distinction between the 

religious/spiritual and the national/political in this particular cultural context. See 

Fredriksen, Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews, pp. 73, 122. 

27 Selman and Manser, The Macmillan Dictionary of the Bible, pp. 58, 139. 

28 According to Barbusse, Jesus was crucified 'pour propagande revolutionnaire par les 

soins de l'Eglise officielle juive et du fonctionnaire d'administration romain de la 

Judee.' Barbusse, 'Jesus marxiste'. See also Judas, pp. 178-79, 181. 

29 Barbusse, 'L'orthodoxie anti-religieuse', p. 9. 

30 The 'Messiah' is the Hebrew for 'the Anointed One'. For a more detailed 

consideration of the term, see Sanders, The Historical Figure of Jesus, pp. 240-43. 

31 
See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, pp. 155-56. 

32 See Peigue, 'L'auteur du Feu restera-t-illongtemps en enfer?', p. 162. 

33
See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 160. 

34 'Aujourd'hui la vieille religion est celle qui porte le meme nom du christianisme, 

mais n' a plus rien de commun avec ce mouvement jeune et createur, et les Judas, ce 

sont les chretiens.' Barbusse, Judas (p. 256). 

35 
Ibid, p. 92 
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36 
It is worth adding that Barbusse is far from unique in this particular respect. Within 

the realms of fiction, both George Moore, in The Brook Kerith: A Syrian Story (1916) 

and D.H. Lawrence, in the short story 'The Man Who Died', have Jesus cheat death on 

the Cross in physical, rather than metaphysical terms. Amongst serious scholars who 

posit the same thesis, one could mention Schonfield, The Passover Plot, and Thiering, 

Jesus the Man. 

37 'Jesus avait constitue avec ses disciples une sorte de petite societe communiste [ ... ] un 

modeste embryon d'lntemationale'. Barbusse, Judas (p. 180). 

38 Asked in a survey whether he believed in miracle cures, Barbusse replied: 'Je ne crois 

pas a des interventions divines en faveur des malades parce que je ne crois en aucun cas 

a une intervention divine en quoi que ce soit.' He accounted for 'miracle' cures as the 

workings of an 'idee fixe': 'je crois que la plupart des miracles, notamment ceux qu'on 

attribue au Christ eta ses apotres, n'avaient pas d'autre origine.' Lourdes, p. 14. 

39 Matthew 10. 34. See also Luke 22. 36, in which Jesus tells his disciples before 

sending them out two by two to sell their cloak and buy a sword if they do not possess 

one. 

40 Matthew 26. 52/Luke 22. 51/John 18. 11. In Luke, he even heals the High Priest's 

servant, whose ear has been cut off in a fracas. Barbusse avoids this rather problematic 

issue by omitting the scene altogether. 

41 Contrast the parables of the (mustard) seed and the hidden treasure, Jesus 16. 15, with 

their biblical counterparts, in Matthew 13. 31-32/Mark 4. 30-32/Luke 13. 18-19; and 

Matthew 13. 44, respectively. As for pseudo-beatitudes, such as 'Heureux les 

debonnaires, car ils heriteront de la terre' (18. 19) and 'Heureux les malheureux qui ont 

beaucoup aime' (8. 30), they are to be found in all of Barbusse' s novels; and contrasted 

with the biblical beatitudes, the locus classicus for which is, of course, Matthew's 

Sermon on the Mount, chs 3-5. 
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42 
Riihle, Literature and Revolution, p. 328. 

43 Baudorre, Barbusse, p. 372. 

44 
See Rhys's introduction to the Everyman translation of Le Feu, p. x. 

45 

Rieder, who published the Barbusse-Kurella edited Lettres de Lenine a sa famille 

(1936),also have Jesus categorized as a 'roman'. 

46 
Vidal quotes Barbusse as saying so himself: 'J' ai beaucoup reflechi, beaucoup hesite; 

mais rna decision est prise. Je vais ecrire un livre sur Jesus, une evocation de Ia figure 

du prophete, sous forme d'Evangile'. Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 150. Interestingly, here, 

as elsewhere, Barbusse refers to Jesus as a prophet. See also 'Jesus d'Henri Barbusse', 

and the letter to Dumas dated 20 December 1926, in which Jesus is described as 'un 

prophete d'atheisme' (private collection). 

47 AA V, 45.109. 

48 AA V, 32.67. 

49 Barbusse, 'Jesus marxiste'. 

50 
Barbusse, 'A propos de Jesus marxiste'. Barbusse made the same contention in a letter 

to Dumas dated 20 December 1926 (private collection). 

51 
The narrative contains a number of references to the fact that Jesus is a working man 

from a working-class background. See, for example, 10. 93ff. 

52 
It is in this sense that Barbusse understood Jesus to have been a revolutionary. It was 

Jesus's determination to be the instrument of the 'rectification de la grande loi seculaire 

qui regie les rapports des pauvres et des riches' that made him such a threat to the 

established order. Judas (pp. 178-79). 

53 
In the case of the latter, somewhat incongruously, perhaps, given that war between 

peoples and classes is nowhere depicted in the narrative. 

54 
For a detailed analysis of Barbusse's famous dispute with Rolland on the legitimacy 

of revolutionary violence, see Fisher, 'The Rolland-Barbusse Debate'. See also 'Le 
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devoir socialiste', in which Barbusse wrote: 'Toute revolution impose une constitution 

par force. [ ... ] 11 faudrait etre en proie a un mysticisme dangereux pour croire a 1 'unique 

beaute de la raison' (p. 1). 

55 
See Barbusse, 'Peut-on etre juif sans etre revolutionnaire?'; and 'Lettre inedite 

d'Henri Barbusse a un groupe d'ecrivains yidich de Paris'. On the lack of response, see 

Relinger, Henri Barbusse, pp. 163-64. 

56 Picciola, 'L' Affaire Jesus (suite)', p. 21. 

57 
In letters to Dumas (10 March and 3 April 1927), Barbusse commented on the 

favourable reception of the novel with regard to its artistic and literary qualities (private 

collection). See also Vidal, Henri Barbusse, pp. 154-55. 

58 Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 163. 

59 See note 44. 

60 According to Duclos and Preville, Jesus and Judas 'furent, a juste titre, mal accueillis 

par la critique marxiste'. Henri Barbusse, p. 35. Correctly, for reasons that will become 

clear in the next chapter, Relinger distinguishes between the reaction of Marxist hard

liners and the leadership of the PCF, although the latter generally did not subscribe to 

Barbusse' s views, either. See 'Le Role et I' oeuvre d'Henri Barbusse', pp. 536, 540. 

61 It is difficult not to see in these lines a personal identification with Jesus on the part of 

the author. In one review, a contemporary of Barbusse wrote: 'On ne saurait compter 

tous ceux qui se reclamerent du Christ. Henri Barbusse est alle plus loin: il a voulu etre 

le Christ lui-meme.' Noussane, 'Le Cite des livres. Henri Barbusse: Jesus'. Baudorre 

takes the same view: 'Jesus, le prophete d'hier, c'est aussi Barbusse, le prophete 

d'aujourd'hui qui reve, depuis toujours, de consacrer sa vie ala meme mission: eclairer 

et sauver les hommes.' Barbusse (p. 261). Weems makes the point even more 

emphatically: 'Barbusse sacrificed his health, his bourgeois ease, his friends, perhaps 

even his marriage, to the cause in which he believed[ ... ] he preached to the multitudes, 
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accepted isolation and misunderstanding, refused to waver. For Barbusse, Jesus was a 

model and an inspiration.' Weems, 'The Intellectual Odyssey of Henri Barbusse' (p. 

511). 

62 Letter to Dumas of 10 April 1927 (private collection). In an earlier letter (10 March 

1927), he had complained about the same lack of discernment in the reviews of Souday 

and Ernest-Charles (see section 2.5 of the bibliography). 

63 Quoted in Litterature de Ia Revolution mondiale, p. 181. 
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PART FOUR 



CHAPTER EIGHT 
HENRI BARBUSSE: COMRADE OR CHRISTIAN? 

In Parts one to three of this thesis, analysis of Henri Barbusse' s novels has shown that 

the author attempted to sanctify the secular in his quest for faith. In the early part of his 

career, Barbusse sought to divinize the human. During and immediately after the First 

World War, he advocated a pseudo-religious cult of the basic principles of socialist 

republicanism, as exemplified by the American President, Woodrow Wilson. Once he had 

joined the PCF in 1923, he began to insist upon a parallelism between primitive 

Christianity and the contemporary Communist movement, a parallelism that revolved 

around the all-important figure of Jesus ofNazareth. 

In this part of the thesis, it is necessary to step outside the general frame of 

reference hitherto, the novels, and examine works of non-fiction and other documents, in 

order to consider fully the ramifications and implications of what would appear to be 

Barbusse' s attempt to contrive a synthesis between Christianity and Communism. Given 

the official Communist line that Jesus was no less a myth than was the Christ of Christian 

theology; 1 and the militant atheism that characterized the Communist attitude towards 

organized religion, it is hardly surprising that Barbusse's outspoken views on both 

alienated many a fellow member of the Party in the final phase of his career and 

intellectual development. 2 As will be seen, comrade Balakov' s assertion that Barbusse 

was a 'chercheur deiste' trying to reconcile religion and revolution was by no means 

unique. Equally, numerous non-Communist contemporaries saw in Barbusse a Christian 

soul of sorts - a view which has since been echoed by various scholars. 

In the absence of universally accepted definitions, the aim in this chapter is not to 

answer the question which heads this part of the thesis, so much as to make the case for 

its pertinence. This will be far from straightforward. Before proceeding to a thorough 

analysis of reactions to the religious content o( and dimensions to Barbusse's work 

generally and, in particular, to his writings from 1920 onwards, a close examination of 
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his use of religious language and imagery in these writings will be required. Because it is 

not possible to separate the one from the other, it will be necessary at the same time to 

consider the parallelism between Communism and primitive Christianity that Barbusse 

began to identify after Clarte, an endeavour which is complicated by the tension arising 

from Barbusse's self-confessed love for Jesus and his admiration for the first generations 

of his followers, on the one hand, and his contempt for the Church, 'Les Judas de Jesus', 

on the other. Furthermore, whilst to a large extent anticipating by more than a decade 'Ia 

main tendue' policy of the Communists in the mid-1930s, as will be seen, Barbusse 

insisted that Communism and Christianity were incompatible systems, the one founded 

on the scientific laws of Marxist-Leninist theory; the other, on faith- the unhesitating 

spiritual acceptance of that which one cannot intellectually prove. This gave rise in 

Barbusse's work of the period to an oft-referred to dichotomy between reason and faith. 

As will be seen, it is not at all certain that this dichotomy operated in the way that 

Barbusse supposed, or indeed that it is even appropriate to distinguish so conveniently 

between Christianity and Communism. 

With regard to his trilogy of works on Jesus and the numerous newspaper articles to 

which the trilogy gave rise, Barbusse was accused of 'mysticizing' revolutionary politics. 

Analysis of the literature from Barbusse's pre-Communist days and reader-response 

thereto has shown that in his quest for faith, the writer began 'mysticizing' secular 

phenomena long before the 1920s got underway. Indeed, a reasonably attentive reader of 

Barbusse's work prior to the decade would have expected such a development and it is 

thus somewhat surprising that it took Pierre Naville and other self-styled Marxist purists 

so long to be irked by what they saw as Barbusse's religiosity. Perhaps they were not 

interested in Barbusse's pre-Party works of non-fiction. It is here, however, that this 

putative religiosity looms largest, and gives the lie somewhat to Barbusse' s contention, 

expressed in a letter to the German poet Jean Muller, that 'l'individu n'a plus besoin d'un 
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Dieu pour vivre sa vie profonde, que Ia societe n'a besoin d'une religion pour remplir sa 

destinee collective. ' 3 

In the address with which he opened the inaugural congress of the lAC held in 

Geneva in the spring of 1920, Barbusse expatiated on a 'revolte' he described as 

'retlechie, calculee et scientifique. C' est par cela', he continued, 'que nous differons de 

tels revolutionnaires d'autrefois a qui Ia generosite et l'elan tenaient lieu souvent de 

religion integrate. '
4 

Interestingly, however, he then talked about the decisions made by 

the congress, 'que no us aurons ensuite a defendre religieusement [ ... ]. 5 Car no us avons 

foi dans le parti socialiste, et je veux des le debut proclamer envers lui notre fidelite et 

notre fraternite' (Paroles, p. 227). He ended by declaring that those who subscribed to 

justice and internationalism in place of injustice and nationalism were 'les vrais sauveurs 

du genre humain' (Paroles, p. 234). In Lueur, Barbusse called upon those interested in 

the Clarte movement to believe in this movement because it was 'true', having urged the 

readers of his most recent novel, Clarte, to reject religion because this was not 'true': 

Croyez a cette croyance pour qu' elle vive un jour. 11 faut d' abord croire a la 
verite, s' elever jusqu' a elle parmi les prejuges, les traditions, les legendes, 
dont les oppresseurs des hommes ont formidablement enveloppe et consolide 
leur oppression, a travers ce blocus de la pensee dans tous les cercles 
nationaux par le capitalisme empereur. 6 

It is worth noting that in stark contrast to the position he was to adopt throughout the 

1920s, Barbusse was asking his readers to put faith before reason ('ll faut d'abord croire 

a Ia verite'); and that as far as supporters were concerned, he was simply preaching to 

the converted. 

The list of words one would expect to find in a religious context that appear in a 

book which was written as a political manifesto for the Clarte movement is long but 

would have come as a surprise only to those unfamiliar with Barbusse' s lexical 

proclivities. The reader is not so much spoilt for choice as overwhelmed by it. 

Contemporary revolutionaries are likened to 'les sombres prophetes et les premiers 
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apotres' (Lueur, p. 5). Science is 'miraculeuse' (Lueur, p. 10); the names of Rolland 
' 

Liebknecht and E.D. Morel, 'sacres' (Lueur, p. 20); the victims of Russian tsarism 

'martyrs d'une cause admirable' (Lueur, p. 44). Reconstruction of all that has been 

destroyed is the immediate aim: 'Accomplissez des prodiges, des miracles de travail' 

(Lueur, p. 60). It is 'la revolte sacree qui s'impose avant tout' (Lueur, p. 65). 'Les 

requisitoires qu' on dirige contre la sainte loi d' egalite se dissipent dans Ia grandeur de sa 

serenite', he states, in connection with the need to eradicate the social stratifications 

caused by class (Lueur, p. 83). 

Many such words appear in the text of Paroles also. In his analysis in this book 

of the Bolshevik revolution, Barbusse discusses the invasion of Russia by the Allied 

powers after the war and states that it is 'le principe meme du socialisme qui est en jeu; 

et il est encore plus sacre pour les opprimes et les proletaires' (Paroles, p. 167). He 

states his faith in the Russian people by quoting Tolstoy: ' ''Le peuple russe sera le 

redempteur de tousles peuples" ' (Paroles, p. 174). In another address, this one to the 

ARAC, he called for 'LA GREVE GENERALE! [ ... ] greve sacree (Paroles, p. 181; 

author's capitals). In an appeal to former combatants of all nationalities, Barbusse sought 

their contribution, 'pour aider a la delivrance de la partie universelle des pauvres' 

(Paroles, p. 218). If a truly egalitarian post-war society was to be built, the past must not 

be forgotten: 'L'oubli est sacrilege' (Paroles, p. 229). In Lueur, Barbusse denounces 

liberalism as a political ideology, and also its advocates, 'ces faux prophetes qui montrent 

aux hommes la Terre Promise, et non les chemins qui y meneraient' (Lueur, p. 118). By 

contrast, in the letter which he sent to L 'Humanite to explain publicly his decision to join 

the PCF Barbusse celebrated Communist doctrine as 'l'evangile des croyances et d'actes 
' 

-le but et les moyens- qu'il est necessaire que chaque exploite incame pour que soit 

redresse Ia realite des choses. ' 7 
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In both Paroles and Lueur, Barbusse hints at common ground between the 

contemporary Communist movement and Christianity in its incipient, revolutionary 

phase. In Paroles, as quoted above, Barbusse implies a certain commonality of purpose 

in stating that it is only in the nature of their 'revolte', described as 'reflechie, calculee et 

scientifique', that the Communists differ from 'de tels revolutionnaires d'autrefois a qui 

Ia generosite et I' elan tenaient lieu souvent de religion integrale' (Paroles, p. 224). The 

first part of Lueur, entitled 'La fin d'un monde', begins with the statement that 

contemporary society is experiencing an end-phase similar to those that preceded the fall 

of Babylon and the Roman empire, 'contre qui criaient les sombres prophetes et les 

premiers apotres' (Lueur, p. 5). In the section entitled 'La Raison, non Ia croyance' 

(Lueur, pp. 68-71 ), Barbusse remarks that 'Les revolutionnaires farouches et purs 

ressemblent par plus d'un point aux premiers chretiens' (Lueur, p. 69). Having flagged 

religion 'Ia croyance' and political science, 'Ia raison', as paths divergent, Barbusse 

rejects the idea of collaboration between Christian and Communist: 

Nous ne fondrons pas notre effort avec le votre, nous ne ferons pas reuvre 
commune, parce que nous ne voulons pas introduire dans l'harmonie des 
idees rationnelles le principe religieux - qui est a la fois trop personnel et 
trop souverain. [ ... ] 11 y a antagonisme entre Ia foi et Ia raison, elles se 
detruisent l'une !'autre, meme lorsqu'elles sont d'accord. [ ... ] D'ailleurs, 
nous voyons le desordre que cette force terrible et mysterieuse a apporte 
dans l'histoire des foules, le trop facile abus qu'ont fait les hommes d'une 
puissance spirituelle qui n'a point de controle fixe ni de criterium sensible, et 
qui ne ressortit, en definitive, que de quelques decisions individuelles; nous 
voyons le contraste si dramatique qui separe aujourd'hui les eglises sorties 
jadis innocement de l'Evangile avec l'Evangile lui-meme, le secours 
formidable accorde sans cesse et partout, en bloc, par l'Eglise catholique ou 
protestante a I' action conservatrice. (Lueur, pp. 69-70) 

Curiously, however, no sooner does Barbusse rule out joint action by Christian (Catholic 

or Protestant) and Communist on the basis of the incompatibility of faith and reason, and 

the Church's formidable conservatism, than he allows for the possibility of collaboration, 

on the proviso that the Christian make an important concession: 'que leur croyance 

demeure strictement personnelle et n'intervienne jamais a aucun titre dans Ia construction 
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objective de la regie commune' (Lueur, p. 70). Despite the obvious tensions, it is to such 

statements that 'Ia main tendue' and the portrayal of Jesus and Etienne as proto

Communists in Barbusse' s two novels of the 1920s must be traced back. 

The same thematics - the faith-reason dichotomy constructed m order to 

illustrate the primacy of the secular over the religious; the condemnation and rejection of 

the Church as a reactionary institution; the implicit appeal to individual Christians to 

recognize their revolutionary heritage and act accordingly - are all in evidence in 

Barbusse' s next book publication, a pro-Bolshevik manifesto published in 1921. In it, the 

author bids good riddance to the age when 'les sciences physiques et naturelles etaient 

embarrassees de metaphysique et de religion'. 8 He points out that the applied sciences 

did not begin to yield any meaningful results until they were restricted to the observation 

of empirical phenomena, 'en eliminant tout mysticisme et en pla~ant Ia pathetique et 

vertigineuse recherche des causes premieres et de 1' essence de 1' etre, sur un autre plan de 

recherches' (Couteau, pp. 7-8). At the beginning of what are lengthy statements that 

endorse the putative scientific approach of Communist theory to contemporary society's 

ills, Barbusse states that the social sciences must take their lead from the applied 

sciences, emphatically divesting them of any suggestion of a quasi-religious status: 'II ne 

s'agit pas de paradis terrestre, ni de rien de magique ou de sumaturel' (Couteau, p. 8). 

Where in an earlier version of the tract Barbusse had contented himself with the 

concise and somewhat terse observation that 'il faut rompre avec les socialistes chretiens 

ou neo-chretiens qui apportent un remede qui est une autre maladie' ,
9 

in Couteau he 

states: 

II ne faut pas admettre la medication surnaturelle des communistes chretiens. 
Ces hommes qui meritent notre hommage par leur courageuse purete, se 
doivent d'adherer a notre conception revolutionnaire rationnelle, parce que 
celle-ci constitue une sorte de corps de doctrine minimum expressement 
contenu dans le leur. Mais Ia reciproque n'est pas vraie. Ils affinnent tout ce 
que nous affirmons quant a Ia structure collective ideale, mais nous 
n'affirmons pas tout ce qu'ils affirment. C'est pourquoi !'adhesion ne peut, 
non plus, etre reciproque ni Ia fusion intime. Nous ne saurions, sans perdre 
tout le secret de notre force collaborer a !'intrusion dans le mouvement 

' 
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social, de principes directeurs dependant du commandement de Ia foi et dont 
1' experience no us oblige a denoncer les mefaits sociaux et, partant le danger 
social futur. L'Eglise chretienne est devenue un long cachot. Co~ent Ies 
vaillants reconstructeurs de la beaute religieuse espereraient-ils imprimer 
celle-ci dans les ames mieux que l'a fait Jesus-Christ? (Couteau, pp. 62-63) 

Not for the first time, the point that Barbusse is making is that while the ideal social 

structure that both Communists and Christians strive to create is the same, namely the 

classless society, the means to this end are irreconcilably different. This being the case, 

the term 'communiste chretien' appears to be something of an oxymoron, the modem 

Christian, by Barbusse' s definition, being perforce a conservative or a conservative by 

extension. For Barbusse the first Christians and Jesus were revolutionaries. In 

denouncing Russian, German, French, English and American militarism, Barbusse states 

that Jesus, if he were to appear in the modem age, would declare: 'II faut faire cesser 

I' exploitation de l'homme par l'homme' (Lueur, pp. 41-42). 

Applied to Jesus and the first Christians, then, the term 'communiste chretien' is 

not an oxymoron so much as a tautological juxtaposition of synonyms. In the above 

block quotation, however, Barbusse is referring not to Jesus and the first generations of 

his followers but to contemporaries, 'qui meritent notre hommage', and 'se doivent 

d'adherer a notre conception revolutionnaire rationnelle'. If this is contradictory, it 

seems all the more contradictory, and revealing, when one considers that in the earlier 

version of Couteau Barbusse alludes to 'socialistes chretiens ou neo-chretiens' (my 
' 

italics). Furthermore, where he had earlier categorically ruled out any suggestion of 

collaboration he now once again indirectly invites Christians to align themselves with the 

Communists, despite the fundamental differences between faith and reason and the 

Church's history as 'un long cachot'. What Barbusse appears to be arguing is that a 

Christian can become a Communist, or relate sufficiently to Marxist doctrine to be able 

to join forces with the Communists in the interests of social transformation; but the 

converse is not the case. There is a lack of consistency and clarity in Barbusse' s thoughts 

on this matter. 
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An examination of the faith-reason dichotomy as it emerges in Barbusse's 

fictional and non-fictional writings from Les Suppliants to Lueur reveals a complex, 

ambiguous attitude on the part of the author that is richly ironic. The conflict between 

religious faith, and reason, a conflict that is so prominent a feature ofBarbusse's writings 

from 1920 onwards, has its roots in Barbusse' s youth. In his novels, it is to be found in 

the exchanges between Maximilien Desanzac and the abbe Ursleur in Les Suppliants and, 

more particularly, in the Camusian non-dialogue between the Roman Catholic priest and 

the dying man Philippe, in L 'Enfer. To the religious faith of Christianity represented by 

these two men of the cloth, Barbusse opposes a secular, humanist faith espoused by 

Desanzac and the unnamed narrator of L 'Enfer, a humanist faith which, as has been 

demonstrated, is given a conspicuous religious patina. In Le Feu and Clarte, the tenets of 

socialist republicanism form the basis of a political, and pseudo-religious credo that is 

presented as the reason-able alternative to the unreason-able religious faith of 

Christianity. 

Having rejected God and identified man as the source of his own salvation, 

Barbusse's idea of salvation evolved gradually, from Les Suppliants onwards, from faith 

in an individual, secular, humanist and largely apolitical response to the challenges of the 

human condition, to one that was secular, humanist and increasingly political. Politically, 

he moved from a broad left-wing stance, through socialist republicanism, to Bolshevism 

and, ultimately, Communism. By 1920 faith, as the sine qua non of religious belief, had 

stood still, while reason had come to be represented by the ideology of Marxist

Leninism. Paradoxically, it was because Barbusse was convinced that this ideology was 

based on reason rather than faith that Barbusse had faith in it. Yet the reader scours 

Barbusse's work in vain for conclusive proof that reason was the cause and faith the 

effect with regard to the writer's commitment to Communism. As seen above in the 

analysis ofBarbusse's use of religious language in Lueur, he exhorts his reader to believe 
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in so nebulous a concept as the 'truth', to aspire to it 'parmi les prejuges, les legendes, 

dont les oppresseurs des hommes ont formidablement enveloppe et consolide leur 

oppression, a travers ce blocus de Ia pensee resserree dans tous les cercles nationaux par 

le capitalisme empereur'(Lueur, p. 124; my italics). 

Although there is, implicit in this exhortation, a rejection of the articles of faith of 

the Right in general, Barbusse supplies his own article of faith in ascribing humankind's 

woes to 'le capitalisme empereur'. It, and others, are to be found time and again in his 

writings at this stage ofhis literary career: 'La vraie cause de Ia guerre- ils I'avouent 

eux-memes - est une cause economique', he says, referring to the warring nations of 

the First World War (Paroles, p. 223). Likewise, he claims in Lueur: 'De meme que les 

maux de guerre sont imputables avant tout a l'etat de guerre lui-meme, le malheur 

universe! provient du capitalisme universe!, voila Ia verite unique' (p. 60). Not only does 

Barbusse not provide any scientific evidence to support these declarations, the 'evidence' 

itself, Marxist-Leninist writings about the causes of war- with which Barbusse appears 

to have been singularly unfamiliar, anyway - is authoritative only if one chooses to 

accept as authorities the minds that produced it. 10 In the words of Conquest, the value of 

Marxist-Leninist and other doctrinal works 'lies in purporting to provide serious and 

scholarly backing to a simple idea', one which is 'true' only if one believes it to be so.
11 

There is, thus, a strong sense in which Barbusse dismissed a religious faith, because non

empirical, only to adopt a pseudo-scientific political faith that is no less non-empirical -

a state of affairs which is all the more heavily ironic given that Barbusse never engaged 

with economic and political science to anything like the same degree that he engaged 

with religion. 

Suffice it to say for the time being that for Barbusse, the core of religion was 

faith whereas that of left-wing political creeds in general and of Communism in particular 

was reason and science. With regard to religion, faith preceded reason; with regard to 
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Communism, reason determined faith. However, it could be argued- and Barbusse's 

own experience strongly suggests - that faith and reason do not occupy independent 

spheres but spheres that intersect, and far more intimately than Barbusse's mechanistic 

model allows for, since those who believe will always be able to justify their belief by 

appealing to reason. 

In an article written to defend the Clarte movement from the attacks of a counter-

movement calling itself 'Le Parti de !'intelligence', which had labelled Barbusse and his 

associates 'bolcheviks asservis a 1' Allemagne', 12 Barbusse set the tone for much of his 

work of the 1920s. Having identified the 'verites revelees de Ia religion catholique, la 

"tradition" franc;aise et le nationalisme' as the essence of the 'le parti dit de 

!'Intelligence', Barbusse went on to drive a wedge between faith and reason: 

A qui fera-t-on croire que Ia foi religieuse a partie liee avec Ia raison? Elle la 
meprise, au contraire, expressement. Ce qui est article de foi s'impose a 
1 'esprit du croyant sans exam en, sans discussion. Le credo quia absurdum 
n'est pas une boutade, c'est une regie absolue qui domine toutes les autres 
dans une mentalite catholique: tous les theologiens sont d'accord sur ce 
point. 13 Pour croire il faut "s'abetir", a dit notre grand Pascal, ecrivain qui 
sera peu suspect a nos contradicteurs, et il nous semble que le parti religieux 
de l'Intelligence pourrait s'intituler, avec beaucoup plus de justesse - je 
n'attache pas a cette expression de sens outrageant - le parti de 
1' abetissement.14 

Replying in the pages of L 'Action Franraise in an article ironically entitled 'M. 

Barbusse theologien', Navard de la Montagne gave Barbusse a lesson in the precise 

nature of the relationship between faith and reason within the religious context, drawing 

his opponent's attention to the Vatican Council that condemned fideists and 

traditionalists 'qui professaient que "la raison ne peut acquerir une vraie et pleine 

certitude des motifs de credibilite" '. 15 He pointed out that Bonnety
16 

was obliged in 

1855 to subscribe to the proposition that' "L'emploi de Ia raison precede l'acte de foi et 

• 17 
conduit a Ia foi avec l' aide de Ia revelation et de Ia grace" '; and that Lammenats was 

put on the Index for contending the contrary. Faced with Barbusse's simplistic faith

reason dichotomy, Montagne wondered what one was to make of '1' action vigoureuse 
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du grand Pape Pie X contre l'anti-intellectualisme de la philosophie moderniste?' 'Bref, 

he concluded, 'l'Eglise catholique n'a jamais cesse de prendre le "parti de !'intelligence" 

et de lui faire sa part dans !'acquisition des plus hautes verites; elle a toujours reprouve 

les doctrines qui diminuaient la valeur et 1' auto rite de Ia raison.' 

Although Montagne did not put the question to Barbusse in his riposte, one is 

entitled to ask why, having dismissed religion because devoid o£ and even antithetical to, 

reason, Barbusse had ended his article in a prophetic mode that calls to mind his 

portrayal both ofMaximilien Desanzac in Les Suppliants and Jesus in Jesus: 

Lorsque ignorance et les prejuges ineptes se seront attenues dans la masse 
vivante, et ce jour approche, la discipline consciente, !'organisation 
methodique et l'equilibre naturel remplaceront le bon plaisir imperial, royal, 
bourgeois et capitaliste; ce qui est top haut sera abaisse, ce qui est trop bas 
sera eleve, la societe se retrouvera totalement, et ce sera enfin le monde a 
r endroit. 18 

Barbusse himself saw nothing conflictual or contradictory in couching his discourse on 

Socialism-Bolshevism-Communism in religious terms, all the less so, one would imagine, 

once the parallelism he perceived between primitive Christianity and socialist 

revolutionaries began to impinge on his consciousness. 

When he was accused by the Trotskyist Pierre Naville of producing 'reuvres 

mystiques' about Jesus and thus of striving to 'breathe' faith into the revolutionary ideal, 

Barbusse availed himself of the opportunity, in the spring of 1927, to make his position 

clear. In an article entitled 'Mysticisme?', he spelt out his militant atheism and 

condemned religious mysticism, only, in the words of Relinger, to deliver 'une apologie 

fougeuse du mysticisme athee' .19 Referring to '!'admirable exaltation qui a donne et 

conserve la vie au grand peuple et libere et liberateur de Russie', Barbusse defended his 

view that religious mysticism, deriving from faith, was for believers in the supernatural 

only, whereas an atheist mysticism based on, and seeking to elevate the science 

underpinning Communism, was another matter altogether: 
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Fo~, passion, ~acrifice, .martyre:. on emploie malgre soi pour qualifier Ia 
putssance palpttante qut a permts aux revolutionnaires russes de franchir 
pendant si longtemps 1' abime qui separe le vieux monde du nouveau les 
termes qui s'appliquaient jadis aux elevations religieuses.20 ' 

Here Barbusse self-consciously admitted to applying to the Communist project terms 

previously used in the sphere of devotional experience. He appeared to be taking the 

view, however, that this was perfectly legitimate, mysticism being inadmissible only when 

the object of worship is of a religious nature. Since Communism was an atheist belief-

system and the believer in question was also a convinced atheist, the question of religious 

belief simply did not arise. 

The question evidently exercised Barbusse' s mind a good deal in the mid to late 

1920s, for he made the above point often. In Judas, he confesses to feelings of 

admiration for '1' eclat des grands mystiques et les dimensions folies de leur priere'' but 

adds that 'le mysticisme humain a des profondeurs qu' il faut se garder de donner a to us 

les objets auxquels il s'attache (p. 8).21 At the end of the same work, he acknowledges 

mysticism, 'puisque c'est une force humaine [ ... ] mais seulement dans ses caracteres 

dynamiques: fureur d'evidence, exaltation amoureuse pour une certitude utile' (Judas, 

pp. 273-74). In an interview with Lefevre in 1925, Barbusse dismissed suggestions that 

he was 'un sectaire': 'Je suis surtout un croyant et un mystique de la logique. '
22 

Vidal 

quotes Barbusse describing himself in exactly the same terms23 and she also reproduces a 

useful self-analysis of mysticism in the Jesus trilogy as the author saw it: 'je pense que si 

l'on peut dire qu'il y ala du mysticisme, ce n'est qu'un mysticisme de Ia logique et de la 

lucidite qui ne peut que servir une conviction ferme, acquise par le seul sens des 

realites. ' 24 

Towards the end of the decade, Barbusse repeated, even more bullishly, the line 

that he had taken at the time of the Jesus controversy, still mindful, perhaps, of the 

furore it had caused: 
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Dire que Ia sovietisation a change Ia religion traditionnelle en une autre 
religion qui n' en differe que par les etiquettes, c' est une cuisine de litterateur 
un aspect superficiel, un a peu pres sur lequel on execute des variation~ 
verbales. En realite, le changement est integral: on a remplace des 
superstitions par quelques principes rationnels et solides de solidarite et 
d'action et parce qu'ils sont utilitaires et bienfaisants, on a pour eux de 
l'attachement, de l'enthousiasme et de Ia ferveur. De ce que Ia ferveur 
ressort eternel de l'homme existe dans les deux cas, on ne peut pas conclur~ 
a Ia symetrie des deux objets de croyance. Alors le savant qui croit a Ia verite 
scientifique est comparable a tout autre croyant?25 

In other words, the fact that a writer such as himself used language with religious 

connotations with regard to a secular phenomenon should not be misconstrued: Barbusse 

considered himself to be a 'croyant', but one who believed in 'la verite scientifique', as 

opposed to the superstitions that underlie religion. 

Barbusse returned to the matter one final time, shortly before his death, in Lettres 

de Lenine a sa famille, which he co-edited and presented in collaboration with the 

German Communist Alfred Kurella. In the introduction, Barbusse takes to task those 

who, because of the sacrifices Communists were prepared to make in the interests of the 

cause, compared the Communist Party to a religious order and Marxist-Leninist doctrine 

to a religion - more than a little ironic given the accusations made against Barbusse at 

the time of the 'Jesus affair' and thereafter. After pointing out Lenin's attitude towards 

the likes of Gorki and Lunatcharsky, who had taken it upon themselves prior to the 

Revolution to deify Socialism, Barbusse strikes a familiar note: 

Que le communisme donne a ses partisans autant de fermete, leur inspire une 
foi aussi reconfortante que les anciens dogmes en ont procure a leurs adeptes 
- sans aucun doute. Mais cette foi aussi forte - beaucoup plus forte meme 
parce que raisonnable - ce n' est pas une foi dans des etres surna~els et 
spectraux manies par les puissants de Ia terre, mais Ia confiance same et 
vigoureuse de l'homme en soi-meme, Ia foi de l'individ~ dans 1~ f~r~~ 
invincible du collectif devenu conscient et maitre de son destm. ll ne s agtt tct 
que de science, d'organisation sage et de bouleversant labeur.

26 

In other words, faith deriving from reason legitimizes Communism; faith relating to the 

supernatural invalidates religion. 
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None of this is to say that Barbusse denied the existence of a religious impulse in 

human beings; on the contrary, he acknowledged it, and sought to channel it in other 

directions. After an apolitical humanism and socialist republicanism, he sought to channel 

the human religious impulse in the direction of Communism, on the understanding that 

reason preceded faith. This is made clear at the end of Judas: 'Separons I' erreur 

religieuse de 1' elan religieux qui 1' entraine comme un torrent; que la ferveur so it a sa 

place dans I' edifice de I' esprit, que le battement du creur so it regie par Ia raison.' In 

other words: 'Ne pas aimer avant de comprendre (p. 274).27 For Barbusse, it was a 

question of utilizing humanity's 'facultes creatrices infinies et "l'ame religieuse" qu'elle 

dilapida- pour batir economiquement la societe normale' (Judas, p. 275). 

Throughout the remaining years of his life, Barbusse continued as he had begun, 

drawing heavily on religious language, symbols and imagery in his vocation as writer and 

self-styled secular prophet. The parallel-drawing between primitive Christianity and the 

contemporary Communist movement; the implicit call to Christians to recognize the 

parallel; the explicit rejection of religious faith as an adequate primum mobile in human 

affairs; the identification of institutional Christianity as the number one ideological 

enemy; and Barbusse's 'mysticizing' of revolutionary politics are all in evidence in the 

final part of Judas, entitled 'Dieu ou la Revolution', which concludes with the prediction, 

or rather prophecy, that the Communist revolutionaries of the day will triumph, 'sous le 

signe de la faucille et du marteau, et contre les chretiens d'aujourd'hui qui sont leurs 

pires ennemis -, pour les memes grandes raisons qui ont donne Ia victoire aux chretiens 

d'hier sous le signe de Ia croix' (Judas, p. 278). Barbusse will have further offended both 

Catholic and Communist sensibilities in his article on Louise Michel, 'Ia Vierge Rouge', 

who devoted her life to the cause, 'comme les saints et les redempteurs' .
28 

In Russie, 

published in 1930, Barbusse's description of the German revolutionary Clara Zetkin is 

typical ofBarbusse the revolutionary mystic. He refers to her 'teint rose, sa figure pleine, 
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I' aureole celebre de ses cheveux blancs, et sa voix pathetique. La physionomie de Ia 

grande apotre de Ia Revolution - on peut employer ce vieux mot d' apotre lorsqu 'on le 

vivifie d'un sens nouveau- est bien connue de la multitude ouvriere de !'Europe et de 

l'URSS. '
29 

There could be no 'apostles' without 'disciples', and so in the book Barbusse 

completed shortly before his death in Moscow in 1935, a eulogistic biography of Stalin, 

the biographee is described as the 'disciple de Lenine' and Barbusse has him declare' "Je 

ne suis qu'un disciple de Lenine, et toute mon ambition est d'etre un fidele disciple" '_ 30 

In Lueur, Barbusse had already provided what in his scheme of things was the logical 

corollary of his propensity to see a proto-Communist in the Messiah, describing the 

archetypal Communist revolutionary Lenin as 'une espece de Messie' (Lueur, p. 43). 

In Staline, the author talks in messianic terms about not one but three leading 

Communist figures. He begins by evoking Red Square and the mausoleum in which 

Lenin sleeps 'comme ressuscite' (p. 5). In an apparent allusion to Jesus, Barbusse likens 

Stalin's speaking style to 'tel grand predicateur antique' (Staline, p. 201), later referring 

to the leader of the German Communist Party, Ernst Thalmann, as 'le puissant 

Thaelmann crucifie sur la Croix Gammee' (Staline, p. 267). At the end of the book, 

Barbusse dismisses the notion of life after death, as befits a good Communist, and states 

that it is only by means of social reform in the here and now that social evils will be 

conquered.31 Yet he goes on to close the text as he had opened it, 'resurrecting' the dead 

man Lenin, and contriving a presentation of that other 'saviour' of the world, his 

biographee, in terms which, mutatis mutandis, might easily be applied to Jesus Christ: 

Quand on passe, pendant la nuit, sur la Place Rouge [ ... ] il vous semble que 
celui qui est allonge dans le tombeau central de la place nocturne et deserte, 
soit le seul qui ne dorme pas au monde, et qu'il veille sur ce qui rayonne tout 
autour de lui, de villes et de campagnes. C'est le vrai guide [ ... ] c'~st _le frere 
paternel qui s'est reellement penche sur tous. Vous qui ne le connrusstez pas, 
il vous connaissait d'avance, et s'occupait de vous. Qui que vous soyez, la 
meilleure partie de votre destinee, elle est dans les mains de cet autre ho~e, 
qui veille aussi sur tous et qui travaille - l'homme a Ia tete de savant, a la 

' . 32 
figure d'ouvrier, eta I' habit de simple soldat (Stalme, pp. 319-20) 
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As demonstrated in the foregoing and in the chapter analysing Jesus in particular, 

Barbusse's appropriation of Jesus for the Communist cause, however questionable, was 

far from unpredictable. However, nobody on the far left of the political spectrum appears 

to have seen it coming and it proved to be a considerable source of embarrassment to 

Communists who, unlike the Church authorities and those on the Right more generally, 

• • • • • 33 • • • 
were not m a position to Ignore It. For vanous political opponents from within the same 

ranks, his Jesus trilogy constituted conclusive proof that Henri Barbusse was a 

Communist only in the superficial sense that he was a member of the PCF. 

It was little wonder that the Soviet leadership decided initially not to allow, on its 

territory, either the production or the publication ofBarbusse's multi-genre work, Jesus 

contre Dieu. In the preface to it, Barbusse describes Jesus as 'le Pere de Ia Revolution'; 

in its finale, Jesus is allied with Leni~ and Communism takes the place of Christianity. 34 

Although Barbusse is careful here, as he was elsewhere, to target the Church as the 

Communists' main adversary in the fight to win the hearts and minds of the masses, the 

associations that he was making were not the kind of thing that officials in Moscow 

wanted from their leading writer amongst the French membership. Writing in 1933 about 

the obstacles placed in the path of Jesus contre Dieu, Anatoly Lunatcharsky, successful 

playwright and former People's Commissar for Public Instruction, echoed this view, 

dismissing parallels between Communism and primitive Christianity: 

Notre parti est inflexible [ ... ] sur ce point. La piece etait pleine de talent, mais 
c'etait un meli-melo. Bien que le Christ n'ait jamais existe, son ombre 
legendaire est justement suspecte chez nous, et toute sympathie envers elle 

" 35 peut etre compromettante. 

In a letter sent several years earlier to Victor Serge, L 'Humanite' s then correspondent in 

Moscow, Lunatcharsky said that he personally was prepared to countenance the 

publication of a Russian translation ofBarbusse's latest novel (Jesus), unlike Glavlit, the 

Soviet body responsible for the translation into, and the publication of foreign books in 

Russian.36 
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Regardless of the message sent out by what was tantamount to the partial 

gagging of its leading French writer, Glavlit initially decided not to authorize the 

translation of any of Barbusse' s works on Jesus. Although his transgressions otherwise 

went unpunished by the Party in Moscow and the Communist International, the Agitprop 

section of the latter had already roundly condemned Barbusse' s pre-Jesus article 'Jesus 

marxiste', in a letter (signed Bernard Kurella) to Maurice Thorez, the then General 

Secretary of the PCF: 

Nous voulons deja attirer votre attention sur une chose: !'article de Barbusse, 
'Jesus marxiste', est un veritable scandale. La diffusion de telles idees 
absolument anti-marxistes est d'autant plus dangereuse, qu'elle se fait sous 
une couverture 'scientifique' et parce que c'est Barbusse qui le fait! Vous 
devez trouver les moyens appropries, pour eviter que de telles choses se 
repetent.37 

'De telles choses' were, of course, only just beginning. At national level, misgivings 

about Barbusse' s ideas on religious matters were equally serious but he was similarly 

indulged. At the meeting of the 'Bureau politique' of the PCF on 4 November 1926, 

Jacques Doriot criticized 'La Vie litteraire', the literary section of L 'Humanite, edited by 

Barbusse, 'ou passent des articles n'ayant rien de communiste, par exemple [ ... ] !'article 

de Barbusse sur "Jesus marxiste".' The leadership decided only to exercise 'un controle 

renforce sur "La Vie litteraire". '38 

A concerted attack in the pages of Clarte had seemed likely for much of 1926 

and Jesus provided the ideal opportunity. Given the prestige that Barbusse brought to 

the PCF, as well as the increasingly Trotskyist line adopted by Clarte's editors following 

their tactical decision to collaborate with various surrealist authors including Aragon and 

Breton, the 'Bureau politique' was not prepared to leave Barbusse undefended, however 

great its reluctance to get drawn into a polemic over Jesus. The suggestion was made at 

the meeting on 11 February 1927, shortly after Jesus had gone on sale to the general 

public, that the Comintem be asked to review the novel, 'par les litterateurs qui ne 

manquent pas dans 1 'Union sovietique. Mais si cela ne peut etre bon, car Barbusse a ses 
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defauts de litterateur, il joue un role trop particulier pour que nous le laissions 

brutalement attaquer.' The decision was taken, therefore, to allow Barbusse to defend 

himself against the attack that Clarte was likely to mount, 'en evitant toutefois 

d'employer un ton polemique. '
39 

Furthermore, the publication of Jesus was quickly 

followed in the pages of the French party organ by glowing praise for the novel in the 

form of a review entitled 'Jesus et Ia vie' by Bazalgette, friend and collaborator of 

Barbusse. 40 

Undaunted, Clarte duly mounted its attack, which was prolonged, systematic and 

damning about Barbusse's familiarity with the basic tenets of Marxist-Leninist thinking in 

relation to religion.41 The first salvo, signed 'La Redaction', appeared on 15 March 1927, 

under the title 'Les Partis Ouvriers devant Ia Religion. Pourquoi nous combattrons Jesus 

de Barbusse'. The novel in question was immediately dismissed as 'encens rouge';42 the 

'inspiration' that had produced it as 'mystique "deiste" ' (p. 216) of the kind that Lenin 

had had to prevent the likes ofBogdanov, Gorki and Lunatcharsky from introducing into 

revolutionary politics in the first decade of the twentieth century. It was clear to the 

authors of this article that Barbusse could not be considered a genuine Marxist. That 

Barbusse had written Jesus was worrying enough; that many others who also liked to 

think of themselves as revolutionaries had taken something positive from the novel was 

more disconcerting still: 

Nous savons bien que beaucoup de faux revolutionnaires se sont plu a cette 
lecture; mais nous savons aussi que les veritables defenseurs du leninisme, les 
meilleurs revolutionnaires, tous ceux qui n' ont pas lu en vain Marx et 
Lenine, ont manifeste leur repugnance malgre les extraits de presse qu'~n 
leur a mis complaisamment sous les yeux a droite et a gauche, y compns 
L 'Humanite. (ibid.;authors' italics.) 

With so much at stake, there was only one option available to the genuine keepers of the 

faith when faced with the mysticism of a work such as Jesus: 'II faut le demasquer la oi1 

elle est' (ibid.; authors' italics). This the authors set out to do, in the first instance, by 

inviting the reader to contrast the ideas contained in Jesus 'et les commentaires 
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journalistiques dont Barbusse a entoure cette miserable production' with 'La position de 

Lenine', as set out in a translation of an article written in 1909 and reproduced in extenso 

in Clarte. 

Intriguingly, the reader who is not hopelessly prejudiced against Barbusse and 

who is familiar with the writer's pronouncements on religious matters will see a certain 

likeness of mind between Barbusse and Lenin with regard to the most effective means of 

combating religion. In a long footnote in Voici, Barbusse confidently predicts what might 

be called the 'withering away' of religion in the modern, scientific era: 

Le bon sens lumineux de 1' organisation collective nouvelle - qui est [ ... ] 
recherche de verite - penetre irresistiblement les foules de cette evidence 
que leur 'salut' est de ce monde, et aussi qu'il est entre leurs propres mains. 
[ ... ] La superstition jette son dernier feu, comme l'imperialisme. (Voici, pp. 
93-94) 

Writing some twenty years earlier, Lenin had made much the same point, namely that 

instead of hitting the religious nail very hard, thereby ensuring only that it became even 

more deeply embedded, the antireligious militant should strive to bring about the socio-

political structure which, by its very nature, would end the alienation of human beings 

and thus automatically destroy the religious impulse. 'L'anarchiste, qui preche Ia guerre a 

Dieu a tout prix', he warned, 'aidera en realite les pretres et Ia bourgeoisie' (p. 219). The 

Marxist, on the other hand: 

do it etre un materialiste [ ... ] mais un materialiste dialectique, c' est -a -dire un 
homme qui engage la lutte contre Ia religion non au moyen d'abstractions, 
sur une base purement ideologique, en prechant, mais sur la base de la lutte 
de classe, qui atteint pratiquement son but, et instruit les masses le plus 
directement et le plus sfi.rement. (ibid.) 

Not unlike Barbusse with regard to 'communistes chretiens', Lenin, far from advocating 

hostility towards 'ouvriers qui conservent une petite croyance en Dieu', was keen to 

allow them into the Party, 'et meme tout faire pour les y attirer' (ibid.). It was his desire 

to win them over to the Communist cause, 'en les instruisant selon !'esprit de notre 

programme et non en les combattant ouvertement' (ibid.). Lenin went on to condone the 
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use of religious language and imagery by 'un agitateur ou un orateur qui s' exprime 

devant la foule [ ... ], pour etre mieux compris, pour donner de l'attrait a son sujet, pour 

s'exprimer d'une maniere plus imagee ou plus accessible aux masses ineduquees' (p. 

220). However, 'lorsqu 'un ecrivain commence a propager une theorie mystique

constructive, un socialisme mystico-constructiviste (par exemple selon 1' esprit de notre 

Lounatcharsky et de ses associes[)] - c'est une autre chose' (ibid.; italics in the 

original). The former approach should be treated with tolerance; the latter with the 

Party's censure. Clearly, the editors of Clarte thought that Barbusse had adopted the 

latter approach, for in a footnote they added that his novel, Jesus, 'propage tres 

exactement cette ''theorie mystique-constructive" et ce "socialisme mystico

constructiviste" contre lesquels s'eleve Lenine' (ibid.). Lenin had stated that ' "le 

socialisme est rna religion" ' was a transitional formula denoting a movement from 

religion towards socialism; but, 'elle peut bien l'etre d'une transition dans /'autre sens 

- du socialisme vers Ia religion' (ibid.; italics in the original). 

Clarte' s initial attack on Barbusse - the introductory paragraphs to the article 

by Lenin had hinted at more to come- was discussed by the PCF's 'Bureau politique' 

at its meeting on 31 March 1927 as the second item on the agenda. The minutes reveal 

that Marcel Fourrier, the chief editor of Clarte, had sought the PCF's permission for a 

denunciation of Jesus, a request which had been met with the reply that since Clarte was 

not under the Partf s control, F ourrier and his associates could do as they pleased, on 

the understanding that Barbusse would be given the right to reply. It was brought to the 

attention of those present that Barbusse had complained in writing about his treatment in 

the pages ofC/arte and was seeking redress. Interestingly, Paul Vaillant-Couturier, long

time associate and supposedly good friend of Barbusse, was somewhat conciliatory 

towards Fourrier, 'qui rend des services a L 'Humanite', and obviously he had his own, 
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serious concerns about the implications of Jesus: 'On peut discuter certain etat d'esprit 

de notre camarade. ' 43 

However he, like others present, took the view that if forced to choose between 

Clarte and Barbusse, the Party would have to opt for the latter. Thus the decision was 

taken to summon Fourrier to the Secretariat for further talks. Furthermore, Barbusse was 

to be pacified in a private letter and a resolution expressing the Party's full support for 

the writer was to be inserted into the columns of L 'Humanite. The latter appeared the 

following day. In it, the point was made, quite emphatically, that Clarte was not under 

the control of the Party. Nevertheless, the 'Bureau politique' called upon Clarte to 

refrain from making 'expressions grossieres et injurieuses qui n'ajoutent rien a leur 

critique, et constituent une ''PUBLICITE" de mauvais aloi.' The resolution went on to 

lend its unequivocal support to Barbusse, careful nonetheless not to lend any weight to 

his religious views: 

Le camarade Barbusse, qui est l'objet de ces attaques, est directeur de la 
rubrique litteraire de L'HUMANITE, et, a ce titre, le BP N' A QU' A SE 
FELICITER DE SA COLLABORATION. LE BP DECLARE QUE SON 
DEVOUEMENT, SON ACTIVITE ET SES ECRITS SERVENT LA 
CAUSE DU PROLETARIAT. 44 

Finally, readers were reminded that whilst Clarte was not under the control of the Party, 

Communist comrades who collaborated with it were; whatever steps needed to be taken 

to put a stop to personal attacks of this kind would be taken. 

If this was a case of the PCF's leadership throwing down the gauntlet, Naville 

was only too pleased to pick it up. In the first of a series of three articles appearing in 

consecutive issues of Clarte,45 Naville reproached Barbusse, with evident relish, for 

'mysticizing' the Revolution, as indicated earlier in this chapter. The aim of this first 

article was in keeping with that of its predecessor, namely to expose what Naville called 

Barbusse's 'demagogie spirituelle' (p. 242): 'il faut dire tout haut ce que tant de 

camarades savent ou sentent deja: il faut empecher cette equivoque de se prolonger. Car 
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Barbusse entretient-I'equivoque' (ibid.). He then dismissed Jesus as politically irrelevant 

and mocked Barbusse for the personal appropriation of Jesus on both the title and cover 

pages of the book: 

Mai~ 9u'est-,ce ~ue le marxisme, le leninis~e, auquel Barbusse pretend avoir 
adhere, ont a fatre de cette nouvelle tentative saugrenue qui, par contre fera 
bien I' affaire des bourgeois en mal de divinites? [ ... ] Sans doute Barbusse 
nous previent-il qu'il disputera Jesus a ses ennemis; eh bien, disputez-vous
mais le proletariat lutte et n' a que faire de telles evocations, toute la reussit~ 
de Barbusse est d' a voir plaque un vocabulaire pseudo-marxiste, pseudo
idealits [sic], sur son evocation realiste et petite-bourgeoise. (ibid.; author's 
italicst6 

In his examination of the postface of Jesus, in which Barbusse points up the 

similarities between primitive Christianity and contemporary Communism in terms of the 

economic, social and political factors that conspired to produce the two phenomena, 

Naville stated that he could not imagine a 'plus belle negation du sens marxiste de 

l'histoire', then posed an apposite question: 'Barbusse, a-t-il jamais retlechi serieusement 

au marxisme? a-t-il lu Marx?' (p. 243t7 It was patently obvious to Naville that these 

were rhetorical questions; that Barbusse was not a Marxist and thus not a bona fide 

Communist. Naville added that the faith that sustained Barbusse was fundamentally 

religious in nature: 'ne lui en deplaise, la foi qu'il entretiendra sera toujours une foi 

religieuse, trompeuse, derivee d'un intellectualisme superficiel, paresseux, 

traditionnaliste et peureux' (ibid.; author's italics). 

Referring to Lenin's stance, as set out in the preVIous, editorial attack on 

Barbusse, Naville classed the latter with all the other 'propagateurs d'une foi mystique 

en Ia revolution, qui n'ont pas l'excuse d'etre des ouvriers ou des paysans arrieres, 

subissant encore !'influence de leur cure de village' (ibid.). Barbusse, like the Jesus of his 

imagination, was 'ATHEE, MAIS CROIT EN UN CERTAIN DIEU' (ibid.; author's 

capitals) - the immanentist God Barbusse had Jesus proclaim in his pseudo-gospel. 

Naville could scarcely contain his contempt: 'Les marxistes, qui s'appuient sur le 

materialisme dialectique de Marx, n'ont rien a faire avec cette philosophie ridicule, qui 
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fait si bon effet dans Ia presse bourgeoise' (ibid.). The use of a non-restrictive clause here 

implies that there is no such thing as Marxists 'qui [ne] s'appuient [pas] sur le 

materialisme de Marx'; and since Barbusse evidently knew nothing of dialectical 

materialism, he was neither a Marxist nor a Communist. 48 

The rest of the article was devoted to an exposition of the work of those 

nineteenth-century French socialists who, like Barbusse, had insisted on the similarities 

regarding the origins of both Christianity and Communism (Cabet, Saint-Simon, Fourier, 

Dolleans). Naville concluded that their assertions were 'erronnees quant a !'aspect 

economique, et contiennent une part de verite quant a l'aspect mystique: cet aspect 

mystique, bonte, justice, verite, etc .... , c'est justement celui qui vient de Jesus' (p. 246). 

Looking ahead to En suivant Jesus le Juste (Les Judas de Jesus as it became), the 

theoretical companion to Jesus, Naville reduced its likely 'findings' to a single sentence: 

'Jesus le Nazareen et le Christ de l'Eglise catholique font deux, et rien de plus, sinon 

cette affirmation gratuite que le Christ fut un revolutionnaire' (ibid.). Further 

engagement with the figure of Jesus would be of use to the proletariat only insofar as 

Barbusse's next book could be linked to 'I' ensemble de Ia theorie idealiste anti-marxiste 

que Barbusse ne cesse de developper au sens de l'ideologie communiste' (ibid.). 

As Naville's next two articles in the series add nothing new of substance to the 

debate, there is little to be gained from a detailed examination of them. Suffice it to say 

that one can understand Naville's concern: 'Dans une societe ou les ouvrages de Lenine 

se vendent a mille exemplaires, et ceux de Barbusse a cinquante mille, nous avons 

quelques raisons de vouloir denoncer des contrefa9ons qui sont si liberalement 

repandues' (p. 279).49 On the other hand, one can also understand the Party's general 

policy of indulging its most energetic 'rassembleur', the man who was also its leading 

writer, the world-famous author of Le Feu. Curiously, however, the leadership of the 

PCF made no further public defence of Barbusse following Clarte's second attack~ 
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presumably, it was either unable or unwilling to rein in Naville and Fourrier, whose 

conclusions were thought, perhaps, to be ideological rather than personal, and not 

altogether unwarranted. 

Whatever the case may be, Barbusse was left to mount his own defence in 

'Mysticisme?' As stated earlier, Barbusse availed himself of this opportunity to justify an 

atheist mysticism promoting the Communist cause. It is no doubt significant, also, that 

Barbusse made no attempt to refute the charge that he knew nothing at all about 

Marxist-Leninist theory. Elsewhere in his work, Barbusse gave the reader to understand 

that he had read Marx and Lenin;50 but he never actually made the claim as such and, as 

has already been stated, evidence of detailed knowledge of the Marxist-Leninist canon is 

virtually non-existent. 

To return to Communist reactions to the Jesus trilogy, the brouhaha surrounding 

the first book, Jesus, was not repeated following the publication of Judas. This socio

historical study was not mentioned at the meetings of the PCF's 'Bureau politique' and 

even Naville limited his review to a single, dismissive paragraph in Clarte's October issue 

for 1927. In response to an advertisement in L 'Humanite describing Judas as 'un livre 

clair, et prenant qui substitue a l'anti-clericalisme indigent et negatif des bourgeois LA 

DOCTRINE COMMUNIST£ - logique, complete, genereuse', Naville asked the same 

question he had posed in his assessment of Jesus: 'Ou done, dans ce livre, se trouve 

exposee Ia "doctrine communiste"? A-t-on jamais remarque que H. Barbusse ffi.t capable 

d'exposer serieusement un aspect quelconque du marxisme? quant au "communisme", il 

ne sait evidemment pas de quoi il parle.' Judas was not to be taken seriously, the work 

of Henri Barbusse, 'le prophete ala noix. '51 

That it did not attract greater criticism52 can be ascribed, arguably, to Clart(i's 

precarious position with regard to the power-struggle between Trotsky and Stalin, a 

struggle for control of the Party which the latter was evidently winning. The PCF 
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leadership may well also have ensured, behind the scenes, that Barbusse's second book 

on Jesus was met with something approaching silence rather than derision from within its 

own ranks. Recalling the period in question, Jean Bruhat has stated: 

Barbusse representait ce que nous ha'issions le plus. A part Le Feu ses livres 
ne valaient rien, c'etait n'importe quoi, a la fois. mystique et cotrlus. Nous 
etions tres co~vaincus qu~il fallait ~e sabrer, il n'aurait pas fallu nous pousser 
beaucoup. Mats no us savwns ausst que le Parti ne pourrait pas se permettre 
de le liquider. 53 

It would seem likely that the threat of retribution by the Party prevented many a 

denunciation of Barbusse and his books, 'a la fois mystique et confus.' Suffice it to say 

that Glavlit's initial decision not to translate the Jesus trilogy into Russian seems both 

ideological and tactical, ensuring as it did that Barbusse would be starved of the oxygen 

of publicity; and that hostile criticism would also be kept to a minimum. 54 Furthermore, 

Jesus contre Dieu was not only never performed in the USSR or published in translation 

until 1971, it has never been performed, or published anywhere in the original French. 

Thus, Barbusse's ultra-provocative claim that Jesus was the 'Pere de la Revolution' 

remains largely unknown to this day. 55 

As well as the above reasons for the limited impact of Judas and Jesus contre 

Dieu by comparison with Jesus, it should be added that Barbusse was not long in giving 

the Party what seemed a much bigger dilemma in the shape of Monde, the politico

literary journal he founded in 1928 and kept going until his death in 193 5. It lies outside 

the scope of this thesis to analyse Communist reactions to Monde but for many critics 

within the Party, Barbusse's obdurate stance on Monde constituted even more 

compelling evidence than did his apparent religiosity and his ignorance of the work of 

Marx and Lenin that Barbusse was a Communist in name only. 
56 

It was mainly in relation 

to Monde that the heirs apparent to Barbusse's throne, Aragon and Nizan, attacked 

Barbusse;57 and virtually all of the considerable Communist criticism levelled at the 

writer between 1928 and 193 0 concerned Barbusse' s typically paradoxical, eclectic 
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attempt to produce a non-sectarian, pro-Communist journal covering every aspect of the 

contemporary political and cultural scenes, when what the Soviet authorities really 

wanted was an outlet for France's aspiring proletarian writers. 

This criticism reached its highest point at Kharkov in November 1930 at the 
' 

Second Conference of the International Union of Revolutionary Writers. Nevertheless, 

despite the emphasis on Barbusse's unorthodox position on proletarian literature and the 

editorial line of Monde more generally, various delegates expressed their dissatisfaction 

with Barbusse regarding religious matters. As has already been mentioned, comrade 

Balakov had serious doubts about Barbusse's Communist credentials because of his 

preoccupation with religion. Shortly before Balakov' s intervention, comrade Kouzmitch 

had expressed the hope that Monde would not repeat 'les erreurs passees, n'insere pas 

des articles sur les blasons de !'Uruguay et autres Madones et petits Jesus, et s'occupe 

plus de Ia litterature proletarienne'. 58 Similarly, the ten-point conference resolution on 

Monde included criticism of the religious content of various articles and of Christian 

collaborators. 59 Point five mentioned articles by the Italian journalist Donati, 'journaliste 

chretien, apologiste de la renaissance de l'Eglise' (p. 107) and expressed indignation that, 

with regard to the growing problem of Spanish fascism, 'Monde ne s' occupait que pour 

publier les appels de Don Miguel de Unamuno, adresses aux peres espagnols "au nom du 

Seigneur" ' (p. 1 08). The final point concerned Barbusse more specifically. Here it was 

pointed out that high hopes had been placed in Monde, which was to have been a 

proletarian organ in the fight against the bourgeoisie: 

Par malheur, le manque de nettete ideologique qui caracte~sait des 
auparavant le camarade Barbusse et qui a trouve so~ expres~10n d~ns 
plusieurs de ses reuvres: Jesus, Les Judas de Jesus, ne lm a pe:nus de fat~e 
face a cette tache difficile. Au lieu d'engager les intellectuels pettts-bourgeots 
radicaux a se mettre au service du proletariat, le camarade Barbusse est 
devenu, sans s' en rendre compte, un instrument entre les mains de Ia 
bourgeoisie qui s' est servi de lui en le compromettant. (pp. 110-11) 
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This last point is unintentionally ironic given the pragmatic, self-interested way in which 

Barbusse was indulged both at the national level and at the highest level possible in the 

Soviet Union. Stalin himself nullified the Kharkov resolution on Monde and he was not 

best pleased when he learned of the attempts being made by certain elements to oust 

Barbusse from the Party. ' "What fools" ', he is alleged to have said. ' ''Barbusse is 

political capital and they're squandering it." '60 

In his long, far from complimentary critique of Barbusse in February 1930, 

Maurice Parijanine was no doubt accurate in his assessment that Barbusse was used : 'Le 

prestige d'un nom fameux n'est pas negligeable et I' on permet a l'homme celt:~bre de dire 

ou de faire bien des betises pourvu qu'il remplisse sa fonction. M. Barbusse Ia remplit 

adrnirablement. '61 No doubt he was accurate also in his judgement that Barbusse was 

held in very low esteem by 'les vrais marxistes, [ ... ] les vrais et serieux revolutionnaires' 

(p. 10). In the light of Barbusse's lifelong fascination with Jesus and the striking 

similarities between Les Suppliants and Jesus despite the thirty years that separate the 

incipit of the one from the finis of the other, Parijanine' s contention that Barbussse 

brought out his books on Jesus simply to cash in on the topicality of the subject at that 

time is altogether more contentious (p. 9). More contentious still is his claim that 

Barbusse, his protestations to the contrary notwithstanding, was a crypto-Christian living 

in self-denial: 'II faut esperer que M. Barbusse, arne feminine, se confessera avant de 

mourir' (p. 10). 

It is easy to make light of this statement and of the similar statement made by that 

other disaffected, excommunicated Trotskyist, Pierre Naville, but they take on a different 

complexion when set against the opinions of Stalinist Communists such as Balakov. 

Furthermore however hard Barbusse tried to dissociate Jesus from the Church, however 
' 

great his insistence that he and Jesus were atheists, his self-proclaimed love for the 

preacher from Nazareth, whilst inevitably alienating fellow Party-members, also 
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encouraged certain Christians to see in Barbusse something of a kindred spirit. In his 

memoirs, Lunatcharsky reports father Vvedensky, a charismatic figure in the post

revolutionary pressure group known as the 'Living Church' ,62 as remarking: 

Bien sur, Henri Barbusse, communiste, materialiste, ne peut pas voir de ses 
yeux frappes de cecite la veritable gloire de Dieu; mais il cherche aussi un 
refuge aupres du Christ, et dans son creur egare et endurci vit le desir de se 
jeter a genoux devant quel~u 'un de grand et de bienveillant, et d' arroser de 
ses larmes une sainte main! 

Lunatcharsky was quick to point out to Vvedensky 'les coups sanglants qu'il [Barbusse] 

portait a toutes les eglises' but his Christian interlocutor was not to be persuaded that 

Barbusse would not one day see the light, if indeed he had not already. Lunatcharsky 

added that 'les affirmations de Vviedenski sur un amour instinctif du Christ chez 

Barbusse laissaient un certain arriere-gout.' In these affirmations, the priest was simply 

echoing views that various readers and critics of Barbusse's work, both Christian and 

non-Christian, had been expressing since the turn of the century. 

Analysis of critical reaction to Barbusse's poetry and earlier novels has shown 

that for all the author's declarations of atheism, many still felt that a 'sentiment' or an 

'impulse' best described as religious had inspired Barbusse. It will be remembered that 

the Catholic poet Francis Jammes, writing to Barbusse on the subject of L 'Enfer, went a 

step further, and stated, quite baldly: 'L'homme qui a ecrit ce livre ira chercher un jour Ia 

paix dans l'ombre de la plus humble Eglise' (see p. 104).64 In the summer of 1917, 

increasingly famous/notorious as a result of the runaway success of Le Feu, Barbusse 

received a newspaper entitled Le Chretien fibre and an accompanying letter. This 

appears not to have survived, although one can guess at its content from a letter to his 

wife in which Barbusse refers to the newspaper in question: 

Le journal est redige par des "pretres demissionnaires" qui ~ou~raient 
ramener le christianisme a sa purete originelle. Tis auront fort ~ .fatre les 
pauvres! En attendant, ils font etat de ce que je dis sur la religton dans 
'Pourquoi te bats-tu?' 
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He added that he had taken the time to replace the word 'sacrifice' with the word 

'devouement' in a passage in the above-mentioned article. He had been happy to carry 

out the request, because 'le soin avec lequel le bonhomme m'avait Iu m'a touche. '65 

Given the tum that events were to take in the 1920s, it is not beyond the realms of 

possibility that the 'pretres demissionnaires', having adduced reasons for encouragement 

in Barbusse's post-Feu articles and in the novel itself, wrote to him in the hope that he 

would endorse their newspaper or align himself with their movement in some other way. 

If this was the case, quite obviously the former priests were convinced that Barbusse's 

hostility towards the Church did not mean a rejection of its supposed founder - a theme 

that Barbusse was to explore explicitly in his next novel, Clarte, and at great length 

thereafter. 

Waldemar George appears to have been in no doubt that Barbusse was a 

Christian of sorts. In his review of Magdeleine Marx's paper at a conference on Henri 

Barbusse held on 14 May 1919 at Paris's Renee-Maubel theatre, George drew his own 

conclusions: 

Devant Ia sainte souffi-ance de l'homme, devant sa peine de tous les jours, 
devant son ignorance, devant ses errements, devant 1' exces de son martyr et 
devant I' amour qui le grandit, Henri Barbusse s'incline. Ce chretien mystique 
croit en la mission humaine et en la force redemptrice de Ia douleur. 
Regeneres a Ia ferveur de Ia guerre, les humbles heros du Feu et de Clarte 
deviennent (mais au prix de quels sacrifices!) les artisans d'un monde et d'un 

. .11 66 averur met eurs. 

Quite what George had meant earlier in his review in his description of Barbusse as 'un 

humanitaire et un apotre de Ia vie' is debatable but the term 'chretien mystique' or 

variations on it, as illustrated above, were to be applied to Barbusse time and again as a 

result of the 'Jesus affair'. 

Naturally, it was due to the publication of Jesus, Judas and the numerous 

newspaper commentaries on both that Barbusse convinced most non-Communist readers 

that he was a Christian rather than a Communist. In his review of Jesus, Sully-Andre 
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Peyre, though less explicit, reached much the same conclusion at which Vvedensky 

arrived, namely that Barbusse's Communism was an ersatz religion and that he would 

one day see the light. Referring to the disparaging description of Paul as a 'batisseur' 
' 

Peyre asked the rhetorical question: 'Tous les batisseurs ne sont-ils pas les memes, de 

Paul a Loyola, de Pierre-le Grand a Lenine?' Sooner or later, he predicted, Barbusse 

would come up against what he called 'ce mur [ ... ] au bout de savoie', by which he 

appears to have meant the limitations of all belief-systems based in the physical world. 

Then he would realize the full implications of a saying of Jesus, 'que Barbusse ne 

reconnalt point: ''Mon royaume n'est pas de ce monde." ' This, for Peyre, was the 

appealing thing about Jesus - the quest for faith as it emerges in the novel, and indeed, 

in all ofBarbusse's previous novels: 'La verite, quoi que Barbusse en ait dit, c'est qu'une 

fois de plus il n'a pu sortir de lui-meme, et que ce Jesus qu'il nous montre, c'est lui. 

C'est pour cela que ce livre est si poignant. L'aventure de Barbusse continue. '67 Souday 

was altogether more direct in his assessment: 'Barbusse adore et prie devotement. Ce 

communiste et ce bolcheviste est une arne profondement religieuse [ ... ]. M. Barbusse 

nous apparait non comme un sociologue positif, ni un homme modeme, mais comme un 

Nabi d'Israel. '68 

In August 1927, Barbusse sent the abbe Emile Rutin, 'pretre-cure' of the parish 

of Culey in Loisey-Meuse, a complimentary copy of Judas. In his reply, the priest 

applauded Barbusse for his dissection of Scripture 'pour etablir la Verite' and suggested 

that the author, despite his protestations of atheism, was closer to God than he might 

imagine. Rutin went on to remark that he himself had carried out similar studies to those 

of Barbusse, and had eventually reached the conclusion that the Church Jesus had 

created and served was not 'L'Eglise romaine, ou protestant, ou israelite ou tout autre, 

mais la reunion de toutes les langues et qui s'accordent tous sur le bien a faire et le mal a 

eviter.' No doubt striking a deep chord in Barbusse, Rutin added that he had no time for 
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the Pope and bishops who manipulated the faith for their own ends and who, day after 

day, 'vendent le Christ~ la Sainte Vierge et les saints le plus cher possible.' To this 

'mercantilisme religieux' he preferred, 'de beaucoup[,] la priere humble, silencieuse, 

accompagnant le geste charitable par lequel on aide son prochain, a quelque nation, a 

quelque parti qu'il appartienne'. Despite the 'hardiesse' of his ideas, Hutin considered 

himself to be a believer who said Mass 'avec toute la piete possible'.69 It was on this final 

point - the major difference between them - that dialogue between Hutin and 

Barbusse would have foundered. 

Be this as it may, the letter is fascinating for what it contributes to the highly 

complex question of the precise nature of the relationship between faith and reason, 

indicating, as it does, that one can reject much of what Christianity had come to 

represent for Barbusse, yet remain a Christian. Belief in Jesus was the key. Although 

Barbusse could not have been more categorical in his oft-repeated insistence that Jesus 

was a man, not a man-god, who died on the cross, and was not resurrected, his belief, or 

faith in Jesus was as solid as was his faith in Communism. Barbusse repeatedly stated 

from Lueur onwards that there could be no common ground between Communism and 

Christianity because of the irreconcilable ideological differences deriving from a 

dichotomy between reason and faith. In Judas~ he went so far as to declare: 'il ne peut 

pas plus y avoir de socialisme chretien que de philosophie chretienne. Un chretien est 

antisocialiste. Un socialiste est antichretien' (p. 266). At the same time, he contrived 

opportunity after opportunity in his writing to establish common ground between 

Communism and Christianity in its incipient, 'revolutionary' phase. As Relinger has 

pointed out, by praising to the heavens 'Jesus, pour tous associe au christianisme' and 

denigrating 'une religion officielle contraire a ses principes originels', Barbusse was 

begging an obvious question, and one which, for 'orthodox' Christians and Communists 

alike, was better not asked at all: What if the Church went back to its roots?
70 

To judge 
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by the contents of his letter, the abbe Hutin had gone back to those roots, although, 

unlike the former priests who had written to Barbusse ten years earlier, he had not felt 

the need to leave the priesthood. Had Barbusse been able to make the leap of faith 

required to accommodate Christianity's central doctrines, namely Jesus's divinity and 

belief in the Resurrection, a happy vicar in the Hutin mould, rather than a Communist, he 

might very well have become. 

Much the same implications suggest themselves in the exchange of letters 

between Barbusse and Andre Siegfried in 1932. The latter had read Jesus on a boat 

journey from South America back to France the previous autumn. Since then he had re-

read it several times: 

Si vous me permettez de le dire, vous avez eu, je crois, le sentiment profond, 
intime, de I' esprit chretien, sous sa forme evangelique initiale, authentique, si 
completement differente de la forme prise ensuite quand le christianisme est 
devenu une eglise. En vous lisant, il m' a semble etre constamment guide par 
une main sure, me ramenant toujours a ce qui est l'axe de Ia pensee du 
christianisme: !'esprit refusant de se laisser divertir vers les buts humains de 
l'origine, du pouvoir ou de la richesse. [ ... ] Des qu'une religion devient 
Eglise, quels dangers pour cette religion! 

For Siegfried, it went without saying that Christianity 'ne peut confirmer ni meme 

reconnaitre une societe humaine basee sur Ia richesse (le Christ, conservateur des 

privileges materiels, est une conception hypocrite et lamentable)'. And yet Christ, as 

Barbusse had depicted him, had been transformed into a 'leader social pour assurer aux 

proletaires d'hier ces memes richesses'. 'Probleme delicat', ventured Siegfried.
71 

That Barbusse was impressed with these observations is clear from the haste with 

which he replied, his letter being dated only five days later than Siegfried's. Besides, 

Barbusse began by telling him so: 'j'attache un grand prix a !'appreciation d'une 

personnalite comme Ia votre'. 72 He then identified the central issue, namely 'celle de 

I' attitude sociale et de la part dans le mouvement et I' action solide- et, Ia consequence 

logique et pratique - politique des personnes qui pretendent representer I' esprit.' 

Certain human needs and preoccupations, he went on to say, were 'd'ordre individuel, et 
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Ies autres d'ordre collectif' The former, insofar as they were not contingent upon 'les 

formes et les exigences de Ia societe [ ... ] constituent des especes d' absolus sur Iesquels 

l'individu ne peut avoir de prise que dans les limites de Ia croyance et du sentiment 

intime.' The latter, human needs and preoccupations of a collective nature, related to 'un 

ensemble de chases plus ou mains artificielles, c'est-a-dire plus ou mains modifiables par 

les hommes.' Thus, 'Ia morale vraie', as opposed, one would imagine, to the morality 

imposed on humanity by Paul the 'batisseur' and all the rest of 'Les Judas de Jesus' 
' 

seemed to Barbusse to relate to 'ce qui est transformable et perfectionnable, c'est-a-dire 

moins dans les racines individuelles, qu'en tant qu'institution influant sur Ia destinee de 

l'humanite.' In other words, religion was justifiable only insofar as it acted as a socio

political force whose aim was to improve the lot of humanity as a whole. This 

Christianity had been in its revolutionary beginnings; but was no longer and had not been 

for centuries. Quite the contrary, it had ignored Jesus's true teaching and become the 

very bulwark of conservatism. 

It is worth recalling that this was precisely the point that Barbusse had made 

fifteen years earlier in the second of his letters to the abbe Sirech in their dispute over Le 

Feu. If he was waging war on the Church, Barbusse had argued, it was a just war, for his 

reasons were 'basees sur Ia veritable ideale morale', from which, in his view, 'le parti 

religieux s'ecarte par son attitude dans Ia question sociale' (seep. 142). Implicit in these 

and the above remarks is the conviction that Communism was completing the task that 

Jesus and the first generations of his followers had commenced the best part of two 

millennia previously; that there was in essence no difference between primitive 

Christianity and the contemporary Communist movement; that Christianity, stripped of 

its doctrinal framework and a theological superstructure which Jesus ofNazareth would 

have completely disavowed would, perhaps, have been an irresistible proposition for 

Henri Barbusse. 
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But what, one wonders, if Jesus and those who had not betrayed him were 
1101 

proto-Communists? Where is the evidence to support Barbusse's claim that Jesus 

glorified 'l'egalite, lui qui a dit, comme s'il entrevoyait Lenine: Que Ie plus grand d'entre 

vous soit votre serviteur'? (Faits divers, p. 263)73 That Barbusse studied intensely both 

the canonical and non-canonical books of the Old Testament, the New Testament, and 

the work of dozens of exegetes and contemporary scholars is beyond doubt. Indeed, his 

knowledge of the origins of Christianity was so impressive that the New Testament 

specialist Paul-Louis Couchoud, editor-in-chief of the series Christianisme, approached 

him in the mid-1920s in the hope of tempting him to produce a book to be taken from a 

very wide range of possibilities. 74 Another specialist, Elie Faure, wrote to Barbusse after 

the publication of Judas and congratulated him, particularly on 'toute Ia partie negative 

de votre reuvre', which he found 'absolument irrefutable'. Incidentally, he added, 

Couchoud had also approached him in connection with said series: 'Vous avez sur bien 

des points, devance mes conclusions'. 75 

Nevertheless, Barbusse's study was based on the work of scholars and his own 

readings of the relevant literature; and this he rejected as unreliable, not to say 

deliberately tendentious. 76 Indeed, the only indisputable facts about Jesus as far as 

Barbusse was concerned were that somebody of that name existed in first -century 

Palestine and was put to death by crucifixion at the hands ofthe Romans.
77 

How, then, 

was Barbusse to account for Jesus's atheism as he saw it? Where was Barbusse's hard 

evidence that Jesus 'eut la haine rayonnante des riches et des pretres' (Faits divers, P· 

262)? How could Barbusse know that Jesus 's'est mele aux pauvres gens, aux esclaves, 

aux femmes asservies, aux exploites, aux opprimes' (ibid.)? If yet another New 

Testament specialist, Alfred Loisy, rejected Barbusse's portrayal of Jesus as a 

Communist 'avant la lettre', 78 it was no doubt because the evidence, such as it is, is open 

to interpretation, and Barbusse interpreted it in such a way as to produce the kind of 
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Jesus that he wanted to produce, no less than did those who produced a Jesus that 

Barbusse could not accept. 

To put this another way, if the Bible contains compelling evidence that Jesus was 

Lenin's forerunner, it also contains compelling evidence that he was the Son of God 
' 

who was put to death by Pontius Pilate and rose on the third day. Naturally, Barbusse 

rejected the notion that Jesus was the Messiah. In Jesus, Jesus is executed not for 

making any such claim or for being hailed as the Messiah, which he emphatically opposes 

in 'Israel seul', but for the revolutionary content of his 'Sermon du Temple'. Yet, it 

could be argued, that if Jesus did not make the claim that he was the Messiah, or allow 

others to make the claim on his behalf, the details of his humiliation - the crown of 

thorns, the mock robe and sceptre, and the titullus - about which the four gospels 

cohere as with no other episode in their account of Jesus's life, make no sense. 79 If one 

dismisses all of this as embroidery on historical facts that cannot be ascertained, there is 

no logical reason why one should accept even the crucifixion of Jesus as an historical 

fact; or indeed that Jesus himself ever existed, neither of which Barbusse ever doubted. 

In short, faith and reason are not as easily distinguished between, in either 

political or religious matters, as Barbusse liked to believe. Paradoxically, his faith in 

Jesus, which was based on a lifetime's reflection and a familiarity with Christianity that 

the average Christian could not even begin to contemplate, appears to have been lacking 

somewhat in reason; and the more he insisted upon it, the more dubious his commitment 

to Communism seemed to some contemporaries. Comredia' s literary critic taunted 

Barbusse about what he saw as the writer's 'religious crisis': 

Je sais mon cher Voisin que vous etes en flirt epistolaire et philosophique 
' ' avec mon gendre, le docteur Chastel. C 'est un . apotre ~omme vous. 

Seulement il est encore sur Ia terre, et vous, contratrement a ce que vous 
pensez, d' ~illeurs, vous etes depuis longtemps deja ~ans le c~~l et fort 'au
dessus de Ia melee.' [ ... ] Ah! lebeau papier que je ferat avec dehces sur votre 
Judas et votre crise religieuse. Oui, mon cher Voisin, votre crise! v:ous ne 
vous en apercevez pas, mais vous en tenez, et vous avez bea~ ;ous debattre: 
le mystere vous hante. II serait facile de prouver que le Galileen peut vous 
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dire, comme a tant d'autres: 'Tune me chercherais pas situ ne m' · d ,. · , . . . , avats eJa 
trouve ... tu ne me remera1s pas, s1 tu ne me sentais present.' 80 

Noussane's critique of Barbusse's 'ouvrages de piete subversive', appears to have 

amounted only to a review of Jesus.
81 Still~.both this and the letter demonstrate how 

Barbusse's preoccupation with religion in general and with Christianity in particular 

convinced some readers that the writer was not the Communist that he liked to think of 

himself as but a Christian, however vociferously he might deny it. 

Scholars, both in Barbusse's day and since, have been alive to the implications of 

the preponderance of religion in Barbusse's work generally and of his faith in Jesus in 

particular. As has already been pointed out, Loisy found Barbusse's depiction of Jesus as 

a proto-Communist untenable. Intriguingly, however, his immediate impression on 

reading Jesus was that he was faced with 'une edition nouvelle, mais completement 

refondue [ ... ] de Paroles d'un croyant'82 by the Catholic priest Lammenais, whose 

beliefs were unimpeachable theologically; but whose conviction that Church and State 

should be separated brought him into conflict with the Roman Catholic authorities. The 

success of Paroles led to his condemnation and excommunication from the Church, 

whereafter he became active in republican circles until the coup d'etat mounted by 

Napoleon III. It is more than a little revealing that a religious historian with whose work 

Barbusse was very familiar should have compared Barbusse to a priest who was, by 

virtue of his 'fougue inlassable, son honnetete intellectuelle, la force de ses idees [ ... ], 

aux yeux des generations romantiques, le symbole des tentatives de conciliation entre 

tradition catholique et souci de progres social. '
83 

Of the scholars who have studied Barbusse' s life and work since his death in 

1935, some have had little doubt that Barbusse was a Christian. The pro-Stalin South 

American Jose Mancisidor describes Barbusse as a 'profoundly Christian' man and 

suggests that anybody doubting his 'Christian spirit' should read Jesus and Judas with all 

due care and attention. He also draws on the recollections of Eugenio Labarca, a Chilean 
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exile who acted as Barbusse' s Spanish teacher for an unspecified period in the 1920s. 

According to Labarca, the need to prevent war was Barbusse's overwhelming 

preoccupation at the time that he knew him: 'Faced with human suffering and evil past 

and present, his Christian soul welled up with love and righteousness. ' 84 Years later 

when somebody reproached Labarca for including in his newspaper articles by Barbusse, 

a non-believer, Labarca replied: ' ''Barbusse believed in God, no more and no less than 

you do, since he strove every day not to betray Him." ' 85 

Caute has described Barbusse as 'the semi-mystical apostle of Jesus Christ' 86 and 

Jesus and Judas as 'literature impregnated with mysticism. ' 87 For Caute, Barbusse, one 

of the 'senior friends of French Communism', could be called a Marxist only 'by an 

extremely elastic extension of the term', 88 the implication being that a somewhat less 

elastic extension of the term 'Christian' would be required in application to Barbusse. 

Bonnaud-Lamotte retains the Christian element but provides a slightly different formula 

in her assessment: 

Precurseur des contradictions qui allaient dechirer toutes les generations 
d'intellectuels de ce siecle, Barbusse, revolutionnaire reste chretien, comme 
Peguy, chretien reste revolutionnaire, nous interesse passionnement par Ia 
complexite de sa demarche et sa fraternelle intervention a poursuivre Ia 
recherche d'une reponse a ses propres questionnements.

89 

Courtois and Lazer, in their history of the PCF, describe Barbusse, together with 

Vaillant-Couturier and Raymond Lefebvre, as being 'impregnes d'une culture chretienne, 

touchant parfois au mysticisme' .90 France's three leading Barbussians, Relinger, 

Baudorre and Picciola all avoid the term 'Christian' in reference to Barbusse, preferring 

to point up the importance of his Protestant culture in the formation of Barbusse's 

world-view and his intellectual development. It is no doubt significant also, however, 

that all three do not consider Barbusse to have been much of a Communist, either. 

Henri Barbusse: Comrade or Christian? In the absence of universally agreed criteria 

making for indisputable definitions, there can be no clear -cut answer to this question. 
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However, the case for its pertinence is a strong one. Barbusse died a member of the PCF 

having been openly pro-Bolshevik from the beginning of the 1920s. Although the 

writer, s personal commitment appears never to have wavered, his faith in Communism 

was considerably stronger than was the Communists' faith in him.91 His Trotskyist critics 

were surely right in their contention that Barbusse would have been expelled from the 

Party but for the prestige that he conferred upon it as the world-famous author of Le 

Feu, not to mention his indefatigable exertions as propagandist and rallying point, as well 

as his good personal relations with his one living biographee, Stalin. As Parijanine 

pointed out, a high-profile personality such as Barbusse would be forgiven many a 

'betise', and the Jesus trilogy and the Communist-Christian parallel that Barbusse 

contrived and constantly drew attention to throughout the period when his political 

sympathies lay unshakeably with the Bolsheviks/Communists was considered by many 

fellow Party-members to be a 'betise' writ large. Had he been less of a luminary, this 

alone would have guaranteed his expulsion from the Party long before he antagonized 

both the leaders and the rank-and-file with his policies regarding Monde, his unorthodox 

views on proletarian literature, his non-sectarian approach to politics in an age when the 

watchword in the PCF was 'classe contre classe', and so on.
92 

This thesis has shown that Barbusse's pseudo-religious cult of Communism was 

anticipated by his pseudo-religious cult of other secular phenomena at earlier stages of 

his literary career. When challenged to explain this cult by fellow advocates of a 

militantly atheist movement, Barbusse resorted to a faith-reason dichotomy, which he felt 

fully vindicated his position. In the case of Christianity, faith preceded reason; in the case 

of Communism, reason preceded faith. The relationship between faith and reason as 

Barbusse saw it was encapsulated in his dictum 'Comprendre d'abord, aimer ensuite.' 

Yet analysis of Barbusse' s attitude towards Jesus within the faith-reason dichotomy 

suggests a certain amount of sophistry in his reasoning. On the cover and title pages of 
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Jesus, the reader finds a remarkable declaration on the part of the author: 'J' ai vu Jesus 
' 

moi aussi. U s'est demontre a moi dans la beaute de la precision. Je I'aime; je le tiens 

contre mon creur, et je le disputerai aux autres, s'ille faut.' Fascinated by the figure of 

Jesus throughout his career, Barbusse had grown to love him and portray him as a socio

political revolutionary, no doubt because he had become such a revolutionary himself: 

and the only way to reconcile his faith in Jesus with his faith in Communism was to 

transform the Messiah into a proto-Communist, and the Communists into Messianic 

figures.
93 

Naturally, Barbusse did not see his depiction of Jesus in such terms; he pointed 

to his own, considerable research and to that of many others to support his thesis. yet 

this research was based on biblical sources, whose validity he himself did not accept. 

With regard to Jesus and the proto-Communist revolutionary nature that Barbusse 

attributed to primitive Christianity, faith appears to have preceded reason. 

The same could be said ofBarbusse's commitment to Communism. Those who 

were familiar with Marxist-Leninist theory knew that Barbusse would have hopelessly 

failed an examination in the subject and nobody who has studied the writer's life and 

work has ever argued otherwise. This is hugely ironic, given Barbusse' s insistence that 

Communism derived its legitimacy from 'knowable' scientific laws. In other words, 

ignorant of these laws, Barbusse was able to make the leap of faith that he was never 

able to make throughout his lifelong engagement with religion in general and Christianity 

in particular. In his defence, it could be argued that there was an empirical dimension to 

Barbusse' s faith in Communism, which, by its very nature, Christianity could not 

provide. There can be no doubt that Barbusse witnessed considerable progress in many 

areas of Soviet life during the numerous, and often extended visits he made to the USSR 

between 1927 and 1935. He wrote about them at length, in Russie in particular. 

Nevertheless it should be borne in mind that he never met Lenin, the man he hailed as 
' 
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the New Messiah in 1920; and that he had been trumpeting the Soviet Union as the New 

Jerusalem for some seven years before he first set foot in it. 

Barbusse's first-hand experience of the USSR can be usefully compared and 

contrasted with that of two other famous writers, namely Andre Gide and Arthur 

Koestler. Gide and Barbusse belonged to the same generation, shared the same 

Protestant heritage and they both travelled to the east brimming with enthusiasm for the 

Soviet Revolution. Gide returned disabused of his optimism after a relatively brief visit 

and wrote two critical studies about his experiences.94 According to Vyvyan Holland, son 

of Oscar Wilde, Barbusse was one of only a handful of foreigners to be issued with a 

'Red pass', which entitled him to travel anywhere on Soviet territory, unaccompanied.95 

Even though he covered huge swathes of territory on protracted tours, he failed to see 

what was so obvious to Gide, and recorded his approval in pro-Soviet books such as 

Voici and Russie. In the former study, Barbusse praised the Soviet authorities, and Stalin 

in particular, for the rational, humane way in which they had 'solved' the nationalities 

dilemma in the Caucasus.96 

Although Koestler was there at a slightly later date, his recollections are well 

worth recording: 

I saw the ravages of the famine of 1932-1933 in the Ukraine: hordes of 
families in rags begging at the railway stations, the women lifting up to the 
compartment window their starving brats which, with drumstick limbs, big 
cadaverous heads and puffed bellies, looked like embryos out of alcohol 
bottles; the old men with frost-bitten toes sticking out of tom slippers. I was 
told that these were kulaks who had resisted the collectivization of the land 
and I accepted the explanation; they were enemie~ o~ the people _who 
preferred begging to work. The maid in the Hotel Regma m Kharkov famted 
from hunger while doing my room: the manager explained that she wa~ fresh 
from the countryside and through a technical hitch had not yet been tssued 
with her ration cards; I accepted the technical hitch. 

97 

There can be no certainty that Barbusse saw such atrocities. If he did and chose to turn a 

blind eye to these and other failings of the Soviet regime, as Margarete Buber-Neumann 

has claimed in her memoirs,98 it may well have been because his faith in Communism, like 
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that ofKoestler, was so great that there was nothing that his conscience could not absorb 

and his mind explain away. Such is the mysterious nature of faith. 

Towards the end of his life, in the company of a guest who was thinking aloud 

about leaving the Party, Barbusse made his position clear: 

Je ne pourrai jamais quitter le Parti communiste. Ou aller? Y -a-t-il un endroit 
ou nous puissions aller? Meme si le Parti etait temporairement en complet 
desaccord avec moi, meme s'il me condamnait, meme si je pensais qu'il me 
condamne injustement, je continuerais de penser que notre parti est 
infiniment superieur a tous les autres partis, et bien au-dessus de n'importe 
quel isolement orgueilleux, individualiste. Non, il vaut mieux tout supporter! 
Et peut-on douter que si tu es constamment en desaccord avec le parti, ce 
n'est pas le parti qui a besoin d'etre corrige, mais toi qui dois te changer de 
fond en comble? En verite, il faut avant tout etre communiste, avant tout et 
plus fort que tout. C'est le plus important a notre epoque. Avoir trouve cette 
voie et la quitter, voir la lumiere et la perdre, c'est le plus grand malheur qui 
puisse nous arriver.99 

This is a statement containing more faith than reason; it is the statement of a man who 

has found a spiritual home and would be loth to be removed from it. It contains 

references to the way, the truth and the light, all three of which- and the lattermost in 

particular- permeate Barbusse's work. In his diary, in 1895, he expressed his hope one 

day to be able to shed some light on the darkness of the world. 10° Chapter fourteeen of 

the book that enabled him to do so ends with the narrator marvelling at the past and 

future accomplishments of his comrades-in-arms and he dreams of 'je ne sais queUe 

grande lumiere.' It is no coincidence that Barbusse entitled his first pro-Bolshevik 

publication, also a manifesto for the 'Clarte' movement (borrowed from the title of 

Barbusse's novel), La Lueur dans l'Abime. 

One cannot say with any certainty that Barbusse eventually joined the Communist Party 

because he found in Communism a spiritual sustenance not provided by Christianity. Nor 

is it possible to label Barbusse a Communist or a Christian in the way that many 

commentators have. 101 Barbusse held many unorthodox views as a member of the Party, 

not least with regard to religion, and his unfamiliarity with Marxist-Leninist theory went 
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before him. On the other hand, he campaigned tirelessly for the Communist cause for the 

last fifteen years of his life, to the detriment of his health, wealth, marriage and, arguably, 

literature; and, unlike Gide, Nizan, Koestler, Silone, Wright and many another, his faith 

appears never to have wavered. As far as Christianity is concerned, Barbusse could not 

forgive the Church its blood-stained history - hugely ironic given the number of victims 

Stalinist Communism was to claim - and his rigid atheism prevented him from accepting 

the doctrine of the Incarnation and the Resurrection, without which Christianity would 

not be Christianity. That said, he had a faith in Jesus that was so great that he publicly 

declared his love for the man of Nazareth and thus braved the opprobrium of the 

Communist world. Furthermore, his knowledge of the Bible and of the origins of 

Christianity was almost on a par with that of specialists in the field, way in advance of the 

knowledge of the average Christian believer. 

By way of conclusion to this chapter and in an attempt to provide some sort of 

answer to the question ofBarbusse's political and religious identity, let it be said that this 

complex, paradoxical and highly enigmatic man was both more, and less of a Communist 

than many a Communist; and more, and less of a Christian than many a Christian. 
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Notes =------

1 According to Richardson, the thesis posited by the Gennan philosopher Drews in The 

Christ Myth was still part of official Marxist dogma at the time of writing his study. See 

The Political Christ, p. 113. Barbusse was familiar with the christological work of 

Drews, and with that ofnumerous other, so-called 'mythologues'. 

2 As Picciola has pointed out, the PCF at the time when Barbusse was a member was 'un 

parti qui considere [ ... ] la lutte contre Ia religion comme un aspect indispensable de la 

lutte revolutionnaire.' Picciola, 'L' Affaire Jesus: Le temoin Henri Barbusse ala barre' (p. 

10). 

3 Barbusse, 'Une lettre inedite d'Henri Barbusse, au poete Jean Muller', p. 59. 

4 Barbusse, Paroles, p. 224. Hereafter referred to in parenthesis in the text together with 

the appropriate page number. It is worth noting that Barbusse had described the previous 

year's ARAC congress as ending 'au milieu d'une emotion religieuse' (?aroles, p. 142). 

5 The use of the adverb 'religieusement' is particularly interesting. In 'Mensaje a los 

intelectuales y estudiantes de la America Latina' (p. 225), Anatole France and Barbusse 

wrote: 'We have founded Clarte with the aim of spreading, like an experimental religion, 

love for doctrines which highlight past evils and demonstrate which of the principles of 

justice, truth and beauty inspire us to remedy them.' (My translation.) 

6 Barbusse, Lueur, p. 214. Hereafter referred to in parenthesis in the text together with 

the appropriate page number. 

7 Barbusse, 'La ligne droite'. 

8 Barbusse, Couteau, p. 7. Hereafter referred to in parenthesis in the text together with 

the appropriate page number. 

9 Barbusse, Lettre aux intellectuels, p. 80. This work and Couteau are identical but for a 

number of minor rearrangements, changes in punctuation, and several addenda, quite a 

few of which have an important religious content 
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10 
As A.J.P. Taylor has pointed out, it is all too easy to attribute the outbreak of the First 

World War to a general theory of this kind; 'proving' it is another matter. See Europe: 

Grandeur and Decline, p. 184. 

11 Conquest, Lenin, p. 78. 

12 Quoted in Brett, Henri Barbusse, p. 175. 

13 
Barbusse returned to Tertullian's famous credo quia absurdum in Judas (p. 11 ): 'le 

terrible et caricatural credo quia absurdum n'est pas une expression figuree. C'est bien 

en effet l'absurdite qui prend valeur d'argument dans Ia demonstration religieuse.' 

Hereafter referred to in parenthesis in the text together with the appropriate page 

number. 

14 Barbusse, 'La clarte de Ia raison', p. 1. 

15 Navard de Ia Montagne, 'M. Barbusse theologien', for this and all subsequent 

quotations. 

16 Augustin Bonnety ( 1798-1879) was a French publicist who in 1830 founded the 

monthly journal Les Annales de Ia philosophie chretienne. See Le Grand Larousse 

encylopedique, II, p. 233. 

17 Robert de Lammenais (1782-1854), author of, most notably, Paroles d'un croyant 

(1834). See notes 78 and 82. 

18 This and other inversions relative to the kingdom of God are proclaimed by 

Maximilien in Les Suppliants (p. 278). In Jesus, Jesus states: 'Qui s'eleve sera abaisse, 

qui s'abaisse sera eleve' (30. 87). At the ARAC congress alluded to in note 4, Barbusse 

declared to the multitudes at the end of his address that 'ce qui est en haut do it etre 

abaisse, ce qui est en bas doit etre eleve' (Paroles, p. 139). 

19 • · d B b ' 'le Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 168. As far as Rehnger ts concerne , ar usse s was 

premier essai fran9ais pour la1ciser la mystique et Ia mettre au service de Ia revolution.' 

Relinger, 'Le Role et l'reuvre d'Henri Barbusse' (p. 566). 
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20 Barbusse, 'Mysticisme?'; author's italics. 

21 As the illustration reproduced at the start of this thesis suggests, Barbusse would 

appear to have had a penchant for Saint Theresa of Avila in particular. 

22 Barbusse, quoted in Lefevre, Une heure avec Frederic Lefevre, p. 189. 

23 See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, pp. 128-129. 

24 Ibid., p. 156. In a letter toLe Drapeau rouge, the organ of the Belgian Communist 

Party, in April 1927, Barbusse 'developpa une fois de plus ses idees sur les dangers du 

mysticisme religieux et defendit un mysticisme applique a Ia renovation social e.' 

Relinger, 'Le Role et l'reuvre d'Henri Barbusse' (p. 538). 

25 Although she provides neither the source nor a precise time location ( 1919-1929), 

Vidal includes the quotation in her chapter on Barbusse, the USSR and the socio

political studies Voici (hereafter referred to in parenthesis in the text together with the 

appropriate page number) and Russie. See Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 191. 

26 Barbusse (ed.), Lettres de Lenine a safamille, p. 48. 

27 See also 'Mysticisme?' and the letter to Dumas referred to in the last chapter (p. 260). 

28 Barbusse, 'Louise Michel'. This article was reproduced in Faits divers, entitled 'La 

Vierge Rouge' (pp. 251-60). Hereafter referred to in parenthesis in the text together with 

the appropriate page number. 

29 Barbusse, Russie, p. 214. 

30 Barbusse, Staline, pp. 46, 316. Hereafter referred to in parenthesis in the text together 

with the appropriate page number. Baudorre has described Staline as 'le livre d'un 

croyant et non celui d'un historien.' Barbusse (p. 384). A contemporary ofBarbusse, the 

American political scientist Sydney Hook, was scathing in his review: 'what we have 

here is neither history nor biography but liturgical rhapsody. By some fantastic 

transference of the Messianic nimbus from the carpenter of Galilee to the young 
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seminarist of Georgia, Barbusse has written a work in which fact and fancy are 

hopelessly blurred in a hazy and shoddy religious mysticism.' Hook, 'Saint Stalin'. 

31 In the letter referred to in note 3, Barbusse wrote: 'Le creur qui souffi-e sur terre 

demande une nSponse terrestre'. 

32 Having called Barbusse a prophet who had chosen to 'hang his discourse' on Stalin, an 

anonymous reviewer noted that the 'book ends with a sort of mystical invocation of the 

tomb of Lenin.' The Christian Science Monitor, 'Barbusse' s Stalin'. 

33 See the previous chapter (pp. 260-61). 

34 Barbusse, Jesus contre Dieu. I refer the reader to the typescript version which was 

very kindly provided by the AAHB. See pp. 3, 67. See note 55 also. The lack of progress 

made with the Soviet authorities can be followed in the author's correspondence with 

Simone Dumas (see letters by Barbusse dated 3 and 27 February 1928), and Dumas' 

Memoires (p. 285) (private collection). 

35 Lounatcharski, Silhouettes, p. 309. 

36 See Baudorre, Barbusse, p. 267. Serge's personal opinion is given in his memoirs: 

'Barbusse ecrivait a ce moment ses livres mystiques, Jesus, Les Judas de Jesus, invite a 

Moscou par d'autres Judas.' Serge,Memoires d'un revolutionnaire 1901-1941, p. 258. 

37 Quoted in Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 165. 

38 PCFM mfilm 151 (bobine 22). 

39 PCfM mfilm 209 (bobine 31 ). 

40 Bazalgette, 'Jesus et Ia vie'. It should be noted that Relinger is incorrect in dating 

Vaillant-Couturier's supportive article 'Le dernier livre de Barbusse, Jesus, le prophete 

de Galilee', 8 February 1927 (see Henri Barbusse, p. 167). This article appeared on P· 2 

of L 'Humanite on 8 October 1926, some three months before the novel was published. If 

Vaillant-Couturier was at pains to praise the author for his 'excellent instrument de 

deblaiement dans Ia lutte antireligieuse' and for drawing attention to the parallelism 
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between two great periods of crisis in human history he did so c-.0 r t t · 
' 1 ' s ra egtc reasons and 

with serious reservations. See note 43. 

41 For various items relating to Marxist-Leninist thinking with regard to religion, see the 

section 3.2 of the bibliography. 

42 'Les Partis Ouvriers devant Ia Religion. Pourquoi nous combattrons Jesus de 

Barbusse', p. 216. Subsequent references to this article are indicated in the text, with the 

appropriate page number given in parenthesis. 

43 See PCFM mfilm 209 (bobine 31). According to Parijanine, at that time Barbusse's 

secretary at L 'Humanite, Vaillant-Couturier was furious with him for not having the 

good sense to bin Barbusse' s article 'Jesus marxiste' rather than deliver it to the 

typesetters. See Parijanine, 'Pour la destruction d'une legende', p. 15. 

44 The text is given in full in the minutes of the meeting (see previous note) and was 

published in L 'Humanite, under the title 'Au sujet de Clarte. Une resolution du bureau 

politique'; capitals in the original. 

45 Naville, 'Pourquoi nous combattons Jesus. 1.- Une nouvelle mystique: H. Barbusse', 

'2.- Une nouvelle religion: H. Barbusse', '3.- Un nouvel idealiste: H. Barbusse'. 

Subsequent references are indicated in the text, with the appropriate page number given 

in parenthesis. 

46 Basing his comments on the observations of Loukachevitch, 'specialiste de l'histoire 

des religions et membre eminent du mouvement proletarien atheiste international', in 

'Jesus - Henri Barbusse', Oursynovitch made much the same point, abeit altogether 

more deferentially, in 1930: 'Toutes les tentatives de moderniser le Christ sont vaines et 

sans utilite. Le christ [sic] n'est interessant que pour les historiens, il faut le considerer 

comme un mythe et rechercher les causes sociologiques de son apparition.' 

Oursynovitch, 'Ce que les athees marxistes de Russie pensent du Jesus de Henri 
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Barbusse' (p. 1222). Since the BnF contains no periodical entitled L 'Athee 
10 

its 

catalogue, this may well be the French translation of a Russian periodical. 

47 
Since French translations of the works of Marx and Engels did not become readily 

available until the mid-1930s and Barbusse could not read German or Russian (unlike 

Naville and Parijanine ), Barbusse can partly be forgiven this failing. 

48 'La doctrine communiste, pense-t-il, est irrefutable, tout lecteur de bonne foi, en 

confrontant les diverses doctrines, deviendra un marxiste revolutionnaire. Toutes les 

erreurs politiques et litteraires de Barbusse viennent de lei: au lieu de partir d'une analyse 

exacte des classes en presence, il proclame la toute-puissance de l'ideologie qui 

transforme a son gre.' Freville, 'Reponse a un manifeste'. 

49 Barbusse's influence and the resultant need to combat what Naville saw as Barbusse's 

potential to spread 'heresy' was underlined by Parijanine: 'Ce qu'il y a d'amusant dans 

cette lamentable histoire, c'est qu'au moment ou paraissaient les pieux versets de M. 

Barbusse, je re~us des lettres enthousiastes de boones ames qui s'ecriaient: "Enfin, on 

peut rester catholique quand on devient communiste!" ' Parijanine, 'Pour Ia destruction 

d'une legende' (p. 10). Barbusse had intimated as much in his reference to 'communistes 

chretiens' in Couteau and he also stated that these people would be tolerated provided 

they kept their religious beliefs to themselves. 

50 See for example Couteau, pp. 55-56/Lettre aux intellectuels, pp. 71-73; Manifeste aux 

intellectuels, pp. 18, 22-23; Zola, pp. 77, 287; Staline, pp. 15, 149. With regard to 

Lettres de Lenine a safamille, see note 26. 

51 Naville, 'Propagande'; capitals in the original. 

52 Chauvelon's generous review was no more the idea ofthe PCF's leadership than was 

Bazalgette's review of Jesus. See 'Les Judas de Jesus. Un nouveau livre d'Henri 

Barbusse'. Like Bazalgette, Chauvelon was both a friend and collaborator ofBarbusse. 

53 Quoted in Cohen-Solal, Paul Nizan, communiste impossible, P· 93. 
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54 According to Parijanine, Jesus was eventually translated and published, only after a 

highly significant concession on Barbusse's part: 'les demarches personnel/e.~, de 

J'ecrivain firent lever cette interdiction. Le bouquin parut en russe ... avec une preface 

dans laquelle on met le lecteur en garde contre les idees pseudo-chretiennes et anti-

marxistes, du poete communist e. M. Barbusse accepta bien volontiers cette fonnule.' 

Parijanine, 'Pour Ia destruction d'une legende' (p. 16); italics in original. Was this a case, 

as Parijanine suggests, of money-grubbing on Barbusse's part, or rather his faith in Jesus 

outweighing his Communist scruples? It is not known whether the same disclaimer was 

produced for Judas, which was also translated and published in the USSR. See Barbusse, 

'L'orthodoxie anti-religieuse', Monde, p. 9. That said, in 1935, the Soviet Encyclopedia 

described Judas as lacking a 'sufficiently convinced Marxist ideology.' Quoted in 

Weems, 'The Intellectual Odyssey ofHenri Barbusse', p. 521. 

55 The FHB contains a dossier with numerous items of correspondence sent by and to 

Barbusse with the aim of bringing the play to the European stage. See Naf 16497, 

passim. 

56 For further information on Monde, see, in particular, Normand, 'Henri Barbusse, 

Monde and the Dimensions of Commitment'. Other items of relevance are to be found in 

section 2.7 ofthe bibliography. 

57 In his reflections on Barbusse's work, Aragon expressed his distaste for everything 

that followed Le Feu. See Pour expliquer ce que j 'etais, p. 43. 

58 Litterature de fa Revolution mondiale, p. 181. Subsequent references are indicated in 

the text, with the appropriate page number given in parenthesis. 

59 Breton had likewise noticed, and drawn his own conclusions from Barbusse's 

L ' · · D ;+. e p 15 collaboration with the likes of Claudel and Cocteau. See eg~ttme eJens ' · · 

60 Quoted in Radzinsky, Stalin, p. 262. 
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61 
Parijanine, 'Pour Ia destruction d'une legende', p. 16. Subsequent references are 

indicated in the text, with the appropriate page number given in parenthesis. 

62 
For further information on Vvedensky and the Living Church, see Hosking, A History 

ofthe Soviet Union, pp. 231-32. 

63 Quoted in Lounatcharsky, Silhouettes, p. 309. 

64 In a letter to Barbusse to acknowledge receipt of a complimentary copy of Jesus 

twenty years later, Jammes wrote: 'Je ne sais pourquoi, mais dans les epouvantables 

abimes de votre sacrilege, je disceme je ne sais quelle lueur diffuse qui ne sort pas 

directement de cet enfer que vous m'envoyates voici quelques vingt ans. [ ... ] Si vous 

saviez comme je prie sur cette lettre!' FHB, Naf16534, f. 183. 

65 Naf 16532, f. 248. The letter is dated 10 July 1917. The word 'sacrifice', which 

Barbusse altered ahead of the publication of the article 'en plaquette', was reinstated in 

Paroles (p. 14). The section that would have been of interest to the former priests is on 

pp. 14-16, where Barbusse makes the point that all religions have become 'instruments 

d'une propagande sociale tres determinee', however pure they may have been originally, 

and thus have to be opposed. 

66 George, 'Aux lueurs de La Forge', pp. 493-94. Marx's study, 'Le Rayonnement de 

l'amour dans rreuvre d'Henri Barbusse', was published in Les Cahiers idealistes 

fran~ais. 

67 Peyre, 'Henri Barbusse', p. 366, for this and all the preceding quotations. 

68 Souday, 'Les livres [Jesus]'. 

69 Naf 16524, f 243, for this and all other quotations. 

70 Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 176. After all the accusations levelled at him, Barbusse 

was not unaware of the way in which certain readers might interpret Jesus etc. In 

'L'Orthodoxie anti-religieuse' (p. 9), Barbusse stated that if his novel should be used 

. . 1. · , h ld not be held responsible. In all 'pour 1 'actuahsat10n mod erne de Ia re 1g10n , e cou 
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probability, Barbusse would have welcomed a religious revival if, in modernizing itself, 

the Church had moved forward by moving backwards to its origins. 

71 Naf 16524, tf 275-76. 

72 
For all quotations relating to Barbusse's reply, see f. 277 of the dossier indicated in the 

previous note. 

73 
The article from which this quotation is taken, 'L 'Exploite' (pp. 261-73 ), is yet 

another useful summary ofBarbusse's ideas regarding Jesus in 1927-1928. 

74 
FHB, Naf 16533, f. 329. The letter is dated 18 July 1925 and is reproduced in CHB 

nos 19-20, 1996, 56-57. 

75 AA V, 45.108; author's italics. 

76 See 'Jesus-Christ a-t-il existe?', 'Jesus marxiste', 'L' exploitation de Jesus', and Part 

one of Judas, 'Les origines', pp. 7-113,passim. 

77 
In addition to the items mentioned in the previous note, see the section of Judas 

entitled 'Quelqu'un a passe', pp. 68-74 (p. 68 in particular); and Faits divers, pp. 269-

70. 

78 Na/16545, f. 429. This draft letter is dated 12 February 1927. 

79 In Judas, Barbusse writes that Jesus was implicated in 'une affaire d'ordre courant de 

messianisme anti-romain' (p. 179). Many scholars disagree. 

80 16524, tf 255-56. All that remains of the 'flirt epistolaire' to which Noussane refers is 

a single letter from Chastel to Barbusse dated 22 July 1927, concerning a passage on P· 

215 of Judas to which Chaste! objected. See 16533, tf 280-82. 

81 Noussane 'La cite des livres. Henri Barbusse: Jesus'. 
' 

82 
See note 78. 

83 Dictionnaire Bordas de litterature jran9aise, p. 476. 

84 Mancisidor, Henri Barbusse, pp. 96, 98; my translations. 

85 
Ibid., p. 98. 
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86 Caute, Communism and the French Intellectuals, p. 321. 

87 Ibid., pp. 101-102. 

88 Ibid., p. 177. 

89 Bonnaud-Lamotte, 'Jean Relinger: Henri Barbusse, ecrivain combattant', p. 414. 

90 Courtois and Lazer, Histoire du PCF, p. 35. See alsop. 53. 

91 The occasional misgivings about the extent and rate of progress in the USSR post_ 

Revolution which the reader will find in socio-political works such as Russie (see, for 

example, pp. 37-39, 63, 187) are invariably tempered by the firm conviction that Soviet 

success will ultimately be achieved. Nevertheless, in her memoirs, Louise Weiss reports 

that Barbusse's widow, Helyonne, was offered a pension by the Soviet authorities, on the 

condition that modifications be made to the texts of Voici and Staline in particular. The 

latter contains references to 'un-persons', while the former is strewn with minor 

criticisms (see, for example, pp. 16, 54, 83-84, 139, 141, 163, 175, 177-78, 198-99, 296-

97, 301-302). SeeMemoires d'une Europeenne, p. 268. 

92 In reply to an open letter to Barbusse sent in 1930 by the International Bureau of 

Revolutionary Literature, the central question of which was 'Etes-vous avec nous ou 

contre nous?', Barbusse asked for a list of the errors he was supposed to have made. 

Wrote Bella Illes in his report on the activities of the Bureau's secretariat: 'La chose 

n' est pas facile a faire. Avec les erreurs politiques de Barbusse, on remplirait un volume.' 

Litterature de Ia revolution mondiale, p. 18. 

93 Picciola hesitantly advances the same suggestion with regard to Barbusse's thinking on 

Jesus and Marx: 'il affirme leur filiation, peut-etre parce qu'il a besoin de cette parente.' 

Picciola 'Les debuts litteraires d'Henri Barbusse' (p. 29). 
' 

94 Gide Retour de I 'URSS Retouches a mon Retour de I 'URSS. 
' ' 

95 See Holland, Time Remembered, p. 128. 
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96 
In 1929, Barbusse wrote that 'la fa~on dont l'Etat sovietique resout Ia question des 

nationalites permet a toutes les races diverses qui peuplent I' ancienne Russie des tsars. 

une cooperation aussi precieuse pour I' art que bienfaisante pour Ia vie social e.' Barbusse. 

'Lettre inedite d'Henri Barbusse a un groupe d' ecrivains yidich a Paris' (p. 5). 

97 
Ihe God That Failed, p. 68. Any reader wondering how highly intelligent men could 

come to accept monstrosities of this kind would do well to read Koestler's contribution 

to this important book (pp. 25-82). 

98 Buber-Neumann, Von Potsdam Nach Moskau, p. 326. 

99 Barbusse, quoted in Lunacharsky, Silhouettes, p. 306. 

100 See Relinger, Henri Barbusse, p. 23. 

101 Lang labelled him neither but could not refrain from describing his interviewee in 

religious terms. Having noted the 'statuette de Ia Vierge au-dessus de Ia cheminee' in 

Barbusse's villa in Aumont, Lang added: 'J'ignore de quelle maniere il est parvenu a cet 

etat de grace revolutionnaire, et quand Ia paralysie de son sens critique fut acquis, mais 

sa conviction est aujourd'hui de meme ordre que la foi des vrais croyants.' Lang, 'Henri 

Barbusse' (pp. 403, 404). 
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CONCLUSION 

A premature death in Moscow in 1935, at the age of siXt· y-two, prevented Henri 

Barbusse from producing a long work of prose fiction that would h b . ave een entitled 

'Morceaux du monde'. Chapter one of four would have featured the 'etemel pivot 

d'Adam et Eve'; chapter two would have provided yet another critique of the 'evasions 

offertes aux hommes, et en premier lieu, les religions' .1 In terms of the thematics at least 
' 

had he lived but a few years longer, Barbusse's work as a creative writer would have 

ended very much as it had begun. 

The general aim of this thesis is to point up the centrality of religion in Barbusse' s 

work as it stands. Close analysis of selected texts, from the poetry Barbusse produced as 

a pupil at the College Rollin in the early 1890s, through the pseudo-gospel Jesus, 

published in 1927, to the hagiographic biography of Stalin, which proved to be the 

writer's last, and least felicitous contribution to the world of letters, has shown that 

religion represented a major, if not the major preoccupation ofHenri Barbusse. 

The particular aim of this thesis is to show that there is both continuity, and 

development in Barbusse's treatment of religion as he himself developed under the 

impact of external events. The above analysis of the texts has demonstrated that 

Barbusse was an atheist who throughout his career was hostile towards traditional, 

institutionalized forms of religion in general and Christianity in its Roman Catholic form 

in particular; but that the perspective from which he mounted his attack evolved. In his 

poetry and his first two novels, Les Suppliants and L 'Enfer, Barbusse undermined 

Christianity from a largely apolitical and metaphysical perspective. Although his 

immanentist philosophy is still clearly visible in his later works, the nature ofBarbusse's 

critique of Christianity became altogether more political in Le Feu and Clarte, the two 

novels that emerged as a direct response to the events of 1914-1918. In the third and 

final phase of his career, as represented by Les Enchainements and Jesus. Barbusse 
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attacked Christianity on ideological grounds. This is not to say th t B rb . 
a a usse went mto 

battle with religion armed to the teeth with Marxist-Leninist theory (with which the 

writer was thoroughly unfamiliar); but rather that as a member of the PCF, Barbusse 

identified the Church as the Communists' main ideological adversary in the fight for the 

hearts and minds of the masses. 

Thus, there is continuity and development with regard to Barbusse' s 

anticlericalism. It is a constant feature of his work but finds expression in different ways 

over the course of his career. Initially, Barbusse's anticlericalism is largely implicit in his 

writing, a logical extension of his negative depiction of traditional religious beliefs and 

practices. It becomes explicit in the war context, in which the clerics are portrayed as a 

major component of the 'Union sacree'; and Barbusse contributes to the version of the 

'rumeur iniame' which held that the clergy preached the merits of waging this particular 

war whilst leaving the actual fighting to others. In Barbusse' s work after 1919, the 

Church is shown to be a major factor in conflict after conflict throughout the last two 

millennia, as well as the bulwark of the political status quo more generally. Curiously, 

however, Barbusse treats the individual cleric with a notable degree of sympathy. Ursleur 

in Les Suppliants and Piot in Clarte are portrayed as nothing more than misguided; the 

considerably less pliable, more doctrinaire Roman Catholic priest in L 'Enfer and the 

'sergent-infirmier' in Le Feu earn the narrator's respect in both narratives. Yet the cleric 

is afforded progressively less coverage in Barbusse's novels. After Maximilien Desanzac, 

Ursleur is the main character in Les Suppliants and their two lengthy dialogues constitute 

the novel's dramatic interest, such as it is. In Les Enchainements and Jesus, the emphasis 

is very much on the ecclesiastical authorities as a whole, the Church at an institutional 

level. 

There is continuity and development also in Barbusse's fascination with Jesus. He 

too is a recurrent feature, both direct and indirect, ofBarbusse's poetry and novels. The 
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narrators of L 'Enfer, Clarte and Les Enchainements are all identified t · o varying degrees 

with Jesus, as are individual 'poilus' in Le Feu and Clarte; the narrator of L 'Enfer, and 

Maximilien Desanzac in Les Suppliants in particular can even be descn·b d · · ' e as messtaruc 

figures. Jesus tells his own story in Jesus, the novel in Barbusse's Jesus triptych, which 

put the leaders of the PCF in such a difficult position. Unlike trained exegetes such as 

Paul-Louis Couchoud, whose work he knew well, Barbusse argued that Jesus had 

existed and had preached an atheist, proto-Communist gospel of social and political 

revolution. Well-read though Barbusse was on the origins of Christianity, it is hard not to 

see his interpretation as a case of eisegis rather than exegesis, a 'reading into' the sources 

as opposed to a 'reading out' of them. There are a considerable number of minor, but 

collectively important points of detail on which Barbusse's argument could be 

challenged. Suffice it to say that Barbusse's Jesus lacks credibility because he undergoes 

precisely the same transformation that Barbusse himself underwent. In the early work, as 

reflected in the messianic narrators and the crucified Christ that Maximilien 

contemplates, Jesus is an apolitical figure. In Clarte, Jesus appears to Simon Paulin, 'De 

Profundis', and speaks through him to the world, instructing humanity not to rebuild the 

churches destroyed in the war. In adopting this stance, Jesus is dissociated from the 

Church and placed on the Left in Barbusse's Manichean world-view, a development 

which anticipates Jesus's portrayal as a proto-Communist revolutionary in the final phase 

of Barbusse's career. Mindful of the sacrifices he made during and after the war, 

Barbusse was also inclined to talk about himself in messianic terms, 
2 

which suggests a 

personal identification with Jesus on the part of the writer. 

Although Jesus is by far the most important individual component, he is only one 

. . . d · th t are such a striking feature of element m the rehgwus figures, language an tmagery a 

. d d E the 'De profundis' motif, the Barbusse' s work throughout his career. A am an ve, 

. . all f hi 1 from Le Feu onwards, the Great apocalyptic markers to be found m o s nove s 
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Flood of the Book of Genesis, the Tower of Babel and the 'Ce q · fut , ut sera syntagma 

have all been analysed at some length in this thesis. Likewise, independent of them, the 

abundant use of language that one would normally expect to find in a religious context. 

This thesis has shown that Barbusse employed the above with the dual purpose, broadly 

speaking, of subverting Christianity and sanctifying secular phenomena in the quest for a 

an alternative form of faith. 

When accused in the 1920s of attempting to 'mysticize' revolutionary politics, 

Barbusse defended himself robustly, postulating a faith-reason dichotomy encapsulated 

by the dictum 'Comprendre d' abord, aimer ensuite.' He took the view that his faith was 

based on reason, not the converse - the sine qua non of religious belief - which he 

condemned utterly as an abdication of human intelligence. Like Marx and Lenin, he 

stated that the advent of the classless society would bring about what might be described 

as the 'withering away' of the religious impulse (seep. 288). Elsewhere, however, and 

somewhat contradictorily, Barbusse contended that the human need to believe derived 

not from a feeling of alienation understood in socio-economic terms, but from 'des 

ressorts interieurs: un besoin de croire aveugle et intense [ .. .]. Le sentiment de Ia 

faiblesse de l'etre humain, et de sa petitesse dans l'univers, Ia terreur des forces 

naturelles et surtout la terreur de la mort. ' 3 Barbusse was of the opinion, in other words, 

that the religious impulse at work in human beings - himself included, no doubt - was 

an innate, deeply visceral response to the human condition, a response which, 

presumably, would remain, regardless of the socio-economic system in place. 

Given this essentialist view of religion and Barbusse' s prediction - quite right in 

this particular instance - that any direct, 'frontal assault' on religious beliefs and 

. d · h ght as a writer to channel the practices would prove to be counter-pro ucttve, e sou 

. . . . . . H hi reference in Couteau, to 'Ia rehgwus Impulse m other, secular directiOns. ence s ' 

. . . "th hi h the pseudo-gospel Jesus 
beaute religieuse' (see p. 276) and the InJunction WI w c 
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ends: 'mettez l'idee pure, sage, et juste, de Ia Revolution dans Ia gra d .. 1 .. n e arne re Igteuse 

de I'humanite. Ainsi soit-il' (see p. 258). Hence also the call to revol t. · · h u 10nanes, m t e 

final section of Judas, to separate 'l'erreur relio1euse de I' elan reliaieu · I' .. 
o-- o-- x qm entrame 

comme un torrent' (see p. 283). Barbusse rejected the charge that he was a religious 

mystic; but he was quite content to label himself 'un croyant et un mystique de Ia 

logique' (seep. 281). 

His self-acknowledged pseudo-mysticism was not, however, a phenomenon that 

came to the fore, unheralded, in the 1920s, only after Barbusse had detected a perceived 

parallelism between primitive Christianity and the contemporary Communist movement. 

This thesis has shown that Barbusse attempted, quite consciously, in his poetry and early 

novels, to divinize the human. His spokesman, the atheist Maximilien Desanzac, 

expresses his admiration for religion, describes himself- somewhat surprisingly - as a 

religious being (seep. 64), and proposes a pseudo-religious cult of his fellow man. At the 

head of the Clarte movement after the war, Barbusse and Anatole France declared that 

they had founded the movement with the aim of spreading, 'like an experimental 

religion', a combination of political doctrines and the eternal poetical verities of justice, 

truth and beauty (see p. 312). Elsewhere, Barbusse referred to his 'conception de Ia 

religion sociale', which in Le Feu, and in Clarte in particular, takes the form of a pseudo-

religious cult of a socialist republicanism informed by Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen 

Points. Long before Barbusse' s syncretization of primitive Christianity and contemporary 

Communism in the characters of Etienne in Les Enchainements and Jesus in Jesus, the 

writer had already compared the pronouncements of President Wilson, the 'logicien 

splendide' of the immediate post-war era, with the precepts of the first Christians (seeP· 

187). 

If Barbusse thought that he was providing his readers, and, increasingly after 

. . . f filii · ·t 1 oid there can be little doubt 1917, his mass audiences, with a means o ng a spin ua v ' 
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that the message he imparted and his role as spokesman for a certam· t. . . cons ttuency Within 

his generation satisfied great personal needs of his own 4 He stated s 1 · . . · evera tlffies m his 

youth his desire to speak to the world in the capacity of poet-prophet, a spiritual guide 

for the masses in the Victor Hugo mould. As a result of the staggering success of Le 

Feu, Barbusse became something of the sort; the crowd that followed his funeral cortege 

to Pere Lachaise in September 1935, estimated at 300,000, is said to have been the 

largest such Parisian gathering since the death of Hugo himself 5 Once again, however, 

there is development as well as continuity with regard to the prophetic, for the various 

pseudo-prophets to be found in Barbusse's poetry and all of his novels promote a cause 

which varies in accordance with Barbusse's political evolution, which need not be 

restated. Suffice it to say that when this cause acquired an overtly political dimension and 

was therefore no longer concerned with simply combating traditional forms of religion, 

the prophets did not necessarily lose the religious patina which had characterized their 

earlier incarnations. Thus, not only is Simon Paulin's apostolic mission connoted by the 

obvious allusion in his name both to Simon Peter and Saint Paul, it is also 'endorsed', if 

not completely determined, by the prophet from Galilee himself While none of 

Barbusse' s prophets, Jesus included, believe in God, there is something distinctly 

religious about all of them. 

There was something distinctly religious about Barbusse also. His profoundly 

religious culture, his public declaration of love for Jesus, the ambivalence of his attitude 

towards religion and of the literary techniques he used all contributed to a widely 

perceived religiosity, which declarations of atheism alone, however sincere, could not 

dispel. It would be hard to take issue with Picciola' s view that although Barbusse was 

never a churchgoer, 'son arne etait religieuse' .6 Analysis of reader-response to 

Barbusse's early fiction and the attempt to answer the question 'Henri Barbusse: 

Comrade or Christian?' in Part four of this thesis have shown that Picciola's contention 
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has been shared by many of those who have pondered Henri Barb , . usse s engagement With 

religion. 

There is no small amount of irony in this mven that Henn· Barb · 
' o· usse IS now 

generally remembered as a Communist and the author of Le Feu, if remembered at all 

And here there is a further irony, in that Barbusse ascribed his faith in Communism to the 

power of reason and the scientific laws of Marx and subsequent theoreticians. Yet his 

work suggests that Barbusse himself had no conception whatsoever of these laws or of 

dialectical materialism generally. While he can be forgiven this failing, since he read 

neither German nor Russian, and French translations of the works of Marx and Engels 

did not become commonly available in France until around the time of the writer's own 

death, one is left wondering how Barbusse could make such bold claims for ratiocination 

when the opportunity for this was so conspicuously lacking in his own case. It might be 

argued that Barbusse's faith was empirical, rather than logical; but Barbusse hailed Lenin 

as the New Messiah, and the Soviet Union as the Promised Land long before he first set 

foot in it, and having done so, he failed to see, after numerous, extended and often 

unsupervised stays, what was so obvious to Gide after one relatively brief visit. Barbusse 

never used the term 'conversion' in reference to his adoption of Communism but there is 

no more apposite a word to describe it. 

This thesis has charted Henri Barbusse' s quest for faith as reflected in his work. 

The titles of his novels alone suggest a spiritual odyssey, beginning with Les Suppliants 

and ending in Elevation, viaL 'Enfer, Le Feu, Clarte and Jesus. The unwavering faith 

that Barbusse showed in Communism in the last fifteen years of his life and work -

political in appearance, religious in nature - marked the end of a process begun much 

. . 11 d · th ·ter's treatment of religion in 
earber, a process whose traJectory can be fo owe m e wn 

. . · h h b fit f hindsight it would be all 
his poetry, novels, and works of non-fictiOn. Wtt t e ene 0 

' 

too easy to condemn Barbusse for his simultaneous criticism of the Church's 
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bloodstained history and his support for a dictator whose record was no less 

reprehensible. When Barbusse died, however, the executions that Stalin ordered could 

still be passed off as necessary, if 'regrettable' self-protective measures, and the horrors 

of the forced collectivization of the Soviet Union's peasantry could still be dismissed as 

exaggerations and anti-Soviet propaganda. Furthermore, having spent a considerable 

amount of time in the trenches of the Western Front and watched with dismay the 

bankruptcy of liberalism after the Armistice, Barbusse saw the world very differently 

from the way in which we see it. For Barbusse, Communism represented the only hope 

for the human race and, after initial hesitation, he placed his complete faith in it. It is 

hardly surprising, then, that he did not see what Gide and others saw, for faith can not 

only move mountains, but blind a man to their very existence. 
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Notes 

1 Barbusse, quoted in Vidal, Henri Barbusse, p. 361. 

2 See p. 141 of this thesis, as well as J'Accuse, in which Barbusse declared that he 

belonged to a group of men 'qui sont prets a donner leur sang et leur vie pour Ia cause 

de 1' emancipation definitive des masses humaines exploitees et opprimees par d' autres 

hommes' (p. 4). 

3 Barbusse, Judas, p. 12. See also Barbusse's preface to Lorulot, L 'Eglise et Ia guerre, 

p. 10. 

4 'Le souvenir de l'accueil qui m'a ete fait dans certaines circonstances, a Paris, a Lyon, a 

Berlin, a Hambourg, a Vienne, ou j 'ai ete porte en triomphe par des foules de dix mille et 

de vingt mille personnes, restera la joie et l'honneur de rna vie.' Barbusse, quoted in 

Lefevre, Une heure avec Frederic Lefevre (pp. 76-77). For the views of two 

contemporaries, see Bernard, 'Barbusse prophete'; and Pohl, 'Ein moralisches Gesetz', 

pp. 425-26. 

5 See Duclos and Freville, Henri Barbusse, p. 27. 

6 Picciola, 'Le role et l'reuvre d'Henri Barbusse', p. 41. See also Relinger, Henri 

Barbusse, p. 285. 
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SELECTED BffiLIOGRAPHY 

1 PRIMARY SOURCES 

1.1 Archival material 

1.1 a Fonds Henri Barbusse 

The Fonds Henri Barbusse is kept at the Bibliotheque nationale de France (Richelieu) in 

the Departement des manuscrits occidentaux. It contains 73 dossiers catalogued in the 

Catalogue des Nouvelles acquisitions jran9aises du departement des manuscrits 1972-

1986, numbers 16467-16539. For reasons of scope, the titles of those dossiers referred 

to in this thesis only are provided. 

16467 'Enfance et jeunesse' 

16469 'L'Orfevre du Mikaido. Fantaisie japonaise en I acte en vers' 

16471 'Cahier devers- 1891, groupe litteraire avril-novembre 1891' 

16472 'Archives du groupe litteraire fonde par Henri Barbusse et Jean Weber au college 

Rollin. Cahier devers decembre 1891-septembre 1892' 

16474' "Le Conquerant". Premier titre du romanLes Suppliants' 

16475 'Pleureuses et autres poemes' 

16478 (1 and 2) 'Les Suppliants. Fragments autographes, brouillons, notes etc.' 

16479 'L 'Enfer- fragments et lettres' 

16484 'Lettres re~ues apres la parution du Feu (Adam-Koenig)' 

16485 'Lettres re~ues apres Ia parution du Feu (Lafitte-Zaldumbilde)' 

16491 'Les Enchainements' 

16497 'Jesus contre Dieu. Mystere avec cinema et musique' 

16499 'Fragments d'reuvres diverses parues ou inedites' 

16503 'Articles de Barbusse ( 1926-1931)' 

16504 'Articles d'Henri Barbusse (1932-1935)' 

16507 'Notes intimes 6-31 juillet 1896' 
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16508 'Notes intimes avril-mai 1896' 

16509 'Notes intimes aofit 1896-mai 1897' 

16512 'Camet de notes pour Clarte' 

16517 'Registre contenant des brouillons des Suppliants' 

16520 'Notes pour Les Suppliants' 

16523 'Brouillons de notes d'reuvres diverses parues ou inedites' 

16524 'Lettres adressees a Barbusse a !'occasion de la publication de certaines de ses 

reuvres' 

16525 'Cahier sur lequel Barbusse a colle des coupures de presse concernant Pleureuses' 

16526 'Coupures de presse se rapportant a l'reuvre d'Henri Barbusse (essentiellement 

Les Suppliants, L 'Enfer, Le Feu etc.)' 

16530 'Lettres de Barbusse a Helyonne Mendes/Barbusse et les reponses de celle-ci' 

16532 'Lettres de Barbusse a sa femme, 1916-1918, puis 1925-1933' 

16533 'Lettres adressees a Henri Barbusse. Ackard-Duvernois' 

16534 'Lettres adressees a Henri Barbusse. Einstein-Loti' 

16536 'Lettres adressees a Henri Barbusse. Sadoul-Zweig' 

1.1 b Archives Annette Vidal 

This archive is kept at the Bibliotheque marxiste de Paris. It consists of 69 box files of 

material, each one containing varying numbers of dossiers. The number before the point 

is to the box file; the number after, to the dossier, the title of which is also provided. 

Again, for reasons of scope, this bibliography does not include every item in the archive, 

and is restricted to those items referred to in the thesis and items which may be of 

particular interest to researchers. 

13.25 'Correspondance 1915 a 1919' 

32.65 'Jesus' 

32.66 'Biographies Henri Barbusse' 
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32.67 'Interviews Henri Barbusse' 

42.1 03b 'Lettres sur L 'Enfer' 

43.105 'Articles sur Le Feu' 

43.105b 'Lettres sur Le Feu' 

44.105 'Articles sur Le Feu' 

45.108 'Articles/Lettres sur Les Judas de Jesus' 

45.109 'Les Judas de Jesus' 

53.B10-16 includes 'Jesus- epreuves' 

55.B24 'Jesus' 

55.B25 'Les Judas de Jesus (1 ere et 2e copies)' 

57.B35 'Jesus contre Dieu' 

58.B37 'Jesus (1 ere et 2e copies)' 

1.2 Private collection 

109lettres de Henri Barbusse a Simone Dumas (Novembre 1926-Fevrier 1931) 

1.3 Published and unpublished works by Henri Barbusse 

Unless otherwise stated, the place of publication for all items in this and subsequent 
sections, where appropriate, is Paris. 

Le Mystere d 'Adam 

Pleureuses (Fasquelle, 1895) 

Le Nu au Salon (E. Bernard, 1901 ); fellow co-authors, Catulle Mendes, G. Bidache, J. 

Lunet, M. Magre 

Les Suppliants (F asquelle, 1903) 

L 'Enfer (Albin Michel, 1908; repr. 1991) 

Meissonier (Pierre Lafitte, [1911]); collection 'Les Peintres illustres', ed. by M. Henry 

Roujon (72 vols) 

Le Feu (Journal d'une escouade) (Flammarion, 1916; repr. Livre de Poche, 1965) 

Nous autres (Flammarion, 1918) 
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C/arte (Flammarion, 1919; repr. 1978) 

L 'Illusion (Flammarion, 1919); collection 'Une heure d'oubli' 

Paroles d'un combattant. Articles et Discours {1917-1920) (Flammarion, 1920) 

La Lueur dans l'Abime. Ce que veut le Groupe Clarte (Editions Clarte, 1920) 

Quelques coins du creur ([n.p.] Editions du Sablier, 1921) 

Le Couteau entre les dents (Editions Clarte, 1921) 

Lettre aux intellectuels (Rome: Rassegna Internazionale, 1921) 

L 'Etrangere (Flammarion, 1922); collection 'Une heure d'oubli' 

Les Enchainements, 2 vols (Flammarion, 1925) 

Force. L 'au-de/a. Le crieur. (Trois films) (Flammarion, 1926) 

Les Bourreaux. Dans les Balkans. - La Terreur blanche. Un formidable proces 

politique (Flammarion, 1926) 

Manifeste aux intellectuels (Les Ecrivains Reunis, [ 1927]) 

Jesus (Flammarion, 1927) 

Les Judas de Jesus (Flammarion, 1927) 

Jesus contre Dieu. Mystere avec cinema et musique 

Faits divers (Flammarion, 1928) 

Voici ce qu 'on a fait de Ia Georgie (Flammarion, 1929) 

Ce qui jut sera (Flammarion, 1930) 

Elevation (Flammarion, 1930) 

Russie (Flammarion, 1930) 

J'Accuse (Bureau d'Editions, 1932) 

Zola ( Gallimard, 193 2) 

Connais-tu Thaelmann (Edition du Comite pour la liberation de Thaelmann et des 

Antifascistes Allemands emprisonnes, [ 1934]) 

Staline. Un monde nouveau vu a travers homme (Flammarion, 193 5) 
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Lettres de Lenine a safami/le (Rieder, 1936); co-edited with Alfred Kurella 

Lettres d'Henri Barbusse a sa femme 1914-1917 (Flammarion, 1937) 

1.4 Other items by Henri Barbusse (articles, speeches, prefaces, letters, telegrams 
and poems) 

For ease of reference, the page numbers for items reproduced in Paroles are also 
provided, where appropriate. 

'A Gabriele d' Annunzio',PDP, 17 April1919, p.l!Paroles, pp. 91-97 

'A propos de Jesus marxiste', L 'Humanite, 9 October 1926, p. 4 

'A propos d'un mysticisme',Le Drapeau Rouge, 27 April1927 

'Autour de la Societe des Nations',Le Pays, 8 January 1919/Paroles, pp. 83-89 

'Aux anciens combattants', L '(Euvre, July 1917/Paro/es, pp. 23-27 

'Aux survivants', PDP, 3 July 1918/Paroles, pp. 71-77 

'Barbusse repond a ses calomniateurs',PDP, 25 June 1918, p. 1/Paroles, pp. 65-70 

'Chateaubriand et }'esprit moderne', La Revue du Palais, 9, September (1898), 700-713 

'Le Citoyen du monde',PDP, 15 December 1918, p. 1 

'La clarte de la raison',L 'Humanite, 26 August 1919, pp. 1-2 

'Confession d'un ecrivain',Kalidas Nag, 4 August 1927 

'Le Congres national de 1' ARAC', L 'Humanite, 11 September 1919, p. !/Paroles, pp. 

141-46 

'Dans l'enfer du vrai', preface to G. de Champs, 54 dessins, 54 legendes (Editions 

Marini [ vers 1925]) 

'Deux lettres a Lounatcharski', Magazine litteraire, nos 79-80, 1973, 53-55 

'Le devoir socialiste', L 'Humanite, 24 October 1920, pp. 1-2 

'Les ecrivains et l'utopie', Le Pays, 2 June 1917/Paroles, pp. 29-36 

'L'Eglise et la bourgeoisie', L 'Humanite, 18 September 1927, p. 4 

L 'Eg/ise et Ia guerre, Andre Lorulot (Editions de l'Idee libre, 1932); preface by Henri 

Barbusse, pp. 7-11 
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'Evocations', Le Banquet, no. 8, March (1893), 242 

'L'exploitation de Jesus', L 'Humanite, 27 February 1927, p. 4 

'Le groupe "Clarte" ', L 'Humanite, 10 May 1919, p. 1/Paro/es, pp. 99-103 

'Henri Barbusse et les catholiques', Le Faubourg, 25 January 1927, pp. 1-2 

'Jesus-Christ a-t-il existe?', L 'Humanite, 28 July 1926, p. 4 

'Jesus contre Dieu, fragment d'un mystere avec cinema et musique', Monde, 28 

December I929, p. 6 

'Jesus marxiste', L 'Humanite, 11 August I926, p. 4 

'La lec;on des revolutions passees', speech made on 21 March 1920 (Nice)/Paro/es, pp. 

199-211 

'Lettre au directeur deL 'Humanite', Paroles, pp. 7-8 

'Une lettre inedite d'Henri Barbusse', edited by Edward A. O'Brien, CHB, no. 26, June 

(2001), 24-35 

'Une lettre inedite d'Henri Barbusse, au poete Jean Muller! CHB, nos I9-20, 1996, 58-

60 

'Lettre inedite d'Henri Barbusse a un groupe d'ecrivains yidich de Paris, 10 septembre 

1929', Yidich. Revue de litterature juive, no. 2, 1958, 3-5 

'Les lettres de Jacques Sadoul', preface to Jacques Sadoul, Notes sur Ia revolution 

bolchevique (octobre 1917-janvier 1919) (Editions de Ia Sirene, I919), pp. 3-17 

'Les lettres et le progres', PDP, II April1918, p. I 

'La ligne droite', L 'Humanite, 20 February 1923, p. I 

'Louise Michel', L 'Humanite, 3 April1927, p. 4 

Lourdes - Comment expliquer les guerisons miraculeuses?, Andre Lorulot, La Revue de 

/'Idee fibre, no. 123, August 1926 (Editions de Ia Revue de l'Idee libre); Barbusse's 

reply, pp. 7-II 
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'Meditation [sur Dieu] de M. Henri Barbusse', Philosophies, nos 5-6, March (1925), 

605-607; reply to a survey by Pierre Morhange 

'Mensaje a los intelectuales y estudiantes de Ia America Latina', Nosotros, no. 141, 

February (1921), 224-26; co-authored with Anatole France 

'Mysticisme?', L 'Humanite, 17 April 1927, p. 4 

'Nous voulons faire Ia revolution dans les esprits', Clarte, 11 October 1919, p. 1 

'Nous voulons savoir Ia verite',Le Pays, 26 December 1917, p. 1/Paroles, pp. 51-57 

'L'orthodoxie anti-religieuse' ,Monde, 15 December 1928, 8-9 

'Peut-on etre juif sans etre revolutionnaire?', L 'Humanite, 21 July 1926, p. 4 

'La poiemique du Feu', PDP, 20 July 1918, pp. 1-2 

'Pourquoi te bats-tu?',Les Nations, June 1917/Paroles, pp. 9-21 

'Premieres representations et reprises', La Revue du Palais, I, March-May (1897), i-iv, 

lX-Xll 

'Premieres representations et reprises', La Grande Revue, 5, April-June (1898), i-ii, v

viii, xiii-xiv; 7, October-December (1898), i-iv, ix-xii; 15, October (1900), i-v; 17, 

January-April (1901), 243-249, 502-508, 760-66 

'Resurrection',La Verite, 31 January 1918/Paroles, pp. 51-57 

'La Revolution russe retoumera le monde', L 'Humanite, 6 November 1922, p. I 

'La Revolution russe et les travailleurs', speech made on 19 October 1919 

(Paris)/Paroles, pp. 153-77 

'Un telegramme de Barbusse a Wilson', PDP, 16 October 1918, p. 1 

'Des vers inedits d'un manuscrit deL 'Enfer',Europe, no. 477, January (1969), 15 

'Vers les temps nouveaux', PDP, 12 June 1919, p. 1/Paroles, pp. 109-19 

'Victor Hugo', L 'Humanite, 3 0 May 192 7, p. 4 
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2SECONDARYSOURCES 

2.1 Archival material 

2.1a Bibliotheque nationale de France (Richelieu) 

Naf16545, 'Alfred Loisy: Lettres: von Hugel-Parsanisi' 

Naf24549, 'Papiers Jehan Rictus' [Gabriel Randon] 
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